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A b s t r a c t 

This dissertation examines postvelar harmony in two unrelated languages: 

Palestinian Arabic and St'at'imcets Salish. In contrast to previous studies, it identifies two 

such harmonies for each language: pharyngealisation (tongue root retraction) harmony and 

uvularisation (tongue back retraction) harmony. The properties of the two harmonies in 

each language are detailed. Acoustic data are provided as support for the proposed 

analyses and for the grounded phonological accounts which are subsequently developed. 

The harmonic feature of pharyngealisation harmony in both Palestinian and St'a'timcets is 

identified as [RTR] (unspecified for primary or secondary status). The anchor for [RTR] in 

both languages is the NUC. Co-occurring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] are 

identified as the harmonic features of uvularisation harmony. In both languages, the 

anchor for these co-occurring features is the root node. An Optimality Theory account of 

the two harmonies in each language is developed, in which Correspondence, Alignment, 

and Grounded Constraints have central roles. Constraint reranking is shown to yield the 

observed crosslinguistic variation in the harmonies. In the course of this examination, 

issues regarding the consonantal and vocalic inventories of Palestinian and St'at'imcets are 

adressed. It is argued that each has a more elaborate vocalic system than previously 

recognised, and that St'at'imcets, like Palestinian, has a set of underlying emphatic 

consonants. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Aims 

This thesis investigates postvelar harmony in two typologically, genetically, and 

geographically unrelated languages: Palestinian Arabic, a Semitic language, and 

St'at'imcets (Lillooet), a Salish language. The first aim is to present evidence that both 

these languages have two distinct postvelar harmonies, which are articulatorily 

implemented as pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation harmony. Acoustic support 

for the distinction between the two harmonies in each language will be presented. 

In identifying these two harmonies, the present analysis differs from previous 

analyses of both Palestinian and St'at'imcets. Previous studies have described only one 

postvelar harmony for Palestinian: 'emphasis spread'.1 With the exception of 

Elmedlaoui (1995) on Moroccan Arabic, the same is true for Arabic in general.2 

Likewise, previous studies have described only one postvelar harmony for 

'See, e.g., Younes (1982), Card (1983), Herzallah (1990), Younes (1993), and Davis 

(1995). 
2See, e.g., Lehn (1963), Maamouri (1967), Ghazeli (1977), Goad (1991), Bessell (1992), 

and Goad (1993). However, Elmedlaoui (1995) analyses Moroccan 'emphasis' as 

consisting of more than one type of harmony. As I have unfortunately learned of 

Elmedlaoui's study only after completing this work, it is not discussed in this thesis. 
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1.1. Aims 

St'at'imcets: 'retraction'.3 The same is true for Salish in general.4 I will argue that there 

is more complexity to Arabic and Salish postvelar phonology than has been previously 

recognised. 

The second aim is to show that pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation 

harmony are harmony of the feature (primary- or secondary-) [RTR], and of secondary-

[DOR] + secondary-[RTR], respectively. Pharyngealisation harmony is triggered by 

postvelar consonants, that is, by both gutturals and emphatics. The emphatic class 

includes segments, such as Isl, that are postvelar-articulated counterparts of non-postvelar 

consonants (e.g., Isl is the postvelar-articulated counterpart of non-emphatic Isf). 

Gutturals include the pharyngeals and uvulars /T fi B %l and, in Arabic, the laryngeals 

/? hi. Uvularisation harmony is triggered only by emphatics. The representations I will 

propose for gutturals are seen in (1). Those I will propose for emphatics are seen in (2). 

(In (1) and (2), only the specifications relevant to the two harmonies are shown.) It is 

assumed that tongue root retraction is represented by [RTR] under [TR], not by [TR] by 

itself, based on crosslinguistic evidence that [TR] dominates both [RTR] and [ATR], the 

latter representing tongue root advancement; this issue will be discussed further in §1.3.2. 

The stacked place specifications for the uvular gutturals and emphatics follow Selkirk's 

3See, e.g., van Eijk (1985), Czaykowska-Higgins (1987), Remnant (1990), and Bessell 

(1992). 
4See, e.g., Mattina (1979), Kuipers (1981), Cole (1987), Doak (1987, 1989), Kuipers 

(1990), Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991), Bessell (1992), and Doak (1992). 
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(1988) representation of primary vs. secondary place. This type of representation will be 

explained in §1.3.3.2. 

(1) The Representations of Gutturals 

a. pharyngeal and laryngeal gutturals: 
primary [TR]/[RTR] 

b. uvular gutturals: primary [DOR] 
and secondary [TR]/[RTR] 

oPlace 

[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

0 Place 
1 

[DOR] 

[TR] 

I 
[RTR] 

(2) The Representations of Emphatics: primary [COR], [DOR], or [LAB], secondary [DOR] 
and secondary [TR]/[RTR] 

a. coronal emphatics b. dorsal emphatics 

0 Place o Place 
1 I 

[COR] [DOR] 

P O R ] p o S f ^ . R ] 

1 [RTR] [RTR] 

c. labial emphatics 

0 Place 
1 

[LAB] 

IPO^T - ^ [ T R ] 

[RTR] 
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1.2. Overview of the Thesis 

The third aim is to present an Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky (1993), 

McCarthy and Prince (1993a)) account of the two harmonies in Palestinian and 

St'at'imcets. First, it will be argued that ranked constraints on input/output 

Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince (1995)), featural Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 

(1993b)), and phonetic grounding (Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a)), both syntagmatic 

(Shahin (1993), Jiang-King (1996), Pulleyblank (1997)) and paradigmatic (Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank (1994a)), are primarily responsible for the properties of both harmonies in 

each language. Second, the crosslinguistic variation in the two harmonies will be argued 

to be due to simple constraint reranking. 

1.2. Overview of the Thesis 

In the remainder of this chapter, the representational assumptions of this study are 

first presented. The articulatory and acoustic properties of postvelar segments are then 

discussed. Next, a typology of phonological harmony is proposed. Optimality Theory is 

then introduced and the general nature of Correspondence, Alignment, and Grounded 

constraints is explained. Finally, the distinction between phonetics and phonology, and the 

role of phonetics in phonology, are discussed. 

Chapter 2 first introduces Palestinian Arabic, clarifying the identity of the 

Palestinian phonemic inventory, with particular focus on the vocalic system. It then 

presents phonological evidence for Palestinian's distinct pharyngealisation and 

4 



1.2. Overview of the Thesis 

uvularisation harmonies, and acoustic findings that support that distinction. In chapters 2 

and 3, to set the strictly acoustic portions of the thesis off from the rest of the text, the 

sylised spectrogram seen here: 

will appear above the header of each section that presents acoustic 

findings. 

Chapter 2 develops a theoretical account of the two harmonies in Palestinian. The 

OT constraints that impose the properties of each harmony are proposed. Their ranking is 

identified and the constraint interaction producing the two postvelar harmonies is shown. 

Chapter 3 first introduces St'at'imcets Salish. It clarifies the St'at'imcets 

phonemic inventory, with focus on both the consonants and the vowels. It then presents 

phonological evidence for pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation harmony in the 

language, and supporting acoustic findings. The specific properties of the two harmonies 

are shown to differ from those found in Palestinian. However, the fundamental nature of 

the two harmonies across the two languages is argued to be the same. The OT constraints 

responsible for St'at'imcets' postvelar harmonies are identified. Most are the same as 

those identified for Palestinian in chapter 2, but a reranking of the constraints yields 

St'at'imcets' own version of the two harmonies. 
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1.3. Representational Assumptions 

The final chapter summarises the thesis. In conclusion, it will be suggested that Niger 

Congo and Nilotic '[-ATR]' harmony5 is pharyngealisation harmony, but with a non-

consonantal source. The thesis will propose that languages in which pharyngealisation 

harmony has a non-consonantal source are predicted by the optimally vocalic realisation of 

the pharyngealisation harmony feature, [RTR]; see §2.4.2. Typological work investigating 

possible systemic differences between consonantal-source vs. non-consonantal-source 

pharyngealisation harmony, that is, work investigating the phonological consequences of a 

consonantal vs. vocalic source, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

1.3. Representational Assumptions 

The feature geometry assumed here is seen in (3).6 (See Appendix I for 

explanation of the abbreviations and symbols used in this thesis.) Note that the 

representations in (1) and (2) differ from this geometry by showing [COR], [DOR], and 

[LAB] to dominate [DOR] and/or [TR]/[RTR]. This apparent mismatch will be cleared up 

in §1.3.3.2. 

5See, e.g., Stewart (1967), Clements (1985), Ka (1988), Archangeli and Pulleyblank 

(1989), Clements (1991), Odden (1991), and Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a). 
6Tonal features and [SUCTION] will not be discussed in this thesis, as neither is directly 

relevant to the phonological phenomena under investigation. See Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank (1994a) and Jiang-King (1996) for arguments that tonal features link directly 

to the mora. See Halle (1995) for evidence for [SUCTION], specified on clicks, and its 

direct linking to the root node. 
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1.3.1. Articulator Theory 

(3) 

[POST] [DISTR] [STRID] [HI] [LOW] [FRONT] [ATR] [RTR] 

Important assumptions that bear on this geometry will now be laid out. 

1.3.1. Articulator Theory 

Articulator Theory, developed by McCarthy (1985), Sagey (1986), and Halle 

(1988), will be assumed. Articulator Theory assumes, as do other feature geometric 

theories (see Clements (1985) and Mester (1986)) that distinctive features do not occur as 

unordered bundles, but in a hierarchical arrangement. The evidence for this is two-fold, as 

summarised by Kenstowicz (1994:146): first, certain features "introduc[e] a subdistinction 

within the category defined by another feature" (e.g., [DISTR], a finer distinction of 

[COR]); second, certain features "form recurrent groupings in phonological rules and 



1.3.1. Articulator Theory 

constraints" (e.g., vowels show assimilation for height features like fHTJ and [LOW], but 

not for [NAS]). 

Articulator Theory further assumes that phonological features can be defined in 

either articulatory or acoustic terms (see McCarthy (1988:99)) and that their hierarchical 

ordering "directly reflects aspects of the human anatomy used in the production of speech" 

(Halle and Vaux (1994:1)). (Features which are defined in acoustic terms are here 

assumed to have an articulatory basis.) McCarthy (1988:105) traces the roots of this 

theory to "Jakobson's fundamental insight in the late 1930s that the classification of 

speech sounds exploited in phonology has a universal phonetic basis." Articulator Theory 

is widely adopted in phonological theory.7 For further discussion of its justification, see 

Sagey (1986), McCarthy (1988), and Halle and Vaux (1994). 

A second theory is Vowel Place Theory,8 so-named by Halle and Vaux (1994) to 

highlight its central difference from Articulator Theory. Unlike Articulator Theory, Vowel 

Place Theory assumes that the feature geometry is primarily structured according to 

function. Phonetic basis is assigned a secondary role. The result is the proposal of distinct 

'C-Place' and ' V-Place' nodes, motivated primarily to account for the observed non-effect 

of intervening consonants in cases of vowel assimilation. Halle and Vaux (1994) reject 

7For examples of works which adopt Articulator Theory, see Halle (1989, 1992), Selkirk 

(1993) , Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), Kenstowicz (1994), McCarthy (1994), Vaux 

(1994) , and Halle (1995). 
8For examples of works which adopt Vowel Place Theory, see Steriade (1987), Clements 

(1989), Herzallah (1990), Clements (1991), Odden (1991), Ni Chiosain and Padgett 

(1993), Clements and Hume (1995), and Padgett (1995). 
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1.3.1. Articulator Theory 

Vowel Place Theory because its V-Place node "has no clear anatomical status" [p.4]. 

They readdress the data presumed by Vowel Place theorists to indicate the V-Place node 

and show that they can be straightforwardly handled within Articulator Theory. (See 

Selkirk (1993) and Vaux (1994) for further critique of Vowel Place theory.) 

It is assumed here that 'articulation' refers to constriction by the lips or tongue. 

Under this definition, laryngeal gesture is not an articulation. It is considered instead to be 

an airstream mechanism; see §1.3.3.1 for further discussion. The four articulators used in 

producing speech sounds are the lips, tongue blade/tip, tongue dorsum, and tongue root.9 

They are represented in (3) as the features [LAB], [COR], [DOR] and [TR]. The possibility 

of an Oral node under Place, as proposed by McCarthy (1994),10 will not be discussed, as 

the presence or absence of this node does not impinge on the analysis of postvelar 

harmony to be presented in this thesis. 

^or examples of previous works which assume these four articulators, see Cole (1987), 

McCarthy (1988), Selkirk (1993), and McCarthy (1994). 
10For further discussion of a possible Oral node, see Clements and Hume (1995:272) and 

Rose (1996). 
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1.3.2. The Articulator Feature [TONGUE ROOT] 

1.3.2. The Articulator Feature [TONGUE ROOT] 

The feature [TR] is assumed in the present work to represent the active articulator, 

tongue root. It is assumed to dominate the features [RTR] and [ATR], based on the 

evidence for distinct retraction and advancement features in Kiparsky (1985), Ringen 

(1989), Goad (1991), Casali (1993), Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:200-245), and 

Steriade (1995a:149-151). This thesis investigates tongue root phenomena involving 

[RTR]. 

[TR] is not assumed to be a feature defining an 'orosensory region', as proposed by 

McCarthy (1994) for the feature [PHARYNGEAL]. McCarthy (1994) proposes 

[PHARYNGEAL] because of a classificatory problem relating to laryngeal gutturals. The 

discussion that follows first addresses what laryngeal gutturals are, then summarises the 

problem they have posed. It then summarises new findings of this thesis which suggest 

that laryngeal gutturals do not pose a problem after all. 

1.3.2.1. The Assumed Problem with Laryngeal Gutturals 

A laryngeal guttural is a /?/ or /h/ that patterns with pharyngeal and uvular 

consonants (e.g., /T n ts %[) as a natural class. Such laryngeals have been shown to exist 

in Arabic and Hebrew (both Semitic) by McCarthy (1994), in Nisga (Tsimshianic) by 

Shaw (1991a), and in Iraqw (Cushitic) by, e.g., van der Hulst and Mous (1992) and Mous 

10 
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(1993). Languages in which laryngeals do not pattern with pharyngeals and uvulars 

include Interior Salish languages (see Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991) and Bessell 

(1992)) and Tigre (Ethiopic Semitic; see McCarthy (1994) and Rose (1996)). That is, 

laryngeals do not necessarily pattern with pharyngeals and uvulars; rather, their patterning 

depends on the language. 

The natural class consisting of pharyngeals and uvulars, and sometimes laryngeals, is 

termed the 'guttural' class by McCarthy (1994). McCarthy (1994) presents four types of 

evidence for the guttural class: (i) root co-occurrence restrictions; (ii) vowel lowering; (iii) 

avoidance of syllable-final gutturals; (iv) degemination. Examples of (i) - (iv) from 

McCarthy (1994) will be reviewed below. As will be shown, he provides evidence for the 

patterning of laryngeals with pharyngeals and uvulars in Arabic, which shows that the 

Arabic guttural class consists of /? h T ft u xln (See Cole (1987) on Coeur d'Alene 

(Southern Interior Salish), Shaw (1991a) on Nisga, and Hayward and Hayward (1989) 

and Rose (1996) on Cushitic for further evidence for the guttural class.) 

McCarthy draws his first set of evidence from Arabic root co-occurrence restrictions. 

Arabic roots "rarely or never contain adjacent homorganic consonants" [p.203]. Of 

interest here is the fact that "[r]oots combining two gutturals are significantly infrequent" 

[p.205].12 As McCarthy points out, the co-occurrence restriction with respect to gutturals 

uThe guttural class of a particular variety of Arabic might include other gutturals, e.g., 

uvular / G / , documented for Gazan Palestinian by Abu Shark (1997). 
12See McCarthy's (1994:204) table showing tliis statistical infrequency. 
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requires reference to gutturals as a class, as a significant generalisation is lost if that class 

is not recognised. 

The second type of evidence is from vowel lowering. McCarthy presents data from 

Arabic and Tiberian Hebrew (a pronunciation tradition of Biblical Hebrew) which show 

such lowering. Examples are presented in (4) and (5). 

In the transcriptions below, the braces Mr' are used to denote the fact that the data 

are surface phonological forms — distinct from underlying phonological forms, which are 

standardly enclosed by slashes ('//'), and phonetic forms, which are standardly enclosed by 

square brackets ('[ ]'). This notation will be used throughout this thesis. The distinction 

between underlying phonological form, surface phonological form, and phonetic form will 

be discussed in §7.1.1. In the present section, the surface phonological status of forms 

enclosed by Mr' is inferred from McCarthy's discussion. In all other respects, the data 

cited in this section follow McCarthy's transcription; 'j' denotes a palatal approximant; a 

capital letter denotes an emphatic consonant (e.g., 'D' denotes emphatic d). 

In Modern Standard Arabic, the last vowel of the imperfect verb stem is lowered to 

-I ar when adjacent to a guttural. This is illustrated by the Modern Standard Arabic verbal 

forms in (5), in comparison with those in (4). These data are from McCarthy (1994:207). 

(I have added the ungrammatical imperfect forms for clarity.) The relevant generalisation 

with respect to (4) and (5) is: whereas the final vowel of the imperfect verb stem surfaces 

unpredictably as non-low Vi\ or {u\ when it is not adjacent to a guttural, it surfaces 

predictably as low *! ar when it is adjacent to a guttural. 

12 
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(4) Modern Standard Arabic Non-lowered Imperfects 
- perfect imperfect 

a: -Ikatabf Ijaktubr (^jaktaM) 'to write' 
b. ^Darabr (jaDriM (^jaDrabr) 'to beat' 

(5) Modern Standard Arabic Lowered Imperfects 
perfect imperfect 

a. ifaTaU ijafialr (^jafTiU, ^jafTulr) 'to do' 
b. •jradaTj- -IjardaTr ("MjardiTK 'MjarduT )̂ 'to prevent' 

McCarthy provides no pairs involving laryngeals or uvulars. However, the further 

data in (6),13 which illustrate the lowering in forms in which the guttural is a laryngeal or a 

uvular, support McCarthy's generalisation. 

(6) Modern Standard Arabic Lowered Imperfects with Laryngeal and Uvular Gutturals 
perfect imperfect 

a. <!5ahaU •ijabhaU (*<!ja5hiU, *-!ja5huU) 'to forget, overlook' 
b. -lô ahaẑ  ĵaô hazl- (*-|jad3hiz^, ĵacfehuzr) 'to finish off (e.g., a 

wounded person)' 
c •jjamaxl' -ijajmaxl- ('Mjajmixr-,'MjaJmuXr) 'to be high, tall, lofty' 
d. •itaxaml' -Ijatxaml- (^atxim!-, *-!jatxumf) 'to suffer from 

indigestion' 

A second, related type of phenomenon is post-guttural blocking of vowel raising in 

'Anaiza (Saudi) Bedouin. (McCarthy (1994:212) refers to it as a phenomenon in which 

raising "is systematically blocked or undone".) This is illustrated by the data in (8), 

compared to those in (7). The data in (7) and (8) are from McCarthy (1994:213) and 

(1994:212), respectively. (I have added the ungrammatical forms. McCarthy provides 

only surface forms for the data in (8); I have added the underlying forms as implied by his 

discussion.) The relevant generalisation from (7) and (8) is: whereas the initial vowel of 

13I thank Dil Parkinson for help with the data in (6). 
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the verb or noun stem surfaces predictably as raised il\ when it does not immediately 

follow a guttural, it surfaces predictably as low -i a\ when it immediately follows a guttural. 

(7) 'Anaiza (Saudi) Bedouin Raised Forms 
a. /katab/ ^ kitab r ("MkataM) 'he wrote' 
b. /djamal/ <! dermal <• (*-|d5amalr) 'camel' 
c. /bagar/ •{ bigar )• (*-jbagar|-) 'cows' 

(8) 'Anaiza (Saudi) Bedouin Forms in which Raising is Blocked 
a. /?akal/ i?aka\\ (*i?ikalr) 'he ate' 
b. /hadjim/ H hacfeiin 1- (**!hid3iinr) (type of camel) 
c. /Tazam/ -ITazaml- (*<i Tizamr) 'he invited' 
d. /fiasuud/ -jftasuud!- (*{ tiisuudr) 'envious' 
e. /BaSab/ ^BaSaM (^BiSaM) 'he forced' 
f. /xazan/ \x&zan\ (*-!xizanr) 'he stored' 

Another example of lowering comes from Tiberian Hebrew: the Tiberian epenthetic 

vowel is lowered immediately preceding a guttural.14 This is illustrated by the forms in 

(10), compared to those in (9). These data are from McCarthy (1994:210). (I have added 

the ungrammatical forms.) The relevant generalisation is: whereas the epenthetic vowel in 

a CVCC noun stem surfaces predictably as non-low {e} when it does not immediately 

follow a guttural, it surfaces predictably as low -I a\ when it does. 

(9) Tiberian Hebrew Non-Lowered Epenthetic Vowel 
a. /malk/ -{melekf- (*<|melak|') 'king/my king' 
b. /sipr/ -)se:peri- (*<lse:par(-) 'book' 
c. /qudf/ -!qo:dê  (*<!qo:daj~f-) 'holiness' 

McCarthy (1994:210) shows that the Tiberian epenthetic vowel is realised as a full 

vowel in closed syllables, as shown also by Prince (1975) and Garr (1989). 

14 
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(10) Tiberian Hebrew Lowered Epenthetic Vowel 
a. /tu?r/ -|to?ar̂  (*{to?er}) 'form/his form' 
a. /lahb/ UahaM (*UaheM) 'flame' 
b. /baTl/ b̂aTaU (^baTeU) 'master' 
c. /kanj/ ^kanaU ("Hkanejr) 'lying' 

McCarthy (1994) does not provide examples of this lowering which involve Tiberian 

uvulars. However, the further forms in (11) show that the epenthetic vowel does not 

lower immediately following uvular /q / . 1 5 

(11) Tiberian Hebrew Epenthetic Vowel in CVCC Nouns with /q / as C 2 

a. /Jeqr/ -lyeqerl- (̂ Jeqari-) 'deception, falsehood' 
a. /boqr/ <ibo:qer̂  (*<!bo:qarr) 'morning' 

The fact that Tiberian /q / does not trigger this lowering suggests it is not a guttural. As 

will be evident from the discussion in §1.4.2, the non-guttural status of a /q / such as that 

in Tiberian is explicable if it is recognised as emphatic [k] instead of a primary uvular like 

Itil and /%/. Alternatively, Tiberian /q / might be a guttural, and the lowering just discussed 

might be triggered only by gutturals that are not also stops. 

The point about the Semitic lowering cases discussed above is that they require 

reference to the guttural natural class. 

The third set of evidence is from the avoidance of syllable-final gutturals in Negev 

Bedouin Arabic, Tiberian Hebrew, and Tigre. This is illustrated by the data in (13), 

compared to those in (12), which are from McCarthy (1994:214). (I have added the 

I thank John McCarthy for providing the grammatical surface forms in (11). 
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1.3.2. The Articulator Feature [TONGUE ROOT] 

ungrammatical forms, and periods to denote the first syllable break in each word.16 See 

McCarthy (1994:215-216) for data showing avoidance of syllable-final gutturals in 

Tiberian Hebrew and Tigre.) The generalisation with respect to (12) and (13) is: Negev 

Bedouin /CVCC.../ surfaces as iCVC.C...}. By contrast, /CVGC.../ surfaces as 

•I CV.GVC... I-, where G is a guttural. That is, the guttural surfaces in syllable-initial rather 

than syllable-final position. 

(12) Negev Bedouin Arabic Plain Roots: {(C)VC.C... \ 
a. ijaf.rabr (*-ija.J...r) 'he drinks' 
b. UJ.raM (*la.J...r) 'I drink' 
c. -Ibnaf.raM (*-!bna.y...f-) 'we drink' 
d. Uaf.raM (* t̂a.J...r) 'you drink' 

(13) Negev Bedouin Arabic Guttural Roots: *<! (C)VG.C... f 

a. <!ja.hard3f- (*-ijah.r.. r) 'he speaks' 
b. U.Tarft (^aT.r.r) 'I know' 
c. -ia.rialaml- (*-{an.l...r) 'I dream' 
d. -ibna.BaziU (*-jbnaB.z... \) 'we spin' 
e. •{ta.xabar}' (*-!tax.b...}) 'you know' 

The point is the need to refer to the guttural class in the statement of the coda condition 

responsible for the syllabification in (13). 

The final set of evidence is from guttural degemination. This is illustrated by the 

Tiberian Hebrew examples in (15), compared to those in (14), from McCarthy (1994:217). 

(I have added the ungrammatical forms in (15).17 See McCarthy (1994:217) for forms 

showing guttural degemination in Tigre.) The generalisation here is: geminate gutturals 

16McCarthy (1994) provides no underlying forms for these data, so the underlying/non-

underlying status of the vowels in (12) and (13) remains unclarified here. 

"McCarthy (1994) provides no underlying forms for (14a-b) and (15a-b). 
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are not observed in contexts where they are expected, based on the gemination observed 

for non-guttural consonants in parallel forms. This indicates that non-gutturals can 

geminate in Tiberian, but gutturals cannot. 

(14) Tiberian Hebrew Non-Guttural Roots 
a. -IdibbeTi- 'he said' 
b. -i dallirmr 'weak ones' 
c. /jinte:/ -!jitte:nr 'he gives' 

'he refused' 
'evil ones' 
'he marches down' 

Guttural degemination also requires reference to gutturals as a class. 

In sum, Semitic consonant co-occurrence restrictions, vowel lowering, avoidance of 

syllable-final gutturals, and guttural degemination all require reference to a guttural natural 

class, as without some formal way of clarifying this group of segments uniquely, a 

significant set of linguistic generalisations would not be captured. 

McCarthy's facts establish that laryngeals are part of the guttural class in both Arabic 

and Hebrew. This is seen from the forms with laryngeals in (6a-b), (8a-b), (lOa-b), (13a) 

and (15a) as well as from McCarthy's (1994:204) table of roots combining adjacent 

consonants. The problem he identifies for laryngeal gutturals is that no phonetic basis for 

their guttural status can be found in the articulatory or acoustic literature. In particular, 

there is "no evidence for a pharyngeal or uvular constriction accompanying the glottal 

gesture" (McCarthy (1994:193)). This is troublesome within Articulator Theory, 

(15) Tiberian Hebrew Guttural Roots 
a. -jme:?e:n|- (*-!me??e:nr) 
b. ira:?i:mr- (^raTTi^r) 
c. /jinnat/ -!je:nat|- (*<!jefiriatr) 
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since features and feature groupings are supposed to be articulatorily based. He 

concludes: "the difference between Arabic and Tigre laryngeals, phonologically important 

but phonetically invisible, may have shown us a limit in our understanding of the relation 

between phonetic events and phonological features" (p.225). 

As a result, McCarthy (1994) proposes that the feature capturing the guttural class is 

not an articulator feature like [TR], but an orosensory feature, [PHARYNGEAL]. He 

defines [PHARYNGEAL] as "the orosensory pattern of constriction anywhere in the broad 

region of the pharynx" (p. 199), after Perkell (1971). His proposed geometry is seen in 

(16). (As noted in §1.3.1, his proposal for the Oral node under Place will not be discussed 

or adopted here.) 

(16) McCarthy (1994) Geometry With Orosensory [PHARYNGEAL] 

[lab] [cor] [dor] [pharyngeal] 

1.3.2.2. Another Look at Laryngeal Gutturals 

This section first provides a critical examination of the bases for McCarthy's (1994) 

conclusion that there is no evidence that Arabic laryngeals are tongue root articulated. It 

will be suggested that the studies on which McCarthy's conclusion is based do not provide 
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conclusive evidence for that conclusion. Finally and most significantly, this section 

summarises new acoustic findings of this thesis, to be presented in chapter 2, which 

support an assumption that laryngeal gutturals are tongue root articulated. 

McCarthy (1994:193), noting first that there is no articulatory (viz., x-ray, fibreoptic, 

EMG, etc.) data on Arabic laryngeals, bases his conclusion on the fact that no acoustic 

data have shown that Arabic laryngeals have "formant transition or other effects on 

adjacent vowels". He cites the findings of Klatt and Stevens (1969) on Arabic laryngeals 

and Younes's (1982) use of Palestinian laryngeals as the 'neutral context' as evidence for 

this. 

Klatt and Stevens (1969) examined tokens of Arabic laryngeals, pharyngeals, and 

uvulars followed by tokens of the short vowels HI, I Ml, and IUI, with each consonant-

vowel sequence forming a single open syllable. They describe their subjects as speakers of 

various Arabic dialects, and identify one of the dialects as Lebanese. They report: "[t]he 

/hi and the glottal stop /?/... differ from the pharyngeals in that there are no formant 

transitions at the vowel onsets" (p.211, underlining in the original). 

However, I suggest that no general conclusion with respect to Arabic laryngeals can 

be based on Klatt and Stevens' finding. This is because the vowel in a token of /hi/, IhMI, 

IhUI, l?V, I?Ml, or l?UI occurs in stem-final position. In chapter 2 it will be shown that 

Palestinian laryngeals trigger tongue root retraction harmony on short vowels, resulting in 

a raised Fx and lowered F 2 for the vowels (except for tokens of the low short vowel, I Ml, 
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which show no Fi and F 2 effects). However, this harmony is not observed if the vowels 

are stem-final because stem-final short vowels do not undergo the harmony. 

In the (Beirut) Lebanese Arabic data in (17), short vowels occur in stem-final 

position. (My transcriptions in this thesis follow the notational conventions of the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), which is reproduced in Appendix I. As an 

exception, ' ', which denotes tongue root retraction in the IP A, will be used to denote 

'emphasis', that is, simultaneous pharyngealisation and uvularisation; see §1.4.2 for further 

discussion of these secondary articulations. The symbol '-' will denote a morpheme 

boundary; '#' will denote a word boundary.) 

(17) (Beirut) Lebanese Arabic Forms 

a. /b-j-lBlI/ ^ 'b-j-ibt.lir n'b-j'-iB.lir) 'he boils (something)' 

b. /tillU/ Vni.lu^ OH'ni.lur) 'pretty (masc. sg.)' 

c. / s^mm -U/ Vsam.m-u!- (*-j'sam.m-ur) 'they (masc.) named (someone, 

something)'; 'they (masc.) said 

the words: bi-sm-illah ir-rahman 

ir-rahlm 'in the name of God, 

the Gracious, the Merciful' ' 

The stem-final short vowels in (17) surface non-tongue root retracted ('non-rtr'). 

They do not surface rtr, as would be expected if they harmonised with the guttural (17a-b) 

and/or rtr vowel (17a-c) in the word. (The expected harmony in the two contexts just 

mentioned is based the behaviour of short vowels in Palestinian, which will be detailed in 

§2.3 and §2.4. In the surface form in (17c), ia\ is rtr.) This indicates that stem-final 
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vowels in Lebanese, like stem-final vowels in Palestinian, do not undergo tongue root 

retraction harmony. 

The foregoing observations with respect to Palestinian and Lebanese suggest that 

Klatt and Stevens searched for acoustic effects from laryngeals in a context where none 

would be found for independent reasons. 

An examination of Younes' (1982) use of laryngeals as the 'neutral context' shows 

that his usage is based on the findings of Stevens and House (1963).18 The finding of 

Stevens and House (1963:116) with respect to laryngeals was that "comparison of the 

average data for the /h-d/ and the /#-#/ [isolation] environments shows that there is no 

significant difference between the values of Fi and F 2 for these two environments." Based 

on this finding, they conclude (ibid.) that "the vowel in the context /h-d/ is generated with 

essentially the same articulatory configuration as the vowel in isolation" and that /h-d/ 

and /#-#/ are both 'null' contexts for vowels. 

However, Stevens and House analysed English laryngeals — they describe their 

speech material [p. 112] as "common vowels of American English and... consonants that 

can appear both initially and finally in" American English" — and English laryngeals are not 

gutturals. As stated by Klatt and Stevens (1969:207), "[i]n English all of the consonants 

are produced with a constriction in the oral cavity between the velum and the lips"; thus, 

English has no guttural class. The point here is: given McCarthy's (1994) phonological 

evidence that Arabic laryngeals do systematically behave as gutturals, Arabic laryngeals 

18See Younes' (1982:2) description of the procedures for his acoustic experiment. 
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cannot be considered a 'neutral' context like English laryngeals unless they are established 

as such. 

Based on the foregoing review of Klatt and Stevens (1969) and Younes (1982), there 

is as yet no clear evidence that Arabic laryngeals are not tongue root articulated. 

The investigation of Palestinian postvelar harmony to be presented in chapter 2 will 

show that Palestinian laryngeals, like the other gutturals, trigger tongue root retraction 

harmony, which will be labelled 'pharyngealisation harmony'. Acoustic data showing the 

effect of this harmony on vowel formants will be presented. The finding is that 

pharyngealisation harmony results in a raised Fi and lowered F 2 for tokens of the 

harmonising vowel. Important to the point at hand, the formant effects are observed even 

when the harmony trigger is a laryngeal. This means that Palestinian laryngeals have 

acoustic effects on vowel formants. Since a raised Fi and lowered F 2 are expected for 

segments which are produced with pharyngealisation articulation, as will be discussed in 

§1.4.3, the effects are consistent with an assumption that Palestinian laryngeals are 

tongue-root articulated. 

An alternative suggestion, that the raised Fi effect from Palestinian laryngeals might 

result from some completely non-tongue root articulation, is rejected here. This is 

because Palestinian laryngeals, pharyngeals, and uvulars constitute a guttural class and in 

Articulatory Theory, phonological classes are assumed to be based on some shared 

articulatory implementation. 
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Note that the present assumption that Palestinian laryngeals are tongue-root 

articulated predicts, e.g., that tokens of Palestinian /h/ will have some first formant 

resonance that is not observed for tokens non-guttural Ihl in a language such as English. 

Experimental investigation of this prediction remains for work outside the context of this 

thesis. 

In summary, this section has presented arguments for assuming that gutturals are all 

produced with a single articulator: the tongue root. On the basis of those arguments, I 

propose that all gutturals are specified for [TR] For this reason, [PHARYNGEAL], 

representing an orosensory region, does not appear in (3), but is replaced by the 

articulator feature [TR]. 

1.3.3. Other Representational Assumptions 

Privative features, which are traced to Trubetskoy's (1939) privative oppositions 

between sounds, as discussed by Hyman (1975:27), are assumed.19 It is assumed that 

[CONS], and [SON] characterise the root node, as proposed by Schein and Steriade (1986) 

and Halle (1988); see McCarthy (1988) for further discussion. Given Shaw's (1991b) 

evidence that the phonological continuancy feature is one that represents no continuancy, 

the feature [STOP] is assumed. Following Shaw (1989, 1991b) and La Charite (1993), 

19For examples of previous works which assume privitive features, see Goldsmith (1985), 

Rice and Avery (1989), and Steriade (1995). See also Schane (1984), Anderson, Ewen, 

and Staun (1985), van der Hulst and Smith (1985), Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vernaud 

(1985), and Schane (1987) on similar unary-value assumptions. 
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[STRID] is assumed to be a daughter of [COR], rather than of the root node. Given the 

substantial evidence for phonological fronting rather than backing (e.g., umlaut, 

palatalisation), the feature [FRONT], as used by McCarthy (1997), rather than [BACK], is 

assumed. Given the crosslinguistic evidence that coronals are subclassified for a feature 

representing non-anteriority,20 the feature [POST], as the privative expression of 

[-ANTERIOR], is assumed. Finally, following Selkirk (1993), it is assumed that the feature 

[ROUND] does not exist. This is based on Selkirk's argument that a rounded 

interpretation of secondary-[LAB] is always predictable and thus belongs in the phonetics. 

1.3.3.1. Laryngeal Specifications 

Following several previous works, it is assumed that the Laryngeal node, dominating 

the features [VOICE], [SG], and [CG] is directly dominated by the root node,21 not deeply 

embedded in the geometry, as proposed by Halle (1995) and assumed by Halle and Vaux 

(1994) and Vaux (1994.) Halle's (1995) geometry is seen below: 

See, e.g., Sagey's (1986:132-135) discussion of n-retroflexion in Sanskrit, as 

documented by Steriade (1986), and Hirose (to appear) on palatalisation in Plains Cree. 
21For examples of previous works which assume the Laryngeal node to be directly 

dominated by the root node, see Sagey (1986), Cole (1987), Archangeli and Pulleyblank 

(1994a), McCarthy (1994), and Clements and Hume (1995). 
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(18) The Halle (1995) Feature Geometry 
[suction] -— 
[c ontinuant] - — L _ ^ ^ — 
[strident]-
[lateral]— 
[nasal] Soft Palate [consonantal] 

[sonorant] 

Halle (1995:18) bases the grouping of laryngeal and tongue root features on the 

finding of several previous studies that laryngeal characteristics frequently correlate with 

tongue root activity. E.g., Czaykowska-Higgins (1987:2), based on data in Gregerson 

(1976), reports that Mon Khmer rtr vowels are systematically accompanied by breathy 

voice, higher pitch, and voiceless initial consonants; the atr vowels are accompanied by 

creaky voice, lower pitch, and voiced initial consonants.22 In the model in (18), this 

correlation is assumed to have a structural basis: Tongue Root and Larynx are dominated 

by the same node, Guttural. 

I suggest, however, that the relation between laryngeal and tongue root features can 

be understood as a grounded relation! Under this view, the f0/tongue root correlations 

22For further discussion of larynx-tongue root correlations, see Hayward and Hayward 

(1989), Trigo (1991), Meechan (1992), and Vaux (1994). 
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observed in Mon Khmer indicate paradigmatic grounded constraints like RTR/SG ('If 

[RTR], then [SG]') and ATR/CG ('If [ATR], then [CG]'). I propose that such constraints 

are paradigmatically grounded in the anatomical interconnectedness of the lower vocal 

tract structures: the tongue root, suprahyoid muscles, hyoid bone, thyroid and cricoid 

cartilages, and the laryngeal muscles — especially the cricothyroid (primary controller of 

longitudinal tension in the vocal folds, which determines pitch) and the lateral 

cricoarytenoid (primary controller of medial compression, which determines breathy or 

creaky voice); see Saunders (1964) and Zemlin (1988).23 The breathy voice which is 

sytematically observed for rtr vowels in Mon Khmer indicates that RTR/SG is highly 

ranked in that language. Further development of this grounded account is deferred for 

work elsewhere. 

The position of laryngeal features under the root node, structurally distant from all 

articulator features (that is, laryngeal features are not sisters to any articulator feature) 

follows from the fundamental source/filter distinction in the acoustic signal. After Fant 

(1960), the speech signal is produced when the glottis provides a source wave and the 

vocal tract filters that wave.24 Four articulators can affect the transfer (filter) function: the 

lips, tongue tip/blade, tongue dorsum (sometimes referred to as the 'tongue body'), and 

2 3 See Laufer and Condax (1979), Denning (1989), Meechan (1992), Hirai et al. (1993), 

Honda et al. (1993), and McCarthy (1994) for relevant articulatory findings and 

discussion. 
24Fant (1960) also considers the 'radiation' function, which is the final modification of the 

signal caused by outward radiation from the lips. This will not be discussed here because 

it applies after the source and filter functions. 
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tongue root. These four can articulate at specific places. Although there is convincing 

argumentation that it is not 'place of articulation', but 'articulator' that is phonologically 

real, as discussed by McCarthy (1988), a node labelled 'Place' is retained in the tree. The 

Place node corresponds to the representation of a filter. By definition, Place dominates 

features that implement the four articulators: [LAB], [COR], [DOR], and [TR]. 

The larynx, by contrast, does not filter the speech signal. Rather, it provides a source 

wave and passes it on for potential articulatory modification by one or more of the four 

articulators. For this reason, (non-guttural) laryngeals, which are produced with only 

vocal fold adjustment, are placeless. Their placelessness has been expressed in several 

phonological analyses.25 Vocal fold adjustments that effect voicing, glottalisation, 

implosion, or aspiration are adjustments of the source, not of the filter. Consider 

Ladefoged's (1993) classsification of glottalisation under 'airstream meachanisms',26 not 

under 'secondary articulation'. His classification is consistent with the source/filter 

distinction. The definition of'articulation' assumed in this thesis (see §1.3.1) also reflects 

the source/filter distinction. 

The position of the laryngeal node in (3) encodes the physical distinctions just 

discussed. 

25See, e.g., Clements (1985), Sagey (1986), Steriade (1987), Bessell and Czaykowska-

Higgins (1991), and Bessell (1992). 
26After Pike (1943) 'airstream mechanism' refers to the movement of a body of air for 

speech, corresponding to Catford's (1977) 'initiation' function. Airstream mechanisms 

are characterised according to whether the body of air is pulmonic, glottalic, or velaric, 

and whether the air is moved upward/outward or downward/inward. 
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Cases of debuccalisation, in which all Place specifications of a segment are lost, and 

laryngeal or nasal specifications remain (see Clements (1985), McCarthy (1988), Trigo 

(1991)) are relevant to the issue at hand, in a manner to be explained shortly. Forms 

illustrating word-final obstruent debuccalisation in Kelantan Malay, from Trigo 

(1991:124), are presented in (19). (The surface form status of these data is inferred from 

Trigo's discussion.) After Halle (1995:16-17), it is assumed that Malay stops are 

redundantly assigned [CG] and that the continuants are redundantly assigned [SG], 

presumably enhancing the continuancy distinctions. The examples below show retention 

of these laryngeal specifications. 

(19) Kelantan Malay Debuccalisation 

Standard Malay Kelantan 

a. -{Tasap!- *! ?asa?r 'smoke' 

b. ikilaU i\dla?[ 'lightning' 

c. -jbalasi- H balah r 'finish' 

d. <!negatii> -Inegat+M 'negative' 

The final Kelantan consonants in (19) have all the feature specifications of the 

corresponding Standard consonants, minus all Place specifications. This indicates that, for 

the final Kelantan consonants, the phonological representation of a filter has been 

removed. What is left is the representation of a source, viz., the laryngeal node. 

A final discussion concerns the glottal stop. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:38) 

state: 
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The larynx, among its many other functions, can also serve as place of 

articulation for stops. Glottal stops occur in many languages. They 

frequently pattern with other consonants... making it clear that glottal 

gestures must be taken into consideration when discussing places of 

articulation that are possible for stop consonants. 

Based on this, they conclude [p. 11] that "the glottis has to be recognized as an 

articulator in some circumstances, forming Glottal articulations." 

While the existence of glottal stops is clear, their existence is here not considered to 

indicate that the larynx is an articulator but, rather, that the phonological representation of 

stop manner, viz., the feature [STOP], is implemented in association with features which 

implement either laryngeal or articulator gesture (producing laryngeal or supralaryngeal 

constrictions, respectively). This is encoded by the geometry in (3), in which [STOP] is 

immediately dominated by the root node. 

1.3.3.2. The Representation of S econdary Articulation 

Selkirk's (1988) representation of secondary articulation is assumed, in which a 

primary articulation feature is immediately dominated by the Place node. A secondary 

articulation feature is one that is dominated by a primary articulation feature, assuming 

Mester's (1986, 1988) head- vs. dependent-feature distinction. For example, the 

representation of the labialised labial / p w / is as seen in (20). 
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(20) 

[CONS] 

I 

o Place 

[LAB] 
[LAB] 

Sagey's (1986) pointer system for the representation of secondary articulation is not 

adopted. The reason for this is that it cannot represent a primary and a secondary instance 

of the same feature on a single segment. As discussed by Selkirk (1993), this 

representational capacity is necessary for segments, like a labialised labial, that have both 

primary and secondary specification for one feature. Another such case is a uvularised 

velar (i.e., a dorsal emphatic), which will be argued in this thesis to be specified for both 

primary- and secondary-[DOR]. In Sagey's system, a pointer points to a primary 

articulation feature; no pointer points to a secondary articulation feature. A segment with 

dual specification for one feature requires that a pointer both point and not point to the 

feature, something that is impossible in Sagey's one-level representation. (Once a two-

level representation is adopted, the primary vs. secondary distinction is captured and the 

additional pointer device is unnecessary.) 

Togo's (1991) lPlace/2Place representation of secondary articulation is not adopted 

because it posits two new nodes in the geometry: a 'lPlace' node, which dominates 
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primary articulation features, and a '2Place' node, which dominates secondary articulation 

features. This enriches the geometry, an undesirable result. 

A Padgett (1991, 1994) (see also Walli-Sagey 1986) stricture-under-Place 

representation of secondary articulation is also not adopted. Padgett proposes this 

representation on the basis of several cases of place harmony with contingent stricture 

harmony. Stricture-under-Place is not adopted here because, like Sagey's pointer system, 

it cannot represent a primary and secondary specification for a single feature on one 

segment: in Padgett's system, a primary articulation feature dominates stricture features; a 

segment with dual specification for one feature would require, impossibly, that stricture 

features both appear and not appear under one articulator feature. 

Stricture-under-Place is generally rejected on three other grounds. First, in Padgett's 

geometry, multiple instances of the stricture features occur, one set under each articulator 

feature. This presents a redundancy which has no parallel elsewhere in the geometry. 

That is, no other set of features displays such structural properties. Second, Stricture-

under-Place does not capture all place harmony facts: cases of non-stricture-contingent 

place harmony exist; e.g., in Sanskrit (Steriade (1986)) and Tahltan (Shaw (1991b)). 

Third, cases of non-stricture-contingent place harmony involving [COR] force Padgett 

(1991) to propose a distinct node called 'Site' under [COR], a type of node unparalleled 

elsewhere in the geometry. 

Selkirk (1993) proposes a 'feature-node' theory of primary and secondary 

specification. Feature-node theory presumes the representation of Selkirk (1988) as 
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illustrated in (20) but, in addition, claims that each articulator feature is associated with a 

node. The features are understood as labelling the nodes. Selkirk (1993) proposes this 

system primarily to permit representation of null primary place. She cites [p. 82] the Irish 

consonant lenition described by Ni Chiosain (1991) as indicating a need for such a 

representation. Feature-node theory is not adopted here for two reasons. First, by 

positing new nodes, one for each articulator feature, it entails an enrichment of the 

geometry. Second, its theoretical implications are unclear: for example, is a Place node 

dominating only an unlabelled node a well-formed representation? 

Finally, under Articulator Theory, a V-Place representation of secondary articulation, 

after Clements (1989, 1991), is not an option. This is because the elements in a V-Place 

representation are not necessarily anatomically grounded, that is, based on some 

anatomical characteristic of the vocal tract. Articulator Theory holds that such a basis is 

necessary. Thus, Articulator Theory cannot be maintained where a V-Place representation 

of secondary articulation is adopted. 

It is assumed here that primary articulation features are in the universally-fixed 

hierarchical arrangement of the feature geometry, but that the head-dependent relations of 

primary and secondary articulation features are not universally-fixed. This is implicitly 

assumed by Selkirk (1993), but differs from Mester's (1986) original proposal, that the 

head/dependent relation characterises all features. Reserving this relation for the 

representation of secondary articulation captures the fact that secondary articulation 

features are dependent on primary articulation features for realising their secondary status. 
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The head/dependent relation means, for example, that secondary-[LAB] can occur under 

primary-[LAB] (as for /p w / ) or primary-[DOR] (as for /k w /) , but that, by stipulation, the 

lack of a common head has no ramifications for the ability of the two instances of 

secondary-[LAB] to function together as a class. For complex representations, such as 

primary-[DOR]/[FRONT] + secondary-[LAB], it is assumed that the secondary articulation 

feature is immediately dominated by the primary articulation feature. This is illustrated in 

(21). 

(21) 

[CONS] 

0 Place 
1 

[DOR] 

[FRONT] [LAB] 

1.3.3.3. Prosodic Representations 

A final body of background assumptions concerns the representation of prosodic 

structure. Shaw's Nuclear/Moraic theory of prosodic representations will be assumed. 

This theory was first motivated on the basis of templatic facts; see Shaw (1992, 1993). It 

has been shown to also provide an explanatory account of syllabification, including the 

intricate syllabification of languages like Mon Khmer, St'at'imcets Salish, and Berber; see 
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Shaw (1994, 1996a, 1996b). Further support for Nuclear/Moraic theory has been found 

in Niger-Congo prosodic minimality (Ola (1995)), Spanish segmental alternations (Valerga 

(1995)), and Chinese tone-vowel interaction (Jiang-King (1996)). 

In this theory, a segment is either moraic or non-moraic, nuclear or non-nuclear, 

where the mora ('p') is a unit of prosodic weight and the nucleus ('N') is the head of a 

syllable ('a'). A segment can be both nuclear and moraic, but nuclear status does not 

entail moraic status. The reverse is also true. The Nuclear/Moraic prosodic hierarchy is 

seen in (22). In (22), 'L' abbreviates 'light syllable' and 'H' abbreviates 'heavy syllable'. 

(22) The Prosodic Flierarchy in Nuclear/Moraic Theory ((a-f) are from Shaw (1992, 
1993); (g) is from Shaw (1996a, 1996b)) 

a. open L b. open H c. closed L 

d. closed H e. super H f. non-nuclear 

a 

g. weightless 

a 

0 a (C) 
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1.4. Postvelars 

Postvelars are of central interest in this thesis because, it will be argued, they are 

the segmental source of postvelar harmony in Palestinian Arabic and St'at'imcets Salish. 

Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991:1) define postvelars as "sounds articulated wholly 

or partly in the postvelar region of the vocal tract." This definition identifies gutturals and 

emphatics. Gutturals include the consonants /(? h ) ? f i G q B yj, where parentheses 

around ? and h indicate that laryngeals can be, but are not necessarily, gutturals; see 

§1.3.2.1. Emphatics are consonants like / 5 s r k/. Gutturals are articulated wholly in the 

postvelar region of the vocal tract (McCarthy (1994)). Non-guttural laryngeals, such as 

the laryngeals of Interior Salish, Tigre, and English, as discussed in §1.3.2.1, §1.3.2.2, are 

excluded from the postvelar class because (having no articulation) they lack postvelar 

articulation. Emphatics are postvelars because they are partly articulated in the postvelar 

region of the vocal tract. 

This section first details the articulation of gutturals and emphatics, as shown by 

the articulatory literature. 'Articulation' is used here in a static sense to refer to the 

position of some articulator, in an overall vocal tract configuration, by which some 

articulatory constriction is produced. The aim is to identify just how gutturals are wholly 

articulated, and emphatics partly articulated, in the postvelar region of the vocal tract. 

The focus will be on data from Arabic27 since, as noted by Bessell (1992), there are no 

2 70n the historical treatment of Arabic gutturals and emphatics, see, e.g., Mattsson 

(1911), Lehn (1963), Bonnot (1977), Ghazeli (1977), and Card (1983). 
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articulatory (viz., x-ray, fibreoptic, EMG, etc.) data on Salish. The predicted acoustic 

effects of guttural and emphatic articulation will then be discussed. The acoustic 

discussion will be primarily in terms of the model of Stevens and House (1955); the 

models of Fant (1960) and Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) will also be discussed. The 

predictions of those models, as applied to postvelar articulations, will provide a means of 

interpreting the acoustic findings on Palestinian and St'at'imcets to be reported in the next 

two chapters. 

The diagram of the vocal tract in Figure 1:1, which is from Ladefoged (1993:4), 

will serve as reference for the discussion to follow. 

Figure 1:1 Diagram of the vocal tract (from Ladefoged (1993:4)) 
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1.4.1. The Articulation of Gutturals 

X-ray data on gutturals from three articulatory studies will be presented below. 

This excludes data on laryngeals: as noted in §1.3.2.2, there are no articulatory data on 

laryngeal gutturals. 

The first set of data, seen in Figure 1:2, are x-ray tracings of tokens of the 

pharyngeals /S tV in Modern Standard Arabic as spoken by an Iraqi speaker, from Al-Ani 

(1970). (Al-Ani provides no tracings of tokens of uvular gutturals. He uses the symbol 

'e' to denote ?.) As seen, these tracings do not show the position of the epiglottis nor the 

very base of the tongue root; these structures are also lacking from Al-Ani's identification 

template [p.27]. I have added the label 'pharyngeal constriction' to the tracings. In other 

figures to be presented in this section, I have added the label 'uvular constriction'. These 

labels will be discussed shortly. 
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pharyngeal constriction 

K 

Tracing N o . 18: / h / in / ha / 
/ e / in / ea / 

Figure 1:2 X-ray tracings of [T] and [Ti] (from Al-Ani (1970:74)) 

Figure 1:3 shows sagittal sections based on x-ray tracings of tokens of pharyngeal 

and uvular gutturals in Lebanese Arabic, from Delattre (1971). (Delattre denotes t i as 'h', 

B as 'R '. In the figure, his shading, which indicates the area of the lower pharyngeal 

cavity, is retained.) 
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a. Pharyngeals /?/ and /TV 

b. Uvulars lul and lyj 

F i g u r e 1:3 Sagittal sections based on x-ray tracings of [?], [ n ] , [B], and [%] (from 
Delattre (1971:130)) 
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Figure 1:4 shows tracings of tokens of the same four consonants in Tunisian 

Araabic, from Ghazeli (1977). Ghazeli (1977:30) notes that his subject exhibits a lingual 

tonsil. The location of the tonsil is seen from Ghazeli's identification template, which is 

presented in Figure 1:5. (Figure 1:5 will be properly introduced below.) Because of the 

tonsil, the epiglottis and tongue root are not independent structures for his subject. This 

means that the position of the tongue root must be inferred in each of Ghazeli's tracings. 
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a. Pharyngeals IS I and /TV 

pharyngeal constriction 

I f ] 

b. Uvulars lul and /%/ 

Cx3 

Figure 1:4 X-ray tracings of [T], [fi], [B], and [%] (from Ghazeli (1977:40,57)) 
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From Figures 1:2 - 1:4, the articulation of guttural consonants can be identified. 

To aid in this, Ghazeli's identification template, which he describes [p.29] as showing a 

"rest position", is presented in Figure 1:5. Compared to this rest position, the tracings in 

Figures 1:2 - 1:4 indicate (i) tongue root retraction for both the pharyngeal and uvular 

gutturals and (ii) tongue back retraction for the uvulars. The first articulation produces a 

constriction between the tongue root and the rear pharyngeal wall in the lower pharynx. 

The second articulation produces a constriction between the tongue back and the uvula. 

The labels 'pharyngeal constriction' and 'uvular constriction' added to the tracings in 

Figures 1:2 - 1:4 identify these constrictions. 

Figure 1:5 Ghazeli's (1977:30) identification template showing the position of his 
subj ect' s tongue at rest 

to the epiglottis, and which will not 
be indicated in later tracings, re
presents a laryngologist's estimate of 
the location of the lingual tonsil. 

Notice that the subject used for this 
experiment exhibits a lingual tonsil, 
therefore, there is little space visi
ble between the epiglottis and the root 
of the tongue. The shaded area anterior 

Diagram of the template used for mea
surements of the cinefluorograms. 

Pig. 2-1. 
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Other structures besides the tongue root and tongue back have been shown to be 

involved in the production of gutturals. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:168-169) find 

evidence for involvement of the epiglottis in the Al-Ani and Ghazeli tracings, also in 

Arabic data from Boff-Dkhissi (1983), Bukshaisha (1985), and Laufer (cited as p.c), and 

Hebrew data in Laufer and Condax (1981). Ghazeli (1977:37) reports inward 

displacement of the pharyngeal wall for the pharyngeals. Lee (1995:355-356) reports a 

low and retracted jaw position for the pharyngeals and uvulars. It is assumed here that 

epiglottal, pharyngeal wall, and jaw gesture, to the extent that they occur for a given 

guttural token, co-operate with the tongue, but that gutturals can be defined in terms of 

two main articulations: tongue root retraction and tongue back retraction. For tokens of 

Arabic /? TV that might have only epiglottal articulation, such as those described by 

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:169), it is assumed here that the epiglottal articulation of 

such tokens simply shows the range of phonetic implementation of the phonological 

specification [TR]/[RTR]. 

Catford (1983) documents contrasting epiglottals and pharyngeals in Caucasian 

languages, e.g., epiglottal M vs. pharyngeal /TV in Agul; see also Ladefoged and 

Maddieson (1996) for discussion. This is evidence that, besides tongue root retraction 

and tongue back retraction, gutturals can also be defined in terms of epiglottal articulation. 

The featural basis for a phonological distinction between epiglottals and pharyngeals will 

not be discussed in this thesis. For discussion of phonetic epiglottalisation of vowels in 

St'at'imcets, see §3.2.2. 
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Finally, McCarthy (1994), citing several studies, notes that a raised larynx has been 

documented for pharyngeal and uvular gutturals, and creaky voice for /T/. 2 8 With 

McCarthy (1994:195), it is here assumed that laryngeal involvement in the production of 

gutturals is a "superficial mechanical effect", where the phrase just quoted is interpreted to 

mean 'phonetic effect'. This is because, to my knowledge, there are no phonological 

phenomena involving gutturals that require reference to some feature representing larynx 

height or laryngeal gesture. (This excludes glottalised gutturals such as / B ' B ' w / in 

St'at'imcets Salish, for which the laryngeal gesture is due to their phonemic contrast with 

non-glottalised /u B W / ; see §3.2.1.) 

The articulation of pharyngeal and uvular gutturals will now be more closely 

defined. To enable this, a distinction between primary and secondary articulation will first 

be drawn, based on the assumption in (23) and the criteria in (24). 

(23) A segment has a maximum of one primary articulation (Anderson (1976), Selkirk 
(1993)). 

On this laryngeal involvement, McCarthy (1994) cites Delattre (1971), Ladefoged 

(1975), Ghazeli (1977), Laufer and Condax (1979), Sasse (1979), Hayward (1989), and 

Hayward and Hayward (1989). 
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1.4.1. The Articulation of Gutturals 

(24) a. Primary Articulation: 

the only articulation (Selkirk 1993:7) or 

the articulation with the tightest constriction (Selkirk 1993) at at which the 
stricture features of the segment are realised (Sagey 1986). 

b. Secondary Articulation: 

the articulation made by two organs of speech that are not involved in the 
primary articulation (Ladefoged (1993:296)). 

A procedure for determining the 'tightest constriction' will now be outlined. 

'Tightest constriction', for a given vocal tract configuration, is defined here as the point 

along the vocal tract with the smallest cross-sectional area. However, no radius of 

constriction from which the cross-sectional area at a specific point can be determined, is 

apparent from an x-ray tracing because an x-ray tracing shows only the midsagittal plane. 

From the two dimensions of an x-ray tracing, the tightest constriction can only be guessed. 

Additional information regarding the cross-sectional area function of the vocal tract is 

required for an exact determination. In the absence of such information, it can be 

"guesstimated" from a tracing as the point along the vocal tract at which the upper and 

lower vocal tract surfaces connect, otherwise as the point at which they are closest 

together. (For the upper surface, the connection will be at some point along the inferior 

edge of the upper lip, upper incisors, alveolar ridge, soft palate, velum, uvula, or along the 

pharyngeal wall. For the lower surface, the connection will be at some point along the 

superior edge of the lower lip, lower incisors, tongue tip, tongue blade, tongue dorsum, 
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tongue back, tongue root, or epiglottis.) The points just described can usually be 

identified by eyeballing the tracing. 

The assumption that the primary articulation is the one with the tightest 

constriction results in problematic cases like Ngbaka /kp/. Treatment of such cases will 

not be undertaken here; see Selkirk (1993:7) and Halle (1995:8) for further discussion. 

Based on (23) and (24) and on the procedure for identifying the tightest 

constriction shown by an x-ray tracing, described above, the data in Figures 1:2 - 1:4 

show that [? "h] have primary pharyngeal articulation. Their pharyngeal articulation is 

primary because it is their only articulation. Because the tightest constriction for [B X] is 

at the uvula, and their frication is achieved at the uvular constriction, [B X] have primary 

uvular articulation. They also have secondary pharyngeal articulation, which will here be 

referred to as 'pharyngealisation'. (The suffix '-isation' encodes the secondary nature of 

the articulation.) Primary uvular articulation and pharyngealisation are ascribed to [B X] 

also by Trigo (1991:122). 

Since neither pharyngeal(-isation) or uvular articulation produces a constriction 

between the velum and the lips, gutturals are wholly articulated in the postvelar region of 

the vocal tract. 

As a final point, the articulatory data examined in this section indicate that uvular 

articulation does not occur without pharyngealisation. (See also Bothorel et al. (1986) for 

x-ray tracings showing uvular articulation with pharyngealisation for French /R/.) The 

pharyngealisation of uvular segments is considered here to be an automatic consequence 
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of the primary uvular articulation. In the terminology of Fujimura (1990), it is a 

'resultant' gesture of the uvular 'control' gesture. This is assumed to follow from the 

anatomical proximity of the tongue back and root. 

1.4.2. The Articulation of Emphatics 

In this section, x-ray tracings of emphatic consonants from three sources will be 

presented. A first tracing, from Al-Ani (1970), is seen in Figure 1:6. This figure shows a 

token of emphatic l\l and a token of non-emphatic 1X1. (Al-Ani denotes emphatic t as 't\ 

He notes [p.21] that his emphatic data were provided by both Iraqi and Jordanian 

consultants.) 
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Tracing No. 11: / t / in / ti / 
l\ I in lul 

Figure 1:6 X-ray tracings of [t] and [t] (from Al-Ani 1970:57) 

Figure 1:7 shows a tracing of a token of emphatic IM in Classical Arabic as spoken 

by a Saudi speaker, from Bonnot (1977). (Bonnot denotes emphatic t as't'.) The figure 

also shows a tracing of a token of non-emphatic IM. 
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Ct] dans [ata] (50/8) 
r t ] dans [ata" ( 5 6 / 1 2 ) 

Figure 1:7 X-ray tracings of [t] and [t] (from Bonnot (1977:85)) 

Further tracings, from Ghazeli (1977), are presented in Figure 1:8: a token of 

emphatic lil is seen alongside a token of non-emphatic IXI in (a), a token of emphatic Isl 

alongside a token of non-emphatic Isl in (b). (Ghazeli denotes emphatic t and s as't' and 

's', respectively.) 
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a. Emphatic IXI 

b. Emphatic I si 

Figure 1:8 X-ray tracings of [t], [t], [s] and [s] (from Ghazeli (1977:69,70)) 
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The tracings in Figures 1:6- 1:8 show that emphatics are produced with (i) a non-

postvelar articulation, (ii) tongue back retraction, and (iii) tongue root retraction. 

Articulation (i) produces a constriction between the velum and the lips; (ii) produces a 

constriction between the tongue back and the uvula; (iii) produces a constriction between 

the tongue root and the rear pharyngeal wall in the lower pharynx. I have added labels to 

the tracings in Figures 1:6 - 1:8 to identify the constrictions resulting from articulations (ii) 

and (iii). Emphatic Ikl, however, is produced with only articulations (ii) and (iii). The 

exceptional articulation of Ikl will be discussed shortly. 

Articulation (i) is uncontroversial. The non-postvelar articulation identifies the 

emphatic as the emphatic counterpart of some non-emphatic segment (e.g., IXJ, emphatic 

counterpart of IXI, etc.). As seen from segments like /5 s r kl, the non-postvelar 

articulation produces a constriction which varies both in place and manner. 

Emphatics differ from their non-emphatic counterparts by having the postvelar 

articulations (ii) and (iii). Both these articulations have been identified in previous studies. 

Articulation (ii) is described by Herzallah (1990:2), who states that emphatic articulation 

involves "the back of the tongue body". Similarily, Ghazeli (1977:72) refers to "rearward 

movement of the back of the tongue". Younes (1982:216) describes emphasis as "a 

secondary articulation involving the back of the tongue". In earlier studies, this 

articulation was labelled 'velarisation' (see, e.g., Obrecht 1968) or described as similar to 

velarisation (see Lehn 1963:20). But it is identified more precisely as uvularisation by 

Dolgopolsky (1977:1), who states: "In Arabic, the 'emphatics' are pronounced as 
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uvularized consonants. Uvularization is the modification of consonants or vowels by 

moving back the rear part of the tongue towards the uvula and the back wall of the 

pharynx." In a footnote on the same page, he continues: "I prefer to call it 'uvularization' 

and not 'velarization' (which is obviously wrong, because even the velar k, when 

emphasized, becomes uvular)." Articulation (ii) is identified as uvularisation also by 

Czaykowska-Higgins (1987:2), who uses 'emphatic' and 'uvularised' synonymously, and 

by McCarthy (1994:219), who states: "The so-called pharyngealized consonants of Arabic 

should really be called uvularized." 

Previous studies have also identified articulation (iii). E.g., Obrecht (1968:20) 

refers to emphatics as "velarized or pharyngealized"; Al-Ani (1970) refers to them as 

'pharyngealised'. Lehn (1963:31) lists "faucal and pharyngeal constriction (pharyngealiza-

tion)" as an articulatory feature of emphatics, distinct from their 'velarisation'. Neither 

Obrecht nor Lehn explicitly refer to the tongue root. However, the tongue root is 

explicitly identified as an articulator for emphatics by Ali and Daniloff (1972:98), who 

state, "the tongue dorsum and/or tongue root... is the primary articulator for emphatic 

sound production", and by Woldu (1981:117), who descries emphatic production as 

involving "retracting of the tongue root towards the pharyngeal wall". This tongue root 

retraction is supported by the EMG findings of Kuriyagawa et al. (1986), who report no 

posterior genioglossus (GGP) activity for Jordanian Arabic Isl and IV, but GGP activity 

for non-emphatic Isl and /XI. They interpret this [p.25] as showing that "activity of the 
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GGP is supressed when the retraction of the tongue occurs and the root of tongue [sic] is 

brought back toward the wall of the pharynx." 

Emphatic /k/ differs from all other emphatic in that it is produced with only tongue 

back retraction and tongue root retraction. It lacks non-postvelar articulation. A sagittal 

section showing this, from Delattre (1971), is seen in Figure 1:9. (Delattre denotes this 

segment as 'q'.) 

F i g u r e 1:9 Sagittal section based on an x-ray tracing of [k] (from Delattre 1971:130) 
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There are two points of view on this uvular stop. The first considers it to be an 

emphatic Ikl, the emphatic counterpart of non-emphatic velar /k/. 2 9 The second considers 

it to be simply a uvular stop, that is, not an emphatic /k/.3 0 In studies with the first 

opinion, the segment under discussion is usually usually denoted as ' q ' (It is denoted as 

' q ' in studies with the second opinion.) In the present study, following Harrell (1957), it 

is denoted as 'k' in order to be explicit that, for Palestinian Arabic, it is analysed as an 

emphatic, the emphatic counterpart of non-emphatic Ikl. 

The primary argument for considering the uvular stop to be simply a uvular stop is 

that it has no non-postvelar articulation; see discussion in Alioua (1993). However, after 

Dolgopolsky (1977:1) it is assumed here that, for Palestinian Arabic, the segment lacks 

non-postvelar articulation because its velar and uvular articulations are phonetically 

realised together to produce a single uvular articulation. That is, its articulations (i) and 

(ii) are phonetically fused. 

The main argument for recognising the uvular stop as emphatic Ikl in Palestinian 

Arabic is its phonological behaviour. In Palestinian, this segment functions phonologically 

as an emphatic: it patterns with the other emphatics in triggering uvularisation harmony, 

a.k.a 'emphasis harmony'. This will be shown in chapter 2. However, crosslinguistic 

evidence indicates that the uvular stop is not an emphatic in all Arabic dialects: Ghazeli 

29See, e.g., Harrell (1957), Lehn (1963), Trubetzkoy (1969), Delattre (1971), 

Dolgopolsky (1977), and Jakobson (1978). 
30For the second point of view, see, e.g., Bonnot (1977), Ghazeli (1977), Giannini and 

Pettorino (1982), and Alioua (1993). 
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(1977:59-65) presents data which support recognising the uvular stop as non-emphatic in 

Tunisian Arabic. 

Previous studies have also mentioned involvement of the lips in the production of 

non-velar emphatics, for either protrusion or rounding; see Mitchell (1960), Lehn (1963), 

and Uldall (1992). This labialisation receives partial support from the EMG study of 

Kurijagawa et al. (1986:27), who report orbicular oris activity for activity for /5/, but not 

for Isl. Lee (1995:356) reports a retracted and lowered jaw position for the uvular stop. 

A higher degree of muscular tension in the mouth and throat has been mentioned for 

emphatics (see Lehn (1963), Bonnot (1977)), although Woldu (1981:116) observes that 

there is no EMG data to support this. Finally, Ghazeli (1977:73) notes a raised larynx for 

Isl but not for the other emphatics. He ascribes the raised larynx of Isl to its oral cavity 

articulation because he found a raised larynx also for non-emphatic Isl, a finding 

consistent with those of Perkell (1969). 

After Ali and Daniloff (1972), emphatic articulation is here ascribed primarily to 

the tongue. The foregoing discussion indicates that emphatics can be defined in terms of 

two main articulations (besides their non-postvelar articulation): tongue back retraction 

and tongue root retraction. The additional articulatory properties discussed above, to the 

extent that they might characterise a given emphatic token, are assumed only to co

operated with the tongue in the production of emphatics. 

The articulation of emphatics is more closely defined as follows: based on (23) and 

(24), the data in Figures 1:6 - 1:8 show that the non-postvelar articulation of emphatics is 
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their primary articulation. This is because it produces the tightest constriction and is the 

constriction at which the segment's stricture features are realised. The uvular and 

pharyngeal articulations are both secondary. Emphatics, thus, are uvularised and 

pharyngealised. Although emphatics have non-postvelar articulation, they qualify as 

postvelars because they are partly articulated in the postvelar region of the vocal tract. 

The exception to this is /k/. The data in Figure 1:9 indicate that /k/ has no non-

postvelar articulation but is produced with primary uvular articulation and 

pharyngealisation. This was explained above as due to the fact that its primary velar and 

uvularisation articulations are phonetically fused, yielding a phonetically primary uvular 

articulation. 

1.4.3. Postvelar Acoustics 

The aim of this section is to identify the expected acoustic effects of primary 

pharyngeal and uvular articulation, and pharyngealisation and uvularisation, as identified 

by the articulation-to-acoustics model of Stevens and House (1955). Similar models by 

Fant (1960) and by Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) will also be discussed. 

All three models view the vocal tract as a sequence of cylindrical tubes of unit 

length, excited by an acoustic source at one end and open at the other. The variable cross-

sectional area of the tract is small enough for assuming plane wave propagation. Stevens 

and House proposed that the resonances of such a model can be predicted if the values of 
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three parameters are known. The parameters are (i) the radius ro of the rube at the point 

of the narrowest constriction, (ii) the distance d of the narrowest constriction from the 

glottis, and (iii) the ratio All of the cross-sectional area of the front tube of the vocal tract 

divided by its length. The value for r0 corresponds to the cross-sectional area at the 

constriction in the manner schematised in Figure 1:10. The front tube of the vocal tract is 

that portion in front of the teeth, for which the cross-sectional area is controlled primarily 

by the lips and the mandible. 

area at constriction 
area at constriction shown 
within a circle; radius = r0 

Figure 1:10 Conversion of area at constriction to area within a circle 
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Stevens and House varied the values of the three parameters between 0.3 and 1.2 

cm for r0, between 4 and 13 cm for d, and between 0.1 and 20 cm for All,31 thus 

corresponding to 306 distinct configurations. Their schematisation [p.486] of the vocal 

tract configuration for four sets of values of r0, d, and All is presented in Figure 1:11. I 

have added on the right transcriptions of the sounds, all of them vowels, which the 

configurations in the figure would produce. 

D I S T A N C E F R O M G L O T T I S I N C M 

Figure 1:11 Schematisation of vocal tract configurations for four sets of values of ro, d, 
and All (from Stevens and House 1955:486) 

31See Stevens and House (1955) for justification of these values and further explication of 

the model and its calculations. 
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Stevens and House implemented their model using an electrical analog, i.e., each 

tube element was represented by its analog electrical circuit. Each one of the 306 vocal 

tract configurations yielded a spectrum from which three formant frequencies were 

obtained and plotted in several ways, as a function of the three articulatory parameters, r0, 

d, All. They found the output signal obtained from their model to match the expected 

output, both acoustically and perceptually. 

The model of Fant (1960) predicts the resonances of the vocal tract from values of 

parameters similar to those of Stevens and House. By result, the two models are very 

similar. Lindblom and Sundberg's (1971) model predicts the resonances of the vocal tract 

from five parameters: state of the lip muscles, position of the jaw, shape of the tongue 

body, position of the tongue body, and larynx height. Since a change in tongue body 

shape and/or in jaw position results in a change in degree of constriction and a change in 

degree of constriction results in a change in r0, their model ultimately considers the effect 

of a change in r0. The acoustic predictions of the Fant (1960) and Lindblom and Sundberg 

(1971) models are in general agreement with the predictions to be identified in this section 

based on the model of Stevens and House (1955). 

It is important to note that the Stevens and House (1955) model, and the other 

two models, consider only vocal tract configurations with a single constriction. They do 

not consider configurations with a second constriction. Additional constrictions are of 

interest here because some postvelars are presumed to be produced with simultaneous 

primary and secondary articulations, resulting in two constrictions in the vocal tract; see 
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Figures 1:3 - 1:4 and Figures 1:6-1:8. A means of circumventing this limitation will be 

suggested below. But first, the Stevens and House model will be applied to primary 

postvelar articulations. 

The values in Table 1:1 will be assumed for r0, d, and All for vocal tract 

configurations with primary pharyngeal and uvular articulations. 

Table 1:1 

Values of rG, d, and All for vocal tract configurations with primary pharyngeal and 
uvular articulations 

Articulation r0 (cm) d (cm) All (cm) 

primary pharyngeal 0.4 4 7 

primary uvular 0.3 7 7 

The r0 values in Table 1:1 are estimates based on the x-ray tracings of gutturals in 

Figures 1:3 - 1:4. Those tracings indicate that r0 is smaller for a primary uvular 

constriction than for a primary pharyngeal constriction. 

It is assumed that a range of 3 - 7 cm defines d for postvelar articulations. This 

range is assumed by Klatt and Stevens (1969) for the constriction sites of pharyngeal and 

uvular gutturals. A 3 - 7 cm range is also indicated by Ghazeli's (1977) x-ray template, 

presented earlier in Figure 1:5 and again in Figure 1:12. I have added cm measurements 

to the template, assuming a vocal tract length of 17 cm. Based on Figure 1:12, d = 4 for a 

pharyngeal constriction and d = 7 for a uvular constriction. 
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Figure 1:12 Ghazeli's (1977) identification template with cm measurements 

The All values in Table 1:1 are estimates based on the articulatory findings 

pertaining to the cases of retracted and lowered jaw position for gutturals, as discussed in 

§1.4.1. 

The resonances predicted by the Stevens and House model for the vocal tract 

configurations defined by the values in Table 1:1 will now be discussed. The predicted 

resonances are given in Fig. 3 of their paper. Their Fig. 3 presents six graphs in which 

formant frequency is plotted vs. d for different Alt; r0 is held constant. These graphs can 

be thought of as a stack of graphs, each horizontal layer corresponding to the graph of a 

given r0 value. Figures 1:13 - 1:17 are derived from that Fig. 3 {ibid.) and correspond to 

vertical slices in the stack at specific values of d, the abscissa in the six graphs of the stack. 
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1.4.3. Postvelar Acoustics 

In the figures presented here, the ordinate represents formant frequency (in Hz) and the 

abscissa the radius r0 (in cm) at the constriction point. 

frequency 

Figure 1:13 Fi and F 2 predicted by Stevens and House (1955) for vocal tracts of d = 4, 
All-6.1, and varying r0 (points for primary pharyngeal articulation plotted) 

Figure 1:13 shows formant frequency vs. r0 for primary pharyngeal articulation, 

i.e., d = 4, All = 7.j2 Figure 1:14 shows formant frequency vs. r0 for primary uvular 

articulation, i.e., d = 7, All = 7. Each of figures 1:13 - 1:14 shows two curved lines, the 

bottom one for Fi, the top one for F 2 . J J Along dashed vertical lines in Figure 1:13, point 

3 Fig. 3 of Stevens and House (1955) does not provide data for configurations of All = 7 

cm. Figures 1:13 and 1:4 show the data for their All value closest to 7 cm. 
j3The curves in Figures 1:13 - 1:14 (and Figures 1:15 - 1:17) are fitted. As seen, each 

curve fits closely with the points along it. 
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frequency 
(Hz) 
1 7 5 0 BB 

F ? 
1 5 0 0 

1 2 5 0 

1 0 0 0 

7 5 0 

5 0 0 B-f F i 

2 5 0 

0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 1 . 2 
ro(cm) 

Figure 1:14 Fi and F 2 predicted by Stevens and House (1955) for vocal tracts of d = 7, 
PJt = 6.7, and varying r0 (points for primary uvular articulation plotted) 

A marks Fj and AA marks F 2 for primary pharyngeal articulation. In Figure 1:14, point B 

marks Fi and BB marks F 2 for primary uvular articulation. 

Given the degree of approximation reflected by the values in Table 1:1, precise 

acoustic predictions will be avoided here. Rather, the general Fi and F 2 effects predicted 

for the two primary articulations under discussion will be identified. The effects are 

summarised in Table 1:2. 
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T a b l e 1:2 

Predicted acoustic effects of primary pharyngeal and uvular articulations 

Articulation Fi F 2 

primary pharyngeal A high AA low 

primary uvular B medium BB medium 

The descriptions of Fi and F 2 as 'high' and 'medium' above are based on 

comparison of the frequency at each point A(A) and B(B) in Figures 1:13 - 1:14 with the 

Fi and F 2 ranges predicted by the Stevens and House model, over all r0, d, and All. Those 

ranges, delimited by their maxima and minima, are given in Table 1:3. 

T a b l e 1 :3 

Fi and F 2 ranges predicted over all r0, d, and All by the model of Stevens and House 
(1955) 

Fx (Hz) F 2 (Hz) 

min max min max 

200 950 700 2500 

Peterson and Barney (1952) studied the formant frequencies of English vowels 

produced by 76 speakers of which 33 were adult males, 28 adult females, and 15 children 

of unspecified age. The ranges in Table 1:3 closely match the ranges of Fi and F 2 found by 

Peterson and Barney for their 33 male speakers, as shown in Table 1:4. 
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T a b l e 1:4 

Fx and F 2 ranges of Peterson and Barney data 

Fi(Hz) F2(Hz) 

min max min max 
ranges of Peterson and Barney 
(1952) average values 

270 730 840 2290 

ranges of Peterson and Barney 
individual values34 

190 840 650 2700 

Based on Table 1:3, Fi ranges between 200 and 950 Hz. F 2 ranges between 700 

and 2500 Hz. Dividing each of these ranges by 3 gives the sub-ranges seen in Table 1:5. 

The acoustic effects identified in Table 1:2 refer to the ranges in Table 1:5. 

T a b l e 1:5 

Low, medium, and high ranges for Fi and F 2 

Fi (Hz) F2(Hz) 

low 200 - 450 700 - 1300 

medium 450 - 700 1300 - 1900 

high 700 - 950 1900 - 2500 

Finally, the articulatory data discussed in §1.4.2 indicate that velar emphatics, like 

uvular gutturals, are produced with primary uvular articulation. The acoustic effects 

identified for primary uvular articulation in Table 1:2 thus apply to both uvular gutturals 

and velar emphatics. 

The individual value ranges in Table 1:4 were obtained from Peterson and Barney's raw 

data, which are not available in their paper, but are available on the Internet. 
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The expected acoustic effects of secondary postvelar articulations will now be 

addressed. The x-ray tracings in Figures 1:3 - 1:4 and Figures 1:6 - 1:8 indicate that 

uvular gutturals and emphatics are produced with the secondary postvelar articulations 

listed in Table 1:6. 

Table 1:6 

Secondary postvelar articulations of uvular gutturals and emphatics 

Segment Secondary Postvelar 
Articulation(s) 

uvular gutturals pharyngealisation 

velar emphatics pharyngealisation 

non-velar emphatics uvularisation, 
pharyngealisation 

The values in Table 1:7 will be assumed for r0, d, and All for vocal tract 

configurations with secondary pharyngeal and uvular articulations. As seen, two vocal 

tracts are defined for pharyngealisation. The first has a large AIL, i.e., no rounding, and is 

appropriate for uvular gutturals and velar emphatics. The second one has a small All, i.e., 

rounding, and is appropriate for non-velar emphatics. This will be explained shortly. The 

two vocal tract configurations for pharyngealisation are distinguished because the Fi and 

F; effects predicted for pharyngealisation potentially vary depending on the value of All. 
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Table 1:7 

Values of r0, d, and All for vocal tract configurations with pharyngealisation and 
uvularisation articulations 

Articulation rG (cm) d (cm) All (cm) 

pharyngealisation (appropriate for 
uvular gutturals and velar emphatics) 

pharyngealisation (appropriate for 
non-velar emphatics) 

uvularisation 

The r0 values in Table 1:7 are estimates based on the x-ray tracings in Figures 1:3-

1:4 and Figures 1:6 - 1:9, which indicate: r0 is larger for secondary pharyngeal and uvular 

articulations than it is for the corresponding primary articulations; the secondary vs. 

primary difference is greater for uvular constrictions than it is for pharyngeal constrictions. 

The values for d for pharyngeal and uvular articulation, and the large All for uvular 

gutturals and velar emphatics, were explained earlier. The smaller All for non-velar 

emphatics reflects their lip protrusion and/or rounding. 

A dynamic view of pharyngealisation and uvularisation is assumed, that is, these 

secondary articulations result from a decrease in r0 from 1.2 (reflecting no constriction) to 

0.6. This corresponds to the change in r0 at d = 4 (for pharyngealisation) and d = 7 (for 

uvularisation) for All = l (for uvular gutturals and velar emphatics) and All = 2 (for non-

velar emphatics), which occurs when a secondary pharyngeal or uvular gesture is added to 

a segment. In this manner, the Stevens and House model, which considers only vocal 

tract configurations with a single constriction, is here applied heuristically to 
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configurations with a second constriction. The relevant data derived from Stevens and 

House (1955:487 Fig.3) are presented in Figures 1:15 - 1:17.35 

frequency 

Figure 1:15 Fi and F 2 predicted by Stevens and House (1955) for vocal tracts of d = 4, 
M = 6.7, and varying r0 (points for pharyngealisation plotted) 

Figures 1:16- 1:17 show the data from Stevens and House (1955:487) for their All value 

closest to 2 cm. 
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frequency 

Figure 1:16 Fi and F 2 predicted by Stevens and House (1955) for vocal tracts of d = 4, 
A/l = 1.1, and varying r<> (points for pharyngealisation plotted) 

frequency 
(Hz) 

1000 

a o o • 
600 • 

0.2 0.4 

Figure 1:17 Fi and F 2 predicted by Stevens and House (1955) for vocal tracts of d = 7, 
AJt- 1.1, and varying r0 (points for uvularisation plotted) 
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Under the dynamic view just explained, the Fi and F 2 effects predicted for 

pharyngealisation and uvularisation are identified as the formant changes seen in Table 1:8. 

The direction and size of each change were determined from the nature of the curved lines 

in each graph for the r0 interval starting at 1.2 and ending at 0.6. For example, the bottom 

curved line in Figure 1:17, which represents Fi for uvularisation, rises 70 Hz over the r0 

interval starting at 1.2 and ending at 0.6 (that is, ending at point E). This is recorded in 

Table 1:8 as a small rise. The procedure by which each change was identified as small, 

medium, or large will be explained next. 

Table 1:8 

Predicted acoustic effects of pharyngealisation and uvularisation 

Articulation Fj F_2 

pharyngealisation of uvular large rise C C medium drop 
gutturals and velar emphatics 

pharyngealisation of non-velar medium rise DD medium drop 
emphatics 

uvularisation E small rise EE medium drop 

The size of each formant change was identified by first determining the difference 

between the formant frequency at ro = 1.2 and r0 = 0.6 in each of Figures 1:15 - 1:17. 

(For example, in Figure 1:17, the difference between Fi at r0 = 1.2 cm and FT at r0 = 0.6 

cm is 70 Hz.) Each difference was then compared with the maximum difference predicted 

for the formant by the Stevens and House model, between ro = 1.2 and some other r0 
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value, over all d and All Those maximum differences are presented in Table 1:9. They 

represent the maximum changes predicted for Fi and F 2. 

T a b l e 1:9 

Maximum Fi and F 2 changes predicted by the model of Stevens and House (1955) 

Fi (Hz) F 2 (Hz) 

300 600 

Dividing each of these maximums by 3 gives the three ranges for Fi and F 2 change seen in 

Table 1:10. The degrees of change identified in Table 1:8 refer to the ranges in Table 

1:10. 

T a b l e 1 :10 

Ranges of degrees of change for Fi and F 2 

Fi (Hz) F 2 (Hz) 

small < 100 <200 

medium 100 - 200 200 - 400 

large 200 - 300 400 - 600 

Based on the effects in Tables 1:2 and 1:8, the predicted cumulative effects of the 

postvelar articulations of gutturals and emphatics are identified as those in Table 1:11. 

Based on Fig. 5 of Stevens and House (1955:487), the maximum Fi difference predicted 

by their model is between r0 = 1.2 and r0 = 0.4 at d = 4 and All - 20. The maximum F 2 

difference is between r0 = 1.2 and r0 = 0.3 for d = 6 and 'All = 0.11. 
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T a b l e 1 :11 

Predicted cumulative acoustic effects of the postvelar articulations of gutturals and 
emphatics 

Postvelar Prediction 

Articulation 

F, F 2 

GUTTURALS 
Pharyngeal Gutturals: primary pharyngeal high low 

Uvular Gutturals: primary uvular, 
pharyngealisation 

medium or high low or medium 

EMPHATICS 
Velar Emphatics: primary uvular, 

pharyngealisation 
medium or high low or medium 

Non-velar Emphatics: uvularisation, 
pharyngealisation 

medium or large rise large drop 

The cumulative effects were identified as follows: as pharyngeal gutturals have no 

secondary postvelar articulation, the A(A) effects in Table 1:2 transfer unmodified to the 

first line of Table 1:11. For uvular gutturals and velar emphatics, the B(B) effects in Table 

1:2 and the C(C) effects in Table 1:8 combine: the medium Fi for B + the large rise for C 

results in a final prediction in Table 1:11 of either a medium or high Fi. The medium F 2 

for BB + the medium drop for CC results in a final prediction in Table 1:11 of either a low 

or a medium F 2. (Whether the final Fi is medium or high, and the final F 2 low or medium, 

will depend on whether Fi and F 2 for the primary articulation are at the low or high end of 

the Fi and F 2 medium ranges in Table 1:5.) 

For non-velar emphatics, the D(D) and E(E) effects in Table 1:8 combine in Table 

1:11: for Fi, the medium rise for D + the small rise for E results in a final prediction of a 
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medium or large rise. For F 2 , the medium drop for DD + the medium drop for EE yield a 

final prediction of a large drop. No final Fi or F 2 range (low, high, or medium as defined 

in Table 1:5) is predicted here for non-velar emphatics because their final Fi and F 2 ranges 

will depend on the Fi and F 2 ranges predicted for their primary (non-postvelar) 

articulation, which were not discussed in this section. 

In sum, the predictions are: 1) pharyngeal gutturals will have a high Fi and a low 

F 2; 2) uvular gutturals will have a medium or high Fi and a low or medium F 2; 3) velar 

emphatics will have a medium or high Fi and a low or medium F 2; 4) non-velar emphatics 

will a medium or large rise in Fi and large drop in F 2. 

The effects just summarised generally agree with the findings of previous acoustic 

studies of gutturals and emphatics. For example, a high Fi and a medium or low F 2 for 

pharyngeal gutturals is reported by Butcher and Ahmad (1987), cited by McCarthy 

(1994). A medium Fi and low F 2 for uvular gutturals is reported by Ghazeli (1977). 

('High', 'medium', and 'low' are used here as defined in Table 1:5.) A rise in Fi for non-

velar, emphatics (or for vowels in contact with non-velar emphatics) is reported by Bonnot 

(1977, 1979), Woldu (1981), and Younes (1982). A drop in F 2 for non-velar emphatics is 

a standard finding.37 

In this thesis, tokens of gutturals and emphatics in Palestinian and St'at'imcets will 

be examined to see if their formant frequencies show the expected Fi and F 2 effects 

"See, e.g., Obrecht (1968), Ghazeli (1977), Woldu (1981), Younes (1982), and Card 

(1983). 
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identified in this section. Should they match, they will be taken as acoustic support for 

assuming that the analysed tokens were produced with the corresponding postvelar 

articulation(s) in Table 1:11. 

Tokens of consonants and vowels which undergo phonological postvelar harmony 

will also be examined. Where the harmony is presumably implemented with secondary 

pharyngeal articulation, the tokens will be examined to see if their formant frequencies 

show the general effects for pharyngealisation, viz., C(C) and D(D) in Table 1:8: a 

medium or large rise in Fi and a medium drop in F 2. Where the harmony is presumably 

implemented with both secondary uvular and secondary pharyngeal articulation, the tokens 

will be examined for the effects predicted for both those articulations, viz., the effects for 

non-velar emphatics in Table 1:11: a medium or large rise in Fi and a large drop in F 2 . If 

the formant frequencies of the tokens of harmonising segments are found to match these 

predictions, they will be taken as acoustic support for assuming that the tokens were 

produced with the corresponding secondary pharyngeal and uvular articulations. 

As a final note, the findings will be interpreted as support under a hypothesis that 

the tokens were not produced with, instead of the postvelar articulation(s), some 

completely non-postvelar articulation which might result in the Fi and F 2 effects identified 

in this section, e.g., a lowered jaw and concomitant wide mouth opening, which has been 

shown to raise Fi, or lip rounding, which has been shown to lower F 2. This hypothesis is 

stated here because it is important to note that, while the articulation-to-acoustics 

mapping is one-to-one, the reverse mapping is one-to-many. That is, a specific vocal tract 
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configuration will always have the same and unique set of formant frequencies, but a given 

set of formant frequencies will not in general correspond to a unique vocal tract 

configuration. This was shown by Stevens and House (1955), and later and in more detail 

by Atal et al. (1978). See Figures 13 - 15 and 21 - 25 in Atal et al. (1978:1548-1554), 

which show multiple area functions (configurations) with identical values for the first three 

formant frequencies for IM, lal, and lul. While it is true that many possible articulations 

can be excluded for a given segment token, the point here is that particular acoustic effects 

cannot be considered actual evidence for a particular articulation. 

1.4.4. Summary 

This section has examined the articulatory nature of guttural and emphatic 

postvelars. The pharyngeal gutturals /T TV are produced with only primary pharyngeal 

articulation. Tokens of /? fV are predicted to have a high Fi and a low F 2. Uvular 

gutturals such as lu xA and the emphatic velar Ikl, are produced with primary uvular 

articulation and pharyngealisation. Tokens of uvular gutturals and emphatic velars are 

predicted to have medium or a high Fi and a low or medium F 2. Non-velar emphatics, 

such as IX s r/, are produced with a primary non-postvelar articulation and uvularisation 

and pharyngealisation. Tokens of non-velar emphatics are predicted to have a medium or 

large rise in Fi and large drop in F2. 
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1.5. A Harmony Typology 

The harmony typology in (25) will be assumed. In (25), V denotes the feature for 

which harmony is observed. After Shaw (1991b), 'harmony' is used here to refer to both 

assimilatory and dissimilatory phenomena. 

(25) Harmony Typology 

a. Primary Articulation (AP) Harmony: only primary instances of x are involved. 

b. Secondary Articulation (AS) Harmony: only secondary instances of x are involved. 

c. Articulation (A) Harmony: both primary and secondary instances of x are involved. 

This typology is based on Selkirk's (1993:6) identification of three natural classes 

relevant to multiply-articulated segments: (i) the class of segments for which feature* is a 

primary specification; (ii) the class of segments for which feature* is a secondary 

specification; (iii) the class of segments for which feature* is either a primary or a 

secondary specification. See Selkirk (1993:5-20) for discussion of these classes in Ngbaka 

and Berber. 

This dissertation will argue that Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony is A 

harmony, involving Selkirk's natural class (iii). St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony 

and uvularisation harmony in both Palestinian and St'at'imcets will be argued to be AS 

harmony, involving Selkirk's natural class (ii). The data to be examined happen not to 

exemplify AP harmony, involving Selkirk's natural class (i). See Selkirk (1993:8-29) for 

an example of AP Dissimilation in Tashlhyt Berber. 
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1.6. Optimality Theory 

In the next two chapters, a theoretical account of pharyngealisation and 

uvularisation harmonies in Palestinian and St'at'imcets will be developed within the 

framework of Optimality Theory (OT) (McCarthy and Prince 1993a, Prince and 

Smolensky 1993). In OT, phonological alternations are standardly assumed not to result 

from serially ordered rules, as assumed in generative phonology since Chomsky and Halle 

(1968). Rather, they are the surface effect of the interaction of ranked constraints. The 

ranked constraints are violable. They are universal, but their ranking is language-specific. 

A function GEN is assumed to generate candidate surface ('output') forms from a single 

underlying ('input') form. A function EVAL then evaluates the candidate outputs with 

respect to the constraint ranking of the language. Candidates are evaluated simultaneously 

and in parallel, in a one-step mapping from input to output. The candidate with the least 

serious constraint violations is the 'winner' and emerges as the actual output form.38 

This parallel grammar is illustrated by the 'tableau' in (26), from McCarthy and 

Prince (1993a: 6). 

(26) 
A B 1 

1®° candidate 1 * 
candidate 2 *! [lllilllllllllllllllllllllllliiroillj 

Note that a theory of ranked and violable constraints need not be implemented in 

parallel. See Prince and Smolensky (1993) for discussion of a non-parallel version of OT. 
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The tableau in (26) shows two constraints, A and B, ranked A » B, where ' » ' 

denotes 'is more highly ranked than'. In the tableau, domination order of the constraints 

is reflected by the left-to-right column order. There are two candidate outputs: candidate 

1, which violates Constraint B; candidate 2, which violates Constraint A. Constraint 

violation is marked by '*'. The higher the ranking of a constraint, the more serious is a 

violation of it. Thus, given the ranking A » B, candidate 1, marked by '«*'', is the winner 

and actual output form because its violation of Constraint B is less serious than the 

violation of Constraint A by candidate 2. Candidate 2's fatal violation of the higher-

ranked Constraint A is marked by '!'. Satisfaction of a constraint is indicated by a blank 

cell. Shading means the constraint does not choose between viable candidates. 

In OT, cross-linguistic variation is the result of constraint reranking. This is 

illustrated by the tableau in (27), which should be compared with the tableau in (26). 

(27) 

B A 1 
candidate 1 *! 1 
candidate 2 * 1 
candidate 3 

In (27), the constraints are the same as those in (26), but the ranking of the constraints is 

reversed. As seen, candidate 2 is the winner under this reranking. This is because it 

violates only Constraint A which is more lowly ranked than Constraint B in this new 

grammar. In (27), an additional candidate 3 shows that constraint violations can accrue: 
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candidate 3 violates Constraint A twice while candidate 2 violates it only once. The more 

a single constraint is violated, the more serious is the violation. Thus, candidate 2 emerges 

the winner because it incurs fewer violations of Constraint A than does candidate 3. 

This thesis will argue that three types of constraints figure crucially in Palestinian 

and St'at'imcets postvelar harmony: Correspondence, Alignment, and Grounded 

constraints. These constraint types are explained below. 

1.6.1. Correspondence Constraints 

A fundamental issue in OT is the faithfulness between related representations. In 

its original formulation (McCarthy and Prince 1993a, Prince and Smolensky 1993), OT 

approached faithfulness between input and output forms in terms of a class of Faithfulness 

constraints which consisted of PARSE and FILL constraint families. Under this approach, 

deleted elements (PARSE violations) or inserted elements (FILL violations) were the 

primary focus. McCarthy and Prince (1995) propose that the PARSE/FILL system be 

replaced with Correspondence Theory. This newer theory considers input and output 

forms to be in a relation of correspondence. Where the structure of the input and output 

is viewed as a string, Correspondence is defined by McCarthy and Prince (1995:262) as: 

(28) Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995:262) 
Given two strings Si and S2, correspondence is a relation (2 from the elements 
of Si to those of S2. Elements of ct9S2 and PaS2 are referred to as 
correspondents of one another when a$p\ 
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In this thesis, it will be argued that the DEP and MAX families of Correspondence 

constraints, proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995), play a central role in the surface 

realisation of the features responsible for postvelar harmony in Palestinian and 

St'at'imcets. MAX subsumes the former PARSE. DEP subsumes the former FILL. 

MAX and DEP are defined by McCarthy and Prince (1995:264) as:39 

(29) The MAX Constraint Family (McCarthy and Prince 1995:264) 
General Schema 
Every segment of Si has a correspondent in S2. 
Specific Instantiation 
MAX-IO 
Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output. 
(No phonological deletion.) 

(30) The DEP Constraint Family (McCarthy and Prince 1995:264) 
General Schema 
Every segment of S2 has a correspondent in Si. 
Specific Instantiation 
DEP-IO 
Every segment of the output has a correspondent in the input. 
(Prohibits phonological epenthesis.) 

MAX and DEP are here assumed to govern features as well as segments. They are 

also assumed to govern the associations ('links') between features and segments. That is, 

besides MAX-IO and DEP-IO, the further instantiations in (31) are also assumed. 

McCarthy and Prince (1995) provide base-reduplicant MAX and DEP correspondence 

as further instantiations of MAX and DEP. Because reduplicative correspondence will not 

be discussed in this thesis, those further instantiations are omitted in (29) and (30). 
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(31) a. MAX-F 
Every feature in the input corresponds to a feature in the output. 
(No feature is deleted.) 

b. MAX-LINK 
Every association in the input corresponds to an association in the output. 
(No link is deleted.) 

c. DEP-F 
Every feature in the output corresponds to a feature in the input. 
(No feature is added.) 

d. DEP-LINK 
Every association in the output corresponds to an association in the input. 
(No link is added.) 

The tableau in (32) illustrates the satisfaction and violation of these constraints. 

(In (32), they are equally ranked. Constraints of equal rank are separated by a dotted 

column border.) 

(32) 
input: [DOR] 

a J3 
MAX-F MAX-

LINK 
DEP-F DEP-

LINK 
(a) [DOR] 

a 3 
(b) 

a 3 
(c) [DOR] 

| \ 
a 3 — [RTR] 

* ** 
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The candidate outputs in (32) are evaluated as follows: candidate (a) has all the 

features and links that the input has, so it satisfies MAX-F and MAX-LINK. It has no 

feature or link that the input does not have, so it also satisfies DEP-F and DEP-LINK. 

Candidate (b) does not have all the features and links that the input has: the underlying 

[DOR] is absent, as is its underlying link to a. The missing [DOR] violates MAX-F; the 

missing link violates MAX-LINK. However, candidate (b) has no feature or link that the 

input does not have, so it satisfies both DEP-F and DEP-LINK. Candidate (c) has all the 

features and links that the input has, so it satisfies MAX-F and MAX-LINK. However, it 

has an added feature, [RTR], and two added links, viz., the link of [DOR] with P and the 

link of [RTR] with p. This means that candidate (c) violates DEP-F once and DEP-LINK 

twice. 

In chapters 2 and 3, the MAX and DEP constraints in (31) will be argued to have a 

crucial role in Palestinian and St'at'imcets postvelar harmony. For example, it will be 

argued that MAX-RTR ('Every [RTR] in the input corresponds to an [RTR] in the 

output') and MAX-LINK are highly ranked in the grammar of both languages. The 

observed effect is that [RTR] 'stays' on the segment to which it is underlyingly linked, in 

order to serve as a source of [RTR] harmony in the string. It will be further argued that 

DEP-LINK is more lowly ranked than MAX-RTR and MAX-LINK in both languges. The 

observed effect is that new [RTR] associations, the manifestations of the harmony, occur 

in the output with little penalty. The role to be identified for DEP-RTR ('Every [RTR] in 

the output corresponds to an [RTR] in the input') mirrors that argued by Pulleyblank 
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(1994a) for a functionally equivalent constraint, REC-F ('RECOVER-F'), in Yoruba and 

Wolof. Pulleyblank argues that the ranking of REC-F with respect to certain Alignment 

and Grounded constraints derives the effects of opacity and transparency in Yoruba and 

Wolof '[-ATR]' harmony. E.g., it will be argued that in Palestinian, DEP-RTR is ranked 

above certain Grounded constraints but below certain others, where some of the 

Grounded constraints are Alignment constraints. This ranking derives the observed 

pattern of opacity in Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony. 

1.6.2. Alignment Constraints 

Generalized Alignment, proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1993b), is a constraint 

schema governing the coincidence of categories at constituent edges. It is formulated by 

McCarthy and Prince (1993b:2) as: 

(33) Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993b:2) 

Align(Catl, Edgel, Cat2, Edge2) = def 

V Catl 3 Cat2 such that Edgel of Catl and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide. 

Where 

Catl, Cat2 e PCat u Gcat 

Edgel, Edge2 e {Right, Left) 

PCat and GCat refer to prosodic and grammatical (morphological or syntactic) categories, 

respectively. Generalized Alignment provides a uniform expression for constraints that 
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reference a constituent edge; see McCarthy and Prince (1993b) for several examples of 

such constraints. An example of a particular parameterisation of Generalized Alignment, 

from McCarthy (1993b:2) is: 

(34) English Stress 

Align(PrWd, L, Ft, L) 

This requirement is satisfied in [(Tata)ma(gouchee)], since the left edge of the 

Prosodic Word coincides with the left edge of a foot. 

In chapters 2 and 3 it will be argued that Alignment constraints on the features 

[RTR] and [DOR] are the basic force driving postvelar, harmony in Palestinian and 

St'at'imcets. It will be further argued that certain of those Alignment constraints are 

syntagmatically grounded, as discussed below. 

1.6.3. Grounded Constraints 

Grounded constraints provide phonological evidence for the Grounding 

Hypothesis of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a). The Grounding Hypothesis says that 

featural relations are "rooted in the physical properties of the vocal tract or speech signal" 

(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a: 172). That is, featural constraints must observe, and 

not contradict, the phonetic basis of speech. 
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Grounding can be either paradigmatic or syntagmatic. Paradigmatic grounding 

relations, proposed by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), hold of featural relations 

within a segment. An example of a paradigmatic grounding relation is that holding 

between the features [HI] and [RTR]: in several languages, a segment specified for [HT] 

cannot also be specified for [RTR]; see Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) for further 

discussion. (Here it is assumed, after Pulleyblank (1994a: 3), that [RTR] as just referenced 

corresponds to Archangeli and Pulleyblank's '[-ATR]'. The reasons for assuming this are 

discussed in chapter 4.) This prohibition is grounded in the anatomical proximity of the 

tongue body and tongue root. Given the proximity of those structures, tongue body and 

tongue root interaction are such that raising the body makes it difficult to simultaneously 

retract the root. It is also based on acoustic effects: raising the tongue dorsum and 

retracting the tongue root have been shown to have contradictory Fi effects. See 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) and Pulleyblank (1994a) for discussion. This 

grounded relationship is evidence for the paradigmatic grounded constraint HI/*RTR (Tf 

a segment is specified for [HI], it is not specified for [RTR]'), as argued by Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank (1994a) and Pulleyblank (1994a). (The two studies just cited phrase the 

constraint as HI/ATR (Tf [+high], then [+ATR], not [-ATR]').) In chapters 2 and 3 it will 

be argued that HI/*RTR is lowly ranked in both Palestinian and St'at'imcets. 

Syntagmatic grounding relations hold not within segments, but between them. 

Shahin (1993) suggested that the physical properties of the tongue root are the phonetic 

basis for tongue root retraction harmony. Specifically, given the relative large mass and 
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resultant sluggishness of the tongue root, tongue root articulation has a natural tendency 

to span more than one segment in a word. This was identified as an instance of 

syntagmatic grounding. Syntagmatic grounded constraints are formulated by Jiang-King 

(1996) and Pulleyblank (1997). Jiang-King proposes a syntagmatic constraint against a 

sequence of [HI]-[LOW]. Pulleyblank proposes that place assimilation, observed in several 

languages, is the effect of highly ranked syntagmatic grounding constraints on Cluster-

Identity. 

Two syntagmatic grounded constraints to be proposed in this thesis are 

Align([RTR], L; Wd, L) and Align([RTR], R; Wd, R), which say, respectively, 'The left 

edge of the word is aligned with the left edge of any [RTR]' and 'The right edge of the 

word is aligned with the right edge of any [RTR]'. These will be proposed as constraints 

that are syntagmatically grounded in the sluggishness of the tongue root. It will be argued 

that they are more lowly ranked in St'at'imcets than in Palestinian. In Palestinian, they 

interact with a more lowly ranked DEP-LINK to force an expanded distribution of [RTR] 

in the output. In St'at'imcets, the reverse ranking, DEP-LINK » Align([RTR], L; Wd, 

L), Align([RTR], R; Wd, R), results in more restricted postvelar harmony for that 

language. 
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1.7. Phonetics and Phonology 

This section addresses the distinction between phonetics and phonology, and the 

use of phonetics in phonology. A phonetics-phonology distinction will first be drawn, 

based on the various characteristics of sound properties. Building on the conclusions of 

previous studies, the distinction will then be refined to recognise distinct speech-phonetics 

vs. language-phonetics, which are both distinct from the phonology. The use of phonetics 

in phonology will then be discussed. 

1.7.1. The Distinction between Phonetics and Phonology 

It is assumed here that a sound property can be identified as either phonetic or 

phonological according to the criteria in (35). (Unless otherwise noted, 'phonological' is 

used in this thesis to mean part of either the lexical or postlexical phonology. On the 

distinction between lexical and postlexical phonology, see Mohanan (1982), Kiparsky 

(1985), and Kaisse & Shaw (1985). For further discussion of criteria 2 - 4 in (35), see 

Pulleyblank (1986:7-8).) 
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(35) Necessary Criteria for Phonetic vs. Phonological Status 

1. Phonological visibility, after Mohanan (1982) and Pulleyblank (1986) 

This means that the property has a phonological effect and is referenced in a 

constraint. Phonetic properties are not phonologically visible, but phonological 

properties are. If there is no evidence that a given sound property has 

phonological visibility, then, based on economy considerations, the property is 

considered phonetic. 

2) Sensitivity to word-internal structure, from Mohanan (1982) and Kiparsky (1985) 

This means that the principles governing the distribution of the sound property 

refer to word-internal structure. Phonetic properties are not sensitive to word-

internal structure, but (lexical) phonological properties can be. 

3) Non-discreteness, from Henke (1966), Ohman (1966), Browman and Goldstein 

(1990), and Keating (1990) 

Phonetic properties are non-discrete, that is, continuous. Because of this, they are 

necessarily realised with a temporal dimension so that the span of presence of one 

phonetic property can partially overlap with that of another. By result, it is 

frequently difficult to group a set of phonetic properties into a larger unit that can 

be defined by the presence of those properties. From the non-discreteness of 

phonetic properties, it follows that phonetic properties are gradient, that is, 

showing change corresponding to distance from a source. 

Phonological properties, by contrast, are discrete. Because they are discrete, they 

are not gradient. By result, segmentation, e.g., of a consonant or vowel defined by 

a set of phonological properties, is straightforward (although, as in cases of 

harmony, distinct phonological segments may share a single instance of a 

phonological property). 
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4) Lexical exceptions, from Liberman (1983) and Kiparsky (1985) 

Phonetic properties cannot have lexical exceptions, but phonological properties 

can. 

Liberman (1983) suggests another criteria, viz.: number of properties. With 

Liberman, it is assumed that phonological properties are bounded in number. This is 

based here on the assumption that the human brain has a limited storage capacity. 

However, in contrast to Liberman, the number of phonetic properties is assumed to be 

bounded as well, based on the assumption that the properties of the physical world, as 

determined by forces like pressure, magnetism, viscosity, etc., are bounded, that is, that 

they are in principle enumerable. 

The criteria in (35) imply that there is only one type of phonetics. However, there 

is evidence, presented, e.g., by Pierrehumbert (1980), Liberman and Pierrehumbert 

(1982), and Liberman (1983), that some properties which would be classified as phonetic 

by criteria 1-4 nevertheless vary cross-linguistically. That is, some phonetic properties 

are language-specific. They must, therefore, be cognitive and part of language. 

Furthermore, Steriade (1995b, 1997) presents evidence that certain language-specific 

sound phenomena previously assumed to be phonological cannot be given a tenable 

phonological account. As Steriade argues, such phenomena must be recognised as 

phonetic. On the basis of these two types of evidence for language-specific phonetic 

properties, it is here assumed, following several previous works,40 that language has a 

40See, e.g., Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982), Liberman (1983), Pulleyblank (1986), 

Steriade (1995b), Flemming (1995a, 1995b), and Steriade (1997). 
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phonetic component. This means there are two types of phonetics: speech-phonetics and 

language-phonetics. 

Recognition of distinct speech- vs. language-phonetics leads to the following 

phonetics vs. phonology distinctions: speech phonetics is purely physical, that is, it is 

defined in terms of the physical (anatomical, acoustic, and aerodynamic) properties of 

speech and lies outside cognition. Language-phonetics, while still defined in terms of the 

physical properties of speech, is cognitive, that is, it is part of the cognitive representation 

of the sound structure of language. Finally, all the phonology is cognitive — although it is 

constrained by the physics of speech, as discussed in §1.6.3. 

Table 1:12 summarises the necessary criteria for identifying a sound property as 

belonging to the speech-phonetics vs. language-phonetics vs. phonology. 
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Table 1:12 

Necessary criteria for speech-phonetic vs. language-phonetic vs. phonological status 

Property Characteristics Nature 

• not language-specific 
• no phonological visibility 

SPEECH- • no reference to word-internal structure physical 
PHONETICS • non-discrete 

• no lexical exceptions 

• language-specific 
• no phonological visibility 

LANGUAGE- • no reference to word-internal structure cognitive 
PHONETICS • non-discrete 

• no lexical exceptions 

• language-specific 
• phonological visibility 

PHONOLOGY • possible reference to word-internal cognitive 
structure (for the lexical phonology) 

• discrete 
• possible lexical exceptions 

The model of language vs. speech in (36) is assumed. The modular schematisation 

of language follows Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:5), except that (36) makes the 

distinction between language- and speech-phonetics explicit. The placement of language-

phonetics as feeding into phonology follows the suggestion of Donca Steriade (p.c). On 

the interaction between the syntax, semantics, morphology, and phonology modules, see 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:4-5,433). 
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(36) 

L A N G U A G E 

SPEECH 

PHONETICS \ 

\ passed to speech-plruonetics 

A final discussion concerns the notational representation of phonological and 

phonetic data. In this thesis, three types of representations will be used in transcriptions: 

1) Underlying phonological form, presented between slashes ('//'). 2) Surface 

phonological form, presented between the braces 'i}'. 3) Phonetic form, presented 

between square brackets. The three types of representations are explained as follows: the 

underlying form is the phonological form stripped of its predictable properties. The 

surface ('output') form is the underlying form + all properties added in the phonology. 

The phonetic form is the phonological output + additional phonetic properties, but minus 

any word-internal morphological boundaries. (The absence of word-internal morpheme 

boundaries follows from criterion 2 in (35).) Selected phonetic properties are included in 

the transcription of the phonetic form, depending on the point of discussion. This means 
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that a single phonetic form might be represented in various ways, since certain phonetic 

properties might be included in its transcription on one occasion but not on another. 

For example, the Palestinian form meaning 'perfume', represented these three 

ways, is: 

(37) underlying: /TUtr/ 

surface: VTu.turl 

phonetic: ['To.torl or ['Tu.turl, etc. 

where ' ' represents phonetic voicing. 

The three-way distinction between underlying, surface, and phonetic form is 

adopted here because it permits transcription in which the claims of the transcriber, with 

respect to the sound system of the language being transcribed, are made explicit. For 

example, the representations in (37) make the claims listed below: 

(38) In Palestinian, 
a. The properties that combine to form the sequence "Tu.tur are 

phonological. That is, they are language-specific, phonologically 
visible and discrete; they have possible reference to word-internal 
structure and possible lexical exceptions. 

b. The presence of T t r and U in a morpheme is non-predictable. 
c. Syllabification, stress assignment, vowel epenthesis, uvularisation of ?, 

and pharyngealisation of U are predictable. 
d. The form meaning 'perfume' is monomorphemic. 
e. In the form meaning 'perfume', mid vowel height and devoicing of ? 

are phonetic properties. That is, they are phonologically invisible and 
non-discrete, have no reference to word-internal structure, and no 
lexical exceptions; they are either Palestinian-specific or non-
Palestinin-specific. 
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In (38e), mid vowel height and devoicing of T in the example form are described as 

either Palestinian-specific or non-Palestinian-specific. This is because, to my knowledge, 

there is no study which has determined whether those properties are due to Palestinian or 

solely to the physics of speech; such a study will not be undertaken in this thesis. 

However, if they were the former, they would be language-phonetic. If they were the 

latter, they would be speech-phonetic. 

1.7.2. The Use of Phonetics in Phonology 

It is assumed that phonetic data can provide crucial support for a phonological 

account. The support may be articulatory, or both articulatory and acoustic, as follows: 

let us assume that a phonological analysis claims that a segment is specified for feature F. 

If articulatory data indicate that the segment is produced with the appropriate 

articulation(s) (e.g., lip rounding for a segment claimed to be specified for [LAB]), then 

that articulatory data can be interpreted as phonetic support for the phonological claim 

that the segment is specified for F. Additionally, the supporting articulatory data can be 

mapped through a reliable articulation-to-acoustics model, such as the model of Stevens & 

House (1955), discussed in §1.4.3. If acoustic data from the segment match the 

predictions of the model (e.g., a lowered F 2 for a segment shown to be produced with lip 

rounding), then that acoustic data can be interpreted as support for the articulation(s) on 

which the acoustic predictions were based, strengthening the articulatory support for the 

phonological claim with respect to F. 
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In the absence of articulatory data, it is assumed that acoustic data by itself can 

strengthen presumed articulatory support, but under a hypothesis that leaves the door 

open for other articulations that could have produced the same acoustic effects; see §1.4.3 

for further discussion. 
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Chapter 2: 

Pharyngealisation Harmony and Uvularisation Harmony 

in Palestinian Arabic 

2.1. The Language and the Data 

Palestinian Arabic belongs to the Palestine-Jordanian variety of Levantine Arabic; 

see the dialectal classifications of Cantineau (1940/46) and Eisele (1987). Palestinian 

dialects can be classified as either medini (urban), fellahi (rural) or bedui (bedouin), and as 

either northern, southern, eastern, western, central, or coastal, according to their location 

in the former Palestine. On the sociolinguistic classification, see Cadora (1992); on the 

geographical classification, see Shahin (1996). To my knowledge, a complete 

sociogeographical classification of Palestinian dialects has not been compiled. 

Unless otherwise noted, the Palestinian data in this thesis are from the Abu Shusha 

Palestinian dialect, which is the western central fellahi spoken in the pre-1948 Palestine 

village of Abu Shusha. For the location of this former village, see Appendix II. In Abu 

Shusha, Old Arabic Iql is variously realised as emphatic Ikl or as velar Ikl. As a fellahi, 

Abu Shusha's most salient marker is the affrication of Old Arabic Ikl to /tj/; see Fischer 

and Jastrow (1980) for discussion of this feature. The dialect is also marked as rural by its 
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lack of emphatic Id/: emphatic /5/ occurs in Abu Shusha where Idl occurs in urban 

Palestinian dialects; this rural marker is also noted by Card (1983:107). 

The data were gathered by the author, most of it during six months of field work in 

Ramallah on the West Bank, 1994-1995. The consultants were fellahln (villagers, 

peasants) from Abu Shusha. The primary consultants were a male, aged 58, and a female, 

aged 45, with whom I lived for the duration of the fieldwork. Frequent daily interaction 

with these and six other consultants (a male, aged 80, and five females, aged 85, 68, 67, 

65, and 28) and periodic interaction with 18 others (eight males, aged approximately 40 -

85, and ten females of approximately the same age range) yielded a large set of lexical 

items and phrases, which were then tape-recorded from the female consultant of age 45. 

Subsequent fieldwork was conducted in Vancouver with a male native speaker, aged 32. 

The total corpus is approximately 1500 words and phrases. 

For the acoustic study of Palestinian from which findings will be reported in this 

chapter, both Abu Shusha and Jafa (northern coastal medini) tokens were used. (Only one 

Abu Shusha speaker was available for the acoustic study.) The original location of the 

Jafa dialect is also shown in Appendix II. Jafa has the salient medini marker of /k/ > /?/. 

Its lacks fellahi affrication, and has 161 where Abu Shusha has /5/. One dialectal feature 

directly relevant to postvelar harmony is that in Abu Shusha, stem-final vowels do not 

pharyngealise, but in Jafa they sometimes do, at least phonetically; this will be discussed in 

§2.4.5. Data showing this and other dialectal differences appear in Appendix ITJ, which 

lists the carrier forms for the Palestinian consonant and vowel tokens that were analysed in 
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the acoustic study. (Appendix JJI will be properly introduced in §2.3.1.) The acoustic 

data were tape-recorded in Vancouver from the 32-year-old Abu Shusha speaker 

mentioned above and a male native speaker of Jafa, aged 29. 

2.2. Phonemic Inventory 

2.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

2.2.1.1. The Palestinian Underlying Consonantal Inventory 

The underlying consonantal inventory of (Abu Shusha) Palestinian is presented in (1). 

The lack of underlying non-emphatic Irl will be discussed in §2.2.1.3.2. 

The Palestinian underlying and surface vowels are presented in (2) and (3). The 

surface inventory in (3) is the inventory at the output of the phonology. (It is not a 

phonetic inventory). The vocalic inventories are presented here to provide a frame of 

reference for the vowels that occur in the data to be given in this section. They will be 

thoroughly discussed in §2.2.2. Upper case T E M O U' denote underlying vowels. The 

featural values represented by T E JE 0 U' and by the IPA symbols in (3) will discussed in 

§2.3.3. Palestinian has an epenthetic vowel, which surfaces either high front or high back. 

Its featural values will be also be discussed in §2.3.3. 
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(1) The (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Underlying Consonantal Inventory 
LAB INTER- ALV POST- VEL UV PHAR GL 

DENT ALV 

OBSTRUENTS 
STOPS: 

t t k k 

b b d 

TRILLS: 
r 

AFFRICATES: 

d5 
FRICATIVES: 

• f e s s s 
5 5 z 

RESONANTS 

NASALS: 

m m n 

APPROXIMANTS: 
w I I j X n 

(2) The (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Underlying Vocalic Inventory 
a. short vowels 

FRONT BACK 

HIGH I U 
MID E 0 
LOW M 

b. long vowels 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH I: U: 
MID E: 0: 
LOW JE: 
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(3) The (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Surface Vocalic Inventory 
a. short vowels 

F R O N T C E N T R A L B A C K 

NON-RTR RTR NON-RTR 

non-bk 

R T R 

non-bk bk 

NON-RTR 
N O N - R D R D 

RTR 
NON-RD R D 

H I G H i I U u 

M I D e e 8 
> 

3 3 O A 0 

L O W ae a a 

b. long vowels 
F R O N T 
NON-RTR 
NON-RD 

B A C K 
NON-RTR 
N O N - R D R D 

H I G H i : u : 

M I D e : o : 

L O W a e : e : 

The IP A vowel chart (revised to 1993) is presented in (4), to show the placement of 

the Palestinian mid and low surface vowels in the IPA vowel space. ('Mid' in (3) 

correspond to 'close-mid' or 'open-mid' in (4); 'low' corresponds to 'open'. For symbols 

that are paired in (4), the one on the left denotes a non-rounded vowel, the one on the 

right denotes a rounded vowel.) 
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(4) The IP A Vowels (revised to 1993) 
FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

CLOSE i \ y + T « UU • U 

I Y \ U 

CLOSE-MID e \ 0 9 • e 

a 

\ 
OPEN-MID e • CB 3 • o 

ee \ e 

OPEN a • CE 1 a • D 

2.2.1.2. The Palestinian Surface Consonantal Inventory 

The Palestinian surface consonantal inventory, that is, the consonantal inventory at 

the output of the phonology, is seen in (5). The surface inventory differs from the 

underlying inventory in (1) by containing several additional emphatics. All underlyingly 

non-emphatic consonants, except the post-alveolar obstruents l\ tf, &J, have surface 

emphatic counterparts which arise through uvularisation harmony. E.g., in \ n.'Qiif \ 'clean 

(masc. sg.)' (Adj), underlyingly non-emphatic In fl surface as emphatics because they 

undergo uvularisation harmony with the underlying emphatic 161. The effects of 

uvularisation harmony will be detailed in §2.5. Acoustic findings that support recognition 

of the surface emphatics in (5), including the surface emphatic gutturals, will be presented 

in §2.5.1. The theoretical reasons for the lack of surface emphatic tf will be 

addressed in §2.3.2 and §2.5.4. 
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(5) (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Surface Consonantal Inventory 
LAB INTER- ALV POST- VEL TJY PHAR GL 

DENT ALV 

OBSTRUENTS 
STOPS: 

AFFRICATES: 

t t k k ? ? 

b b d d 

TRILLS: 

• 

r r 

d5 
FRICATIVES: 

f f 8 8 s s J h h 
5 8 z z 

RESONANTS 
NASALS: 

m m n n 

w vy I I j j % X ft 
B B T T 
• • • 

The surface consonantal inventory also differs from (1) by containing surface non-

emphatic U r . The non-underlying status of non-emphatic U r in Palestinian is indicated by 

the findings of Younes (1993, 1994) for a northern Palestinian dialect. Abu Shusha data 

support Younes' analysis, as will be shown in §2.2.1.3. Finally, in word-initial position, 

epenthetic -j ? \ is observed. This will be discussed in §2.2.1.4. 
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2.2.1.3. Postvelars 

Palestinian has 14 postvelars: six gutturals, /? h ? ti u yj, and eight emphatics, 

/m b I 5 s t r k/. On the articulatory nature of these segments, see §1.4.1 and §1.4.2. 

This section addresses certain issues regarding their classification. Theoretical issues 

pertaining to gutturals and emphatics — their feature specifications, their roles in 

Palestinian's two postvelar harmonies, and the formal bases for their roles — will be 

addressed in §2.3 - §2.5. 

2.2.1.3.1. Guttural Approximants 

As reflected in (1) and (5), Palestinian pharyngeal and uvular gutturals /? ti fcf yj are 

analysed here as approximants, not fricatives. This manner identification for gutturals was 

proposed by Catford (1977) and is pursued by McCarthy (1994:194) and Ladefoged and 

Maddieson (1996:168). Frication is frequently observed for Palestinian /? Ti u %l in 

voiceless contexts, but the frication is considered here to be a phonetic effect. The change 

from approximant to fricative manner is explained as a result of the increased rate of 

airflow in the voiceless context; see Stevens (1971) for a detailed discussion. Observing 

this, Catford (1977:122) defines 'approximant' as "non-turbulent when voiced; but the 

flow becomes turbulent when they are made voiceless" (italics in the original); see Ohala 

and Ohala (1993:232-233) for a similar description. 
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I have examined some 30 Palestinian guttural tokens in both word-initial and word-

internal, voiced contexts (where 'voiced context' means that the guttural is flanked by 

vowels or voiced consonants.) Presentation of that study is deferred for work elsewhere. 

However, preliminary findings are that word-initial IS til are frequently voiceless for most 

of their duration and are accompanied by frication. In word-medial, voiced context, they 

are voiced throughout, high amplitude, and drive full formant structure. Further study is 

necessary to determine the degree of possible frication of IS til in the voiced context. 

Because the frication of voiceless lf\ yj can be attributed to aerodynamic coincidence, 

as can the frication of voiced IS til in voiceless contexts, /fi yj are analysed here as 

voiceless approximants. The usual frication of voiceless approximants is discussed further 

by Catford (1977:120). The observations of Esling (1996, 1997) suggest that the frication 

of Arabic pharyngeals might be produced in the region of the epiglottis rather than the 

tongue root. 

In §2.3.1, it will be proposed that the approximant manner of Palestinian gutturals 

results from their specification for [SON], and that their [SON] specification is the basis for 

the phonological distinction between Palestinian pharyngeal gutturals IS TV and laryngeal 

gutturals /? hi. 
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2.2.1.3.2. No Underlying Non-emphatic Irl 

Younes (1994) argues that surface non-emphatic M is not underlying in the Dar 

Younes (northern fellahi) Palestinian dialect. He argues that M is underlyingly emphatic 

Irl which surfaces 'de-emphaticised'. His evidence for this is that the Dar Younes trill 

always surfaces emphatic, except in a defined set of contexts. The trill in Abu Shusha 

displays the contextual alternation described by Younes. Data showing this will be 

presented below. On the basis of these data, it will be concluded that, like Dar Younes, 

Abu Shusha lacks underlying non-emphatic Irl. 

The data in (6) are Dar Younes forms, from Younes (1994:218), in which the trill 

surfaces as emphatic \ r\. (In this section, Younes' transcription of Dar Younes vowel 

quality will be retained. The surface form status of Younes' data is inferred from his 

discussion. I have added the ungrammatical forms. Finally, Younes does not mark 

emphasis for the surface emphatic consonants in his data; their transcription below follows 

Younes' (1994:218-219) summary of their contexts of occurrence in his dialect.) 

(6) Dar Younes Forms 

a. <!na:r^ (*-jnee:r|-) 'fire' 

h.\&&\r\ (*-!cfeae:r|-) 'neighbour' 

Younes explains that in Palestinian, the occurrence of the back (long or short) low 

vowel indicates the presence of an emphatic consonant in the word, as does the 

occurrence of emphatic variants of otherwise non-emphatic consonants; cf. and 

•In d5(- in (6). He analyses back ia:\ and surface emphatic -In cfeMn (6) as arising 
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through uvularisation harmony triggered by the emphatic M . (Younes refers to 

uvularisation harmony as 'emphasis spread'. For acoustic support for emphatic ir\ in 

forms such as those in (6), see §2.3.1.1. The properties of uvularisation harmony in the 

Abu Shusha dialect will be addressed in detail in §2.5.) 

Younes (1994:220-221) lists three contexts for /rV-de-emphaticisation.1 He describes 

the first as "in the neighborhood of a noninflectional, nonepenthetic, nonlow front vowel." 

This context is here rephrased as: in a word containing a root-internal /!(:)/ or /E(:)/. Dar 

Younes forms showing non-emphatic M in this context, from Younes (1994:220), are 

presented in (7). (I have added the underlying forms.) 

(7) Dar Younes Forms 

a. MrtE:n/ ix\r.'fae:n\ (^xir.'fainh 'lambs' 

b. /b^Erml:!/ ibeer.'mi:^ (*ibar.'mi:lh 'barrel' 

c. /yEir-iEk/ \ 'ye: .r-aek I- (*<! 'ye: .r-ak \) 'other than you [masc. sg.]' 

As seen the low vowels in (7) surface front, not back. This is evidence for non-emphatic 

\x\ in these forms. 

The Abu Shusha cognates of the data in (7) are presented in (8). As seen, the Abu 

Shusha trill also surfaces non-emphatic in this context. Were the trill emphatic in (8), the 

low vowels and non-emphatic consonants in each form would surface as seen in the 

ungrammatical forms provided; this claim will be substantiated in §2.5. 2 

^he three contexts are also identified in Younes (1993). 
2The \ e: \ in (8a) is the backed variant of Abu Shusha long Mid \ z\ in (8b-c) is a 

reduced variant of /JE/; this will be shown in §2.2.2.5. 
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(8) Abu Shusha Forms 

a. /xIrfiE:n/ -Ixir.'faeml- (*-!xir.lfe:n!0 'lambs' 
v y * h 

b. IbJErml'M ibsr . 'mi:^ (^baVmiilr-) 'barrel' 
c. ltiE:r-JEkl -|'bfe:.r-3k|- (*<! lBe:.r-3>k^) 'other than you (masc. sg.)' 

The second context Younes identifies for /r/-de-emphaticisation is immediately before 

one of /8 5 t d s z n f tj cfe j / in the same stem. This set of consonants corresponds to 

the set of (non-emphatic) non-lateral coronals. De-emphaticisation in this context is 

illustrated by the data in (9), which are from Younes (1994:221). 

(9) Dar Younes Forms 

a. ̂ baer.'d-eeinl- (*-!bar.'d-a:n^) 'cold (masc. sg.)' 

b. -i 'daer.s-aek !• (*•! 'dar.s-ak <•) 'your [masc. sg.] lesson' 

c. r?aer.naeb^ (*V?ar.nab^) 'rabbit' 

The Abu Shusha cognates of the forms in (9) are presented in (10). As seen, the trill 

is non-emphatic in this context.3 

(10) Abu Shusha Forms 
a. -!b3r.'d-ae:n^ ("Hba'V.'d-einh 'cold (masc. sg.)' 

b. \ 'dar.s-3k \ (*•! ldAr.s-3 >k \) 'your (masc. sg.) lesson' 

c. Har.nsbi- ^i'TArwb}) 'rabbit' 

Potential counterexamples to Younes' second generalisation are presented by forms 

3Abu Shusha \a\ \s the pharyngealised variant of I Ml in a closed, that is, CVC, syllable; 

{ A} is a uvularised-pharyngealised variant of I Ml in the same context; see §2.2.2.6. 
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containing /w/. An Abu Shusha example is /wJErd-JE/ -j'war.d-8^ 'flower'.4 In the 

surface form of this word, the initial-syllable vowel is more similar to back [A] than front 

[a]. However, forms such as this are here not considered to counter Younes' 

generalisation because in them underlyingly non-emphatic consonants do not surface 

emphatic. E.g., in i'war.d-ai-, -Iwi- and-ld^ are non-emphatic. Were the trill in this word 

emphatic, surface emphatic -i vy r and {d \ be observed. Because they are not, the non-front 

quality of the initial-syllable vowel is considered a coarticulatory phonetic effect of the 

preceding <! vW, yielding the transcriptions: /W/Erd-^E/ \ 'war.d-a^ ['wa* r.d-s], where 

denotes phonetic backing and raising. 

The third context Younes identifies is before a velar in the same root. Forms which 

show non-emphatic Ur in this context, from Younes (1994:221), are presented in (11). 

(11) Dar Younes Forms 
a. i'teer.reex} (*Vtar.raxh 'he dated' 
b. -{'faer.raeyl- (*Vfar.ray!-) 'he emptied' 
c. \ 'rae:.faek\ (*i Ya:.faek}) 'he befriended' 

Abu Shusha has uvular lu %l instead of velar /y x/. However, Abu Shusha data with the 

trill before velar /k/ in the same root are presented in (12). As seen, the trill is non-

emphatic in this context. 

4Mid "i a \ is a second reduced variant of IRI (besides the one mentioned in note 2). The 

reduced variants of /Ml will be discussed in §2.2.2.5. 
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(12) Abu Shusha forms 
a. -I'raei.fak}- ('"•i'rei.fs^h 'hebefriended' 

b. \ 'mae.r3k^ (*i lmA.r3>k|>) 'he spoiled (someone/something)' 

On the basis of data such as those in (8), (10), and (12), Abu Shusha \r\ is here 

analysed as de-emphaticised Irl. For this reason, the underlying inventory in (1) does not 

include non-emphatic Irl. 

2.2.1.3.3. High-frequency vs. Low-frequency Emphatics 

In Palestinian, /m b \l occur less frequently than the other emphatics. Forms in which 

they do occur are seen in (13). Younes (1982:57) identifies (13d) as a borrowing from 

Italian, (13e) as a borrowing from Classical Arabic.5 

(13)a. 'water' d. Vba.ba^ 'daddy' 

b. -I'Wri.m-oi- 'paternaluncle' e. V?Al.l3>h}' 'God' 

c. -I'ma.maf- 'momma' f. <!'jxl.lsJ- 'let'sgo!' 

The segments i m b I} have been called ' secondary emphatics' while \ 5 s t r k} have been 
° h h h J r • • • • • 

called 'primary emphatics'; see, e.g., Younes (1994). In this thesis, the first set will 

instead be referred to as 'low-frequency emphatics', the second set as 'high-frequency 

5Younes (1982:57) and Herzallah (1990:39) record the initial-syllable vowel in (13c-d) as 

long in the Dar Younes and Yaibad dialects, respectively. (Yaibad is a northern fellahi 

very similar to Dar Younes; see note 18.) However, in Abu Shusha, it is short. 
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emphatics', to avoid confusion with the terms 'primary articulation' and 'secondary 

articulation'. 

An issue with respect to the two sets of emphatics is whether or not irn b I} should 

be recognised as underlying / m b I/; see, e.g., Younes (1994) for discussion. With regard 

to this issue, the differences between the two sets, which are solely distributional, are 

usually discussed. Maamouri (1967), Younes (1982, 1994), and Herzallah (1990) observe 

that there are more restrictions on the occurrence of the low-frequency emphatics than on 

high-frequency emphatics. Younes (1994) shows that the latter (i) have minimal lexical 

contrasts with non-emphatic counterparts (e.g., / t l : n / it\ir\ \ 'figs' vs. / t l : n / ^ti:nr- 'mud), 

(ii) have a high frequency of occurrence, and (iii) occur in all positions and adjacent to all 

vowels. 

These properties are not shared by the low-frequency emphatics. As Younes 

discusses, there are no lexical contrasts between emphatic -Irn b \} and non-emphatic 

{m b 11-; that is, there are no minimal pairs like {'ma.ma }• vs. *•! 'mas.ma !•). Furthermore, 

{m b 11- occur only in a handful of forms, several of them borrowings. (This is presumably 

why there are no lexical contrasts between •! m b I} and -I m b IK) As for vowel contexts, 

Younes (1994:216) describes -|m b \\ as occurring only with low vowels. Maamouri 

(1967:49) says they occur "almost exclusively with low vowels." More study is needed 

to determine whether Abu Shusha data match Younes' or Maamouri's generalisation on 

this last point. 
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Regardless of the distributional limitations on i m b \ }, there is a strong argument for 

recognising them as underlying /m b I/, viz.: the uvularisation of •! m b I} in forms like 

those in (13) but not in forms like those in (14) is unpredictable. 

(14) a . ' imaTr (*lmA?r) 'with' 

b. rea.tiibr (*r6A.ttabr) 'gold' 

c. "i'naei.l-ir (*rtte:.j-ir) 'myself 

This unpredictability indicates that their uvularisation is underlying. For this reason, 

/m b 1/ are included in the underlying inventory in (1). 

After Card (1983:106-107), the following procedure will be used for identifying 

underlying emphatic /m b I/: if a high-frequency emphatic occurs in a word containing one 

of surface emphatic <!rn b U, it will be assumed that im b \\ are underlyingly non-

emphatic /m b I/, and that surface {m b I} are derived in such words by uvularisation 

harmony. Example transcriptions illustrating this procedure are: /bJE\JEit/ ^b3>.'lB:tr 

'tiles', and ImJErJE/ {'ma.ra!- 'woman, wife'. 

2.2.1.4. Epenthetic Word-initial {?} 

It is assumed here that most word-initial glottal stops in Palestinian are epenthetic. 

The evidence for this is that word-initial glottal stop is not observed when another 

consonant is present to serve as onset of the word-initial syllable. This is seen from the 
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data in (15), compared with those in (16). (Palestinian verbs glossed as infinitives are in 

the colloquial citation form, which is the root + imperfect vocalism.) 

(15) a./b-ItJ5Ib/ rb- i t j .5 ib^ (^bi.-'TrtJ.Sib^) 'he lies' 

b./b-Iktlb/ Vb-ik.tib^ (*i bi.-'Tik.iibr) 'he writes' 

(16) a. /Itjaib/ 
b. /Iktlb/ 

r?rtj.5ib^ 

V?ik.tib^ 

(*VilJ.5ib^) 

(*rik.tib^ 
'to lie' ('to tell an untruth') 

'to write' 

Forms such as those in (17) are an exception to this generalisation. (An epenthetic 

vowel occurs in the initial syllable of the grammatical surface forms in (17). The 

Palestinian epenthetic vowel will be discussed in §2.3.3.3) 

(17) a. /b-?JEbJE:V {bi.^ Jbeit} (*{b-aVbeitj- 'he hugs' 

b./b-?^ExXlf/ <lbi.-'?ax.X i ri' 'b-aX-Xir<") 'he causes (someone, 
something) to be late' 

In (17), {?} is observed despite the -ibl- that is available to serve as onset of the initial 

syllable. To rephrase the analysis of (15) and (16), epenthetic i ? \ occurs at a left word 

edge in words which would otherwise contain no word-initial consonant. Since the 

in (17) do not occur at a left word edge, they are unexpected and so require an 

explanation. The explanation adopted here is: the -i?̂ s in (17) are unexpected because 

they are unpredictable. That is, they are underlying (Ci of the lexical root). On this basis, 

it is concluded that Palestinian has both an underlying /?/ and an epenthetic i ?}. 
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Word-internally, however, glottal stop does not occur to provide an onset for a vowel-

initial syllable. That is, word-internal vowel hiatus occurs. Forms showing this are: 

(18) a. ffJEiQl-JE/ 

b. /m^JI-I:n/ 

c. tfJEfU-V 
• 

d. /rriiErlUil/ 

e. /wltl-^Et/ 

<| ma.yi.-'iinr 

<!'fa.ru.-ii-

•im9.ri.-'u:l^ 

Vwi.ti.-3>t^ 

(*i 'fBI.5i.-?9 0 

(*lrrtB.Ji.-'?i:rU) 

(*i 'fa.ru.-7rt) 

(*-im9.ri.-'?u:rt) 

(*< 'wi.ti .-73*10 

'empty (fern, sg.)' (Adj) 

'walking (masc. pi.)' (Adj) 

'my fur' 

'apron' 

'lowered (fern, sg.)' (Adj) 

The hiatus forms in the Palestinian corpus of this study involve the vowel sequences 

\, i\.Q\, V \ M : \ , iei.W, iu:.\\, and {u.e:K None involve short ie\, short io\, or long 

io:}. This is presumably a coincidental result of the general lower frequency of the mid 

vowels. The lack of hiatus involving two long vowels is expected, since a long vowel is 

shortened before another long vowel in the word; see Abdo (1969) and Abu-Salim (1986) 

for discussion. 

In Abu Shusha hiatus forms, glide formation does not occur. It does occur in the Dar 

Younes dialect, as seen from the Dar Younes forms: {'fa:5.j-i !• and i maeJ.'j-Kn i-.6 In the 

spectrogram of an Abu Shusha hiatus form, acoustic support for a syllable boundary 

between the two vowels is a brief pause at the point of hiatus. In a form like i me.Ji.-'kn \, 

f0 is higher for the stressed, final-syllable Vw} than for the unstressed, penultimate-syllable 

Vii 

6I thank Munther Younes for these data. 
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Hiatus does not occur in all contexts. Prefixal vowels are elided before a stem-initial 

vowel. This is seen from comparing forms such as -im3.-Juf-t.-'hee:-J} T didn't see her' 

(no elision) and im-a.'d^as:-^ 'he didn't come' (elision; cf. "I'Tae.dja^ 'he came'). More 

study is needed to determine the full range of contexts in which hiatus is and is not 

allowed. 

Important to the issue at hand is that in Abu Shusha a glottal stop is not inserted to 

break up hiatus, so that surface forms such as *{md.$\.-'?kr\}, *Vfe:.5i.-?8^, 

*i lwi.ti.-?3>ti\ etc., are unarammatical. Based on this finding, and on the evidence that 

onsetless syllables are crosslinguistically highly disfavoured (see, e.g., McCarthy and 

Prince 1993a, Prince and Smolensky 1993), Palestinian word-initial i?} is here analysed 

not as a phonetic effect but as a default consonant epenthesised in the phonology to 

provide an onset for a word-intial syllable. The same is assumed for word-initial glottal 

stop in Classical Arabic by Prince and Smolensky (1993). 

Palestinian word-initial {?} is assumed to be imposed by the constraint 'ONSET' 

('ONS': 'Syllables must have onsets'; McCarthy and Prince, 1993a, Prince and Smolensky 

1993). Hiatus data such as those in (18) indicate that ONS has the decompositions 

'ONS-wd[cr' ('Word-initial syllables have onsets') and 'ONS-G' ('Syllables have onsets') 

which are ranked in Palestinian: ONS-wd[o~ » ONS-rj. 

Finally, the data in this section have shown that in Abu Shusha Palestinian, onsetless 

syllables are illicit word-initially, but licit word-internally. This counters the usual 
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assumption, expressed, e.g., by Majdi and Winston (1994:186) and Lee (1995:359), that 

all Arabic syllables must begin with a consonant. 

2.2.2. Vocalic Inventory 

Palestinian's underlying vocalic inventory is presented in (19). It has a length 

distinction and three degrees of height. There is no underlying low front vs. low back 

distinction. 

(19) The (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Underlying Vocalic Inventory 
a. short vowels 

FRONT BACK 

HIGH I u 
MID E 0 
LOW JE 

b. long vowels 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH I: U: 
MID E: 0: 
LOW JEl 

The surface vocalic inventory is presented in (20). 
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(20) The (Abu Shusha) Palestinian Surface Vocalic Inventory 
a. short vowels 

FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
NON-RTR RTR NON-RTR 

non-bk 

RTR 

non-bk bk 

NON-RTR 
NON-RD RD 

RTR 
NON-RD RD 

HIGH i I U U 

MID e S 3 
> 

3 3 O A 0 

LOW 33 a a 

b. long vowels 
FRONT 
NON-RTR 
NON-RD 

BACK 
NON-RTR 
NON-RD RD 

HIGH i: u: 

MTD e: o: 

LOW ae: e: 

The surface inventory differs from the underlying inventory by containing several 

more short vowels. The surface short vowels comprise non-retracted-tongue-root ('non-

rtr')/retracted-tongue-root ('rtr') pairs: ii} vs. ii}, ie\ vs. is}, last vs. la*t, ia\ vs. i3*t, 

\ o \ vs. \ o I-, and \ u \ vs. -I u}. In the low back position, however, only rtr i a 1- occurs. The 

reason for the lack of a non-rtr low back short vowel will be discussed in §2.5.2. Two 

additional short vowels are mid central backed {3>\ and mid back i AK 

The surface inventory also contains two diphthongs: i ai >• and •! au\, which are here 

analysed as arising from underlying /y£/-glide sequences because they always occur 
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followed by V\\ and iw^, respectively; cf., e.g., -I 'saij.jid} 'to hunt', -jkau.'waeim^ 

'quickly'. 

Finally, the surface inventory differs from the underlying inventory by containing two 

long low vowels instead of one. 

The claim that the Palestinian vocalic system has three degrees of height is 

controversial. To my knowledge, there has been no thorough analysis of the surface short 

system, and no systematic investigation of the vowel reduction. In the discussion that 

follows, previous treatments of the Palestinian/Levantine vocalic system will first be 

summarised. Justification of the inventories in (19) and (20) will then be presented. 

2.2.2.1. Previous Analyses of the Palestinian/Levantine Vocalic System 

2.2.2.1.1. Non-generative Analyses 

Non-generative analyses typically define the Levantine vowels in terms of the 

Classical Arabic system of three long, three short, and no mid height.7 Although no 

underlying vs. surface inventories are typically posited in such studies, an underlying 

inventory is usually implied. Non-generative studies of Arabic have usually implied that 

the back low vowels result from emphasis harmony in the context of an emphatic 

7See, e.g., Schmidt and Kahle (1918/30), Bauer (1926/70), Cantineau (1960), Grotzfeld 

(1964, 1965), Palva (1988), and Nishio (1992). 
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consonant. In so doing, they imply the distinct underlying vs. surface inventories seen 

below: 

(21) The Vocalic System of Palestinian/Levantine Arabic 
Implied by Non-Generative Studies 

a. underlying inventory 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH I: I U: U 
LOW JE: JE 

surface inventory 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH i: i u: u 
LOW as: ae a: a 

The non-generative studies note that long mid [e:] and [o:] occur in forms where 

Classical Arabic has the diphthongs /ai/ and /au/. (In this section, where previous studies 

either implicitly or explicitly ascribe underlying, surface or phonetic status to a vowel, the 

status will be indicated by the vowel transcription presented; e.g., I interpret the studies 

just mentioned as implying that the long mid vowels are phonetic.) They record 

occurrences of short mid [e] and [o] but analyse them as lowerings of I'll and /u/ , 

respectively, conditioned by gutturals and emphatics. For example, Cantineau (1960:110-

111) states: 

Dans les dialectes modernes de l'arabe, les timbres vocaliques semblent a 

premiere vue nombreux et varies... De fait les sujets parlants, dans la plus 

grande partie du monde arabe, ne distinguent actuellement comme autrefois 

que trois timbres phonologiques de voyelles breves, timbres susceptibles de 

diverses realisations phonetiques suivant la nature des phonemes voisins... 
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Les pharyngales h et e , parfois les velaires h et g attirent vers a le timbre 

des voyelles yoisines... Les consonnes emphatiques ou mufahhama, 

parfois les velaires h, get q, reportent en arriere le point d'articulation des 

voyelles voisines. [Cantineau denotes '? t\ u %' as ' £ h g h\ respectively.] 

Bauer (1926/70:11) remarks: "Unter dem Einfluss eines umgebenden h h'r wird kurzes i 

— seltener langes 1 —zu e getriibt... u ... [w]ird durch umgebende Kehllaute ziemlich 

nach o, auch 6." (Bauer denotes '? Ti % r' as '' h h f, respectively.) 

Rtr short vowels are usually unmentioned. As an exception, Bauer (1926/70:11) 

describes [i] and [u], which he assumes to be the invariant values of hi and lul, 

respectively. He states: "i = kurzes i in Sinn izm\, z.B. bint Tochter... u = kurzes u in 

Mutter -I 'mu.ta^, z.B. kutub Bucher" (italics and German transcriptions are mine/KNS). 

Note that rtr short vowels are recorded for Classical Arabic. Gairdner (1978:194) 

quotes the traditional Arabic grammarian Ibn As Sarraj as stating: "The tongue sinks 

lower with the kasra, i (short i), than it does with the ye, long i. Gairdner explains: "In 

other words, /' was wider than 1, which latter was the narrow or extreme /'. We have here, 

apparently, the same distinction between English 'bit' and 'beat'; and we may reasonably 

assume that the same distinction held good in the u family, namely that short u was wider 

than u, as in the difference between English 'foot' and 'school'." 

As a variation on (21), Palva (1988) recognises mid long \e\ \ and -lo:!-, stating 

[p.228] that they are "most often the reflexes of /ay/ and /aw/ respectively". Nishio 

(1992) asserts long mid vowels for Jbali (Sinai) Arabic, but provides no comment. 
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Nishio's short vowel inventory includes -ie\ and io\. He states [p.xiv] that short {e\ 

and io\ "...can be regarded as having some relevant status, at least at the surface 

representation", but concludes (ibid): "[p]honologically speaking, this dialect has a 

familiar functionally triad system of short vowels". By this, he implies the underlying short 

set: /I JE U/. 

Reduced vowels are documented by Mattsson (1911), Grotzfeld (1964, 1965) and 

Nishio (1992). Mattsson (1911) documents short high vowel reduction for Beirut 

Lebanese. Grotzfeld (1965:12-13) describes it for Damascus Syrian, citing forms like 

/min/ > {man} 'from', /yiktubu/ > •iyaktbul' 'they write', /kutub/ > -ikatoM 'books'. 

(Groztfeld's transcription is retained here.) Such high vowel reduction does not occur in 

Abu Shusha: the Abu Shusha cognates of the Damascas data just cited are "JmirU, 

{'b-i.krt.b-u \, and i 'ku.tub}. 

Nishio (1992) describes both high and low short vowel reduction for Jbali, noting that 

low vowel reduction is the less frequent of the two. For the low vowel, he states [p.xvi]: 

"in the unstressed syllable, particularity at the beginning of a word, /a/ is reduced to [a] in 

casual speech as in e.g. [rawwahtu ~ rawwahtu] (= "you (pl.m.) went" Pf. 2 pl.m.)." 

Short low vowel reduction occurs in Abu Shusha, as will be discussed in §2.2.2.5. 
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2.2.2.1.2. Generative Analyses 

Previous generative studies which explicitly address the Palestinian vowel system 

include Johnson (1979, 1982), Younes (1982), Card (1983), Herzallah (1990), and 

Younes (1993). The moderate analysis, represented by Younes (1993), is seen in (22). 

As seen, Younes (1993) does not recognise mid height for the short vowels. Rtr short 

vowels and reduced vowels are not mentioned in that study. 

(22) Previous Moderate Generative Analysis of the Palestinian Vocalic 
System (Younes 1993) 

a. underlying inventory 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH I: I U : U 

MID E: 0 : 

LOW JEl JE 

surface inventory 
FRONT BACK 

HIGH i: i u: u 
MID e: o: 
LOW 331 33 a: a 

Herzallah (1990) argues for a smaller inventory than that in (22). For the YaTbad 

(northern fellahi) dialect, she does not recognise the underlying long mid vowels, /E: Oil, 

nor underlying short IUI. For the former, she cites [p. 146] the historical diphthong 

argument, but does not investigate the issue further. For the latter, she argues that 
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historical IUI has merged with III and I Ml, and that surface \ u\\s derivable from either HI 

or I Ml by morphological or phonological conditioning. 

Herzallah's evidence for the lack of underlying short IUI in YaTbad is extensive, and 

is the focus of chapter 3 of her dissertation. The discussion that follows will review a 

portion of her evidence. It will be shown that the same evidence is not always found in 

Abu Shusha. On this basis, it will be concluded that, unlike YaTbad, Abu Shusha has 

underlying IUI. 

A first type of evidence which Herzallah discusses is the levelling of historical IUI 

with HI or I Ml in historical CUCV(V)C nouns: YaTbad \ u \ does not occur in such a noun 

where it did historically. YaTbad data showing this, from Herzallah (1990:161), are 

presented in (23). (Herzallah's transcriptions will be retained in this section. Their surface 

form status is inferred from her discussion. A word-final \X\ is included in (23a). In 

Arabic in general, a final \X\ is observed for feminine nouns which otherwise end in a 

vowel. Theoretical issues surrounding this -I t \ will not be examined in this thesis.) 

(23) YaTbad Forms 
a. \ dikkaani(t)\ 'shop'(N) (compare Classical Arabic: •{dukkaan̂  
b. ẑinnaarl- 'belt' (compare Classical Arabic: -Izunnaarl-) 

The Abu Shusha cognates of the YaTbad forms in (23) are presented in (24). As 

seen, the vowel of interest surfaces as \u\ in Abu Shusha, indicating no levelling of 

historical IUI in Abu Shusha CUCCV(V)C nouns. (Abu Shusha \u\\s the rtr counterpart 
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of non-rtr •lul-; this will be shown in §2.2.2.6 and §2.4. Non-rtr vs. rtr variants of the 

short vowels are not distinguished in Herzallah's transcriptions.) 

(24) Abu Shusha Forms 

a. ̂ durj.'tjaeinl (*iditT'tfae:n}) 'shop' (N) 

b. izun.'na:^ (*izin.'ne:rh 'belt' 

A second type of evidence that Herzallah discusses is dorso-pharyngeal phonological 

conditioning in a/i imperfectives: in Yaibad, stem occurs in roots with one of 

/t s z 5 r x y K7, but not in roots without one of those consonants. (Herzallah describes 

'K' as a back velar. It is cognate to Abu Shusha emphatic /k/.) The set of segments just 

listed is here analysed as the class of segments which are specified for either primary- or 

secondary-[DOR]; see §2.3.1 for the basis for this analysis. 

Dorso-pharyngeal conditioning in a/i imperfectives is illustrated by the YaTbad data in 

(25) , from Herzallah (1990:167,169). In each form in (25), the stem vowel is the final-

syllable vowel. 

(25) YaTbad Forms 

a. •iyinbuYi- --lyunbuyl 'he excels' 

b. "lyistubl- --lyustubl- 'he crosses out' 

(compare YaTbad: 'lyimlisl- 'he smooths' and -jyiftim}- 'he bewitches', which 

contain none o f / t s z 5 5 r x yK/ and have a front stem vowel) 
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In Abu Shusha, V\\lii\ can occur in a/i imperfectives with one of IX. s z 5 5 r % y k/, 

indicating no general dorso-pharyngeal conditioning in such forms. This is seen from the 

data in (26). (Uvular 1% ul are the Abu Shusha cognates ofYaTbad fx y/. Surface -jiMs 

the rtr counterpart of non-rtr i i \.) 

(26) Abu Shusha Forms 

a. i 'b-ib.siU (*>{ 'b-ib.suU, *i 'b-ub.'sutrt 'he gets happy' 

b. Vb-is.nk^ (*Vb-is.rukK *Vb-us.rukK) 'he steals' 

A third type of evidence that Herzallah discusses is dorso-pharyngeal phonological 

conditioning in biliteral roots: in YaTbad, stem \u} occurs in roots with one of 

IX s z 5 r x y YJ, but not in roots without one of IX s z 5 r x y KA This is seen in the 

forms in (27), from Herzallah (1990:171). 

(27) YaTbad Forms 
a. -iysuffi- 'he lines up' 
b. •iybumml- 'he annexes' 

(compare YaTbad: -lybizzr- 'he comes out' and •iybimml' 'he dispraises', which 

contain none o f / t s z 5 5 r x y K 7 and have a front stem vowel) 

In this case, the distribution of Abu Shusha.{u \l\ u \ seems to follow the distribution 

Herzallah identifies for YaTbad. This is illustrated by the Abu Shusha data (28), which are 

cognates of the YaTbad forms in (27). 
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(28) Abu Shusha Forms 

a. -jbi.-'sum 

b. <!bi.-'5umrrU 

(compare Abu Shusha: •jbi.-'bizzl- 'he squeezes (something) out' and 

•i bi .- 'Simm} 'he dispraises (someone/something)') 

Despite the finding with respect to biliteral roots, data such as those in (24) and (26) 

indicate that the contexts of -I u }l\ u} in Abu Shusha are not reducible to those described 

by Herzallah. That is, {u}/iu} are not always derivable from HI or I Ml. On this basis, 

Abu Shusha \u\l\u\ are analysed as underlying IUI, and IUI is included in the underlying 

vowel inventory in (19). 

Herzallah's evidence for the lack of IUI in YaTbad indicates that the underlying or 

non-underlying status of surface { u}/{u I- is a matter of analysis for each Palestinian dialect. 

Further research should reveal which dialects follow YaTbad in the distribution of -i u \l\ u \ 

and which do not. Stuart Davis (p.c.) reports that underlying IUI must be recognised for 

the southern Palestinian dialect of Davis (1993, 1995). 

The three theoretical studies remaining to be discussed are Johnson (1979, 1982) and 

Card (1983). Johnson and Card present expansionist variants of (22).8 They assume three 

degrees of height for both underlying and surface inventories. For the surface inventory, 

they recognise some rtr short vowels: Johnson (1982:63) describes IEI and 101 as basically 

"The analyses of the vocalic inventory in Johnson (1979) and (1982) are essentially the 

same. 

'he lines up' 

'he annexes' 
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\i} and {u\, respectively, with "lower allophones next to a pharyngeal or in a final 

syllable"; Card recognises ii} and iv} as surface variants of underlying /I/ and IUI, 

respectively. (Both Johnson and Card refer to the rtr vowels as 'lax'. In this thesis, iax' 

is equated with 'rtr'; see §2.4.2 for discussion.) For the vowels for which they posit rtr 

surface variants, they do not recognise non-rtr surface variants. That is, Johnson does not 

recognise non-rtr {e \ and \ o I- as surface variants of IEI and 101, respectively. (Johnson 

assumes that short HI and IUI always surface, respectively, as •! i} and \ u}.) Card does not 

recognise non-rtr -i i} and <! u \ as surface variants of HI and IUI, respectively. 

Finally, Herzallah (1990), Johnson (1979, 1982) and Card (1983) do not mention 

vowel reduction. 

2.2.2.1.3. Summary 

In summary, there has been considerable confusion over just what the 

Palestinian/Levantine vowel system is. The uncertainty is not confined to Levantine, as 

summarised by Norlin (1987:50-51): 

A comparison between the studies of Egyptian Arabic and other dialects in 

the eastern dialect area shows that the phonemic analysis of the short vowel 

systems is uncertain and surrounded by guarded arguments. It seems as if 

the short vowel system is in a state of flux and that phonemic oppositions 

are under development and not yet quite established. Another explanation 

of the vagueness might be the weakness in many presentations of the 

various phonological vowel systems in so far that they seldom go into 
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phonetic details nor present examples of minimal pairs where the 

contrastive function of the phonemes is obvious. As a result, the same 

dialect can be said to have a different number of short vowels, depending 

on the author. Many dialects in the neighboring countries seem to have 

developed more short vowels than the classical three. Card (1983) 

identifies five short vowel phonemes in her investigation of the Palestinian 

dialect, but does not go into detail. Rice and Said (1960:xx) also recognize 

five short vowels in the same dialect. None presents minimal pairs. 

The following sections (§2.2.2.2 - §2.2.2.7) will present data which support the 

analysis of the Palestinian vocalic system in (19) and (20). This will include minimal pairs, 

with the aim of following also the advice of Bouquiaux and Thomas (1992:97): 

Many studies show only a table summarizing the phonemes of the language 

with a few supplementary remarks. For us, defining each phoneme is a 

small problem to be resolved. Data must be presented and a solution 

proposed. This is the only scientifically valid procedure, we feel, since it 

allows the reader to verify the results. Some arbitrariness is unavoidable, 

but at least we limit it to the selection of data. A linguist who simply gives 

a list of phonemes adds the arbitrariness of his interpretations, which are 

not open to evaluation. 

2.2.2.2. Underlying Length 

An underlying length distinction in Palestinian is supported by the rninimal/near-

minimal pairs in (29). The corpus of this thesis contains no pairs for IE: I vs. /E/ and /Oil 

vs. IOI. However, the mid vowels occur with general lower frequency than the high and 
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low vowels. It is assumed here that the lack thus far of pairs for IE:I vs. /E/ and IO\l vs. 

IOI is due to the lower frequency of the mid vowels, and that further fieldwork might yield 

pairs showing the IE:I vs. IE/ and 10:1 vs. IOI contrasts. Finally, in each pair in (29), it is 

the underlying vowels that are in contrast, regardless of observed differences in surface 

vowel quality, e.g., non-rtr W vs. rtr -ill in (29a). This is because those differences are 

due to the phonology, as will be shown in §2.3 and §2.4. 

(29) Data Pairs Showing Underlying Length Distinction 

a. 11:1 vs. Ill 

i. Izl:rl iz\:r\ 'large water urn' 

ii. /z l r r / -izirrf 'button' 
• • 

b. IE:I vs. IE/ 

(none found) 

c. /JE:/vs. IJEI 

i. ISJE:\JEml VTaei.ksrrrt 

ii. nmjEml VTa.lsrrrt 

'world' 

'flag' 

d. 10:1 vs. IOI 

(none found) 

e. /U:/vs. IUI 
i. lkU:r/EI 

ii. IkUrJEI 

r k u : . r ^ 

Vku . r ^ 

'forehead' 

'ball' 
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2.2.2.3. Three Underlying Degrees of Height For the Long Vowels 

Minimal/near-minimal pairs showing three degrees of height for the underlying long 

vowels are presented below: 

(30) Data Pairs Showing Three-way Height Distinction for the Long Vowels 

a. fill vs. /E: / 

i. /tfl:f/ itfhn 'how' 

ii. /tfEif/ itfe:n 'mood' 

b. fill vs. IJE\I 
i. /b^ErI :d/ i b s . ' m d l 'mail'(N) 

ii. IbfiLvM'AI {b3>.\^\6\ 'coolness' 

c. /I:/vs. IO\l 
i. /dl:r/ \d\\r\ 'to pour' 

ii. /dO:r/ -! do:r\ 'turn' (as in a game; N) 

d. /I:/vs. /U:/ 
i. / b iE r I :d / i be . ' r kd^ 'mail'(N) 

ii. /bvErU:d/ ,|b3>.'ru:d|- 'gunpowder' 

e. IE\I vs. I2E\I 

i. /dE:r/ •! de:r|- 'Christian parochial school' 

ii. /dJEir/ ide:r\ 'house' 

f. lEil vs. IO\l 

i. / bE : t / 

ii. /bO:t7 

\be\X\ 

\bo\t\ 

'home' 

'shoe' 
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g. /E:/vs. fill/ 

i. /sE:f/ 
ii. /sU:f/ 

<se:f\ 

isu:f\ 
summer 

'wool' 

h. /JE:/ vs. 10:1 

lldJEwl \6v:r\ 

ii./dO:r/ ido:ri-

'house' 

'turn' (as in a game; N) 

i. IJE'Jvs. fU:l 

i. /b^r^E:d/ ^b3>.'re:d^ 
• • • • 

ii. / b^rU id / ^b3>.'ru:d^ 

'coolness' 

'gunpowder' 

j./0:/vs. fU:l 
i. /rO:tV 

ii. /rU:IV 

iro:m • • 
iru:m 

'spirit' 

'to go' 

2.2.2.4. Three Underlying Degrees of Height For the Short Vowels 

This section presents evidence for underlying short HI vs. IEI vs. IJEI vs. 101 vs. IUI. 

However, arguments for recognising a phonetic high vowel lowering will first be given. It 

will be argued that the lowering cases must be discriminated and filtered out before true 

data pairs showing three degrees of height for the short vowels can be identified. 

Mid vowels are consistently observed in words that contain a postvelar. This is 

illustrated by the forms in (31), in which identifies the second half of a phonetic 

diphthong. 
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2.2.2. Vocalic Inventory 

b. ['Te.cfeeil] 'calf c.[morr] 'bitter (masc. sg.)' 

After Bauer (1926/70:11) and Cantineau (1960:111), the mid height in such words is 

analysed as the result of lowering in the context of the guttural or emphatic. 

In lowering forms, the farther the high vowel is from the postvelar, the less the vowel 

is lowered. This is illustrated by (31a-b): in those forms, while the first-syllable vowel is 

mid [e], the second-syllable vowel is perceptually a short diphthong from mid [e] to high 

[i]. In other words, in a form containing a postvelar, high vowels are gradiently mid and 

their degree of mid-ness depends on the degree of proximity between the vowel and the 

postvelar. In short, the lowering is gradient. 

Criteria by which a sound property can be identified as either phonetic or 

phonological were proposed in §1.7.1. One criterion is non-discreteness: phonetic 

properties are non-discrete; phonological properties are discrete. As explained in §1.7.1, 

gradience follows from non-discreteness. Gradience, then, characterises phonetic 

properties, not phonological properties. Because Palestinian high vowel lowering is 

gradient, it is here assigned phonetic status. Complete transcriptions of the forms in (31) 

are presented in (32). These transcriptions encode the phonetic status of the high vowel 

lowering. (In (32a-b), the Palestinian epenthetic vowel is observed. It is epenthesised for 

syllabification of the CVCC nouns, as discussed by Abu Salim (1980, 1987a) and 

Herzallah (1990); see §2.3.3. for further discussion of the epenthetic vowel.) 
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(32) a./hllm/ rfii.lirrrt [Tie.leim] 'dream'(N) 

b. /TIcfel/ VSi.dsiW ['Te.dssil] 'calf 

c. /mUrr/ imurr} [morr] 'bitter (masc. sg.)', 

The lowering in (32) contrasts with the lack of lowering observed in (33). The lack of 

lowering is expected for (33), since neither form contains a postvelar. 

(33) a./film/ Vfilim^ ['fi.lim] (*['fe.lim], *['fi.lem], 'movie' 

['fe.leim], *['fei.lim], etc.) 

b./flcfel/ Vfi.cfem ['fi.cfeil] (*['fe.d5il], *['fi.05el], 'radishes' 

['fe.cfeeil], *['fei.<feil], etc.) 

Support for a phonetic analysis of the postvelar-induced lowering comes from the fact 

that, to my knowledge, there is no evidence that the lowered height is phonologically 

visible, that is, referred to in the phonology. By the criteria outlined in §1.7.1, 

phonological properties are phonologically visible, but phonetic properties are not. 

Phonetic status for Palestinian high vowel lowering means that certain forms that 

appear to show three degrees of height for the short vowels must be disregarded. 

Examples are presented in (34). 
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(34) Faux Amis for Three-way Three-way Height Distinction for the Short Vowels 
a. i. /IrUEff/ a'ftaffl [I.Tiaff] 'heavy cotton cover' 

ii./hUff/ \T\uff} [tioff] 'barefoot' 

b. LfhJEW \X\a\W [fiall] 'it (masc.) bled'(as a dye bleeds) 

ii./Mil/ \X\i\W [ftcll] 'to bleed'(as a dye bleeds) 

The pairs in (34) are labelled 'faux amis' because in each mid-vowel form, (34a.ii) and 

(34b.ii), the mid height can be attributed to the phonetic lowering just discussed. 

Underlying mid height is not impossible in forms like each (ii) datum, above. However, if 

it were underlying, it could not be established as such because it would be phonetically 

neutralised with a phonetically lowered height in each form. Thus, no mid height is 

posited as underlying in (34) because there is no clear evidence that it is underlying. Since 

the mid height can be ascribed to the phonetics, whether or not it is really underlying in 

each form is untestable. The point here is that mid height cannot be established on the 

basis of forms that contain a postvelar. 

However, true contrasts exist. A true contrast is one in which the form with the mid 

vowel'lacks a postvelar consonant, that is, contains no phonetic source for the mid height. 

Those provided by the present corpus are seen in (35). For (35a), the vowels being 

contrasted are the initial-syllable vowels. Datum (35j.i) is a loan from English. As seen, 

no pairs for /E/ vs. 101 and IEI vs. /U/ were found. This is considered coincidental; it is 

presumed that further fieldwork would yield minimal pairs for those contrasts also. 
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(35) Data Pairs Showing Three-way Height Distinction for the Short Vowels 

a. HI vs. IE! 

i. /silk/ 

ii. /sElEk/ 

rsi.lik^ 

rse.lsk^ 
wire 

'boiled (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

b. HJvs./JEI 

i. /-I/ 

as in, e.g.: 
/Ism-I/ 

ii. /-JE/ 

as in, e.g.: 
Hsm-JEI 

V?is.m-i^ 

•I 'Tis.m-al-

(1 sg. obj.) 

'my name' 

(3 masc. sg. obj.) 

'his name' 

c. HI vs. 101 
i. /HbLE/ 

ii. /lObLE/ 

Hi.bi .^ 

Vlo.bi.9l 

'Lybia' 

(a type of small pea) 

d. IV vs. HJI 
i. /hi/ 

ii. /hU/ 

'she' 

'he' 

e. IE/ vs. /JE/ 
i. /sElEk/ 

ii. ZsJElJEk/ 

rse.lek^ 

Vsa.lsk^ 

'boiled (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'he boiled' 

f./E/vs./O/ 

(none found) 

g. Hit vs. HJI 

(none found) 
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h.AE/vs./O/ 

i. I-Ml 

as in, e.g.: 
/XMU-JE/ 

ii. I-OI 

as in, e.g.: 
/X^:l-t-0/ 

rxai.-t-s^ 

Vxal.-t-o^ 

(3 masc. sg. obj.) 

'his maternal aunt' 

(endearment suffix) 

'maternal auntie' 

i.AE/vs./U/ 
i. /kM/ 

• 

ii. /kUr^E/ 

rka.r^ 

Vku.ra^ 

'small boat' 

'ball' 

j. /O/vs. /U/ 
i. /kOrdin/ Vko.r3rrt 'corners' 

ii. /kUrflin/ Vku.r3n|' 'horns' 

There are far fewer forms motivating the contrasts for the mid short vowels than for 

the high and low short vowels. That is, more pairs could be listed for the high and low 

vowels than for the mid vowels. However, the existence of (35a,c,e,hj) is here considered 

to indicate that there is underlying mid height for the short vowels, too. 

2.2.2.5. Reduction of/JE/ 

Underlying short I Ml surfaces mid and central when not under primary lexical stress. 

This is illustrated by the data in (36). The alternation of interest is shown by the stem-

initial low vowel in (36a) compared to the same vowel in (36b). It is also shown by the 
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stem-final vowel in (36a) compared to the same vowel in (36b). In (36b), the surface 

length of stem-final /JE/ is the result of lengthening under shifted stress. The low surface 

quality of the lengthened vowel shows that it is underlyingly /JE/. Finally, reduced /JE/ 

surfaces as one of three mid central surface vowels: non-rtr ia}, rtr non-back i3}, rtr back 

i3>[t. These variants arise through pharyngealisation and uvularisation harmonies. This 

will be shown in §2.2.2.6 and §2.4. 

(36) a. /xJEUJE/ i 'xal.la*t 'he left (something)' 

b. /mJE-xJEWJE-^/ i m3.-x3l.'lce:-J! 'he didn't leave (something)' 

Short /JE/ reduction is also seen in (37). Specifically, it is shown by the vowel in the 

3 fern. sg. obj. suffix, /-hJE/, in (37a) compared to the same vowel in (37b). 

(37) a. / [ U i f - t - h ^ / i 'suf-t.-hs} T saw her' 

b. / i n E - J U : f - t - h i E - J / 1 m3 .- ruf-t .- 'hae:-^ T didn't see her' 

External evidence for underlying /JE/ in /-hJE/ is stylistic. In an oral narrative told by an 

80 year old Abu Shushan woman, I have recorded this suffix as i -has}, under phrasal main 

stress without vowel lengthening. The recorded phrase is: -iTa.cfea.-'hae # ?i5.-'5A.biT^ 

'the hyena came to her'. 

The Abu Shusha negative prefix, ImJE-l, occurs in (36b) and (37b); the prefixal /JE/ 

surfaces reduced, as seen. In Abu Shusha, the vowel in this negative prefix is never in a 

context in which it would receive primary stress. Because of this, the evidence that it is 
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underlyingly IJEI is purely crosslinguistic: the Jafa dialect cognates of (36b) and (37b) are 

\ 'mee.-8.d58l' (with hiatus at the left stem edge) and {'ma.-Juf-t.-haK respectively. 

Reduced {q\ and \z\ are sometimes coloured. This is seen in (38), in which '>-' 

denotes low front colouring, and ' ^' denotes low back colouring. That is, [̂ a] and 

3] are perceptually similar (but not identical) to [ae]; [3^] is perceptually similar (but 

not identical) to [a]. 

(38)a. ['zae.l̂ a.ms] 'man' 

The colour of the reduced vowel is here assumed to be phonetic. It is assumed that 

I Ml loses the feature [LOW] under lack of primary stress. Colour is then added in the 

phonetics (in terms of some phonetic property or properties) as a gradient interpolation 

effect. 

A second hypothesis is that there is no feature loss in the phonology, but the 

robustness of /Mi's phonetic implementation depends on stress. However, there is a 

problem for this second hypothesis, viz.: reduction-with-degree-of-colour is not observed 

for the high and mid vowels. A stress-dependent robustness of phonetic implementation 

would be expected to affect all vowels to at least some degree. However, only IMI 

reduces. The high and mid vowels do not reduce. This is evidence that the feature [LOW] 

'lone, single (masc. sg.)' 

'temperamental (fern, sg.)' 

'salad' 
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is targetted, the effect of some constraint against unstressed low vowels. (See Kenstowicz 

1994 and Urbanzcyk 1996b for accounts of low vowel reduction in terms of sonority-

driven metrical prominence.) In other words, Palestinian IRI reduction is phonological. 

This disqualifies the second hypothesis. 

The evidence that the colour is gradient, depending on stress, is two-fold. First, the 

colour decreases gradiently as the distance between the reduced vowel and the most 

stressed syllable increases. This is seen in [ 'zae . l^a.ma] (38a), in which the second-

syllable [^a] is gradiently less low and front than the initial syllable [ae], but gradiently 

more low and front than the final-syllable [a]. It is also seen in ['sa.te^ .ta] (38b), in 

which the second-syllable [3^] is gradiently less low and back than the initial syllable [a], 

but gradiently more low and back than the final-syllable [a]. This indicates a phonetic 

Effect 1, 'have less colour with increased distance from primary stress'. Second, the 

colour surfaces gradiently stronger under secondary stress than under no stress. This is 

seen in (38c,d). It is assumed that phonetic gradience is not skipping the second-syllable 

low vowel in such forms, rather, that what is observed is a phonetic Effect 2, 'have more 

colour if under secondary stress', overlaid on and pre-empting Effect 1. 

Complete transcriptions of the data in (38) are presented in (39). 
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(39)a./z^ELEm^E/ i 'zae.la.ma!- ['zae.l^e.ma] 'man' 

b./sJEUEVEJ Vsa.tf.ta} ['sa.l3j.t9] 'salad' 

cJwJEhJEd-JE'.nA/ -1 ,W3.ti3.'d-ae: .n-i (• [lw^3.fi3.ld-ae:.n-i] 'lone, single 

(masc. sg.)' 

d. /SJEsJEb-l-\\-JE/ 'Il

<i3>.s3>.lb-i-j.j-al- [̂ 3^ .S3>.'b-i-j.j-a] 'temperamental 

(fem.sg.)' 

Finally, for documentation of the acoustic properties of Palestinian reduced /JE/, see 

Shahin and Urbanczyk (in preparation). 

2.2.2.6. Pharyngealised Short Vowels 

The rtr short vowels -ii e a 3 3 > o u} occur in forms containing a postvelar 

consonant. This is illustrated by (40). (In (40d), /JE/ surfaces short in its open syllable. 

Palestinian open-syllable vowel shortening will be addressed in §2.3.3 and §2.4.3.) 

(40) a. /sU?JE\\/ 

b. /<\WEJ 

c. / S I M / 

d. lhJE\n-JEI 

e. IsMJEXJEI 

isu.'?ae:ll 

rTu.l9| 

\'6\3.XB\ 

rha.n-9^ 

rsa.ls'.tgl 

'question' 

'Ula' (fern, name) 

'corn' 

'here' 

'salad' 

The rtr short vowels also occur in forms containing a short vowel in a closed, that is 

(C)VC(C), syllable. This is illustrated by (41). In (41b-d), the initial-syllable vowel 

surfaces rtr by harmony with the closed-syllable vowel. (In (41c), the epenthetic vowel 
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rounds under harmony with the underlying stem vowel, as discussed by Kenstowicz 

(1981) and Abu-Salim (1987b). Palestinian rounding harmony will be discussed in 

§2.3.3.3.) 

(41) a. /pmm/ i Jimm \ 'to smell' 

b. /silk/ Vsi.lik^ 'wire' 

c. /kUtb/ Vku.tub^ 'books' 

d. /WE\Mk/ rtia.l3k^ 'he shaved' 

e. /^Emm/ {Jamm} ' Shem' 

When /JE/ is non-reduced and both closed-syllable-pharyngealised and uvularised, it 

surfaces as mid back rtr 1a\. This is shown by the vowel in the first suffix in (42a), 

compared to the same vowel in (42b). 

(42) a. /tMftmb-/Et-f\V < .taijyV.'b-At.-ni\) (*\ .taij.^.'b-at.-ni}) 'she made 

me become 

well' 

b. / t iEwwyEb- iEt -nl / i ^auw.ws.'b-at.-ni} (*-! ,tauw.W3.'b-At.-ni}) 'she made 

me repent' 

2.2.2.7. Uvularised Low Vowels 

The long and short back low vowels, •! e: a\, occur in forms containing an emphatic. 

This is seen in the suffixal alternations in (43a-b) and (43c-d). 
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(43) a. /kJEs-JE:t/ ^ka.'s-aeit}' (^ka.'s-eit^) 'cups' 

b. /mUrir-^E:t/ imu.tiu.'r-e:^ (^mu.ftu.'r-aBitt) 'colts' 
• ¥ y y y N I- • h ¥ ' 

c. lb-? JExy\xy-r\JE-\l 1 bi.- l?3X.X i r--' n a e :-U bi.- l?3XX i r-' n B :-JK) 'he does not 
make us 

late' 

d. /b-TiEtl-adE-J/ rb-^.ti.-'ne:-^ (^.b-T^.ti.-'nae:-^) 'he does not 
y J ' y y y y J v • • • • • J ' 

give (some

thing) to us' 

Short mid central backed a surface variant of reduced /JE/, also occurs in forms 

containing an emphatic; it is seen in (43 d). 

Back low -le: a} and mid central backed i3>\ are analysed as the outputs of 

uvularisation harmony triggered by an emphatic. The basis for analysing the long backed 

vowel as non-rtr \ e: \ rather than rtr {a:} will be explained in §2.4.5. 

2.2.2.8. Summary 

The foregoing §2.2.2.2 - §2.2.2.7 have presented evidence for the Palestinian vocalic 

system assumed in this work. It was argued that the underlying and surface inventories 

are more enriched than has been previously assumed. The full evidence for the tongue-

root-retracted short vowels and uvularised low and mid vowels has not yet been 

presented. It will be presented in §2.3 - §2.5, which detail the sources of 
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pharyngealisation and uvularisation in Palestinian, and the properties of Palestinian's 

pharyngealisation and uvularisation harmonies. 

2.3. Preliminary Issues 

2.3.1. Underlying Pharyngealisation, Underlying Uvularisation 

Articulatory data, as discussed in §1.4, indicate that Arabic postvelars are produced 

with retraction of the tongue root. This is assumed here to result from underlying 

specification for [RTR], where [RTR] is either a primary or secondary specification. The 

articulatory data also indicate that Arabic uvular gutturals and emphatics are produced 

with retraction of the tongue back. This is assumed here to result from underlying 

specification for both [DOR] and [RTR], where [DOR] is either a primary or secondary 

specification, and [RTR] is a secondary specification. The bases for these assumptions will 

now be presented. 

Assuming the feature system adopted in §1.3,1 propose that the representations of the 

Palestinian gutturals are as seen in (44). Specifications omitted in (44) are: [VOICE] for 

/T til and [STOP] for /?/. 
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(44) The Representations of Palestinian Gutturals 
a. laryngeals b. pharyngeals 

/ ? h / /Tt i / 
[CONS] [CONS] 

I [SON] 

c. uvulars 

/ax/ 
[CONS] 
[SON] 

o Place 
oPlace o Place 

[TR] [DOR] [TR] 
[RTR] |TR] [RTR] 

[RTR] 

The representational claims in (44) are as follows: first, the laryngeal and pharyngeal 

gutturals bear [RTR] as a primary specification. For the laryngeals, this anticipates the 

harmony data and acoustic findings to be presented later in this chapter. For the 

pharyngeals, it is based on their articulatory properties (see §1.4.1) and on the acoustic 

properties reported for Arabic pharyngeals by previous studies (see §1.4.3). It is also 

based on the harmony data and acoustic findings to be presented later in this chapter. A 

first set of acoustic findings will be presented shortly. It is here assumed that the laryngeal 

and pharyngeal gutturals are distinguished by virtue of the [SON] specification of the 

latter, as seen in (44). 

Second, the uvular gutturals bear [DOR] as a primary specification and [RTR] as a 

secondary specification. This is based on their articulatory properties (see §1.4.1) and on 

acoustic properties reported previously for Arabic uvular gutturals (see §1.4.3). It is also 

based on the phonological evidence for these specifications found in Cole (1987), Trigo 

(1991), Elorietta (1992), and Vaux (1994). Cole, Trigo, and Elorietta provide evidence 

for distinct [DOR] and [RTR] components of uvular gutturals, based on analyses of Coeur 
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d'Alene Salish, Malay, and Nuu-chah-nulth (Nootka)9 Vaux (1994:53) presents further 

evidence from Turkic and Tungusic, and cites Colorusso (1975) for evidence from Dididat 

(Nitinat), Columbian, Abkhaz, Agaza, and Northwest Semitic. (Cole proposes that the 

active pharyngeal feature is [TR]; Trigo and Vaux assume it is [-ATR].)10 The 

specifications of the uvular gutturals are also based on the harmony data and acoustic 

findings to be presented in this chapter. 

Thirdly, the pharyngeal and uvular gutturals are specified for [SON]. This is based on 

the conclusions of Catford (1977), McCarthy (1994), and Ladefoged and Maddieson 

(1996), and on the preliminary phonetic findings described in §2.2.1.3.1. McCarthy 

(1994:222) proposes that /? fi u %l bear specification for [APPROXIMANT]. In this 

thesis, the existence of [APPROXIMANT] is not assumed because the necessary 

distinctions between classes of sonorant segments are considered to be captured without 

it. This will now be explained. 

Clements (1990) argues that the feature [APPROXIMANT] is necessary in order to 

express the natural class consisting of liquids, semi-vowels (glides), and vowels, to the 

exlusion of nasals and obstruents. His sonorant classes and the feature specifications he 

9See Vaux (1994:52-53) for a review of the evidence from Cole (1987), Trigo (1991), and 

Elorietta (1992). 
10Cole (1987:92), defines [TR] as a feature representing the tongue root articulator; she 

assumes [p.94] "a rule of interpretation that adds the feature [-advanced] to any vowel 

that bears a tongue root articulation". Trigo (1991:114) defines [-ATR], which she refers 

to synonymously as '[RTR]', as representing retraction of the tongue root. The same 

definition of [-ATR] is assumed by Vaux (1994:49). 
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proposes to distinguish them are seen in (45). (Clements (1990:292-293) assumes 

[syllabic] to be "defined in language-particular terms", so that glides, liquids, nasals, or 

obstruents can be [+syllabic] in some languages.) 

(45) Clements' (1990:292) Sonorant Classes 
Obstruents Nasals Liquids Glides Vowels 

+ [syllabic] 
+ + [vocoid] 

+ + + [approximant] 
+ + + + [sonorant] 

This thesis distinguishes two major classes of sonorants: vowels and sonorant 

consonants. The latter comprises three subclasses: lateral approximants, non-lateral 

approximants, and nasals. These sonorants are assumed to be specified as seen below: 

(46) Vowels Sonorant Consonants 
Non-lateral Lateral Nasals 
Approximants Approximants 

[SON] [SON] [SON] [SON] 
[CONS] [CONS] [CONS] 

[LAT] [NAS] 

Because (46) is considered to capture the necessary distinctions among sonorants, the 

additional feature [APPROXIMANT] is not assumed. 

I propose that the Palestinian emphatics have the representations seen in (47). 

Specifications omitted in (47) are: [VOICE] for /r 5/, [STOP] for It k/, [POST] for /r/, 
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[STRID] for /s/, [LAT] for /I/, and [NASAL] for /m/. (The [POST] and [STRID] 

specifications distinguish /S/, Is/, and Irl, yielding least-marked /6/.) 

(47) The Representations of Palestinian Emphatics 
a. coronal emphatics b. dorsal emphatic c. labial emphatics 

/ S t s r l / /k/ 
h h h t- t- h 

o Place o Place 

/ m b/ 
o Place 

[COR] poR] [LAB] 

P 0 ^ [TR] POR] [TR] [DORT 

[RTR] [RTR] 
[TR] 

[RTR] 

The emphatics are here claimed to bear both [DOR] and [RTR] as secondary 

specifications. This is based on their articulatory properties (see §1.4.2) and the acoustic 

findings of previous studies (see §1.4.3). It is also based on the harmony data and 

acoustic findings to be presented in this chapter. A first set of acoustic findings will be 

presented shortly. 

However, an issue relevant to the feature geometric representations in (44) and (47) 

will first be discussed, viz., the featural basis for a distinction between primarily velar and 

primary uvular segments, and between velarised and uvularised segments. 

I propose that the representations of primary velar, velarised, primary uvular, and 

uvularised segments are as seen in (48). In (48b) and (48d), 'F' stands for some 

articulator feature. (Only those features relevant to the discussion are shown.) 
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(48) a. primary 
velar 

b. velarised c. primary 
uvular 

d. uvularised 

o Place oPlace oPlace o Place 

[DOR] F [DOR] F 

[DOR] [TR] POR] [TR] 

[RTR] [RTR] 

In (48), it is claimed that a segment with primary velar articulation is specified for 

primary-[DOR] without accompanying specification for [RTR]; a velarised segment is 

specified for secondary-[DOR] without accompanying specification for [RTR]. A primary 

uvular segment is specified for primary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]; a uvularised segment 

(i.e., an emphatic) is specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. It is the 

secondary-[RTR] specification of primary uvulars that distinguishes them from primary 

velars. The same specification of emphatics distinguishes emphatics from velarised 

segments. 

Under this view, primary uvulars and uvularised segments that are not specified for 

secondary-[RTR] are impossible because (primary or secondary-) [DOR] + secondary-

[RTR] is the representation of uvular articulation. Crosslinguistic articulatory data, as 

discussed in §1.4.1 and §1.4.2, support this complex representation: data on primary 

uvular and uvularised segments indicate that uvular articulation is invariably accompanied 

by pharyngealisation. The claim here is that the pharyngealisation of primary uvular and 

uvularised segments is the automatic result of their specification for secondary-[RTR]. 
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Crosslinguistically, primary uvular segments do not always pattern phonologically with 

pharyngeals; see Trigo (1991) for discussion. For languages in which they do not, it is 

assumed that the phenomena showing guttural patterning in such languages are all primary 

articulation ('AP') phenomena. That is, after the harmony typology proposed in §1.5, 

they are phenomena involving only primary instances of [RTR]. (It is assumed that a 

constraint imposing AP harmony specifies the primary status of the harmonic feature. See 

§2.5.2 and §3.5.2 for proposal of constraints which specify feature status.) But, under the 

definition of gutturals adopted in §1.4.1, the uvulars in such languages are still gutturals 

because they are wholly articulated in the postvelar region of the vocal tract. 

2.3.1.1. Acoustic Support 

This section presents acoustic findings which are relevant to the representational 

claims in (44) and (47). However, the acoustic study of this thesis will first be described. 

Acoustic data from both Palestinian Arabic and St'at'imcets Salish were analysed. 

This chapter will report on the Palestinian data; chapter 3 will report on the St'at'imcets 

data. The corpus and speakers for the St'at'imcets data will be described in chapter 3. 
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corpus and speakers for the Palestinian data 

This chapter reports on data from 26 tokens of Palestinian consonants and 481 tokens 

of Palestinian vowels. The tokens were recorded in 131 carrier forms, which were all real 

Palestinian words. The carrier forms are listed in Appendix JJJ.. Real words were used 

instead of nonsense words to ensure tokens that resulted from the regular phonology and 

phonetics of the language. The carrier forms were recorded from two literate, adult male 

native speakers: KS, a 32-year-old speaker of the Abu Shusha dialect, and KG, a 29-year-

old speaker of the Jafa dialect. (See §2.1 for remarks on some differences between these 

two dialects.) Two tokens of each of the 131 forms were elicited from each speaker. 

recording and digitisation 

Recordings were made inside a sound-treated room using a TEAC DA-P20 digital 

audio tape recorder. A few tokens that were not recorded in the soundbooth were 

recorded in a quiet room using a Marantz P420 analog audio tape recorder. A 

professional quality microphone of frequency response range 0-13,000 Hz was used. The 

signals were digitised on a NeXT workstation at 22.05 kHz sampling rate using the 

digitiser Digital Ears® by Metaresearch, and were stored on the NeXT in soundfiles using 

the program Soundworks. 
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measurement procedures 

The signals were analysed on a NeXT workstation using the in-house-written 

Spectrogram program. Segmentation followed the procedures of Peterson and Lehiste 

(1967:192-196), which are reproduced in Appendix in. 

Vowel formant values reflect the mean of wideband spectrograms and narrowband 

spectra frequency measurements obtained from the computer by visual placement of the 

cursor at the estimated formant centre. All frequency measurements are in Hertz (Hz). 

The measurements were taken on the spectrogram at formant maximum (for a convex 

formant trajectory) or minimum (for a concave formant trajectory), otherwise at the 

durational midpoint (for all other types of trajectory), with the exception of vowels 

immediately following or preceding a pharyngeal (i.e., one of [T ti]), which were measured 

at the first quarter of the preceding vowel or at the third quarter of the following vowel. 

This is because vowels in that environment systematically reached their target at about 1/4 

of the vowel duration (for vowels preceding a pharyngeal) or 3/4 of the vowel duration 

(for vowels following a pharyngeal). 

The formants of stop consonants were measured at the VC or CV transition, that is, 

at the last 1-2 glottal pulses of the preceding vowel (for a consonant in the coda position 

of its phonological syllable) or the first 1-2 glottal pulses of the following vowel (for a 

consonant in the onset position of its phonological syllable). For example, in a 

phonological syllable of the structure \ .C1VC2. \, measurements for the token of Ci were 
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taken at the first 1-2 glottal pulses of the token of V; measurements for the token of C 2 

were taken at the last 1-2 glottal pulses of the token V. The F 2 values for stops reflect the 

mean of the VC/CV transition measurement and measurement at the burst/aspiration 

midpoint. The formants of non-stop consonants were measured at the consonant 

midpoint. 

pooling of vowel data from the two Palestinian speakers 

The data on Palestinian consonants were analysed separately for the two Palestinian 

speakers. However, most of their vowel data were graphed together and enclosed in a 

single common ellipse because the formants of their vowel tokens were similar. The two 

speakers are alike in physical stature and size. Because of this, it is hypothesised that their 

vocal tracts are very similar in length, t-tests showed that differences between the 

formants, when significant, are highly significant (e.g., p > 0.001), suggesting they are due 

more to differences in dialect. A check of F 4, if measurable, could test the hypothesis that 

the two vocal tract lengths are nearly identical. (F4 does not in general vary with 

articulation. It is therefore expected to be more an indicator of vocal tract length than Fi, 

F 2, or F3). However, this check was not done, so the hypothesis remains untested. 

The vowel data which are reported separately are a subset of the data on short /El and 

IOI, viz., IEI and IOI in stem-final position. These data are treated separately because the 

quality of stem-final IEI and IOI differs across the Abu Shusha and Jafa dialects, as will be 
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discussed in §2.4.5. In that section, data showing the non-similarity between the formants 

of the Abu Shusha and Jafa tokens of stem-final /E/ and 101 will also be presented. 

reliability measures 

An internal blind recheck of 10% of the study's measurements (for both the 

Palestinian and St'at'imcets data) was conducted by the author. In the internal recheck, 

formant re-measurements were within an average of 22 Hz of the original measurements. 

An external blind recheck of 3% of the measurements was conducted by another 

phonetician, one with several years of experience. In the recheck by this second observer, 

measurements were within an average of 28 Hz of the original measurements. As these 

values are less than the 40-Hz accuracy found by Lindblom (1962) in vowel formant 

measurements of male voices, they are regarded as showing a satisfactory degree of 

reliability for the measurements reported in this thesis. 

Acoustic data which bear on the presumed pharyngeal and uvular articulations of 

Palestinian gutturals and emphatics, which are the bases of the [RTR] and [DOR] 

specifications in (44) and (47), will now be presented. A first set is seen in Table 2:1, 

which reports the Fi and F 2 of two tokens each of Palestinian pharyngeal /?/ and 

(geminate) post-alveolar /jj/. The carrier forms for the tokens are identified in the table. 
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Table 2:1 

Fi and F 2 of tokens of Palestinian ISI and /jj7 

carrier form token F, F 2 

ibi.-'sa.Ticrt m i 728 1482 

'he helps' [S]2 719 1497 

•{ bi.-'saij.jiU Li J: i 289 2229 

'it leaks' [jj]2 291 2228 

Table 2:1 shows that for IS I, Fi is high; F 2 is medium, although it is at the low end of 

the medium range. These formant values contrast with the low Fi and high F 2 seen for /jj/. 

(Descriptions of formant frequencies as high, medium, or low will be in reference to Table 

1:5.) In §1.4.3, a high F x (700 - 950 Hz) and low F 2 (700 - 1300 Hz) were predicted for a 

segment with primary pharyngeal articulation. The Fi and F 2 effects observed for ISI in 

Table 1:2 almost match the predictions. F 2 of the [T]s might be less lowered than usual 

due to a coarticulatory effect of the immediately preceding [i] in the carrier form. (Data 

on Palestinian [i] to be presented in Figure 2:1 indicate that F 2 of [i] is about 1600 Hz.) 

The data in Table 1:2 are thus considered support for the assumption that the tokens of ISI 

reported here were produced with primary pharyngeal articulation. That articulation, in 

turn, supports the primary-[RTR] specification of Palestinian ISI in (44). (See §1.7.2 for 

discussion of this type of use of phonetics in phonology.) 

Table 2:2 reports the Fi and F 2 of four tokens each of Palestinian non-emphatic IV, 

emphatic Itl, surface non-emphatic ir\ (= de-emphaticised Irl), and surface emphatic M , 

produced by two speakers. 
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Table 2:2 
Fi and F 2 of tokens of Palestinian IXI, IXI, \ r\, and \ r\ 

Speaker: KS Speaker: KG 

carrier form token F, F 2 Fi F 2 

Uiinl 'figs' [t]l 248 2088 248 2085 
[t]2 248 2179 245 2100 

mean F 248 2134 247 2093 

it\m\ 'mud' 338 1399 335 1328 
[t]2 333 1540 342 1246 

mean F 336 1470 339 1287 

|difference| mean F 88 664 92 806 

carrier form token Fi F 2 F, F 2 

i Tirae:rrU 'blanket' [r]l 526 1552 463 1309 
[r]2 542 1472 530 1305 

mean F 534 1512 497 1307 

^ V r e i r r U 'shame' (N) [f]l 663 1208 598 1176 

[f]2 628 1197 591 1173 

mean F 646 1203 595 1175 

| difference mean F 112 309 98 132 

In Table 2:2, the absolute values of the difference between mean formant values 

('|difference| mean F') show that the tokens of emphatic IXI and \ r\ have an Fi rise which 

is a small or just barely medium, compared to Fi of the tokens of their non-emphatic 

counterparts IXI and respectively. The tokens of IXI and \ r\ have a large F 2 drop, 

compared to F 2 for the tokens of non-emphatic IXI and non-emphatic 'irl'. In §1.4.3, the 
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expected Fi and F 2 effects for emphatics were identified as a medium or large Fi rise and a 

large F 2 drop. The data in Table 2:2 show a smaller Fi effect than expected. The large 

drop expected for F 2 is observed for IXI but not for -irK However, as the expected 

direction of formant changes is observed, the data above are considered support for an 

assumption that the tokens of IXI and -I r\ were produced with the postvelar articulations of 

emphatics: uvularisation and pharyngealisation (and that the tokens of their non-emphatic 

counterparts were not). This, in turn, supports the secondary-[RTR] and secondary-[DOR] 

specifications of Palestinian IXI and hi in (47). 

2.3.2. The Derivation of the Palestinian Underlying Postvelar Inventory 

The set of Palestinian segments that can be underlyingly specified for primary-[RTR] is 

assumed to be those that do not bear primary specification for another articulator feature. 

This is presumed to follow from the general co-occurrence restriction in (49). For an 

atheoretical discussion of this restriction, see §1.4.1. 

(49) *Prim, Prim 
A segment is not specified for two primary articulation features. 

The set of consonants that can be underlyingly specified for secondary-[RTR] is 

assumed to be those that are specified for (primary- or secondary-) [DOR]. This identifies 

the class of segments that have (primary or secondary) uvular articulation, that is, uvular 

gutturals and emphatics. This is presumed to follow from the co-occurrence restriction: 
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(50) Sec-RTR/DOR 
If secondary-[RTR], then [DOR]. 

It is sometimes claimed that coronal emphatics are crosslinguistically more frequent 

than either dorsal or labial emphatics; see, e.g., Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991). 

However, to my knowledge, no study has presented data to establish that claim. Hence, 

no markedness hierarchy for secondary-[DOR] + secondary-[RTR] segments, such as 

'COR < DOR < LAB', will be proposed here. 

The set of Palestinian segments that can be underlyingly specified for secondary-

[DOR] + secondary-[RTR] is assumed to exclude those that are specified for [FRONT]. 

This is presumed to be the effect of the paradigmatic Grounding condition in (51), which 

is grounded in the antagonism of simultaneous uvularisation and fronting gestures. See 

Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994a) for discussion of this type of grounding. 

(51) FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
A segment specified for [FRONT] is not specified for secondary-[DOR] and 
secondary- [RTR]. 

The condition in (51) is motivated by two observations regarding the post-alveolar 

obstruents l\ 03 tf/, which, after McCarthy (1997), are assumed to be specified for 

[FRONT]: (i) there are no underlying [FRONT] emphatics in the language, that is, no 

l\ tf/; 00 t n e combination secondary-[DOR] + secondary-[RTR] + [FRONT] is 

disallowed in the phonology: l\ 03 tf/ are opaque to uvularisation harmony, that is, they do 

not undergo it and they block it. This will be shown in §2.5.3. Gaps in the underlying 
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emphatic inventory that are not handled by FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, e.g., the lack 

of coronal /0/, are presumed to be either an accidental gap of Palestinian or due to further 

restrictions or conditions not investigated here. 

2.3.3. Prosodically Conditioned (Closed Syllable) Pharyngealisation 

1.3.3.1. Analysis 

Besides the underlying pharyngealisation of postvelars, there is another source of 

pharyngealisation in Palestinian phonology: pharyngealisation is imposed on a short vowel 

in a closed syllable. Consider first the data in (52), which show that short vowels surface 

non-rtr in a word containing no closed syllable (and no postvelar). (For (52d-e), the 

initial-syllable vowel is surface short. It is assumed to be underlyingly long, based on the 

length of the same vowels in the morphologically related forms /dU:d/ •{du:d^ 'worms' 

and /sl:d/ is\:d\ 'grandfather'. The forms in (52d-e) will be readdressed in §2.4.3; 

(52a,c-d) will be readdressed in §2.4.5.) 

(52) a. /IObL4£/ 

b. /sUr-I-iE/ 

c. ItEXMI 

d. / d U : d - ^ / 

e. /sI:d-0/ 

Ho.bi.gi 

Vsu.r-i.-ai 

rte.t^ 

rdu.d-a^ 

rsi.d-o^ 

(a type of small pea) 

' Syria' 

'grandma' 

worm 

'grandpa' 
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Closed-syllable pharyngealisation is shown by the data in (53), which are words that 

contain no postvelar. As seen, each short vowel in (53) surfaces rtr in its closed syllable. 

(An Optimality tableau for (53b) will be presented in §2.3.3.3.) 

(53) a. /mlj/ 

b. /zlft/ 

c. /JImm/ 

d. /03UII/ 
e. /Iktlb/ 

izrfU 
-i Jimm I-

r?ik.tib^ 

(*<mift) 

OHzifO) 

(*•! Jimm )̂ 

(•Icfeull) 

(*r?ik.tib^ 

'not' 

'ashphalt, bad thing' 

'to smell' 

'marble' (the toy) 

'to write' 

The forms in (53) show pharyngealisation of non-low short vowels. Discussion of the 

pharyngealisation of the low short vowel I Ml is deferred until §2.4.3. 

Prosodically conditioned pharyngealisation occurs in other languages: e.g., Walker 

(1984) and Dumas (1987) document rtr vowels such as -ill and \u\ conditioned by a 

closed syllable in Quebecois (Canadian French); Dudas (1976) and Schlindwein (1988) 

document the same in Javanese. (Dudas (1976:33) assumes that Javanese u\, etc. 

result from a '[-tense]' specification on the closed-syllable vowel. Schlindwein (1988:196) 

assumes the active feature is '[-ATR]', which she equates with Dudas' [-tense].) See 

§2.4.2 for arguments for assuming that vowels such as \i\ and \u\ in Quebecois and 

Javanese are phonologically rtr. 
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2.3.3.2. Acoustic Support 

Figures 2:1 - 2:4 present Fi - F 2 plots for the Palestinian non-low surface short 

vowels. (Acoustic data on the low short vowel will be presented in §2.4.3.2) The tokens 

plotted in these graphs were produced by two speakers. This is the case for all Fi - F 2 

plots to be presented in this chapter; the reasons for the pooling of the vowel data were 

discussed in §2.3.1.1. Fi is plotted along the y-axis and F 2 along the x-axis on a linear 

(not logarithmic) scale. 

At this point, a few remarks about the nature of an Fi, F 2 vowel plot, and of other 

types of vowel graphs presented in this thesis, are in order. An Fi - F 2 plot for vowels 

reports physical (acoustic) data on phonetic vowel tokens, viz., the frequency of the first 

and second formants. It is not the same thing as a vowel diagram. A vowel diagram is an 

abstract representation in which phonetic or phonemic vowels are classified along abstract 

dimensions like high-low and front-back. The visual similarity between the two types of 

graphs is due to the fact that in such an Fi, F 2 plot, Fi is typically plotted downward, while 

F 2 , is plotted leftward, as in Figure 2:1, "so that the traditional form of representing 

vowels is preserved" (Ladefoged 1967:92). Furthermore, a vowel diagram is not the same 

thing as an articulatory diagram, which is a third type of graph. An articulatory diagram, 

like an Fi - F 2 plot, reports physical data, viz., measurements of a sagittal section of the 
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vocal tract for particular speech tokens, recorded through instrumental means such as x-

ray, ultrasound, M.R.I., etc. The high-low and front-back dimensions of a vowel diagram 

do not necessarily correspond to actual tongue positions reported in an articulatory 

diagram. See Stevens and House (1955), Jones (1967, 1972), and Ladefoged (1967, 

1993) for further discussion. 

In the Fi- F 2 plots of this thesis, ellipses enclose 90% of the tokens of a given 

allophone. IPA symbols identify clusters of tokens that are perceptually non-rtr vs. rtr 

allophones, per vowel. (No tokens of rtr {o\ are plotted in Figure 2:3, due to lack of 

data.) The IPA symbol associates with the ellipse closest to it. The caption for each 

figure lists statistics for each allophone: number of tokens plotted, their mean Fi, mean F 2 , 

and the Fi and F 2 standard deviations ('s.d.'). The standard deviations are also seen 

implicitly in the length of the ellipse semi-axes, equal in this thesis to 2.15 x s.d., the 

lengths of the axis of the ellipses being calculated in such a way to include 90% of the data 

of a bivariate (Fi, F2) normal distribution. 

The tokens in Figures 2:1 - 2:4 are surface short tokens of HI or shortened /I:/, IEI or 

shortened IE:I, IOI, and IUI. Some tokens in Figures 2:1 and 2:4 are actually the 

Palestinian epenthetic vowel, which always surfaces short and either high front or high 

back. The epenthetic vowel will be discussed further in §2.3.3.3. (Tokens that are 

underlying long or the epenthetic vowel are identified in Appendix UI, which lists the 

carrier forms for all the vowel tokens.) For ease of reference, the tokens in Figures 2:1 -

2:4 will be referred to simply as tokens of HI, IEI, IOI, and HJI, respectively. 
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The tokens in Figures 2:1 - 2:4 are all the surface short vowel tokens analysed for this 

thesis, excluding those of Jafa stem-final IEI and 101. The excluded Jafa tokens will be 

discussed in §2.4.5.2. 

2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 

(Hz) • 
1 

— . c ' I t • 

I 

non-rtr [W] rtr 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

F i 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:1 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IV. Two speakers. 
[ij: F, (mean = 259 Hz; s.d. = 22 Hz); F-> (mean = 2003 Hz; s.d. = 169 Hz); 24 tokens. 
[i]: Fi (mean = 364 Hz; s.d. = 17 Hz); F : (mean = 1620 Hz; s.d. = 129 Hz); 41 tokens. 
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2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
(Hz) 

e 

100 

200 
300 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
900 

non-rtr (JL) rtr 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:2 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IEI. Two speakers. 
[e]: Fi (mean = 349 Hz; s.d. = 20 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1825 Hz; s.d. = 127 Hz); 14 tokens. 
[e]. Fi (mean = 526 Hz; s.d. =31 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1443 Hz; s.d. = 43 Hz); 8 tokens. 

2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
(Hz) 

0 

I 
I 

[•] non-rtr 

100 

200 
300 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
900 

F i 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:3 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IOI. Two speakers. 
[O]: Fi (mean = 360 Hz; s.d. = 23 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1224 Hz; s.d. = 59 Hz); 8 tokens. 
[o]: no tokens. 
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F2 2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 

(Hz) ' ' u 

5 
u 

non-rtr rtr 

00 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

F i 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:4 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short f\J/. Two speakers. 
[u]: Fi (mean = 280 Hz; s.d. = 20 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1070 Hz; s.d. = 149 Hz); 16 tokens. 
[uj: Fi (mean = 379 Hz; s.d. = 22 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1192 Hz; s.d. = 134 Hz); 30 tokens. 

Figures 2:1 - 2:4 show that, for each vowel, the non-rtr vs. rtr tokens fall within 

distinct regions of the Fi - F 2 plane: for each vowel, the rtr tokens fall within a higher Fi 

interval and a lower F 2 interval than the non-nr tokens. 

In Figures 2:5 - 2:8, a subset of the tokens in Figures 2:1 - 2:4 are replotted according 

to the two phonological contexts relevant to closed-syllable pharyngealisation: (i) in an 

open syllable with no trigger in the word; (ii) in a closed syllable with no trigger in the 

word. A 'trigger' for pharyngealisation harmony is a postvelar consonant, that is, a 

guttural or emphatic, or a closed-syllable pharyngealised vowel; this claim will be justified 

in §2.4. Hence, these two contexts identify a vowel in the phonological contexts -{CV.O 

and 'iCVC.K respectively, in a word containing no postvelar. An example of a vowel in 
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the former context is Vi\ in Vsi.doi- 'grandpa'. An example of a vowel in the latter 

context is the final-syllable <i\ in Vfi.lirrU 'movie'. (No tokens of IOI context (ii) are 

plotted in Figure 2:7, due to lack of data.) 

2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
(Hz) • 

1 
c • 

c •••• 
I 

["•"1 open syllable, no trigger 

[ S closed syllable, no trigger 

100 

200 
300 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
900 

F1 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:5 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short HI in the contexts: (i) open syllable, 
no trigger; (ii) closed syllable, no trigger. 
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F2 2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 ^ 
(Hz) ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

p 

[•j o p e n s y l l a b l e , n o t r i g g e r 

f i l c l o s e d s y l l a b l e , n o t r i g g e r 

200 

300 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
900 

F i 
(Hz) 

F i g u r e 2 : 6 Fi - F2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IEI in the contexts: (i) open syllable, 
no trigger; (ii) closed syllable, no trigger. 

2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
(Hz) 

0 

c 

["•"I o p e n s y l l a b l e , n o t r i g g e r 

100 

200 

300 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
900 

F i 
(Hz) 

F i g u r e 2:7 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short 101 in the context: (i) open syllable, 
no trigger 
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2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 

(Hz) u 

C 
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. • i o p e n s y l l a b l e , n o t r i g g e r 

[ •J c l o s e d s y l l a b l e , n o t r i g g e r 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

F i 
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Figure 2:8 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IUI in the contexts: (i) open syllable, 
no trigger; (ii) closed syllable, no trigger. 

In Figures 2:5 - 2:8, the open syllable, no trigger tokens of /I E O U/ are non-rtr 

[i e o u], respectively. The closed syllable, no trigger tokens of /I E U/ are rtr [i £ u], 

respectively. The relevant findings from these data are that, for /I E U/, the closed 

syllable, no trigger tokens have a raised Fi, compared to the open syllable, no trigger 

tokens per vowel. For II El, the closed-syllable, no trigger tokens have a lowered F 2. For 

IUI they do not. Based on comparison of the F] and F 2 means for the non-rtr vs. rtr 

ailophones per vowel reported in the captions for Figures 2:1 - 2:4, the [i]s have a Fi rise 

which is just barely medium (105 Hz), the [e]s have a medium Fi rise, and [u]s have a 

small Fi rise. The [i]s and [e]s have a medium F: drop. (Descriptions of formant changes 

as high, medium, or low, are in reference to Table 1:10.) 
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In §1.4.3, the Fi and F 2 effects predicted for a segment with pharyngealisation 

articulation were identified as a medium or large rise in Fi and a large drop in F 2. The data 

in these figures show a smaller Fi rise and a smaller F 2 drop than expected. However, the 

expected direction of formant changes is observed. The [u]s in Figure 2:8 are an 

exception to this, as they show no F 2 drop. However, this might be due to their having 

been produced with much less lip rounding than the [u]s. The data Figures 2:5 - 2:8 thus 

provide some support for the assumption that the closed syllable, no trigger tokens of /I E 

U/ were produced with a secondary pharyngeal articulation that the open syllable, no 

trigger tokens lacked. This, in turn, lends support to the phonological claim that 

Palestinian short vowels pharyngealise in a closed syllable. 

2.3.3.3. A Theoretical Account 

This section first discusses the featural values of Palestinian vowels. It then proposes 

the constraints that are responsible for Palestinian closed-syllable pharyngealisation. Their 

ranking will be identified and their interaction will be illustrated. 

It is assumed that [HI], [LOW], and [LAB] are the Place features defining Palestinian 

underlying vowels. Evidence for active [HI] comes from Palestinian's highly ranked 

grounded constraint 'HJ/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR' ('A segment specified for [HI] is not 

specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]'), to be proposed in §2.5.6. In 
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Palestinian, the surface effect of HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is that [HI] vowels do not 

undergo uvularisation harmony. 

Evidence for active [LOW] comes from Palestinian vowel reduction. As shown in 

§2.2.2.5, Palestinian low short I Ml reduces to surface mid and central when not under 

primary lexical stress. Because no other vowels show this reduction, reduction of I Ml was 

argued to be the effect of some constraint against unstressed [LOW]. Further evidence for 

active [LOW] comes from the constraint, 'LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR' ('A segment 

specified for [LOW] is not specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]'), to be 

proposed in §2.6. LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR will be argued to impose the raising of 

Palestinian I Ml >\h\, which will be discussed in §2.4.3.* 

Evidence for active [LAB] comes from Palestinian rounding harmony. Forms showing 

this harmony are presented in (54). The harmony is seen from comparison of the final-

syllable surface vowels in (54) with the final-syllable surface vowels in (55). 

CTku.tibO 'books' 

(*Vmu.Ttarl) 'colt' 
v y y y ' 
(*rfu.rin|) 'oven' 

'wire' 

'calf 

'girl' 

Each form in (54) and (55) contains an epenthetic vowel. In Palestinian, an epenthetic 

vowel surfaces to permit syllabification of an underlying word-final CC cluster, as noted 

(54) a./kUtb/ Vku.tubl 

b. /mUfir/ Vmu/hurl' 
y y y y 

c. / fUrn / Vfu.run^ 
y 

(55) a./Silk/ Vsi.liW 

b. /Tlcfel/ rfLcfciU 

c. /bint/ rbi.nrU 
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earlier with respect to the data in (32). In (54), the epenthetic vowel surfaces as non-rd 

ii\ (and, as expected, rtr in its closed syllable). In (52), it surfaces, instead, as rd iu\ 

(likewise rtr). Because the epenthetic vowel surfaces rd in no other context, the rounding 

observed forms like those in (54) is here assumed, after Kenstowicz (1981) and Abu-Salim 

(1987b), to result from rounding harmony with the round stem vowel. See Kenstowicz 

and Abu-Salim for further discussion of this harmony. 

After the Dependency Phonology work work of Kaye, et al. (1985) and the Particle 

Phonology of Schane (1984), it is assumed that [HI] and [LOW] can co-occur, and that co-

occurring [HI] and [LOW] define mid height. However, departing from Kaye et al. and 

Schane, no dependency relation for these two features is assumed, as a dependency 

relation is here assumed to hold only between features representing a primary vs. 

secondary articulation; see §1.3.3.2 for further discussion. (In a Dependency/Particle 

Phonology approach, if [HI] dominates [LOW], the result is 'high mid' e or o. If [LOW] 

dominates [HI], the result is 'low mid' e or o. In this thesis, 'low mid' vowels are 

presumed to result from specification for an additional feature, [RTR], as will be explained 

shortly.) 

Combinatorial specification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a)) is adopted. Active 

[HI], [LOW], and [LAB] yield 23 = 8 combinatorial feature sets: 
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(56) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(epenth. 
vowel) fU IEI IMI * * iui 

HI + + + + 
LO + + + 1 + 
LAB + + + + 

In this thesis, T , 'E', 'JE\ 'O', and 'U', for Palestinian underlying vowels, denote feature 

sets 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 in (54), respectively (plus [SON]). The upper case of the symbols 

denotes the fact that the ultimate (that is, surface) sets, which are determined through the 

course of the phonology, potentially differ from those in (56) since, for each vowel, 

specifications might be added or removed. 

Palestinian's epenthetic vowel is feature set 1, the completely unspecified vowel. The 

epenthetic vowel does not occur as mid, as would be predicted for an unspecified vowel. 

Instead, it occurs as high, and either non-rd (and front) or rd (and back), as was seen in 

(54) and (55). Its non-rd~rd alternation was discussed above as a result of rounding 

harmony with underlying HJI. Its invariable high realisation is assumed to result from 

specification for [HI] imposed in the input-to-output mapping to prevent it from 

neutralising with the mid central vowels that arise from /^/-reduction. (The constraint 

interaction responsible for the imposition of [HI] on the epenthetic vowel will not be 

addressed in this thesis.) Because of its surface [HI] specification, the epenthetic vowel 

neutralises, instead, with underlying HI or HJI. 

Of the eight possible underlying vowels in (56), Palestinian does not make use of 

those defined in columns 5 or 6. Combinatorial Specification assumes full instantiation of 
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defined feature sets unless there is a condition ruling out some combinations), or 

neutralisation as a result of feature-insertion; see Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) for 

discussion. For Palestinian, it is here assumed that the former case holds, specifically, that 

combinations 5 and 6 are ruled out because of a co-occurrence condition 'LAB/FfJ' ('If 

[LAB], then [HI]'). This condition is suggested by the finding of Kaun (1995) that low 

labialised vowels are crosslinguistically disfavoured. For Palestinian it is indicated by the 

fact that [LAB] and [LOW] do not seem to combine within the phonology. This is 

suggested by data such as those in (57), in which /JE:/ does not round under harmony with 

the [LAB] stem vowel. This contrasts with the rounding of the epenthetic vowel illustrated 

in (54). 

(57) a. /mUhr-iE:t/ i mu.hu.'r-eiU Hmu.hu . ' r -DiU) 'colts' 

b. /mUss-iE:s-/£/ - imus.'s-Bi .s-ei (^mus.'s-Di .s-a^) 'sucker'(candy) 

The representations of underlying short II E JE O U/ are seen in (58). After 

Pulleyblank (1994b), moras ('(i's) are assumed to be underlying. 
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(58) The Representations of Palestinian Underlying Short /IE MOV/ 

[SON] 

oPlace 

[DOR] 

[HI] 

[SON] 

0 Place 

1 
[DOR] 

/ \ 
[HI] [LOW] 

V-

[SON] 

oPlace 

[DOR] 

I 
[LOW] 

10/ 
[SON] 

oPlace 

[LAB] [DOR] 

/ \ 
[HI] [LOW] 

/ U / 
1A 

[SON] 

o Place 

[LAB] [DOR] 
I 

[HI] 

I propose that a Palestinian short vowel in a closed syllable pharyngealises by 

receiving specification for [RTR], which is represented with secondary status. The added 

[RTR] has secondary status because an unconditioned vowel, to use the terminology of 

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), already has 'major' articulatory features. The 

additional feature of pharyngealisation is seen as introducing a 'minor' articulation to its 

implementation. 'Minor' articulation features for vowels are assumed here to be 

represented in the same manner as secondary articulation features for consonants, that is, 

with secondary status. 
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Note that the requirement that a primary articulation feature be implemented with 

tighter stricture than a secondary articulation feature, which holds for consonants (see 

§1.4.1), does not hold for vowels. A striking illustration of this are the fricative vowels 

discussed by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:314), e.g., the fricative vowel allophone of 

"i" in Standard Chinese, and the fricative vowel allophone of "r" in Czech. The reverse 

stricture requirement for vowels with respect to primary vs. secondary specifications is 

here considered to follow from the fundamental articulatory difference between 

consonants and vowels, viz., that (singly-articulated) consonants are produced with 

obstructive articulation, while (singly articulated) vowels are produced with non

obstructive articulation. In other words, consonant articulation is basically obstructive, 

while vowel articulation is basically non-obstructive. Given that, it follows that, for a 

vowel specified for both a primary and secondary articulation feature, the primary feature 

will be the one with the least tight constriction. 

By combinatorial specification, the addition of [RTR] yields the 16 output vowels seen 

in (59). Mid central id 3}, which are reduced I/El, are included in (59). The eight rtr 

vowels are boxed. Palestinian uses all of them. 
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(59) 
la> \3\ l i i l 'Hi* lii> Hit lay 

HI + + + + 
LO + + 
LAB 

RTR + + + + 

<u2\ ley {0} 

HI + + + + + + + + 
LO + + + + 
LAB + + + + + + 
RTR + + + + 

The [HTJ and [LAB] specifications imposed on the epenthetic vowel are included in 

(59). They result in surface variants of the epenthetic vowel which neutralise with the 

surface variants of HI and IUI. The unrounded and rounded variants of the epenthetic 

vowel are labelled lV\\\' and Mill-', and 'iuiV and Mu^', respectively. The surface 

variants of underlying IV and IUI are labelled Si2K and Mi^', and Mu2K and Mu2K, 

respectively. The basis for the claim that Palestinian has non-rtr -j ae} vs. rtr {a} and non-

rtr -i 8} vs. rtr {3 !• will be presented in §2.4.3. 

Note that Palestinian [HI] vowels freely combine with [RTR]. This shows that the 

paradigmatic Grounding constraint HI7*RTR ('A segment specified for [HTJ is not 

specified for [RTR]'), shown by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994b) and Pulleyblank 

(1994a) to be highly ranked in Niger-Congo, is lowly ranked in Palestinian. (The two 

studies just referenced phrase the constraint as 'HI/ATR'. The feature '[ATR]' will be 

addressed in chapter 4.) 
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The representational alteration caused by pharyngealisation is illustrated with (fy >) 

\i2\ in (60). After Zee (1988) and Shaw (1993), it is assumed that vowels project a 

nucleus so that, in the surface form, a vowel is dominated by a NUC, as seen in (60). (In 

prosodic representations, 'N' will abbreviate 'NUC'.) 

(60) 

N 
I 

\U\ | 

[SON] 

L 
oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 
/ \ 

FI] [TR] 
[RTR] 

I propose that the data in (52) and (53) require the constraints in (61), which are 

ranked as seen in (62). (The ranking of DEP-RTR with respect to DEP-LINK will be 

clarified in §2.4.6.) 

(61) a. NUC-C]C/RTR 
A NUC in a closed syllable is specified for [RTR]. 

b. DEP-RTR 
Every [RTR] in the output corresponds to an [RTR] in the input. 

c. DEP-LINK 
Every association in the output corresponds to an association in the input. 

(62) NUC-C]0/RTR » DEP-RTR, DEP-LINK 
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I propose that NUC-C]a/RTR is a syntagmatic Grounding constraint that is grounded 

in phonetic undershoot of vowels in a CVC context, shown by Lindblom (1963). 

Lindblom examined Swedish vowels in CVC syllables. He found that for vowels in that 

context, Fi and F 2 did not reach their target values. He summarises this undershoot effect 

[p. 1781] as 'centralisation', a 'contextual assimilation' to schwa. It is here presumed to 

result from the fact that there is "less time for the articulators to complete their "on-" and 

"off-glide" movements within the CVC syllable... the speech organs fail, as a result of the 

physiological limitations, to reach the positions that they assume when the vowel is 

produced under ideal steady-state conditions" (Lindblom 1963:1770). (In the paragraph 

from which this quote is taken, Lindblom begins his sentence with: "As a vowel becomes 

shorter, there is less and less time for the articulators to complete their...". Lindblom's 

remarks are interpreted here as identifying two factors in undershoot: (i) the closed 

syllable context, (ii) vowel length. The excerpt quoted above focusses on the remarks that 

are relevant to the closed syllable context, as distinct from the additional factor of vowel 

length. For discussion of the influence of vowel length on phonetic undershoot, based on 

Lindblom's findings, see §2.4.6. With respect to closed-syllable pharyngealisation, the 

phonetics-phonology link proposed here is that, in a language like Palestinian, the phonetic 

undershoot of short vowels in a closed syllable is phonologised, that is, imposed in the 

phonology, by the constraint NUC-C]a/RTR. The result is new short vowel targets in a 

closed syllable: ii} instead of {\}, ie} instead of {e\, etc. 
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The constraint interaction responsible for Palestinian closed-syllable pharyngealisation 

is illustrated by the tableau in (63). 

input: /zlft/ 

'ashphalt,bad thing'; 
see (53) 

Nuc-cy 
RTR 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

uzim *! 

«®= 2.<fzim 
i 

[RTR] 

* 

3.^zim 
[RTR] 

* 

In this tableau, candidate 2 contains a non-underlying [RTR] and a non-underlying link, 

in violation of DEP-RTR and DEP-LINK but in satisfaction of NUC-C]CT/RTR. The fact 

that candidate 2 is optimal shows that violation of DEP-RTR and DEP-LINK is less 

serious than violation of NUC-C]0/RTR. This establishes the ranking NUC-C]„/RTR » 

DEP-RTR, DEP-LINK. 

Candidate 3 contains a link between [RTR] and if\ (yielding a pharyngealised -if!-), a 

link not required by any constraint in the tableau. Because of that link, candidate 3 incurs 

one more violation of DEP-LINK than candidate 2. This makes candidate 3 less optimal 

than the winning candidate 2. 
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An implicit claim of the account just presented is that Palestinian closed-syllable 

pharyngealisation does not affect consonants. There is phonological evidence for this, 

which is explained as follows: consider the representations of primary velar, velarised, 

primary uvular, and uvularised segments, seen earlier in (48). They are repeated below: 

(64) a. primary b. velarised c. primary d. uvularised 
velar uvular 

0 Place o Place oPlace oPlace 

1 I I I 
[DOR] F [DOR] F 

I I 
[DOR] [TR] P O R ] [TR] 

I I 
[RTR] [RTR] 

In (64), it is claimed that the difference between a primary velar and primary uvular 

segment is the secondary-[RTR] specification of the latter. This claim is based on 

phonological evidence, which is supported by articulatory and acoustic data, as discussed 

in §2.3.1. If Palestinian consonants were also affected by closed syllable 

pharyngealisation, then, like vowels, they would surface specified for [RTR] in a closed 

syllable. Assuming (64), this predicts that Palestinian /k/ would surface as primary uvular 

/q/ in a closed syllable. (On the distinction between primary uvular /q/ and uvularised 

(emphatic velar) /k/, see §1.4.2.) However, data such as those in (65) show it does not. 

(65) a./Iktlb/ r?ik.tib| (*r?iq.tibK) 'to write' 

b. /blnt-^Ek/ Vbin.t-akl (*Vbin.t-3q^) 'your (masc. sg.) daughter' 

c. /kUrsI7 Vkur.sî  (*Vqur.sir> 'chair' 
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2.3.3. Prosodically Conditioned (Closed Syllable) Pharyngealisation 

Perceptual support for assuming that Palestinian consonants are unaffected by closed-

syllable pharyngealisation comes from judgments of Palestinian segments provided by Abu 

Shusha consultant KS. This speaker is literate and linguistically untrained. He was asked 

to identify certain sounds in Palestinian words. The sounds for which judgments were 

elicited were instances of /m/ and HI in a non-pharyngealisation vs. closed-syllable 

pharyngealisation context. The judgments were produced as the oral responses reported 

in Table 2:3. 

As seen, the judgments for Ivrxl in both a non-pharyngealisation and closed-syllable 

pharyngealisation context were the same. This is interpreted as indicating that 

pharyngealisation does not have a categorical perceptual affect on consonants, such that 

no distinct rtr allophone results for a consonant in a closed syllable. (In §3.4.2, it will be 

argued that this is true also in St'at'imcets Salish.) However, the judgments for HI in the 

two contexts were not the same: the HI in a closed-syllable pharyngealisation context was 

perceived differently from the HI in a non-pharyngealisation context. This is interpreted as 

demonstrating the categorical effect that pharyngealisation has on vowels. The result is a 

perceptual distinction between non-rtr and rtr allophones. For the vowel of judgment 5 in 

Table 2:3, the rtr allophone arises in a closed syllable. The acoustic basis for the 

perceptual distinction is documented in Figures 2:5, 2:6, and 2:8, which show that an E\ 
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2.3.3. Prosodically Conditioned (Closed Syllable) Pharyngealisation 

T a b l e 2 : 3 

Judgments of Palestinian Iml and IV in a non-pharyngealisation vs. closed-syllable pharyn
gealisation context 

Task: Please identify... Response Notes 
1. the first sound in Mona 
[Vmo.n^'Mona' (fem. name)] 

= Iml IN A NON-PHARYNGEALISATION 
CONTEXT 

"TM7TM." mlm = j* = m 

td = o = t 

rtd = ^ - n 

2. the sound just before td in kimtha 
Ij'kim-t.-hal- T removed it (fem.)'] 

= Iml IN A CLOSED-SYLLABLE 
PHARYNGEALISATION CONTEXT 

"nam." 

mlm = j* = m 

td = o = t 

rtd = ^ - n 

3. the sound immediately following 
fid in ?efimil [•i'?iri.mil̂  'to carry'] 

= Iml IN A CLOSED-SYLLABLE 
PHARYNGEALISATION CONTEXT 

"mlm." 

mlm = j* = m 

td = o = t 

rtd = ^ - n 

4. the vowel sound immediately 
following sin in sido \\ys\.6-o\ 
'grandpa'] =/I/lNANON-
PHARYNGEALISATION CONTEXT 

"It [that vowel in silik] is 
different from the first one in 
sido. You would write it with a 
kasra. For the first vowel 
vowel in sido, there would be a 
yd too." 

sin = ̂  = s 

lam = J = 1 

kasra = = I 

ya = ^=\ 

kasra with yd = 

v ' = i(j) or i:(j) 

5. the vowel sound immediately 
following lam in silik [{'si.lilO 
'wire'] = IV IN A CLOSED-SYLLABLE 
PHARYNGEALISATION CONTEXT 

"It [that vowel in silik] is 
different from the first one in 
sido. You would write it with a 
kasra. For the first vowel 
vowel in sido, there would be a 
yd too." 

sin = ̂  = s 

lam = J = 1 

kasra = = I 

ya = ^=\ 

kasra with yd = 

v ' = i(j) or i:(j) 

difference on the order of 100 FIz distinguishes tokens of the non-rtr vs. rtr allophones of 

a (non-low) vowel. 

A possible counter-argument is: perhaps Palestinian consonants have non-rtr vs. rtr 

surface variants but the distinction between the two variants is just not perceived by 

speakers. However, if there were such distinct variants, we would expect to see 
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2.3.3. Prosodically Conditioned (Closed Syllable) Pharyngealisation 

phonological evidence for them, such as the fkJ > \ q} effect shown to be ungrammatical in 

(65). Based on the lack of that effect and on the perceptual data in Table 2:3, it is 

concluded that Palestinian closed syllable pharyngealisation does not affect consonants. 

The question at this point is: from what formal property of Palestinian does this 

follow? The answer to be provided below relies on Archangeli and Pulleyblank's (1994a) 

notion of the 'anchor' for a harmonic feature. 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:24) describe the anchor for a harmonic feature as 

"the highest significant level of structure, either organizational or prosodic." The working 

definition of 'anchor' adopted here is: the representational element onto which a non-

underlying link docks. With Archangeli and Pulleyblank [p.23 - 24], it is assumed that 

where necessary, this docking occurs by interpolation, that is, by automatic generation of 

hierarchical structure between the harmonic feature and the anchor. Anchors are here 

assumed to be either root nodes or, assuming the inventory of prosodic constituents 

recognised within Nuclear/Moraic theory (see §1.3.3.3), moras ('p's) or NUCs. 

(Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) assume them to be either organisational (root nodes) 

or prosodic. For prosodic anchors, they recognise non-head ps, head ps, or all ps (that is, 

both head and non-head ps).) 

The class of NUCs in Palestinian is here considered to identify the class of Palestinian 

vowels. This is because, although Palestinian consonants can be moraic, as shown on the 

basis of stress assignment by Hayes (1995), they can be argued to be non-nuclear. 

Consider (66), in which each form contains an epenthetic vowel. The epenthetic vowel 
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supplies a nucleus for the word-initial syllable. This vowel epenthesis is assumed to be 

imposed by aNUC ('Syllables must have nuclei') (Shaw 1996b, based on Prince and 

Smolensky 1993:87). 

(66) a./krriiEiJ/ ^?ik.'mae:r| (^k.'mae:^) 'cloth' 

b. /cfcfUin/ ^?id3.'fu:n^ (^qytiiirU) 'eyelids 

c. /hmJEir/ ^ifi.'me:^ (=M ti.'me:^) 'donkey' 

The vowel epenthesis in (64) indicates that Palestinian consonants do not project a 

nucleus: if they did, the vowel epenthesis would be unexpected, since aNUC could be 

satisfied without it. 

Exceptional forms with syllabic lateral or nasal resonants are observed. However, they 

are in free variation with (otherwise identical) forms containing an epenthetic vowel; e.g., 

/ T h r i f t / a'tiam ~ ^il.'ftam 'heavy cotton cover'; /m-s^tjtj^r/ ^ m - ' s a ^ r h 

\ ?im.-'sarj.t$3M 'closed (masc. sg.)' (Adj). The variants with the syllabic lateral or nasal 

are here analysed as violations of oNUC. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, the anchor for [RTR] in Palestinian is here 

identified as the NUC. The exclusion of consonants from the phonological effects of 

closed-syllable pharyngealisation follows automatically and necessarily from this formal 

property. 
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2.4. Palestinian Pharyngealisation Harmony 

2.4.1. Harmony Under Adjacency to a Postvelar 

2.4.1.1. Analysis 

In (67), short vowels occur adjacent to an underlying postvelar. 

a. /sU?iE:l/ isu.'?ae:ll (*isu.'?ae:») 'question' 

c. /[UhU:/ iju.'hu:! ("MJu.'huir) 'what?!' 

b. fhVoJEJ Vhi.ba^ (*Vhi.bar> 'Hiba' (fern, name) 

d. /TULE/ rTu.la^ (*VTu.laO 'Ula' (fern, name) 

e. /BUrJEJ VSu.ral 'corn' 

f. /kUr^E/ Vku.ral (*rku.ra^) 'ball' 

g. /sbItE:r/ isbi.'te:rl (*isbi.'te:rh 'hospital' 

These forms show that short vowels surface rtr when adjacent to an underlying postvelar. 

This is analysed as local pharyngealisation harmony triggered by the postvelar. The 

postvelar triggers include laryngeal gutturals, as seen in (67a-c). (Issues raised by the 

non-pharyngealising long \u:\ in (67c) and short {a} in (67c-f) will be addressed in §2.4.5. 

Optimality tableaux for the forms in (67b) and (67d) will be presented in §2.4.2.) 
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2.4.1. Harmony Under Adjacency to a Postvelar 

2.4.1.2. Acoustic Support 

This section presents Fi - F 2 plots for certain subsets of the tokens of HI and IUI that 

were plotted in Figures 2:1 and 2:4. Each plot contains two ellipses, which are from the 

two earlier figures just mentioned. Figures 2:9 - 2:10 plot the tokens of HI and HJI in 

Figures 2:1 and 2:4 which occurred adjacent to an underlying postvelar in a phonological 

open syllable. (For each vowel, some tokens are adjacent to a guttural, some are adjacent 

to an underlying emphatic. This is seen from the list of carrier forms in Appendix in.) No 

graphs are presented for tokens of /E/ and IOI in this context, due to lack of data. 

In Figures 2:9 - 2:10, the tokens of HI and HJI fall within the ellipses for the rtr surface 

vowels. They are rtr [i] and rtr [u], respectively. That is, as discussed in §2.3.3.2 with 

respect to the rtr tokens in Figures 2: 1 and 2:4, they show the direction of Fi and F 2 

effects expected for pharyngealisation articulation, though not the expected magnitude. 

The lack of the expected magnitude is here considered an artifact of the articulation-to-

acoustics model used in this thesis, Stevens and House (1955). The observed direction of 

formant effects is interpreted as support for an assumption that the open syllable, adjacent 

postvelar tokens of HI and HJI, like the closed syllable, no trigger tokens of HI, IEI, and 

HJI in Figures 2:5, 2:6, and 2:8, were produced with pharyngealisation. That articulation, 
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Figure 2:9 Fi - F 2 plot of open syllable, adjacent postvelar tokens of Palestinian short HI 
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Figure 2:10 Fi - F 2 plot of open syllable, adjacent postvelar tokens of Palestinian short /U/ 
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2.4.1. Harmony Under Adjacency to a Postvelar 

in turn, supports the phonological claim that Palestinian short vowels pharyngealise when 

adjacent to an underlying postvelar. 

For some of the tokens in Figure 2:9 and 2:10, the adjacent postvelar is a laryngeal; 

this is seen from Appendix HI. The laryngeal-adjacent tokens also show the expected 

direction of F i and F 2 effects predicted for pharyngealisation. This is the acoustic finding 

with respect to laryngeal gutturals that was anticipated in §1.3.2.2. It is considered 

acoustic support for assuming that the adjacent laryngeal were produced with tongue root 

retraction. This, in turn, is considered support for the claim that Palestinian laryngeals are 

specified for [RTR]. 

Figures 2:11 - 2:12 plot the tokens of ill and IUI in Figures 2:1 and 2:4 which 

occurred adjacent to a postvelar and which are themselves in a closed syllable. Two 

F2 2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 1 f i n 

(Hz) ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • 
1 

CJ 

I 

200 

300 
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500 
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700 

800 
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F1 
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Figure 2 : 1 1 F i - F 2 plot of closed syllable, adjacent postvelar tokens of Palestinian short 
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2.4.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

Figure 2:12 F i - F 2 plot of closed syllable, adjacent postvelar tokens of Palestinian short 
IUI 

tokens of IUI in Figure 2:12 fall between non-rtr and rtr ellipses. However, the general 

observation is that the tokens in Figures 2:11 -2:12 are, as expected, rtr. (No graphs are 

presented for IEI and IOI in this context, due to lack of data.) 

2.4.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

I propose that the data in (67) require the additional constraints in (68), which are 

ranked with NUC-C]C/RTR, DEP-RTR, and DEP-LINK as seen in (69). (As noted 

earlier, the ranking of DEP-RTR with respect to DEP-LINK will be clarified in §2.4.6. 



2.4.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

The ranking of NUC-C]CT/RTR with respect to ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN-

R([RTR], NUC) will be clarified in §2.6.) 

(68) a. ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) 
The left edge of [RTR] is aligned with the left edge of a NUC. 
(V[RTR], 3NUC with which it is left-aligned.) 

b. ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) 
The right edge of [RTR] is aligned with the right edge of a NUC. 
(V[RTR], 3NUC with which it is right-aligned.) 

c. DEP-IO 
Every segment (that is, root node) in the output has a correspondent in the input. 

d. MAX-RTR 
Every [RTR] in the input corresponds to an [RTR] in the output. 

e. MAX-LINK 
Every association in the input corresponds to an association in the output. 

(69) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

NUC-C]a/RTR, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) » 

DEP-RTR, DEP-LINK 

When unviolated, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) effect the 

edge alignments seen below: 



2.4.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

(70) a. the effect of unviolated 
ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) 

b. the effect of unviolated 
ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) 

N N 

Y C c v 
[TR] 

;RTR] 

[TR] 

[RTR 

As seen from (70), the ALIGN([RTR] NUC) constraints require [RTR] to surface on a 

vowel. Where they are satisfied, [RTR] gravitates from a postvelar consonant onto a 

vowel. I propose that these constraints are auditory Grounding constraints that are 

grounded in the categorical effect that non-underlying pharyngealisation has on vowels but 

not on consonants; see §2.3.3.3 for discussion. Note that underlying pharyngealisation is 

categorical for consonants, as it identifies the postvelar class and distinguishes primary 

velar vs. primary uvular consonants. However, the suggestion here is that distinctiveness 

of the underlying pharyngealisation of consonants is optimally enhanced in the surface 

form by concurrent realisation on a vowel. This is imposed by ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) 

and ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) which require [RTR] to be realised on a vowel. 

A claim of previous work is in apparent direct contradiction to the suggestion just 

made, viz., the claim of Goad (1993) that [RTR] is exclusively a consonantal feature. 

However, under her assumptions, [RTR] is the representation of emphatic articulation. 

Emphatic articulation was clarified in §1.4.3 as uvularisation (with concomitant 

pharyngealisation). That articulation is assumed in this thesis to be represented by 
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concurrent specification for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. Given Goad's 

representational assumptions, her claim with respect to '[RTR]' is thus not directly 

relevant to the proposal in the preceding paragraph. (As to whether or not the 

representation of uvularisation is exclusively consonantal, data to be presented in §2.5.1 

will show that both consonants and vowels undergo Palestinian uvularisation harmony. 

This has been shown previously by Card (1983), Davis (1995), Herzallah (1990), and 

Younes (1982, 1993, 1994). It indicates that, while the representation of uvularisation 

associates with only consonants underlyingly, in the surface form it can be associated with 

both consonants and vowels.) 

With respect to [RTR], here defined as the representation of pharyngealisation, the 

present claim that it is optimally realised on vowels makes two predictions: (1) there are 

languages with [RTR] on vowels but not on consonants; (2) if a language has [RTR] on 

consonants, it will have [RTR] on vowels; that is, [RTR] vowel harmony will occur 

in a language with underlying [RTR] consonants.11 Chapter 4 will argue that 

Niger-Congo and Nilotic languages bear out prediction 1. Prediction 2 is borne out 

with Palestinian, as we have seen. Chapter 3 will argue that it is also borne out with 

St'at'imcets Salish. 

Support for Prediction 1 is also found in Maddieson (1984), which lists the 

consonantal and vocalic inventories of 317 languages from the UCLA Phonological 

n I thank Pat Shaw for pointing out these predictions. 
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Segment Inventory Database (UPSID). Of the 317, 139 = 44% have rtr vowels, that is, 

vowels like {ieou\, but no postvelar consonants. 

Note that the contrast between the vowels ii} and -!i\, ie} and is}, etc., in Germanic 

languages is argued by Maddieson and Ladefoged (1996:302-306) to be captured by the 

feature [TENSE], not by a tongue root feature. Their argument is based on the 

articulatory and statistical findings of Harshman, et al. (1977), Ladefoged and Harshman 

(1979), Bolla and Valaczkai (1986), and Jackson (1988), which indicate that in Germanic 

languages there is no common tongue root setting for 'lax' vowels like is}, etc., 

compared to 'tense' vowels like iW, iel, etc. Based on this, Ladefoged and Maddieson 

(1996:p.304) conclude that tongue root position in Germanic languages is "simply one of 

the concommittants of vowel height" and that Germanic Wf, is}, etc. are distinguished 

from ii (•, {e}, etc. by the non-tongue-root feature, [TENSE]. 

However, with Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) and following Halle and Stevens 

(1969), it is assumed here that all instances of i'\} vs. ii}, ie\ vs. is}, etc., contrasts can 

nevertheless be analysed as manifestations of a tongue root feature. Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank base their argument on the fact that there is no evidence that a language, like 

English, that has been argued to use [TENSE] also uses a tongue root feature. Rather, the 

two types of features are in complementary distribution. Based on this, they conclude 

[p.450] that "the complementary distribution... should be explained by analyzing the 

relevant cases as manifestations of a single feature [viz., a tongue root feature];" see 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:449) for further discussion. This position is adopted 
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here. On this basis, Germanic languages are included above with the languages from 

Maddieson's database that are taken as support for Prediction 1. 

As for Prediction 2, Maddieson's data provide only slim support. Of the 317 

languages, 64 = 20% have postvelar consonants. Of those, 34 are reported to have rtr 

vowels, 30 are not.12 However, it is here hypothesised that a close examination of the 

phonetics and phonology of the 30 countering languages would show that many of them 

actually do bear out Prediction 2, that is, that their vocalic inventories contain rtr vowels. 

This is plausible because, although Maddieson found the UPSID data adequate to test a 

hypothesis of vowel dispersion (see his discussion, p. 136-139), he states: 

Whether or not the vowels of a particular language are represented in 

sufficient phonetic detail in UPSID depends greatly on the phonetic 

judgments and transcription methods of the field linguist. Some linguists 

report the auditory quality of vowels in the narrowest detail, while others 

simply rely on the commonest vowel symbols, often those available on any 

typewriter, to make all the necessary distinctions... Unfortunately, while a 

vowel system reported as /i e a o u/ may be faithfully representing a 

perfectly balanced system, it may also be concealing a wealth of unreported 

phonetic detail, (p.138) 

12The languages reported in Maddieson (1984) to have postvelar consonants, but no rtr 

vowels are: Farsi, Pashto, Eastern Armenian, Tigre, Socotri, Neo-Aramatic, Shilha, 

Tuareg, Awiya, Sui, Mandarin, Tlinglit, Klamath, Wintu, Totonac, K'ekchi, Quileute, 

Squamish, Hopi, Achumawi, Abipon, Jaqaru, Gununa-Kena, Greenlandic, Aleut, Kurukh, 

Kabardian, Lak, Burushaski, and !Xu. 
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A close examination of the 30 counterexample languages in Maddieson's database, 

for a thorough testing of Prediction 2, is left for future work. 

Returning now to the constraints in (68), DEP-IO says there must be no segmental 

epenthesis. In Palestinian, a vowel and a word-initial glottal stop are frequently 

epenthesised to satisfy syllable structure requirements. This means that the prosodic 

constraints forcing segmental insertion, here assumed to be ONS-wa[<7 and oNUC (see 

§2.2.1.4, §2.3.3.3), must be more highly ranked than DEP-IO. However, because they are 

not directly relevant to the issues discussed in this thesis, in that they are always satisfied 

in the data under consideration, they will not be included in any tableau. For an Optimality 

account of Arabic vowel epenthesis, see Davis and Zawaydeh (1996). 

The constraint interaction responsible for pharyngealisation harmony under adjacency 

to an underlying postvelar is illustrated in the tableaux in (71) and (72). (In the tableaux, 

'ALIGN([RTR], NUC)' abbreviates ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN-R([RTR], 

NUC). Discussion of the non-harmonising final vowel in each winning candidate is 

deferred until §2.4.6. Finally, the constraint interaction producing Palestinian 

syllabification, stress assignment, and vowel reduction will be ignored in all tableaux in this 

chapter, as a detailed and motivated treatment of those issues is beyond the scope of this 

thesis.) 

The ranking MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-

R([RTR], NUC) is shown by the fact that the in the winning candidates in (71) and (72), 

the vowel adjacent to the postvelar surfaces bearing [RTR] (ignoring the non-harmonising 
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(71) 

input: /[UhU:/ 
1 

[RTR] 

'what?!'; see (67) 

DEP-
IO 

MAX-
RTR 

MAX-
LINK 

NUC-
c y 
RTR 

ALIGN-
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP- ! DEP-
RTR j LINK 

l.-i Ju.'hu^ *! * 
lllli8lllli!llllllllllllS 

2. ^u . 'hu^ 
1 

[RTR] 

* * l illlllilllillllllll 

\ 1 
P R T P l 

* 
\ 1 

P R T P l 

* 

|K1K| 

4 .^u. 'hu^ 
\ \ 1 
[RTR] 

(72) 

input: /TUliE/ 
1 

[RTR] 

'Ula' (fem. 
name); see (67) 

DEP-
IO 

MAX-
RTR 

MAX-
LINK 

NUC-

RTR 

ALIGN-
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP- | DEP-
RTR | LINK 

1. VTu.lar *! * 

l.VSu.la} 
1 

\RJR] 

**| 

1/ 
1RTR1 

* * 

\ll 
[RTR] 

* 

S.ri/Tu.la^ 
\\l 

[RTR] 

** 
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final vowels). If MAX-RTR and MAX-LINK were not ranked above the ALIGN([RTR], 

NUC) constraints, or if the four constraints were equally ranked, then the ALIGN([RTR], 

NUC) constraints could be vacuously satisfied by deletion of [RTR] and its link with the 

postvelar. However, forms with such deletion are non-optimal, as seen from candidate 1 

in each tableau. 

The fact that the winning candidates contain a non-underlying link (between [RTR] and 

the postvelar-adjacent vowel), in violation of DEP-LINK but in satisfaction of ALIGN-

L([RTR], NUC) or ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), shows that violation of DEP-LINK is less 

serious than violation of an ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraint. This establishes the ranking 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) » DEP-LINK. 

In candidate 5 in (72), an epenthetic vowel surfaces so [RTR] can left-align with a 

vowel. This violates DEP-IO, but satisfies the ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints. The 

fact that candidate 5 is non-optimal shows that violation of DEP-IO is more serious than 

violation of an ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraint. This shows that DEP-IO, like MAX-

RTR and MAX-LINK, dominates the ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints. 

The candidates 4 contain a non-underlying link between [RTR] and a consonant. 

Because of this they incur one more violation of DEP-LINK than the winning candidates 

for their respective forms. For candidate 4 in (71), the link between [RTR] and forces 

a violation of ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), as in that candidate [RTR] is not left-aligned with a 

NUC. Candidate 4 in (71) is thus ruled out by its ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) violation. 

Candidate 4 in (72) is ruled out by the DEP-LINK violation caused by the link between 
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[RTR] and These observations show that a non-underlying link between [RTR] and a 

peripheral, that is, word-initial or word-final, consonant is ruled out by an ALIGN([RTR], 

NUC) constraint; a non-underlying link with an intervocalic consonant is ruled out by 

DEP-LINK. 

The data examined so far provide no evidence that NUC-C]CT/RTR is as highly ranked 

as DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, and MAX-LINK. For this reason, it is assigned non-crucial 

equal ranking with the ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints. In §2.6, it will be argued that 

the ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints crucially dominate NUC-C]a/RTR. 

Finally, the data examined provide no evidence that DEP-IO is crucially ranked with 

respect to MAX-RTR and MAX-LINK. Because of this, these three constraints are 

assumed to be non-crucially equally ranked. 

2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

2.4.3.1. Analysis 

This section examines non-local pharyngealisation harmony in Palestinian. Data 

showing non-local harmony are presented in (73). (Tableaux for (73a-b) will be presented 

in §2.4.4.) 

(73) a. /\IbU?JEf rii.bu.?a^ (*Vli.bu.?a!) 'lioness' 

b. /Blnlm-iE/ (*-i'Bi.ni.m-a}-) 'goat' 

'bother' (N) c. /UIND/EJ Vui.h.bs} (*Vm.W.bQ\) 
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In each form in (73), an initial-syllable (73a) or medial-syllable (73b-c) vowel surfaces rtr, 

even though it is not adjacent to a postvelar. This is analysed as nonlocal leftward (73a) 

and rightward (73b,c) harmony with the postvelar consonant in each form. 

Non-local harmony is also shown by the data in (74). (A tableau for (74c) will be 

presented in §2.4.4.) 

(74) a. /film/ 

b. /kUtb/ 

c. /tlbn/ 
d. /sElEk/ 

e. /kljr/ 

r f i . l iml 

Vku.tub^ 
Vti.binl 
Vse.lekl 

Vki.Jir^ 

("H 'fi.lim 0 

(*f'ku.tub^) 

(*i 'ti.binO 

(*rse.lekl) 
(*rki.JirO 

movie 

'books' 

'straw' 

'boiled (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'peel' (N) 

In each form in (74), the initial-syllable vowel surfaces rtr, even though it is not adjacent 

to a postvelar or in a closed syllable. This is analysed as non-local pharyngealisation 

harmony with the closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel in the final syllable of each form. 

The data in (67) and (73) - (74) show that the triggers for Palestinian 

pharyngealisation harmony are postvelar consonants and closed-syllable-pharyngealised 

vowels. For certain of these triggers (laryngeal and pharyngeal gutturals), [RTR] is a 

primary specification. For others (uvular gutturals, emphatics, and closed-syllable-

pharyngealised vowels), it is a secondary specification. (The bases for these claims were 

discussed in §2.3.1 and §2.3.3.3.) Because of this, after the harmony typology proposed 

in §1.5, Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony is analysed here as [RTR] 'A' harmony. 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

That is, it is harmony of [RTR] triggered by the class of segments specified for either 

primary- or secondary-[RTR]. 

The data in (75) show that pharyngealisation harmony does not extend beyond the 

word. This confirms the word as the harmony domain. 

(75) a./Wlm #sI:d-0/ Vtii.lim #'si.d-o| (^'tii.lim #'si.d-or) 'grandpa's 

dream' 

b . / m V E # rJEift-JEV Vte.ts # 'rei.rWtt OM'te.te # ' re i . tWth 'grandma 

went' 

The pharyngealisation of the low short vowel /JE/ will now be addressed. Data such 

as those in (76) show that /JE/ also pharyngealises: in each form, the initial-syllable vowel 

is rtr, even though it occurs in an open syllable and is not adjacent to any postvelar. The 

initial-syllable rtr vowels in such forms are here analysed as arising through 

pharyngealisation harmony with a closed-syllable-pharyngealised te\ (shown in §2.2.2.5 

to be reduced IJEf), and are considered evidence that /JE/ also pharyngealises. 

(76) a./bELEd/ Vbe.lsd^ CH'be.lsdK) 'land, country' 

b./lEbjEn/ Vle.bsn^ (*Vle.b3n|) 'yoghurt' 

The pharyngealised (/JE/ >) -13} in (76) contrasts with the non-pharyngealised (/JE/ >) 

^in(77). 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

(77) a./lObLE/ V\o.b\.9\ (*Vlo.bi.3^ *Vlo.bi.3^) (a type of small pea) 

b. /sUr-I-iE/ • Vsu.r-i.-^ (*-i'su.r-i.-3K *Vsu.r-i.-3^ 'Syria' 

The fact that 10 IU/ surface respectively as non-rtr {o i u \ in (77) is considered evidence 

that the word-final reduced vowels in these forms are not pharyngealised, that is, that they 

are non-rtr \ a\, not rtr \ 3 \: if they were \ we would expect rtr -I o i u \ instead of non-

rtr \o i u\, as 10 IU/ would be expected to harmonise with pharyngealised \3\. 

Based on data such as those discussed above, it is here claimed that Palestinian l/EI 

pharyngealises, that is, that it has non-rtr vs. rtr surface variants: non-rtr \ as \ and non-rtr 

•{or (the reduced counterpart of -i ae)) vs. rtr -j a I- and rtr (the reduced counterpart of 

•I a}). The representations of non-reduced "I ae \ and \ a \ are seen in (78). 

(78) The Representations of Palestinian Non-rtr -i ae} and Rtr -i a \ 
a. non-rtr {as} b. rtr -I a} 

N N 

[SON] [SON] 

oPlace oPlace 

[DOR] 

[LOW] [LOW] [TR] 

[RTR] 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

As discussed in §2.2.2.5, Palestinian /JE/ reduction is here assumed to result from 

/JE/'s loss of specification for [LOW]. This yields the representations of ia \ and i3\ seen 

in (79). 

(79) The Representations of Palestinian Non-rtr (/JE/ >) {a I- and Rtr (/JE/ >){3\ 
a. non-rtr -j a <• b. rtr -! 3}-

N N 

I I 
^ | <3> I 

PON] p 0 N ] 

°Place I Place 

P ° R ] [DOR] 
I 

[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

Goad (1991, 1993) argues that [LOW] and '[-ATR]' are mutually exclusive features, 

occupying the same place in the feature geometry. However, the foregoing data and 

discussion have demonstrated that non-pharyngealised and pharyngealised low vowels can 

be contrasted in Palestinian. Assuming that [RTR] = [-ATR], as will be argued in chapter 

4, the result is that in Palestinian, a segment can be [LOW] but not [-ATR], or both [LOW] 

and [-ATR]. This means that [LOW] and [-ATR] are not mutually exclusive in Palestinian 

and is considered strong counter-evidence against Goad's proposal. For further counter-

evidence, see Leitch (1996) on Niger-Congo tongue root harmony. 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

In (80), /JE/ occurs under primary lexical stress. The phonetic forms show that 

Palestinian rtr -i a}• is phonetically [ae]. (In (80), the source of ia\Js pharyngealisation is 

the closed syllable (80a), the adjacent /TV (80b) and the closed-syllable-pharyngealised {3} 

(80b-c).) Acoustic data which support the phonetic non-distinctness of Palestinian -jae a\ 

will be presented in §2.4.3.2. 

(80) a./IJiElb/ \t$a\bf [tfaelb] 'dog' 

b. /hJE\JEk/ Vfia.lskl [Tiae.lsk] 'he shaved' 

c. /sJE\JEk/ Vsa.\sk} ['sae.l3k] 'heboiled 

(something)' 

Dudas (1976:36-37) remarks on a gap in the vowel inventory of Javanese, a language 

shown by Dudas and Schlindwein (1988) to have phonological tongue root retraction 

(here analysed as active [RTR]). Dudas states: "Javanese nonlow vowels each have 

'tense/lax' surface variants (yielding [i~i, e~e, o~o, u~u]); the two low underlying vowels 

have invariant 'lax' forms, [a] and [a]." Based on the evidence for non-rtr ias} vs. 

phonetically non-distinct rtr ia} in Palestinian, discussed above, it is plausible that 

Javanese low vowels might have non-rtr vs. phonetically non-distinct rtr variants, too. 

This issue will be pursued no further here. 

When Palestinian non-reduced /JE/ is both pharyngealised and uvularised, it surfaces as 

non-low -i A }. However, this is only observed where the pharyngealisation is from a closed 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

syllable. This is illustrated by the forms in (81), in which I Ml is in a closed syllable. (A 

tableau for (81a) will be presented in §2.6.) 

(81) a. IvuMsrl imAsrl- 'Egypt' 

b. IbMXX-MI VbAt.t-a^ 'duck' 
h h h h y 

c. ISMX-MX-nV \ ̂ . 't-At .-ni \ 'she gave (something) to me' 

It also illustrated by the forms in (82), in which I Ml is uvularised and also pharyngealised 

under harmony with a closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel. 

(82) a. iXMmrl VtA.mir^ 'datefruit" 

b. IkMmMrl •!'kA.m3>r^ 'moon' 
y y y y y 

Otherwise — that is, when I Ml it occurs under primary stress in a word containing an 

emphatic, but no closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel — I Ml surfaces as low, uvularised 

{a\. This is seen below: 

(83) a. IsMlMXM I (*VsA.l3>.tah 'salad' 
v / h y y y y v y y y 7 

b. /mMrMI Vma.ra}- (*VmA.r9h 'woman, wife' 
y y y v y y ' ' 

c. lXMr-V VXa.r-W (*VX/\.r-\\) 'soft (masc. sg.)' 
y y y y v y y ' v ° ' 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

2.4.3.2. Acoustic Support 

Figures 2:13 - 2:15 present a subset of the tokens of Palestinian /I/, IEI, and AJ/ shown 

in Figures 2:1 - 2:2, and 2:4, specifically those tokens which occurred in an open syllable, 

and either non-adjacent to a postvelar elsewhere in the word or in a word that contains a 

closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel (but no postvelar). (No graph for 101 in either non

local harmony context is presented, due to lack of data.) 

Figure 2:13 Fi - F 2 plot of open syllable, non-local harmony tokens of Palestinian short HI 
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2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 

(Hz) 

e 

d 
s) 8 

100 
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Figure 2:14 Fi - F 2 plot of open syllable, non-local harmony tokens of Palestinian short 
[El 

F 2 

(Hz) 
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Figure 2:15 Fi - F 2 plot of open syllable, non-local harmony tokens of Palestinian short 
/LV 
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The tokens in Figures 2.T3 - 2:15 are rtr. That is, as discussed in §2.3.3.2, they match 

the direction, though not the magnitude, of the Fi and F 2 effects predicted for 

pharyngealisation articulation. The match in direction provides some support for the 

assumption that the open-syllable, non-local harmony tokens of H E U/ were produced 

with pharyngealisation. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that Palestinian 

short vowels undergo non-local pharyngealisation harmony with a postvelar or a closed-

syllable-pharyngealised vowel. 

Figures 2:16 and 2:17 show the tokens of III and IUI, from Figures 2:1 and 2:4, which 

occurred in a non-local harmony context and which are themselves in a closed syllable. 

(The present database contains no tokens of IEI and 10/ in this context.) As expected, 

they are rtr. 

Figure 2:16 Fi - F 2 plot of closed syllable, non-local harmony tokens of Palestinian short 
fU 
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2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
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(Hz) 

Figure 2:17 F x - F 2 plot of closed syllable, non-local harmony tokens of Palestinian short 
IUI 

We now turn our attention to short I IEI. Tokens of Palestinian IJEI are plotted in 

Figures 2:18. All are tokens of stressed IJEI. Tokens of non-stressed, that is, reduced, 

IJEI were not analysed for this thesis. For acoustic data on the surface variants of reduced 

IJEI, see Shahin & Urbanczyk (in preparation). 

In Figure 2:18, IPA symbols identify clusters of tokens that are perceptually [ae] vs. 

[A] VS. [a]. As before, ellipses enclose 90% of the tokens of a given allophone. As seen, 

the tokens of IJEI cluster in distinct regions of the Fi - F 2 plane. Fi of the [ae]s and [a]s is 

higher than it is for the [A]S. F 2 is highest for the [ae]s, lowest for the [a]s. The [ae]s and 

[A]S will be discussed in this section. The [a]s, which occurred in words containing an 

emphatic, will be discussed in §2.5.1. 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

Figure 2:18 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short IJEI. Two speakers, 
[ae]: Fi (mean = 638 Hz; s.d. = 48 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1449 Hz; s.d. = 122 Hz); 34 tokens, 
[a]: Fi (mean = 622 Hz; s.d. = 51 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1192 Hz; s.d. = 22 Hz); 4 tokens. 
[A]: F, (mean = 530 Hz; s.d. = 33 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1288 Hz; s.d. = 30 Hz); 8 tokens. 

Figure 2:19 plots a subset of the tokens in Figure 2:18, viz., the tokens of IJEI that 

occurred in the phonological contexts: (i) open syllable, no trigger, e.g., IJEI in IsJEmV 

Vsee.mi^ 'Sami' (masc. name); (ii) closed syllable, no trigger, e.g., IJEI in l\JErr\rc\l 

•ijamml- 'Shem'; (iii) open syllable, adjacent guttural, e.g., the initial-syllable IJEI in 

IhJEnJEI -I'ha.naj- 'here'; (iv) closed syllable, adjacent emphatic, e.g., the initial-syllable 

IJEI in IbJEW-JEI \ 'bAt.t-al- 'duck'. As shown in §2.3.3 and §2.4.1, (i) is not a context for 

phonological pharyngealisation, but (ii) and (iii) are. Context (iv) is a context for both 

closed-syllable-pharyngealisation and uvularisation from the adjacent emphatic. 
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F2 
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open syllable, no trigger rj-j o p e n s y U a b l e , adjacent guttural 

±J closed syllable, no trigger r^j o p e n s y i i a bi e , adjacent emphatic 

(Hz) 

Figure 2:19 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short /JE/ in the contexts: (i) open 
syllable, no trigger; (ii) closed syllable, no trigger,; (iii) open syllable, adajcent guttural; 
(iv) closed syllable, adjacent emphatic 

In Figure 2:19, the tokens of /JE/ in contexts (i) - (iii) overlap with respect to both F x 

and F 2, and fall within the ellipse for [ae]. That is, the tokens of /JE/ in contexts (i) - (iii) 

are acoustically non-distinct and are all perceptually [ae]. This documents an acoustic 

basis for the lack of phonetic distinction between tokens of non-rtr {ae!- vs. rtr (non-

uvularised) {a}, discussed in §2.4.3.1. 

By contrast, the tokens of /JE/ in context (iv) have both a lower Fi and a lower F 2 than 

the tokens in contexts (i) - (iii), and fall within the ellipse for [A], a non-low vowel. This 

supports the phonological claim that /JE/ surfaces without specification for [LOW] when it 

is both closed-syllable pharyngealised and uvularised. 
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2.4.3. Non-local Harmony 

Further documentation of the lack of acoustic distinction between tokens of non-rtr 

iee\ vs. rtr -la\ is provided by Figure 2:20. Figure 2:20 plots all the tokens of I Ml in 

Figure 2:18 that are not in a phonological pharyngealisation context (that is, the tokens of 

non-rtr \ee\) vs. all the tokens that are (the tokens of rtr (Besides tokens that 

occurred in a closed-syllable, no trigger or open-syllable, adjacent guttural context, Figure 

2.20 includes tokens that occurred in a non-local pharyngealisation harmony context.) 

2500 2250 2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 750 500 
(Hz) 

A 

non-rtr {W\ rtr 

100 

200 
300 

400 
500 

600 
700 
800 
900 

F i 
(Hz) 

Figure 2:20 Fi - F 2 plot of non-rtr vs. rtr tokens of Palestinian short I Ml. (Tokens of I Ml 
>{a \ excluded.) 

In Figure 2:20, the non-rtr and rtr tokens overlap with respect to Fi and F 2: no distinct 

Fi or F 2 interval can be assigned to either set. The tokens of rtr I Ml thus do not show the 

Fi and F 2 effects expected for pharyngealisation. Figures 2:5 - 2:6 and 2:8 - 2:17 showed 
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that tokens of phonologically rtr II E U/ do. The question now is: why is there a 

difference for the tokens of I/Ell 

A partial answer, which addresses only the lack of F i effects, is sketched as follows: 

articulatory data indicate that Arabic l/EI is produced with a large mouth opening; see, 

e.g., Al-Ani's (1970:27) x-ray tracing of Arabic [ae] in an isolation context. It could be 

that in Palestinian, phonetic tokens of this vowel have an Fi ceiling, so to speak, so that 

when they are pharyngealised, the raised Fi predicted for a large mouth opening + the 

raised Fi predicted and documented for tongue root retraction cannot combine to yield a 

super-raised Fi. (For the former prediction, see the graphs in Fig. 3 of Stevens & House 

1955:487. Those graphs predict a raised Fi for all vocal tract configurations with a large 

Alt, which corresponds to a large mouth opening.) This hypothesis predicts, e.g., that the 

mouth opening is smaller for tokens of Palestinian rtr {a} than for tokens of non-rtr ias\. 

The predicted acoustic effect would be less Fi raising due to degree of mouth opening for 

tokens of •! a \ so the net Fi of tokens of •! a\ would be about the same as that of tokens of 

non-rtr ias}. This hypothesis awaits testing elsewhere. 
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2.4.4. A Theoretical Account: Part II 

I propose that the further properties of pharyngealisation harmony identified in §2.4.3 

require the additional constraints in (84), which are ranked with the constraints discussed 

in §2.3.3.3 and §2.4.2 as shown in (85). The constraints below do not include those 

responsible for IJEI > i A}; an Optimality account of raised iA} will be presented in §2.6. 

(The ranking in (85) will be modified in §2.4.6 and §2.5.6, on the basis of further data to 

be examined later in this chapter.) 

(84) a. ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) 
Vword, 3 [RTR], the left edge of [RTR] and the left edge of the word coincide. 
(The left edge of the word is aligned with the left edge of any [RTR].) 

b. ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) 
Vword, 3 [RTR], the right edge of [RTR] and the right edge of the word coincide. 
(The right edge of the word is aligned with the right edge of any [RTR].) 

(85) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

NUC-C]a/RTR, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), 
ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-RTR, DEP-LINK 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) requires that, if [RTR] is present in a word, then the left 

edge of some [RTR] should be aligned with the left edge of the word. ALIGN([RTR], R; 

Wd, R) requires the same with respect to the right edge of the word. I propose that these 

constraints are syntagmatic Grounding constraints that are grounded in the slow 
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movement of the tongue root, which is due to its relative large mass. The phonological 

consequence of this sluggishness is that [RTR] tends to span more than one segment in the 

word. ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) are equally ranked in 

Palestinian. This means that together they require [RTR] to span the word. 

In §2.3.3.3, the NUC was identified as the anchor for pharyngealisation harmony. In 

that section, phonological evidence was presented in support of this, viz., that Palestinian 

Ikl does not surface as primarily uvularised /q/ in a closed syllable. It does not surface as 

/q/ in forms with non-local pharyngealisation harmony either, as seen from forms like 

/kUtb/ rku.tub^ (*Vqu.tub )̂ 'books' and Ik/EXJEbl Vkse.tzb} (*Vqae.t3bO 'he 

wrote'). The data just presented are further evidence that the Palestinian anchor for [RTR] 

is the NUC. Because the anchor is the NUC, only the presence or absence of [RTR] on 

vowels is considered when satisfaction of ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN([RTR], 

R; Wd, R) is evaluated. 

In the tableaux of this chapter, representations are abbreviated in a manner illustrated 

in (86) for /tlbn/ -I'ti.binl- 'straw'. This type of abbreviation omits prosodic structure 

(and several elements of the segmental structure). 

(86) rti.bin^ 
\ / 

[RTR] 
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E.g., (86) abbreviates the representation in (87).13 

(87) N N 
I I 
P- H-
I I 

rti.birU 
\ / 

[RTR] 

The abbreviated representations are clarified here in order to point out that a 

representation such as that in (86) is not a gapped configuration. A gapped configuration 

obtains when a multiply-linked feature is linked to segments that are not formally adjacent, 

where formal Adjacency for linked features is defined by Archangeli and Pulleyblank 

(1994a:35) as: 

(88) Adjacency for Linked Features, from Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:35) 
a is structurally adjacent to (3 iff both a and [3 are associated to the same anchor 
tier and no anchor intervenes on that tier between the anchors to which a and (3 
are associated. 

The configuration in (86) is not gapped because the harmonising vowels are adjacent on 

the NUC tier, as clarified by (87). 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) argue that gapped configurations are universally 

ill-formed. Pulleyblank (1994a: 16-18) argues they are not produced by GEN. These 

13The representation in (87) is also an abbreviation, as seen from the prosodic 

representations in §1.3.3.3; (87) shows the prosodic elements relevant to the discussion at 

hand. 
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positions are not adopted here. Rather, it is assumed that gapped configurations are 

highly disfavoured but not absolutely ruled out. That is, a candidate output can be gapped 

and in some instances the gapped candidate is the optimal form. Data and arguments in 

support of this claim will be presented in §2.5.6, which discusses the transparency of 

Palestinian non-low vowels to uvularisation harmony. The no gapping that is usually 

observed in Palestinian is assumed to be the effect of a constraint against gapped 

configurations which is highly ranked in the language, as also claimed by McCarthy 

(1997). That constraint will not be explicitly addressed or included in any tableau until 

§2.5.6, when its necessity is demonstrated. 

Tableaux illustrating the non-local harmony resulting from the ranking in (85) are 

presented in (89) - (91). (In the tableaux, T-0 Faith' abbreviates DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, 

and MAX-LINK; 'ALIGN-RTR-Wd' abbreviates ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and 

ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R). All candidates in (91) violate 1-0 FAITH. The violation is of 

DEP-IO, forced very highly ranked aNUC; see §2.3.3 for discussion. Finally, for the 

winners in (89) and (90), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) is satisfied as fully as possible. Full 

satisfaction would entail a link between [RTR] and the stem-final vowel in each form. 

However, such a link is prohibited by a more highly-ranked constraint, to be discussed in 

§2.4.5.) 
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(89) 
input: 

/IIbU?iE/ 
1 

[RTR] 

'lioness'; see (73) 

1-0 
FAITH 

NUC-
c y 
R T R 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

U'li .bu.?^ *|* 

2. rii.bu.?^ 
I 

1 
fRTRl 

3.V\'\.bv.?Q\ 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

**| 3.V\'\.bv.?Q\ 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

B^4. V\i.bv.?Q 
• \ \ 1 

fRTRl 

* ** 

5.<i'll.bU.?9^ 
1 \ 1 

* *! 
1 M 

[RTR] [RTR] 

6.ni.bu.?a> 
W | / 
[RTR] 

* ***| 

7.Vli.bu.?a^ 
w I I / 
[RTR] 

**** 
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(90) 
input: 

Mnlm-yE/ 
1 

[RTR] 

'goat'; see (73) 

1-0 
FAITH 

NUC-
c y 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

1. -I'Yi.ni.m-a!- *l* 

2. VBi.ni.m-a^ 
1 

[RTR] 

iiiiiiillll 

3. <!i'.Bi.ni.m-8(' 
\ 1 

fRTR] 

*! lllllilllll A 

4. -li'.Bi.ni.m-al-
\ 1/ 

[RTR] 

*! ** ** 

5. VBi.ni.m-a^ 
\i 

|RTR1 

* * 

v\ I 
[RTR1 

* * ** 

7. -i'Bi.ni.m-a^ 
\| 1 

[RTR] [RTR] 

* * *! * * 
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(91) 
input: /tlbn/ 

'straw'; see (74) 
I-O 

FAITH 

NUC-
c y 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

1. Vti.bin^ * *! 

2. Vti.birU 
i 

* *! * ft * 

1 
|RTR] 3. Vti.birU 

I 

* *! * * 

1 
fRTRl «**4. Vti.birU 

\ / 
PR.TR] 

* * ** 

5. Vti.birU * ** 

1 1 
fRTRl [RTR] 

6. rti.binf 
\ 1/ 

|RTR] 

* * ***| 

7. Vti.bin }• 
\ \ | / / 
[RTR] 

* * l i i i i i i i l l l 

The ranking MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], 

R; Wd, R) is established by the winning candidates in (89) and (90). In each of those 

winners, the postvelar is linked to [RTR]. If the ranking were reversed, or if these 

constraints were equally ranked, then ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN([RTR], R; 

Wd, R) could be vacuously satisfied by deletion of [RTR] and its link with the postvelar. 

However, the losing candidates 1 in the tableaux show that such deletion is non-optimal. 

Each winner in (89) - (91) contains a non-underlying link between [RTR] and a vowel 

that is not in a closed syllable or adjacent to a postvelar, viz., the initial-syllable -iii- of the 
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winner in (90), and the second-syllable ii \ in (89) and (91). The context of each of those 

•iij-s shows that its link with [RTR] is imposed solely by ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) (for 

(89) and (91)) or ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) (for (90)). Because of that link, each winner 

satisfies ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) but incurs an additional 

violation of DEP-LINK. (For the winners in (89) and (90) ALIGN([RTR], R, Wd, R) is 

satisfied as fully as possible. As noted earlier, flail satisfaction would entail violation of a 

more highly ranked constraint, to be discussed in §2.4.5.) This shows that it is more 

optimal to violate DEP-LINK than ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) or ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, 

R). Hence, ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » DEP-LINK. 

An important question at this point is: what is the evidence for distinct 

ALIGN([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN([RTR]); Wd) constraints? Notice that a link between 

[RTR] and a postvelar-adjacent vowel is required by both types of constraints (though for 

the latter, the adjacency to a postvelar is irrelevant). If there is no evidence for both types, 

then the ALIGN([RTR]); Wd) constraints alone can account for the new [RTR] 

specifications resulting from the harmony. 

By claiming the existence of ALIGN([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN([RTR]); Wd) 

constraints, the present account claims there are two distinct contexts for 

pharyngealisation harmony: (i) adjacency to an underlying postvelar; (ii) the presence of a 

postvelar consonant or pharyngealised vowel in the word. Evidence for these distinct 

contexts, based on the properties of Palestinian I/El > {A \ raising, will be presented in 
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§2.6. On the basis of that evidence, it will be concluded that both types of constraints 

exist. 

Finally, the data so far examined do not indicate that ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and 

ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) are crucially ranked with respect to NUC-C]0/RTR or the 

ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints. For this reason, they are assumed in this section to be 

non-crucially equally ranked. 

2.4.5. Opaque Stem-final Vowels and Long Vowels 

2.4.5.1. Analysis 

This section examines the role of stem-final vowels and long vowels in Palestinian 

pharyngealisation harmony. It will be shown that they are opaque to the harmony. That 

is, they do not pharyngealise and they also block the progression of the harmony in the 

word. Data showing that they do not undergo the harmony will first be examined first, 

then data showing that they also block it. 

Stem-final vowels will be addressed first. The initial data to be considered are 

presented in (92). Each form in (92) contains a word-final short vowel in a 

pharyngealisation context: each occurs either adjacent to an underlying postvelar (92c-d), 

non-adjacent to an underlying postvelar (92a-b,e), or in a word containing a closed-

syllable-pharyngealised vowel (92a-b,f). (A tableau for (92a) will be presented in §2.4.6.) 
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(92) a. /lull/ 

b. /LETml/ 
• 

c. /hU/ 

d. / i E x U / 

e. /hllU/ 

VtAT.mi^ 
h K h 

V?a.xu^ 

rni.iu}-

(*r?m.lir) 

(*i 'tA^.mih 

(*rhu^ 
(*r?a.xuO 

(*i 'fii.luO 
f. /SiEmm-LV Vsam.m-ul- (*<!'sam.m-ui') 

'to boil' 

'to feed (someone, 

something)' 

'he' 

'brother' 

'pretty (masc.sg.)' 

'they (masc.) named (some

one, something)'; 'they 

(masc.) said the words: 

bi-sm-illah ir-rahman 

ir-rahim 'in the name of 

God, the Gracious, the 

Merciful' ' 

The generalisation from (92) is that word-final vowels do not pharyngealise. 

The data in (93) show that it is the right stem edge that blocks pharyngealisation: they 

show that vowels at an internal right stem edge do not pharyngealise either. This is so 

whether the vowel is in a closed syllable (93a-b), or whether the word contains an 

underlying postvelar (93b-e) or a closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel (93a,d). (Right 

stem edges in the surface forms below are marked by an immediately following y . In 

(93a), /kk/ degeminates and stem-internal HI elides. In (93b), infixal long /E: / shortens 

before another long vowel in the word; on this type of shortening, see Abdo (1969) and 

Abu-Salim (1986). In the same form, prefixal /JE/ elides before stem-initial IS I. A tableau 

for (93a) will be presented in §2.4.6.) 
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(93) a. /b-s^kkIf-U-l-n^-r/ ^ . - . s a k ^ - U p l ^ ' n a B : ^ (*^bi.- lS3k.f |-u |-l. |-'naB: |-rr) 

'they (masc.) don't clap for us' 

b. /m^E-T^t-Ei-t-IJU-J/ ^1m- ,i3>.t |-e-t. |- ltJu: |-U (*^m-y3>.t|-s-t.|-'iju:l-^) 

T didn't give (something) to 
you (masc. pi.)' 

c. /wltl-^t/ Vwi.ti.,-3^ (*rwi.ti.,-3>to 

'lowered (fem. sg.)' (Adj) 

d. /t-t^Tml-n^-J / mt.-lt3>?.mi..-,ne:l-^ (^Tit.-.ts^.mL.-'ne:,-^) 

'(2 masc. sg.) don't feed us!' 

e. /fvErU-I/ Vfa.ru.,-iy (*rfa.ru.riK> 

'my fur' 

By the criteria for phonological vs. phonetic status discussed in §1.7.1, the sensitivity to 

word-internal morphological structure shown in (93) confirms the phonological status of 

Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony, since phonological properties can refer to word-

internal structure, but phonetic properties cannot; see §1.7.1 for further discussion. 

The role of the right stem edge is further indicated by the data in (94). In (94a) the 

short vowel in the closed syllable pharyngealises as expected. In (94b) the same vowel in 

an identical, closed syllable does not pharyngealise because it sits at a right stem edge. 

Several examples given previously, such as those in (74), have shown that both underlying 
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and epenthetic vowels pharyngealise. The non-harmony ofiW in (94b), therefore, cannot 

be due to its underlying status.14 

(94) a. /rMm\-nJEJ {'rA.mil. -n&\ 'our dirt' 

b. /b- l rml - l -n^- r / ^b-ir.mi-I - 'naei-U (*\ ,b-ir.mi,-l. ,-'nae:-U) 

'he's not throwing (something) 
for us' 

The findings of other studies indicate that an incompatability between the right stem 

edge and rtr vowels is not unique to Palestinian: Halle and Mohanan (1985:59-62) show 

that English disallows 'lax' vowels in a stem-final position, as seen from {'si.ti||-

OH'si/ty) 'city', Vsi.ti,-zr (*Vsi . t i r zH) 'cities', H si.ti.p'hal}- OHsi.tiy'hatt) 'city hall' 

(compound word), and I'has.pi.j-nssJ- (*•!'hae.pi.|-nes^) 'happiness'; Dudas' (1976:36) 

summary of the Javanese vowel distribution shows that iax' \ \ e ul- cannot appear at the 

right edge of the word in Javanese. (As discussed in §2.4.2, the 'tense/lax' distinction is 

here assumed to be captured by a tongue root feature.) 

Long vowels will be addressed next. Data with long vowels in pharyngealisation 

contexts are presented in (95): the long vowels in (95) occur in a closed-syllable (95a-e), 

adjacent to an underlying postvelar (95d-f), or non-adjacent to an underlying postvelar 

(95d-e). (A tableau for (95a) will be given in §2.4.6.) 

I thank Bert Vaux for suggesting this point. 
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(95)a./tl:n/ lt\:n\ ( *Ui :n^) 'figs' 

b. /kU:m/ ikuim} ("SkuirrU) 'get up' 

c. /eO:m/ \Qo:m} (*{8O:ITU) 'garlic' 

d. /xOiV ixoiV (*txo'M) 'fear' (N) 

e. / s E : f - E : n / -Ise.'f-einl- (*- ise. ' f -e:nh 'two summers' 

f. /n5l:f-^/ ^n.'5i:.f-s^ (^n.'5i:.f-9^ 'clean (fem. sg.)'(Adj) 

The generalisation from (95) is that Palestinian long vowels do not pharyngealise. 

In (52), the forms /dUid-M/ Vdu.d-s} 'worm' and /sI:d-0/ Vs i .d -o^ 'grandpa' 

were presented to illustrate that short vowels surface non-rtr in an open syllable in a word 

containing no postvelar. These forms merit reconsideration now, since they contain 

underlyingly long vowels. The underlying length is shown by the morphologically related 

forms / d U : d / - |du:d^ 'worms' and / s l i d / \s'\:d\ 'grandfather'. It could be argued that 

the lack of tongue root retraction for the initial-syllable vowels in Vdu.d-a^ 'worm' and 

i 'si.d-ol' is due (somehow) to the underlying length. However, the data below show that 

shortened vowels do pharyngealise if they are in a pharyngealisation context: 

(96)a. / t - s l : b - l - r / ^?it .-si . 'b-i:-^ (*4?rt.-si.'b-i:-Jr) '(2 fem. sg.) don't 

touch (it)!' 

(compare: i n.-'siibf- 'should we touch (it)?') 

b. / f i E : t - E : n / ^fie.'t-e:rU (^fie.'t-einH) 'two walls' 

(compare: •Ifieitl' 'wall') 

c. / s E : f - E : n / -Ise.'f-ein^ ( "Hse. ' f -e inh 'two summers' 
• • h h t h y ' 

(compare: <!se:ff- 'summer') 
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The data in (97) show that, consistent with the generalisation (based on the 

observations for /I: E: O: Uif) that long vowels do not pharyngealise, long IJE'J also does 

not pharyngealise. (Tableaux for (97a) and (97c) will be given in §2.4.6.) 

(97) a. / s l l m ^ : n / 

b. / r l j ^ l - ^ : t / 

c. /d ln^Ei r / 
• 

d. / k l n ^ : r / 

•jsli.'maeini-

ir\.p.'\-ce:t\ 

•Idi.'nBjrl-
h h h 

iki.'ne:rf 

(^sli. 'mainK) 

(*•! n.ja.'l-aiti-) 

(*-!di.'na:r^ 

(^ki.'nair^) 

'Sliman' (masc. name) 

'droolings' 

'dinar' 

'canary' 

The non-rtr initial-syllable \ i} in each form in (97) is evidence that the long vowel in each 

form is not pharyngealised, that is, that the long vowels in (97a-b) are non-rtr ieei\, not 

rtr \ a:}, that the long vowels in (97c-d) are non-rtr -! e: !•, not rtr •! a:}. If they were rtr, we 

would expect rtr -III- instead of non-rtr in each form, as HI would be expected to 

harmonise with a pharyngealised long vowel. On the basis of data such as those in (97), it 

is here claimed that the Palestinian long low back vowel is non-rtr. For this reason, it is 

transcribed in this thesis as -I e: \ instead of •! a : \. 

This analysis is supported by comparison of the data in (97) with those seen earlier in 

(76), which is repeated as (98), below: 

(98)a./bELEd/ rbs.lsd^ (*Vbe.l3d^) 'land, country' 

b./lEb^n/ Vle.bsn^ (*Vle.b3n^ 'yoghurt' 
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The data in (98) were analysed earlier as showing that the initial-syllable IE/ surfaces as rtr 

is\ under pharyngealisation harmony with the closed-syllable pharyngealised short i3\, 

which is reduced /JE/. The important observation here is that the only relevant difference 

between the data in (97) and those in (98) is the length of the low vowel. The lack of 

pharyngealisation harmony in (97) is thus analysed as an effect due to the length of the low 

vowel. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, it is concluded that Palestinian has no long 

pharyngealised vowels. 

A relevant discussion at this point concerns the possible guttural status of Palestinian 

low vowels. Herzallah (1990) claims that the they are gutturals. However, it will be 

argued below that they are not. 

Herzallah (1990:63-66) bases her claim on the sagittal sections of Delattre (1971), 

which she describes as showing that low "a" in several languages is produced with 

pharyngeal constriction. She further bases her claim on the fact that Perkell's (1971) 

articulatory study reports pharyngeal constriction for low vowels, and the fact that 

Sibawayh, a medieval Arab Grammarian, classified the Arabic long low vowel with the 

guttural consonants. (Sibawayh (1966, vol.4: 433) describes both the guttural consonants 

and the long low vowel as 'throat' sounds.)15 

With respect to the first grounds for Herzallah's argument, Delattre's data from non-

Arabic low vowel tokens are here considered not to settle the issue at hand, as are findings 

"Sibawayh died in 793 or 796 AD, according to to Mattsson (1911:9)). 
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of Perkell, which are based on non-Arabic data. This is because it is assumed that only 

articulatory data from tokens of Arabic low vowels can reveal the articulatory nature of 

Arabic low vowels. As for Delattre's data from Arabic low vowel tokens, the data he 

provides are of the Arabic short low vowel immediately following a guttural or an 

emphatic: his sagittal sections [p. 130] are of the vowel immediately following each of /?/, 

Iftl, lul, lyj, and Ikl. (He denotes the emphatic velar as 'q'.) However, the findings of this 

chapter indicate that the contexts 'immediately following a guttural' and 'immediately 

following an emphatic' are not neutral contexts for the Arabic short low vowel. In 

Palestinian, they are contexts for phonological pharyngealisation. In order to obtain data 

which could reveal whether or not an unconditioned low vowel is produced with 

pharyngeal constriction, it is assumed that tracings of tokens in a neutral context (e.g., in 

an open syllable in a word containing no postvelar and no pharyngealised vowel) would be 

necessary. 

Regarding the second grounds for Herzallah's argument, an impressionistic 

articulatory classification (that is, an articulatory classification not based on articulatory 

data), such as Sibawayh's, is here not considered evidence for actual articulation. 

There is evidence that Palestinian IM Mil are phonologically not gutturals, which 

comes from forms such as those seen earlier in (97) and those to be presented shortly. It 

is explained as follows: based on the findings of §2.4.1, Palestinian gutturals are 

underlyingly pharyngealised, that is, underlyingly specified for [RTR], and trigger 

pharyngealisation harmony. If Palestinian IM Mil were gutturals, they would be 
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underlyingly pharyngealised and would also trigger the harmony. However, in (97), long 

IJE'J does not trigger pharyngealisation harmony on the initial-syllable short vowels, as 

discussed above. Data presented earlier in (52a,c-d) indicate that short IJEI does not 

either. Those forms are presented again in (99). (The present corpus contains no relevant 

forms involving IJEI under primary stress.) 

(99) a. /lObLE/ \ 'lo.bi.s^ (a type of small pea) 

b. /tEVEl V\e.ta\ 'grandma' 

c. / d U : d - ^ / Vdu.d-a^ 'worm' 

It could be counterargued that perhaps Palestinian IJEI is underlyingly specified for 

[RTR] but in forms such as those in (99) it does not surface specified for [RTR] because it 

is in stem-final position. This would predict non-rtr vowels in the initial syllables. 

However, data considered earlier, such as those in the tableaux of (71) - (72) and (89) -

(90), indicate that underlying [RTR] specifications persist into the surface form: underlying 

postvelars surface bearing their underlying [RTR] specification. Based on that, deletion of 

a hypothesised underlying link between [RTR] and IJEI would be unexpected. 

Furthermore, in (100), IJEI is not stem-final. As seen, the initial syllable vowel in this 

form surfaces non-rtr, not rtr as would be expected if IJEI were a guttural. 

(100) IbOxwJEWJ Vbo.ma.li^ (*Vbo.m8.li^) 'pomelo' 
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On the basis of the foregoing arguments, it is here concluded that the Palestinian low 

vowels are not gutturals. 

The full role of stem-final and long vowels in Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony is 

shown by data such as those in (101), of which (lOlb-c) were seen earlier in (97): in each 

of these forms, a stem-final (10la) or long vowel (lOlb-c) intervenes between the initial-

syllable vowel and a trigger for non-local pharyngealisation harmony. The trigger in 

(101a) is the closed-syllable-pharyngealised in (lOlb-c) it is the word-final M . As 

seen, the initial-syllable vowels surface non-rtr. This is analysed here as showing that 

stem-final and long vowels block pharyngealisation harmony. (In the grammatical surface 

form in (101a), an arrow points out the blocking stem-final vowel. The feminine noun 

stem of that form (/sUr-I-^E(t)/ 'Syria') surfaces with a final UK to mark it as a feminine 

noun. Its underlying correspondent is here denoted as '(t)'. Theoretical analysis of this 

Ul- will not be pursued here. As seen, stem /JE/ raises immediately preceding it. Tableaux 

for (lOla-b) will be presented in §2.4.6.) 

(101) a. /s\Jr-I-JE(X)-nJE/ isux^-n.^nst) (^su.rpi.p'rt.j-n^) 'our Syria' 

b. /dlrnE:r7 idi.'ne:^ (^di.'neir^) 'dinar' 

c. /kln^ir/ -Iki.'nBir^ (*-,ki.'nB:rh 'canary' 

On the basis of the data presented in this section, it is concluded that Palestinian stem-

final and long vowels are opaque to pharyngealisation harmony. 
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2.4.5.2. Acoustic Support 

The graphs in Figures 2:21 - 2:24 plot a further subset of the tokens of Palestinian 

short /I E O U/ in Figures 2:1 - 2:4, viz., those in stem-final position. (The present 

database contains no tokens of I/El in this context.) The ellipses in these graphs are those 

shown in Figures 2.T - 2:4. 

Most of the tokens that are plotted in Figures 2:21-2:24 occurred in a 

pharyngealisation harmony context, that is, adjacent to an underlying postvelar, in a closed 

syllable, non-adjacent to an underlying postvelar, or in a word containing a closed-syllable 

pharyngealised vowel. (This is seen from the list of carrier forms in Appendix III.) The 

tokens in Figures 2:22-2:23 exclude the Jafa tokens of stem-final mid IEI and IOI, which 

were also excluded from Figures 2:1 - 2:4. They are excluded because they phonetically 

differ from the Abu Shusha tokens seen in Figures 2:22 and 2:23. Data showing this will 

be presented shortly. 
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Figure 2 : 2 1 F, - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Palestinian short /IV (Abu Shusha and Jafa 
data) 

Figure 2 : 2 2 F, - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Palestinian short IEI (Abu Shusha data) 
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Figure 2:23 Fi - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Palestinian short 10/ (Abu Shusha data) 
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Figure 2:24 F, - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Palestinian short /U/ (Abu Shusha and Jafa 
data) 
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In Figures 2:21-2:24, the stem-final tokens of /I E O U/ are non-rtr. That is, they do 

not show the Fi and F 2 effects predicted for pharyngealisation articulation. This supports 

the assumption that they were not pharyngealised. With respect to those several tokens in 

Figures 2:21 - 2:24 that occurred in a pharyngealisation harmony context, this supports 

the phonological claim that Palestinian stem-final vowels do not undergo pharyngealisation 

harmony. 

In Figure 2:21, two tokens of HI lie outside the non-rtr region for the entire [i] sample. 

They are tokens of stem-final HI in /t-kUss-I-rv£- r/ •!?rt.-lkus.S|-i.|-'nB:|-rl' '(2 fern, sg.) 

don't cut us!'. However, these outliers are within the F i region for [i], as seen from the [i] 

ellipse. Based on the mean F 2 for [i] reported in the caption of Figure 2:1, F 2 of the 

outlying [i]s is lowered by about 200 Hz. As will be discussed in §2.5.5, there is acoustic 

support for assuming that the F 2 drop for these tokens results from the fact that for the 

first part of their duration they were produced with uvularisation coarticulation with the 

adjacent emphatic Is/. However, F 2 of the outliers was measured at durational midpoint 

and does not reflect the higher F 2 attained by offset. The significance of this will be 

discussed in §2.5.5. 

The acoustic support for an assumed lack of pharyngealisation articulation for tokens 

of stem-final /E 0/ does not extend to the Jafa data. Graphs showing tokens of Jafa stem-

final Hi/ and 101 are presented in Figures 2:25 - 2:26. The ellipses in Figures 2:25 are the 

ellipses for the Abu Shusha non-rtr vs. rtr tokens of /E/ shown in Figure 2:2. The ellipse 

in Figure 2:26 is the ellipse for the Abu Shusha non-rtr tokens of 101 shown in Figure 2:3. 
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The non-rtr ellipses mark the Fi - F 2 regions expected for non-rtr tokens of these vowels, 

based on the current sample. 

Figure 2:25 Fi - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Jafa Palestinian short IEI. One speaker 
Fi (mean - 424 Hz; s.d. = 21 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1697 Hz; s.d. = 90 Hz); 10 tokens. 
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Figure 2:26 Fi - F 2 plot of stem-final tokens of Jafa Palestinian short IOI. One speaker. 
F, (mean = 411 Hz; s.d. = 37 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1117 Hz; s.d. = 60 Hz); 10 tokens. 

As seen, several tokens of Jafa stem-final IEI and IOI lie outside the region of 

Palestinian non-rtr [e] and [o], respectively: they have a higher Fi and a lower F 2 than the 

non-rtr allophones per vowel. The Jafa stem-final tokens of IEI and IOI are perceptually 

similar to [e] and [o], respectively. They contrast with the Abu Shusha right stem edge 

tokens of IEI and IOI: Figures 2:22 - 2:23 show that the Abu Shusha stem-final tokens lie 

within the region of the non-rtr allophones and are [e] and [o], respectively. 

The Jafa data in Figures 2:25 - 2:26 document an acoustic phonetic basis for the 

dialectal difference between Jafa and Abu Shusha with respect to the quality of stem-final 

mid vowels. Potential phonological bases of this difference will not be pursued here. 
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Acoustic data on the Palestinian long vowels will now be discussed. Tokens of long 

Hi El JEi O: Hit are plotted in Figures 2:27 - 2:31. For IJEil, only the tokens which are 

[ae:] are presented. Several other tokens of IJEil in the current sample are back [e:]. 

The [e:]s occurred in words containing an emphatic; they will be discussed in §2.5.1. 

Figures 2:27 - 2:31 plot, for each long vowel, those tokens which did not occur in a 

phonological pharyngealisation context vs. those which did. As indicated by the single 

EPA symbol and single ellipse in each graph, for each vowel, the tokens in non-

pharyngealisation and pharyngealisation contexts are perceptually the same. Statistics for 

each surface vowel, that is, for \ i : \, iei}, ioi}, and •>u:}, the single surface realisations of 

tilt, lEil, /Oil, HJil, respectively, and for iasi\ the front surface variant of IJEil, are 

presented in the figure captions. 
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i » 1 non-pharyngealisation context ' J<] pharyngealisation context 

Figure 2:27 Fi - F 2 plot of non-pharyngealisation context vs. pharyngealisation context 
tokens of Palestinian /I:/. Two speakers. 
[i:]: Fi (mean = 263 Hz; s.d. = 21 Hz); F 2 (mean = 2148 Hz; s.d. = 119 Hz); 71 tokens. 
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Figure 2:28 Fi - F 2 plot of non-pharyngealisation context vs. pharyngealisation context 
tokens of Palestinian fE'J. Two speakers. 
[e:]: Fi (mean = 353 Hz; s.d. = 18 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1838 Hz; s.d. = 135 Hz); 67 tokens. 
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n o n - p h a r y n g e a i i s a r i o n c o n t e x t p h a r y n g e a l i s a t i o n c o n t e x t 

Figure 2:29 Fi - F 2 plot of non-pharyngealisation context vs. pharyngealisation context 
tokens of Palestinian f/E'J > {ee: \. Two speakers. 
[ae:]: F, (mean = 629 Hz; s.d. = 44 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1487 Hz; s.d. = 125 Hz); 44 tokens. 
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Figure 2:30 Fi - F 2 plot of non-pharyngealisation context vs. pharyngealisation context 
tokens of Palestinian IO\l. Two speakers. 
[o:]: Fi (mean = 386 Hz; s.d. = 33 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1100 Hz; s.d. = 97 Hz); 30 tokens. 
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Figure 2:31 Fi - F2 plot of non-pharyngealisation context vs. pharyngealisation context 
tokens of Palestinian /U:/. Two speakers. 
[u:]: F, (mean = 280 Hz; s.d. = 16 Hz); F 2 (mean = 978 Hz; s.d. - 97 Hz); 50 tokens. 

In Figures 2.27 - 2:31, for each vowel, the non-pharyngealisation context and 

pharyngealisation context tokens overlap with respect to both Fi and F 2. That is, for each 

vowel, no distinct lower or higher Fi or F 2 region can be assigned to the tokens in either 

type of context. 

Several pharyngealisation context tokens of IO\l in Figure 2:30 have an F i rise and an 

F 2 drop, compared to Fi and F 2 of the non-pharyngealisation context tokens of /O:/. 

However, some of the former tokens fall within the same Fj or F 2 region as the latter. 

Given this, no distinct observation for /O:/ (viz., that the non-pharyngealisation context vs. 

pharyngealisation context tokens can be assigned distinct lower vs. higher F i or F 2 regions, 

respectively) will be made here. 
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The finding of Fi and F 2 overlap from Figures 2:27 - 2:31 indicates no Fi and F 2 

effects for the long vowel tokens in a pharyngealisation context. This supports the 

assumption that those tokens, like the non-pharyngealisation context tokens, were not 

produced with pharyngealisation. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that 

Palestinian long vowels do not pharyngealise. 

2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

I propose that the properties of pharyngealisation harmony identified in §2.4.5 require 

the additional constraints in (102). These constraints will be motivated shortly. 

(102) a. NUC] s t m/*RTR 
A NUC at a right stem edge is not specified for [RTR]. 

b. NUCpp /*RTR 
A bimoraic NUC is not specified for [RTR]. 

This section will argue for the constraint ranking in (103). It will present evidence that 

DEP-RTR crucially dominates the ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraints. The result is the 

reranking of DEP-RTR in (103), from its previous ranking in (85). It will be argued that 

the higher ranking of DEP-RTR over the ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraints derives the 

opacity effects of stem-final and long vowels, in an account similar to that proposed by 

Pulleyblank (1994a) for Yoruba. 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

(103) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]stm/*RTR, NUCu^ /*RTR » 

NUC-C]CT/RTR, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), 

DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-LINK 

NUC]stm/*RTR is proposed here as a morphophonological constraint requiring that 

[RTR] not be linked to a stem-final vowel. It is here considered part of a NON-

FINALITY family of constraints, which require that a specified phonological element not 

occur at a right ('final') edge of some morphological category. NON-FINALITY 

constraints referencing the right edge of the word are proposed by Prince and Smolensky 

(1993); see their account [p.40, 43] of Hindi and Latin stress assignment. 

I propose that NUC^u/*RTR is a syntagmatic Grounding constraint which, like 

NUC-C]0/RTR, is grounded in the properties of phonetic undershoot. This is based on 

the finding of Lindblom (1963:1779) that degree of vowel undershoot in a closed syllable 

is inversely correlated with vowel length. (The longer the vowel, the less the undershoot; 

the shorter the vowel, the more the undershoot.) See §2.3.3.3 for related discussion. The 

closed syllable context and vowel length are separate factors influencing the degree of 

undershoot. NUC-C]CT/RTR phonologises the factor of the closed syllable context. 

NUC|j.u./*RTR phonologises the factor of vowel length. The present proposal is that, 

given Lindblom's finding of less undershoot for longer vowels, the lack of 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part i n 

pharyngealisation observed for long vowels in a language like Palestinian is 

syntagmatically grounded in a lack of phonetic undershoot over the longer duration of a 

bimoraic vowel. 

A correlation between length and non-rtr (or atr) vowels is shown for Menomini by 

Archangeli and Suzuki (1995) and for English by Halle and Mohanan (1985). In 

Menomini, only long vowels can surface atr. For this, under the assumption of binary 

features, Archangeli and Suzuki assume the constraint ATR/pp ('If [+ATR], then 

bimoraic'). For English, Halle and Mohanan identify a correlation between length and 

'tenseness'. (As discussed in §2.4.2, the 'tense/lax' distinction is assumed here to be 

captured by a tongue root feature.) 

The constraint interaction resulting from the ranking in (103) is illustrated by the 

tableaux in (104) - (109). (In (105) and (108), 'If*' marks the winning candidate. Each 

candidate in (104) violates IO-FAITH (DEP-IO) because it contains an epenthetic 

consonant; each candidate in (105) violates IO-FAITH (DEP-IO) because it contains an 

epenthetic vowel. Each candidate in (108) violates IO-FAITH (MAX-RTR and MAX-

LINK) because of the deletion of the underlying [RTR] and its link to Irl. That deletion 

results in Palestinian Irl de-emphasis, discussed in §2.2.1.3.2. The constraint forcing the 

deletion will not be formulated here. Finally, the constraint interaction producing the 

stem-final \ t \ and raised low vowel in (108) will be ignored, as treatment of those issues is 

beyond the scope of this study.) 
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(104) 
input: Hu\V 

1 
[RTR] 

'boi l ' ; see (92) 

I-O j NUCW 
FAITH j *RTR 

NUCnn/ 
*RTR 

NUC-
C]„/ 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

i . r? iy .m l l l l l l l l l^ 

2.VT\uX\\ 

1 
[RTR] 

*! ** ** 

M 
[RTR] 

* 

4T? i .B l . l r t 

\\l . [RTR] 
**| ** 

5.r?i«.i i\ 

[RTR] 
* *! 

6 . r?ib . l it 

1 / 
[RTR] 

* *! * * * * 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

(105) 
input: 
/b-SiEkkIf-U4-njE-f/ 

'they (masc.) don't 
clap for us'; see (93) 

I-O 
FAITH 

N U C W 
*RTR 

NUCnu./ 
*RTR 

NUC 
-cy 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN 
-RTR-

Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

l.lbi.-.sak.f -u-1.-Viae: -f> * **|* 

2. Ibi.-,s3k.f -u -1. -'nae: -fy 

1 
fRTRl 

** * ***| 

3.<ibi.-1s3k.f-u-l.-'nae:-fy 

\ 1 
fRTRl 

* ** * ** * * 

4. 4bi.-,s3k.f -u -1. -'nae: -J i 
\| / 
fRTRl 

* *! * * * 

5. ^bi.-,s3k.f-u-l.-'na: 

\ 1 / / . 
f R T R l 

* * i * i i i i i i i i i i * 

6.'ibi.-is3k.f-u-l.-lna:-j> 

\ 1 1 
fRTRl [RTR] 

* *! iiiiiiiiiiii * ** 

(106) 
input: / t l : n / 

'figs'; see (95) 

1-0 
FAITH 

NUC]sun/ 
*RTR 

NUCuu./ 
*RTR 

NUC-
C]J 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

*F 1. Ui:nF ft 

2. \Xi\v\\ 

1 
[RTR] 

*! * 

3.Uun^ 
\ | / 

[RTR] 

*! a* * 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

(107) 

input: 

/slIm^E:n/ 

'Sliman' (masc. 
name); see (97) 

I-O 
FAITH 

NUC] S t a / 
*RTR 

N U C ^ / 
*RTR 

NUC-
c y 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN 
-RTR-

Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

n^Hsli. 'maeirrt * 

2. •isli.'mairU 

1 
[RTR] 

*! * * 

3.-isli.'ma:n^ 
\ / 
[RTR] 

*! 111 * ** 

4. •jsli.'maeini' 

1 
[RTR] 

* *! l l l l l l l l l l l * 

(108) 
input: 

/sUr-I-iE(t)-niE/ 

1 
[RTR] 

'our Syria'; see (101) 

I-O 
FAITH 

N U C W 
*RTR 

NUCnn/ 
*RTR 

NUC-
c y 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN-
RTR-

Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

1. -isu.r-L-'it.-ns^ ** *! 

2. {su.r-i.-'it.-na > 
** * * 

1 
[RTR] 

3. ^su.r-i.-'it.-n3 i 
1 1 1 1 

1 / 
[RTR] 

** *! ** 3. ^su.r-i.-'it.-n3 i 
1 1 1 1 

1 / 
[RTR] 

4. -Isu.r-i.-'it.-ns^ 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

** *! ** ** 
4. -Isu.r-i.-'it.-ns^ 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

5. -Isu.r-i.-'it.-ne^ 
i i 

** **| ** ** 
1 1 

[RTR] [RTR] 
6.teu.r-i.-'it.-ns^ 

\ 1 / 
[RTR] 

** *! 111*111 * *** 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part HI 

(109) 
input: 
/ d M : r / 

1 
[RTR] 

1-0 | N U C W 
FAITH j *RTR 

NUCwi/ 
*RTR 

NUC-
C\J 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

'dinar'; see (97), 
(101) 

«** l.-jdi.'neirl' 
I- h h 

1 

* ** 

1 
[RTR] 

2. idi. 'na:r^ 
Y Y Y 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

*! * * 2. idi. 'na:r^ 
Y Y Y 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

3.-idi.'na:r> 
Y Y Y 

\ \\ 
[RTR] 

*! * iiililtii 

4. -idi.'nai.ri \ • • • i * l * llllllillllli **« 

\ 1 1/ 
[RTR] 

5.-tdi.'nB:rl 
I- »• h 

1 1 

** *! llllilllll l l l l l l l 
1 1 

[RTR] [RTR] 

In (105) - (107) and (109), the winning candidate contains a stem-final or long vowel 

that is does not pharyngealise even though it is in a closed syllable or adjacent to an 

underlying postvelar. (Issues surrounding the lack of triggering by de-emphaticised hi > 

•irl-, as observed in (108), will not be pursued in this study.) This shows that violation of 

NUC-C]a/RTR or an ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraint is less serious than violation of 

NUC] s t m/*RTR or NUCpp /*RTR, and establishes the ranking NUC]Stm/*RTR, NUCpp 

/*RTR » NUC-C]CT/RTR, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR],NUC). 



2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

The winners in (104) - (105) and (108) - (109) each contain a long or stem-final 

vowel that is does not harmonise even though it is in a context for non-local harmony, viz., 

either non-adjacent to an underlying postvelar or in a word containing a closed-syllable-

pharyngealised vowel. This shows that violation of an ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraint is 

also less serious than violation of NUC]stm/*RTR or NUCpp /*RTR, and establishes the 

ranking NUC] s t m/*RTR, NUCpp /*RTR » ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; 

Wd,R). 

The blocking effect of Palestinian stem-final and long vowels is seen in the winning 

candidates in (108) - (109). In those tableaux, the losing candidates 5 contain an 

additional [RTR] so the initial-syllable vowel can link to [RTR] in satisfaction of 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L). (The data that have been examined happen not to involve 

rightward blocking. For this reason, no tableau is presented here to illustrate a candidate 

with insertion of [RTR] for satisfaction of ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R).) For candidate 5 in 

(109) , the additional [RTR] avoids the gapped configuration: 

(110) N N 
| A 
u pp 
I V/ 

Idi.'nsirl 
\ I 

[RTR] 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

The configuration in (110) is here considered gapped because [RTR] is linked to M and 

•ill-, but not to the NUC anchor, that intervenes between them; that is, an anchor is 

skipped. It disobeys Locality (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a:26), Precedence in 

particular. 

The Precedence Principle is defined by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:38) as: 

(111) Precedence Principle (Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:38) 

Precedence relations cannot be contradictory. 

The representation in (112) clarifies the manner in which (110) disobeys Precedence. The 

problem is with NUCb/rootg, {e:}: as seen, it precedes [RTR], since it precedes roots 

which is specified for [RTR]. However, NUCb/root5 also follows [RTR], since it follows 

NUCa/rootp which is specified for [RTR]. That is, the precedence relations of NUCb/root5 

are contradictory. The representation is thus informed. 

(112) N a N b 

I / \ 
| \ / 

<|da i p . 1 nY e:8 rB } 
\ / 
[ R T R ] 

In the tableaux in (108) and (109), the additional [RTR] of the losing candidates 5 

incurs an additional violation of DEP-RTR. The winners in those tableaux lack that 

additional DEP-RTR violation, but incur more violations of ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) 
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2.4.6. A Theoretical Account: Part JJJ. 

than the losing candidates 5. This shows that violation of DEP-RTR is more serious than 

violation of ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L) and establishes DEP-RTR » ALIGN([RTR], L; 

Wd, L). The data that have been examined include no forms showing rightward blocking. 

However, it is assumed that a larger data set would provide such forms, to also establish 

DEP-RTR » ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R). For this reason, ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) is 

assumed to be equally ranked with ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L). 

In §2.3.3.3, it was shown that NUC-C]0/RTR crucially dominates DEP-RTR. Given 

that, the ranking of DEP-RTR over the ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraints also establishes 

NUC-C]„/RTR » ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R), as claimed in 

(103). 

The ranking ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » DEP-LINK 

was established in §2.4.4. Given that, the ranking DEP-RTR » ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, 

L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R), discussed above, also establishes DEP-RTR » DEP-

LINK. 

The data that have been examined provide no evidence that NUC]stm/*RTR and 

N U C w ! /*RTR are crucially ranked with respect to DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, and MAX-

LINK. For this reason, these constraints are assumed to be non-crucially equally ranked. 
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2.5. Palestinian Uvularisation Harmony 

2.5. Palestinian Uvularisation Harmony 

Palestinian uvularisation harmony has been examined, under the label 'emphasis 

spread' by Card (1983), Davis (1993, 1995), Herzallah (1990), and Younes (1982, 1993, 

1994). The dialects represented in the studies just listed are a Jerusalem fellahi (that is, 

rural dialect) (Card), a southern Palestinian dialect (Davis), and the Dar Younes (Younes, 

Davis) and YaTbad (Herzallah) fellahis. An Optimality treatment of the harmony, based 

on data in Davis (1995), is presented by McCarthy (1997). McCarthy's account is 

developed under different featural and Correspondence assumptions than those adopted 

here. It will not be reviewed in detail, though an aspect of it will be addressed in §2.6. 

This portion of chapter 2 presents the properties of uvularisation harmony in the Abu 

Shusha dialect and proposes the constraint interaction responsible for it. Uvularisation 

harmony in the other dialects just mentioned will be discussed in §2.5.7. It will be shown 

that the major cross-dialectal differences are in the presence or absence of distinct leftward 

vs. rightward harmonies, and varying sets of harmony blockers. 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

2.5.1.1. Analysis 

The data in (113) show the surface effects observed when an Abu Shusha word 

contains an emphatic, that is, one of/m b I 5 s t r k/. (See also the forms containing 

emphatics in §2.4. Tableaux for (113a) and (113e) will be given in §2.5.2.) 

(113) a. IXJEzJEJ 

b. Is&m/EI 
¥ 

c. /tWiEil/ • 
d. /b-TiEtl-ruE-J/ 

¥
 J 

e. /JEbJEiV 

f. ImJErJEI 
¥ 

g. l\JEw\-JE\\l 

h. RJEjJEit/ 

i. /sjTEim/ 

j. lrJE\\JEftl 

k. /XJE'uJEb-JEt-nV 

i'ta.ZQ} 

VsAfi.fi^ 

UvVBlli-
• • ¥ 

i.b-TsMi.-'ne:-^ 

•I'ma.ref-
¥ ¥ 

Uauw. l-e:t|-

iTai.'j.eiU 

•IsJBiml-
• 

Vraij.jVTrt >• • • ^ 

•{.taij.iV.'b-At.-ni^ 
L L J ¥ ¥ ¥ 

'fresh (masc./fem. sg./pl.)' 

'health' 

'tall (masc. pi.)' 

'he doesn't give (something) 

to us' 

'to hug', 'hug' (N) 

'woman, wife' 

'tables' 

'crying' (N) 

'fasting' (N) 

'he rested' 

'she made me become well' 

These data show that when a word contains an emphatic, long IJE\I surfaces as backed 

{e:},16 non-reduced short /JE/ surfaces as back {a\, reduced short /JE/ surfaces as back 

*|3(-, and underlyingly non-emphatic consonants surface emphatic. However, as was 

16The long backed low vowel is here transcribed as non-rtr {e: \ rather than rtr {a: K This 

is based on the evidence, discussed in §2.4.3, that Palestinian long vowels do not 

pharyngealise. 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

shown in §2.4.3, if such a word contains a short vowel in a closed syllable, short primary-

stressed IJEI surfaces as \/\\, as seen in (113b, k). 

The effects observed in (113) are analysed as the result of uvularisation harmony 

triggered by the underlying emphatic in each form. 

Three consonants do not undergo this harmony: l\ X\ &J. In §2.5.3 it will be shown 

that l\ t$ 05/ are opaque to uvularisation harmony. 

In §2.5.5, it will be argued that Palestinian non-low vowels are transparent to 

uvularisation harmony. 

The data in (114) show that the harmony is not observed in forms that do not contain 

an emphatic. This is so even if the uvular gutturals lu yj are present. That is, the class of 

triggers excludes primary uvulars. This is supported by the acoustic measurements to be 

reported in §2.5.1.2. 

(114) 

a. IwJEhJEd-JEmAI {.ws.ris.'d-cei.n-ii- (*<|,W3 .fi3 .'d-ei.n-i!-) 'lone, single 
(masc. sg.)' 

b: liJESnV 

c. ItiJEizI 

d. IhJEiQV 

e. /x^E:l-t-0/ 

rjaf.nrt 

iuaaiz} 

Vha.QW 

Vxal.-t-o^ 

(*r/AT.nir) 
(*itiBlZ\) 

(*Vha.6rt) 

(*VXAl.-t-o>) 

'it means' 

'gas' 

'that (fem.)' 

'maternal 
auntie' 

f. lb-?JExxlr-nJE-y \bi.-,?3XXir -'nee:-f}(*<!bi.-1?3>x.XIf--'r|B:-U) 'nedoesn't 
cause us 
to be late' 

e. /LEwWiEb-yEt-niy {,tauw.W3.'b-at.-nrt (*\ ,tauw.W3>.'b-At.-nih 'she made 
me repent' 

h. lkJEs-JE\tl Iks.'s-eeitt (^IpVs-eitt) 'cups' 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

The phrases in (115) show that Abu Shusha uvularisation harmony does not extend 

beyond the word. This confirms the word as the harmony domain. The same domain is 

shown for uvularisation harmony in other Palestinian dialects by Card (1983:60) and 

Younes (1982:130-137; 1993:126), and in Tunisian Arabic by Ghazeli (1977:100). 

(115) a. If/Eis # LEwI:l/ ifeeis #tau.'wi:rt (*Sfe:s #tau.'wi:lh 'alonghoe' 

b.ld/Eir # JEmnJEI ideir # 'Tam.na} (*4de:r '# '?Am .n9rt 'Amna's 
house' 

2.5.1.2. Acoustic Support 

The data on short IJEI presented earlier in Figure 2:18 are presented again in Figure 

2:32, replotted according to the contexts relevant to Palestinian uvularisation harmony: (i) 

with no emphatic in the word; (ii) with an emphatic in the word, with a post-alveolar 

obstruent intervening between the vowel and an emphatic; (iii) in an open syllable with an 

emphatic in the word; (iv) in a closed syllable with an emphatic in the word. In the figure 

caption, contexts (i) - (iv) are referred to as 'no emphatic', 'blocked', 'emphatic + open 

syllable', and 'emphatic + closed syllable', respectively. This section will examine the 

tokens in contexts (i), (iii), and (iv). The tokens in context (ii) will be discussed in §2.5.3. 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

In Figure 2:32, IPA symbols identify clusters of tokens which are [as], [a], or [A]. (Recall 

from §2.4.3.2 that the [ee]s include tokens of both non-rtr iee} and rtr i a}, as those two 

surface vowels phonetically neutralise to [ae].) Ellipses enclose 90% of the tokens per 

allophone. 
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A 
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[ ± ] no emphatic 
[~x~] blocked 

100 

200 
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900 

1 
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fi~i e m p h a t i c + o p e n s y l l a b l e 

e m p h a t i c + c l o s e d s y l l a b l e 

Figure 2:32 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian short /JE/ in the contexts: (i) no emphatic; 
(ii) blocked; (iii) emphatic + open syllable; (iv) emphatic + closed syllable 

In Figure 2:32, the tokens in context (i), that is, those tokens occurring in a word that 

does not contain an emphatic, cluster together in a region of the F i - F 2 plane 

characterised by a higher F 2, and are [ee]. The tokens in context (iii), that is, in a word 

containing an emphatic, in which (non-blocked) l/EI occurs in an open syllable, cluster in a 

distinct region characterised by a lower F 2, and are[a]. The tokens in context (iv), that is, 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

in a word containing an emphatic in which (non-blocked) IJEI occurs in a closed syllable, 

cluster in a third distinct region characterised by a lower Fi and an intermediate F 2 , and are 

[A], 

In §1.4.3, the predicted Fi and F 2 effects for a segment with uvularisation articulation 

were identified a medium or large Fi rise and a large F 2 drop. In Figure 2:32, the tokens 

in context (iii) do not show a raised Fi. The lack of Fi effect might be due to some 

phonetic factor mitigating against an Fi rise for tokens of IJEI in general. This is 

suggested by the lack of Fi rise also observed for tokens of rtr \ in Figure 2:20; see 

§2.4.3.2 for discussion. However, the tokens in context (iii) do show the expected F 2 

effect: based on the F 2 means reported in the caption for Figure 2:18, their F 2 is lowered 

by about 250 Hz which, according to Table 1:10 is a medium drop. Thus, with respect to 

F 2, the data in Figure 2:32 do not exactly match the expectations, but are roughly 

consistent with them. This is considered support for the assumption that the tokens in 

context (iii) were produced with a uvularisation articulation that the tokens in context (i) 

lacked. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that IJEI uvularises in an open 

syllable in a word containing an emphatic. 

In Figure 2:32, the tokens of IJEI in context (iv) have a small F 2 drop, based on the F 2 

means reported in Figure 2:18. This drop, while not as large as expected, is considered to 

lend some support for an assumption that they were also produced with uvularisation. 

This is support for the phonological claim that IJEI uvularises also in a closed syllable in a 

word containing an emphatic. 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

Figure 2:33 replots the data on the long low vowel IJE'J in Figure 2:29. It also 

presents tokens of Palestinian IJE'J > backed {e:}. The tokens in Figure 2:33 are plotted 

according to the same four contexts distinguished for short IJEI in Figure 2:32. The 

tokens in contexts (i), (iii), and (iv) will be discussed below. Those in context (ii) will be 

addressed in §2.5.3. IPA symbols identify clusters of tokens that are [as:] or [e:]. 

Statistics for the [e:]s are presented in the caption. 
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emphatic + open syllable 

emphatic + closed syllable 

Figure 2:33 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of Palestinian IJE'J in the contexts: (i) no emphatic; (ii) 
blocked; (iii) emphatic + open syllable; (iv) emphatic + closed syllable. Two speakers, 
[e:]: F t (mean = 630 Hz; s.d. = 60 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1070 Hz; s.d. = 48 Hz); 12 tokens. 

In Figure 2:33, the tokens in context (i) cluster together in a region of the Fi, F 2 plane 

characterised by a higher F 2 and are [ae:]. The tokens in contexts (iii) and (iv) cluster in a 

distinct region characterised by a lower F 2 and are [e:]. 
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2.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

Based on the Fi means reported in the captions for Figures 2:29 and 2:33, the tokens 

of \ do not have an Fi rise. This is consistent with the lack of Fi rise observed for the 

rtr [a]s and uvularised [a], as discussed above with respect to Figure 2:32. However, 

based on the Fi means reported for the tokens of -iee:} in Figure 2:29 and the tokens of 

i e: !• in Figure 2:33, F 2 of the tokens in contexts (iii) and (iv) is lowered by 400 Hz, a large 

drop according to Table 1:10. The F 2 effect expected for uvularisation, based on Table 

1:11, is a large drop. The data in Figure 2:33 match this expectation. This is consistent 

with the assumption that the tokens of/JE:/ in contexts (iii) and (iv) were produced with a 

uvularisation articulation that the tokens in context (i) lacked. This, in turn, supports the 

phonological claim that long /JE:/ uvularises in a word containing an emphatic. (That no 

distinct intermediate Fi - F 2 region distinguishes the open vs. closed syllable tokens of 

uvularised IJE\I supports the observation that, unlike short /JE/, uvularised long IJE'J does 

not raise in a closed syllable.) 

Four tokens of -I e: \ in Figure 2:33 occur in a word containing the uvular guttural 7B/. 

(This is seen the from list of carrier forms in Appendix III.) The fact that those tokens do 

not have an F 2 drop, and are front [ee:], supports the assumption that they were not 

produced with uvularisation. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that uvular 

gutturals do not trigger uvularisation harmony. 
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Figure 2:34 presents a wideband spectrogram of one token each of the words 

<!Tirae:mi- 'blanket' and -! ri3>.lre:ml' 'shame' (N).17 F i and F 2 of the [e:] and [as:], 

measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines in the spectrogram, are reported in 

the caption. As seen, F 2 of [e:] is about 300 Hz lower than F 2 of [ae:]. The steady F 2 of 

both [e:] and [ae:] is interpreted as showing that each vowel has reached and maintained 

its F 2 target. 

Distinct formant targets which are reached and maintained are here interpreted as the 

phonetic implementation of some discrete phonological property. The distinct F 2 targets 

reached and maintained by [e:] and [ee:] in Figure 2:24 are thus expected if [e:] and [ee:] 

are tokens of phonologically distinct vowels: i e: \, which is phonologically uvularised, that 

is, specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[DOR], and lee:}, which is not. The F 2 

data in Figure 2:34 thus support the claim that Palestinian l/E:l undergoes phonological 

uvularisation harmony. This constrasts with F 2 data for Palestinian non-low vowels in a 

uvularisation context, as will be discussed in §2.5.5.2. 

The analysis of Palestinian Irl in §2.2.1.3.2 predicts that Irl in ifireeirrU should surface 

emphatic, as it does not occur in a de-emphaticising context. However, with Herzallah 

(1990:160n6), it is assumed that historical HI (cf. Classical Arabic ^ rii.'ree:ml-) is 

underlyingly present in this form and that Irl surfaces non-emphatic because of that HI. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

1 Sec. 

[ Ti r ae: m ] [ f> 3". 'r e: m 1 

Figure 2:34 Wideband spectrogram of one token each of -!nrae:m^ 'blanket' and 

^ft3^Ye:rrU 'shame' (N). (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical 

lines.) 

[ae:]: Fi = 626 Hz; F 2 = 1503 Hz. 
[e:]: Fi = 630 Hz; F 2 = 1193 Hz. 

Data showing the acoustic effects of a uvularisation context on consonants will now be 

presented. Figure 2:35 presents a wideband spectrogram showing one token each of IXI > 

\X\ and IXI > surface emphatic \ X\. The carrier forms are identified in the caption, which 

also reports the frequency of the burst of each token of IXI. (The bursts were measured 

using the procedure outlined in §2.3.1.1.) 
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0 50 100 cruse. 

kHz 

Sec. 

[b i t ] [b i t ] 

Figure 2:35 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of IXI > \X\ and IXI > \X\. 

The token of IXI > iX\ occurred in •! b-it.-"i*idd !• 'she's counting', the token of IXI > {X\ in 

•Ib-it.-'subbi' 'she's pouring'. 

Burst of [t] = 1668 Hz. 

Burst of [t] = 1352 Hz. 

In Figure 2:35, the burst of the token of IXI > surface emphatic iX\ is about 300 Hz 

lower than the burst of the token of IXI > non-emphatic UK A lower concentration of 

burst energy as a characteristic of an emphatic plosive has been reported elsewhere, e.g., 

by Al-Ani (1970:45), who reports it for emphatic IXI as compared to the burst for 

nonemphatic IXI. Given that, the lowered burst observed here for IXI > \ X\ is consistent 

with an assumption that it was produced with uvularisation. This, in turn, supports the 
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phonological claim that underlyingly non-emphatic consonants uvularise in a word 

containing an underlying emphatic. 

The wideband spectrograms in Figures 2:36 - 2:40 show tokens of the gutturals / h / , 

ISI, IN, Jul, and lyj, respectively, in a non-uvularisation vs. uvularisation context. The 

figure captions identify the carrier forms for the tokens and report F 2. Arrows draw 

attention to the second formant of each guttural token. (No data on the laryngeal guttural 

/?/ in the two contexts is presented here. The acoustic effects of uvularisation for /?/ were 

not investigated for this thesis.) 
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0 50 100 msec. 

Sec. 

[h i .b] [h i n ] 

Figure 2:36 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of •ihl and {hi. The token 

of {hi- occurred in {'hi.ba!' 'Hiba' (fem. name); the token of {hi occurred in 

{b-it.-'sub.-hirrt 'she's pouring them (fem.)'. (Formants measured at the points 

indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F 2 of [h] = 1899 Hz. 

F 2 of [h ] = 1544 Hz. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 

~ " Sec. 

Figure 2:37 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of iS\ and The token 

of •!?(• occurred in V^bi.Trt^ 'full, satiated (masc. sg.)'; the token of •I?!' occurred as the 

final-syllable ^ in ^m3><i.-lbe:,i5!- 'together'. (Formants measured at the points 

indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F2of[T] = 1513 Hz. 

F 2 off?] = 1183 Hz. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 

Sec. 

[ti e ] • 3* ] 

Figure 2:38 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of iT\\ and The token 

of occurred in i'ma.S3.ri-8!' 'he wiped it (masc.)'; the token of {h} occurred in 

i ri3>.lrB:m?• 'shame' (N). (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical 

lines.) 

F 2 of [M] = 1587 Hz. 

F 2 of[h] = 1308 Hz. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 

Sec. 

[ b j i B ] [z B i :] 

Figure 2:39 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each ofia\ and iu\. The token of 

{B^ occurred in i 'b-j-iB.lil- 'he's boiling (something)'; the token of iti} occurred in •{SBiir}• 

'small (masc. sg.'). (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F 2 of[B] = 1285 Hz. 

F 2 of[B] = 1186 Hz. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 

Sec. 

[ X X e ] [X 3* ] 

Figure 2:40 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of -i XXi" and \ x\- The token 
y 

of occurred in -{ms.-Jsx.X-e.-'nee:-^ 'we didn't urinate/defecate'; the token of \x) 

occurred in {'?Ar .x3 >s! > 'cheaper (masc. sg.)'. (Formants measured at the points 
V > y ¥ 

indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F 2 of[x-X] = 1587 Hz. 
F 2of[xl = 1314 Hz. 

Figures 2:36 - 2:40 show that, for each guttural, the token which occurred in a 

uvularisation context has a small or medium F 2 drop, compared to F 2 of the token in a 

non-uvularisation context. This does not match the large F 2 drop expected for segments 

produced with uvularisation, but the change for F 2 is in the expected direction. For 

/h Ti xA which are produced with invariable frication due to their voicelessness (see 

§2.2.1.3.1), Figures 2:36, 2:38, and 2:40 show that there is a general downward shift in 

frequency of the fricative noise for the tokens in a uvularisation context, compared to the 
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tokens in a non-uvularisation context. This downward shift has been reported elsewhere 

as a characteristic of emphatic fricatives: e.g., Al-Ani (1970:46) reports it for emphatic Isl, 

compared to nonemphatic Isl. These observations are considered support for an 

assumption that the guttural tokens that occurred in a uvularisation context were 

produced with a uvularisation articulation that the tokens in a non-uvularisation context 

lacked. This lends support to the claim that Palestinian gutturals undergo uvularisation 

harmony. 

Younes (1993) proposes that Palestinian gutturals are transparent to uvularisation 

harmony (which he refers to as 'emphasis spread'). McCarthy (1997) solicits instrumental 

findings to help clarify whether they are transparent or whether they can undergo 

'emphasis'. The latter is claimed by Davis (1995). The acoustic findings on gutturals 

discussed above support Davis' claim. 

2.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

The representations of the Palestinian emphatics as proposed earlier in (47), are 

repeated in (116). The representation of uvular gutturals, as proposed in (44c), is repeated 

in (117). 
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(116) The Representations of Palestinian Emphatics 
a. coronal emphatics b. dorsal emphatic c. labial emphatics 

* * * * v iy / m b/ 

oPlace o Place ' Q p l a c e 

^[COR] POR] [LAB] 

P ° R ] [TR] POR] [TR] P O R T ^ R ] 

[RTR] [RTR] pIpR] 

(117) The Representation of Palestinian Uvular Gutturals 

[CONS] 
[SON] 

• Place 

POR] 

[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

The data in (114) showed that uvular gutturals are excluded from the class of 

uvularisation harmony triggers. On this basis, after the harmony typology proposed in 

§1.5, Palestinian uvularisation harmony is here analysed as secondary-[DOR] + secondary-

[RTR] 'AS' harmony. That is, it is harmony triggered by segments specified for both 

secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. As seen from (116) - (117), this criterion is met 

only by emphatics. 

I propose that a segment which undergoes uvularisation harmony receives 

specification for both secondary-[DOR] and secondar-[RTR], which are represented with 

secondary status. This is illustrated for (/n/ >) {n} in (118). The present proposal is that 
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co-occurring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] represent secondary uvular 

articulation. See §2.3.2 for further discussion. 

(118) 

[CONS] [NASAL] 

oPlace 
I 

[COR] 
[DOR] [TR] 

[RTR] 

For the vowels, the addition of [DOR] results in the eight new feature combinations 

seen boxed in (119), which define eight uvularised vowels. They are specified for both 

[DOR] and [RTR], which are represented with secondary status. (The basis for this claim 

with respect to featural status was discussed in §2.3.3.3.) Of the eight new vowels, 

Palestinian uses the two seen in double box. Given the length distinction for vowels in the 

language, the gain is the two short vowels -la A} and the long vowel \ Short {A!- is 

analysed as underlying IJEI arising through loss of [LOW] specification, as discussed in 

§2.4.3. The full arguments in support of this claim will be presented in §2.6. In §2.4.5, it 

was shown highly ranked NUC(iu/*RTR prevents the long back vowel from surfacing rtr. 

Because of this effect, the Palestinian long back vowel surfaces as non-rtr -i e:}. Under the 

present representational assumptions, specifically those in (48), this means that the long 

back vowel is phonologically velarised, not uvularised. 
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It will be argued in §2.5.6 that all other possible new vowels in (119) are prevented 

from surfacing in Palestinian by the highly ranked constraint 'Ffl/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 

('A segment specified for [HI] is not specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-

[RTR]'). 

(119) . . . 
<3l Hi} {lit {til 

HI + + + + + + 
L O + + + 
L A B 

R T R + + + + + + + + 
D O R + + + + 

{Oil- \v2\ 
HI + + + + + + + + + + + + 
L O + + + + + + 
L A B + + + + + + • + + + 
R T R + + + + + + + + 
D O R + + + + 

Under the present assumptions, [RTR] is an integral part of the representation of a 

uvularised segment. Because of this, any uvularised segment is also pharyngealised, as 

was discussed in §2.3.1. This means that Palestinian's short low back vowel {a} is both 

uvularised and pharyngealised. This is the basis for the claim made in §2.2.2.2 with 

respect to the surface vowel inventory in (19), viz., that Palestinian has no non-rtr low 

back short vowel. 

The representation of uvularised ia}\s presented below: 
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(120) 

[SON] 

oPlace 

[LOW] [DOR] [TR] 

[RTR] 

The representation of long back is seen in (121); { e:} differs from -I ae:} by being 

specified for secondary-[DOR]. 

(121) 

N 

A 

[SON] 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 

[LOW] [DOR] 

An additional uvularised surface vowel not included in (119) is the uvularised variant 

of reduced I Ml: \z>\, which is represented as in (122). As seen, it has the same 

representation as -I A}. 
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(122) 

HI 

L O 

L A B 

R T R + 
D O R + 

I propose that the data in (113) - (115) require the constraints in (123), which are 

ranked with DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, DEP-RTR, NUC]stm/*RTR, and 

NUCpp/*RTR as seen in (124). 

(123) a. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) 
Vword, 3secondary-[DOR] and 3secondary-[RTR], the left edge of secondary-
[DOR] and the left edge secondary-[RTR] coincide with the left edge of the 
word. 
(The left edge of the word is aligned with the left edge of any secondary-[DOR] 
and the left edge of any secondary-[RTR].) 

b. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 
Vword, 3secondary-[DOR] and 3secondary-[RTR], the right edge of secondary-
[DOR] and the right edge secondary-[RTR] coincide with the right edge of the 
word. 
(The right edge of the word is aligned with the right edge of any secondary-
[DOR] and the right edge of any secondary-[RTR].) 

c. MAX-DOR 
Every [DOR] in the input corresponds to a [DOR] in the output. 

d. DEP-DOR 
Every [DOR] in the output corresponds to a [DOR] in the input. 
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(124) DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]Stm/*RTR, 
NUCu^ /*RTR, DEP-DOR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) requires that if both secondary-[DOR] 

and secondary-[RTR] are present in a word, then the left edge of some secondary-[DOR] 

and the left edge of some secondary-[RTR] should be aligned with the left edge of the 

word. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) requires the same for the right edge of 

the word. These constraints are proposed here as syntagmatic Grounding constraints that 

are grounded in the slow movement of the tongue back and tongue root, an effect which 

is due to their relative large mass. The phonological consequence of this sluggishness is 

that secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] tend to span more than one segment in the 

word. Since ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR], R; Wd, R) are equally ranked in Palestinian, together they require that co-

occurring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] span the word. These constraints are 

conjunctive. For arguments that conjunctive constraints must be recognised, see Hewitt 

and Crowhurst (1996). 

By proposing (123a-b), the present account claims that Palestinian uvularisation 

harmony is due to constraints which reference secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] as a 
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unit, not to separate sets of constraints, one requiring alignment of secondary-[DOR], the 

other requiring alignment of secondary-[RTR]. The basis for this claim will be presented 

at the end of this section. 

The ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints specify the secondary status 

of the harmonic features [DOR] and [RTR]. I propose that this is the formal machinery by 

which the harmony is implemented as secondary-[DOR] + secondary-[RTR] 'AS' harmony, 

that is, harmony (of co-occurring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]) triggered only 

by segments that bear both those features as secondary specifications. 

The fact that consonants and vowels undergo Palestinian uvularisation harmony 

indicates that the anchor for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] is the root node. 

Because the anchor is the root node, the presence or absence of [DOR] and [RTR] on both 

consonants and vowels is considered when satisfaction of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR]; Wd) constraints is evaluated. 

Tableaux illustrating the uvularisation harmony resulting from the ranking in (122) are 

presented in (125) and (126). (IO-FAITH abbreviates MAX-DOR, DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, 

and MAX-LINK); 'ALIGN-Sec-DOR-Sec-RTR-Wd' abbreviates ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). All candidates in 

(126) violate IO-FAITH (DEP-IO) because they contain an epenthetic That violation 

is forced by very highly ranked ONS-w<i[C7, which is not included in the tableau.) 
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(125) 
input: IxMzMI 

i\ 
POR] [RTR] 

'fresh (masc./fem., 
sg./pl.)'; see (113) 

I-O 
FAITH 

NUC Is:,/ j NUC141/ 
*RTR j *RTR 

DEP-
DOR 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

1. \>tee.z&\ 

2. -I'tae:z9|-
/ \ 

POR1 [RTR] 

3. -j 'ta.zsi-

POR1 [RTR] 

** 

<&* 4. -I'ta.zel-

POR1 [RTR] 

* **** 

5Tta.z3n 

POR] [RTR] 

*! **** 
i i * 

6Tta.zan 

POR] [RTR] 

* **** 
*! 
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(126) 
i npu t : 

/MbJEiXj 
/ \ 

P O R ] [RTR] 

'to hug ' ; ' hug ' (N); 
see (113) 

1-0 
F A I T H 

N U C W 
* R T R * R T R 

D E P -
D O R 

A L I G N -
Sec-

D O R -
Sec-

R T R -
W d 

D E P -
R T R 

D E P -
L I N K 

l . ^ . ' b a e i U *#1*** 

2. 4?8. 'bae:tf 
h 

/ \ 
POR1 [RTR] 

** | ** 

3 . i ? 8 . ' b a : U 

/A\ 
POR1 [RTR] 

* *! 

4 . i ? a . ' b a : U f/tk 
[DOR] [RTR] 

* *! ** l l t l l l i l l 

5.^?3 >. 'ba:t^ 

m 
POR] [RTR] 

* *! * 

e . W . ' b a : ^ //* 
POR] [RTR] 

* *! **** 

t»=7.^?3 >.'bB:t^ 

[RTR] [RTR] 

* * * 

8.^?8 > . 'bB:t^ 

POR] [RTR] 

*̂ ̂  *f* *T* A; 

9 .^?3 > . 'bae: t^ 

47' A 
P0R]\| / / POR] 

[RTR] [RTR] 

* 
*! * * **** 

A* 
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The ranking of MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK over the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints is established by the winning candidates (125) - (126). In 

each winner, the emphatic surfaces linked to [DOR] and [RTR]. If the MAX constraints 

were not ranked above the alignment constraints, or if the two sets of constraints were 

equally ranked, the alignment constraints could be vacuously satisfied by deletion of 

[DOR] and [RTR] and their links with the emphatic. However, such deletion is non-

optimal, as shown by the losing candidates 1 in each tableau. 

The winning candidate 4 in (125) contains a non-harmonising final vowel, in violation 

of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints but in satisfaction of 

NUC]Stm/*RTR. This shows that violation of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) 

constraints is less serious than violation of NUC]Stm/*RTR. The losing candidate 6 in the 

same tableau shows that partial harmony for the final vowel, a link with [DOR], is non-

optimal because it results in an additional DEP-LINK violation. 

The winning candidate 7 in (126) contains a partially-harmonising long vowel: the long 

vowel is linked with [DOR] but not with [RTR]. This violates the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints but satisfies N U C L I U /*RTR. This shows that violation of the 

the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints is less serious than violation of 

NUCuu/*RTR. In the losing candidate 9 in (124), the long vowel is not linked to [DOR]. 

However, this forces a DEP-DOR violation, as an additional instance of [DOR] is then 

necessary in order for the first three segments in the word to satisfy the the ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints. The fact that candidate 9 loses shows that violation 
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of DEP-DOR is more serious than violation of the the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; 

Wd) constraints. 

The foregoing observations establish the ranking NUC]Stm/*RTR, NUCpu/*RTR, 

DEP-DOR » ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR], R; Wd, R). 

Candidate 7 in (126) contains an additional instance of [RTR] so the first three 

segments in the surface form can link to [RTR]. This satisfies ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR], L; Wd, L) but violates DEP-RTR. The fact that candidate 7 is optimal shows that 

violation of DEP-RTR is less serious than violation ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; 

Wd, L). This establishes ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) » DEP-RTR. 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) is assumed to also dominate DEP-RTR. (In 

the surface form of IJEbJE:Xl, {?3>.,be:t|', the word-initial glottal stop is epenthetic. As it 

is epenthetic, it is assumed not to have an intrinsic [RTR] specification. This means that 

an inserted [RTR] is necessary, as occurs in candidate 7.) 

Pulleyblank (1994a) argues that transparency effects derive from a higher ranking of 

constraints requiring featural alignment over constraints against feature insertion. In the 

winner (126), long /JE:/ shows partial transparency to uvularisation harmony: it does not 

link with one of the uvularisation harmony features, [RTR], but the three segments 

leftward of /JE:/ nevertheless do. The above account of this partial transparency follows 

Pulleyblank's approach. 
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The lowest ranking of DEP-LINK is established by the winning candidates in both 

tableaux. The winners contain several non-underlying links to [DOR] and [RTR] in (the 

best possible) satisfaction of the alignment constraints, but in multiple violation of DEP-

LINK. This shows that violation of DEP-LINK is less serious than violation of the 

alignment constraints, and establishes the ranking ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; 

Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » DEP-LINK. 

Finally, the ranking DEP-RTR » DEP-LINK was established in §2.4.6. 

The remainder of this section presents the basis for the present claim that uvularisation 

harmony is imposed by conjunctive alignment constraints, which reference the features 

secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] as a unit. It will be argued below that non-

conjunctive constraints would lead to an inadequate overall account of Palestinian 

postvelar harmony. 

An alternative account of Palestinian uvularisation harmony would propose the 

constraints in (127) and the ranking in (128). 

(127) a. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], L; Wd, L) 
Vword, 3secondary-[DOR], then the left edge of secondary-[DOR] and the left 
edge of the word coincide. 

(The left edge of the word is aligned with the left edge of any secondary-[DOR].) 

b. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], R; Wd, R) 
Vword, 3secondary-[DOR], then the right edge of secondary-[DOR] and the right 
edge of the word coincide. 
(The right edge of the word is aligned with the right edge of any secondary-
[DOR].) 

c. ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) 
Vword, 3secondary-[RTR], then the left edge of secondary-[RTR] and the left 
edge of the word coincide. 

(The left edge of the word is aligned with the left edge of any secondary-[RTR].) 
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d. ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 
Vword, 3secondary-[RTR], then the right edge of secondary-[RTR] and the right 
edge of the word coincide. 

(The right edge of the word is aligned with the right edge of any secondary-
[RTR].) 

(128) DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]S t m/*RTR, 
NUCpp /*RTR, DEP-DOR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], R; Wd, R), 
ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], L; Wd, L) requires that if secondary-[DOR] is present in a word, 

then the left edge of some secondary-[DOR] should be aligned with the left edge of the 

word. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], R; Wd, R) requires the same for the right edge of the word. 

Parallel edge alignments are required for [RTR] by ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) and 

ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). These four constraints would be assumed equal ranking 

so that together they require secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] to span the word. 

The ranking in (128) produces the constraint interaction illustrated in (129). 

('ALIGN-Sec-DOR-Wd' abbreviates ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR], R; Wd, R); 'ALIGN-Sec-RTR- Wd' abbreviates ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) 

and ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R).) 
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(129) 

input: 
/JEbJEit/ 

/ \ 
POR] [RTR] 

'to hug'; 'hug' 
(N); see (113) 

1-0 
FAITH 

NUC 
]sim/ 
*RTR 

NUC ' 

*RTR 

DEP-
DOR 

ALIGN-
Sec-
DOR-

Wd 

ALIGN-
Sec-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

l . i?8 . 'bae :n * * l 

2.-i?a.'beB:tf 
y 

i\ 
POR] [RTR1 

* * * * * 

3.-{?9.'ba:tf 

POR] [RTR] 

* *! l i l l l i i * * 

4.i?8.'ba:U 

/Xx\ 
* *! * * A:-:-:-:-

A 

POR] [RTR] 

5.^?3>.'ba:t^ * *i * llllllii 

l ' / X \ \ ' 
POR] [RTR] 

6.i?3 >. 'ba:U 

M i 
POR1 [RTR] 

* *! |;il;$;|§§§ 

* * 

fl. •!?3>.lbB:tl> 

[RTR] |RTR] 

* * iiiilii 
A A A 

ft 

8.-!?3>.'bB:t) 

POR] [RTR] 

* 
** 

:;:̂ :ĵ :̂ t;:|:|:|: 

9.^?3>.'bae:t^ 

^/7i 
* *! l l l l t l l l l * A A A 

>:;:;Hfe»;jSS|SSt:;:;:.:{ 

pOR]\\/ /POR] 
[RTR] [RTR] 
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This alternative account is adequate for uvularisation harmony. As seen, (129) 

predicts the grammatical surface form to be optimal. The problem emerges once 

pharyngealisation harmony is also considered. For Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony, 

this account predicts transparency where opacity is what is actually observed. This will 

now be explained. 

In §2.4.5, it was shown that long vowels block pharyngealisation harmony; e.g. in 

/dln^Eir/ {di.'neirl'dinar', the initial-syllable i W is blocked from harmonising with M by 

the intervening long i e:}. In §2.4.6, this was argued to follow from the fact that (i) [RTR] 

cannot align with a short vowel if there is an intervening long vowel: if it did, the resulting 

configuration would be non-optimal because it would be gapped; (ii) insertion of an 

additional instance of [RTR] in order for the short vowel to align with [RTR] is ruled out 

by the ranking DEP-RTR » ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R). 

Thus, assuming the non-conjunctive uvularisation alignment constraints in (127), the 

pharyngealisation harmony ranking which is predicted is: 

(130) DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]Stm/*RTR, 
NUCu|i /*RTR, DEP-DOR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR], R; Wd, R), 
ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-LINK 
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Notice that in (130), there are two sets of constraints which require [RTR] alignment: 

the ALIGN(Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints, which require the aligning [RTR] to have 

secondary status, and the ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraints, which do not require it to have 

a particular (primary or secondary) status. Futher notice that the ALIGN(Sec-[RTR]; Wd) 

constraints dominate DEP-RTR. This means that any blocking that might have resulted 

from DEP-RTR » ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) will be nullified by ALIGN(Sec-[RTR]; Wd) » 

DEP-RTR. This is illustrated in (130), which is the tableau in (109) with the ALIGN(Sec-

[RTR]; Wd) constraints added into the pharyngealisation harmony ranking. Candidate 

outputs which are not the actual surface form are marked with '*'. (Secondary-[DOR] 

specifications and DEP- LINK violations resulting from non-underlying links with 

secondary-[DOR] are ignored in (131).) 
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(131) 
input: 
/dlriiErr/ 

1 
[RTR] 

'dinar'; see (97), 
(101) 

I-O 
FAITH 

NUCW 
*RTR 

NUC^a/ 
*RTR 

NUC-
C]o/ 
RTR 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

ALIGN-
Sec-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

ALIGN-
RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
LINK 

Hdi.'ne:^ 
• h t 

1 
[RTR] 

* ** ** 

2.*-|di.lna:r^ 
V ¥ Y 

\ 1 
[RTR] 

*! * * 

3.^di.'na:r|. 
v ^ ^ 

\ \ I 
[RTR] 

*! llllllll 

4.*-|di.lna:.ri|-
\ 1 1/ 
[RTR] 

*! * 

<SP 5.*{ di.'neir^ 
h h I-

1 1 
[RTR] [RTR] 

* ** * is 11111111 

As seen from the optimal candidate 5, the net effect of the ranking in (130) is that 

long vowels are transparent to pharyngealisation harmony. However, opacity is what is 

actually observed: candidate 1 is the actual surface form. On this basis, an account of 

uvularisation harmony in terms of alignment constraints that reference secondary-[RTR] 

and secondary-[DOR] separately is considered inadequate. It is concluded that 

uvularisation harmony is imposed by constraints that reference those features as a unit. 

This indicates that the phonology refers to co-occurring secondary [RTR] and secondary-

[DOR], which has been proposed in this thesis as the representation of uvularisation 

articulation. 
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2.5.3. Opaque Post-alveolar Obstruents 

2.5.3.1. Analysis 

The post-alveolar obstruents l\ t$ &>l are opaque to uvularisation harmony. That is, 

they do not undergo it and they block its progression in the word. This is seen from the 

data in (132). (A tableau for (132a) will be presented in §2.5.4.) 

(132) 
a. tf/E\/Er/E/ V^a.^se} (*i'Ta.^.reF) 'ten' 

b. ftJEtfJEm/ Wt.'Jaein^ (^TVVJeirU) 'thirsty (masc. sg.)' 

c. /m/E-smqq/Er-h/E-y \ m3.-.s3tJ.t$3'r.-'hB:-^ (^m3 > . - .s3rj . rJ3 > r . - , hB : - r n 

'he didn't close it (fern.)' 

d. /rn/E-r/Eq^qi/ES-n/E-V {m3>.-^c^.cfesT.-'nae:-^ (*i m3%. rs^.o^T.-'riB:-^) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

'we didn't return (it)' 

In certain forms, a non-root-internal, geminate /jj/ blocks the harmony, as seen in (133). 

(In the present corpus, the only exceptional forms of this type involve the suffix /-\\JE/.) 

(133) /tJEbJEx-\-nJE-]iJE-h/ ^ . b ^ . x - i J . - n a - j V j a i - h ^ 
'he cooked it (masc.sg.) for us' 

The form in (134) contrasts with those seen earlier in (113h-k), in which /j(j)/ undergoes 

the uvularisation harmony. The data in (113h-k) are repeated below: 
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'crying' (N) 

'fasting' (N) 

'he rested' 

'she made me become well' 

A theoretical account of the variable behaviour of Abu Shusha geminate /jj/, seen by forms 

such as that in (133), compared to forms such as those in (134c-d), will not be undertaken 

in this thesis. 

2.5.3.2. Acoustic Support 

This section readdresses the graphs on Palestinian IJEI and IJE'J in uvularisation 

harmony contexts, presented earlier in Figures 2:32 and 2:33. The tokens of interest now 

are those in the blocked context. The blocked context tokens occurred in a word 

containing an emphatic, with a post-alveolar obstruent or /jj/ in l-]]JEI intervening between 

the vowel and an underlying emphatic. Figures 2:32 and 2:33 show that the tokens of IJEI 

and IJE'J in the blocked context fall within the higher-F2 region and are perceptually [as] 

and [ae:], respectively. They do not have a lowered F 2 , as observed for the emphatic + 

open syllable and emphatic + closed syllable tokens in the graphs. This supports the 

assumption that the blocked tokens were not produced with uvularisation articulation. 
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This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that post-alveolar obstruents and /jj/ in 

l-\\IEI block Palestinian uvularisation harmony. 

Figure 2:41 presents a wideband spectrogram showing two tokens of IXI > \X\. The 

token on the right occurred in a blocked context. The caption reports the carrier form for 

each token and the frequency of the burst of each [t]. 

50 100 msec. 

kHz 

Sec. 

[b i t ] [b i t] 

Figure 2:41 Wideband spectrogram showing one token each of \X\ in a word containing 
no emphatic, and blocked \X\. The token on the left is a token of \X\ in -!b-rt.-'Tiddl 
'she's counting'; the one on the right is a token of blocked \X\ in -j b-rt.-'maej.jrjl 'she's 
combing'. 
Burst of the [t] on the left = 1668 Hz. 
Burst of blocked [t] = 1625 Hz. 

The figure above shows there is no downward shift in the resonance of the burst of the 

token of blocked \X\. This contrasts with surface emphatic \X\: a downward shift was 
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observed for a token of it\ in Figure 2:34. That is, the token of blocked U r does not have 

the lowered resonance expected for a uvularisation articulation. This supports the 

assumption that the blocked token in Figure 2:41 was not produced with uvularisation. 

This, in turn, further supports the phonological claim that post-alveolar obstruents block 

Palestinian uvularisation harmony. 

2.5.4. A Theoretical Account: Part II 

I propose that the representation of the Palestinian post-alveolar obstruents /J tj is 

as seen in (135). (Only specifications relevant to the discussion are shown.) 

(135) The Representation of the Palestinian Post-alveolar Obstruents l\ tj &J 

[CONS] 

o Place 

[DOR] 

[FRONT] 

I further propose that the constraint in (136) figures crucially in Palestinian to derive 

the opacity illustrated in (132). 

(136) FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
A segment specified for [FRONT] is not specified for secondary-[DOR] and 
secondary-[RTR]. 
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This constraint is proposed as a paradigmatic Grounding constraint which is grounded 

in the incompatibility of simultaneous fronted and uvularised gestures. Note that vowels 

which can be described 'front' along abstract or articulatory dimensions do not block 

uvularisation harmony in (Abu Shusha) Palestinian. The present claim is that in 

Palestinian, a segment specified for the phonological feature [FRONT] cannot also be 

specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. However, assuming the 

representations in (58) none of the Palestinian vowels is specified for [FRONT]. 

Furthermore, to my knowledge, there is no evidence that (Abu Shusha) Palestinian vowels 

ever receive specification for [FRONT]. Because the vowels do not bear [FRONT], they 

do not block uvularisation harmony. 

Data such as those in (132) indicate the ranking: 

(137) DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]Stm/*RTR, 
NUCpp /*RTR, DEP-DOR, FRONT/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK 

The tableau in (138) illustrates the opacity effects which result from this ranking. 

(Each candidate in this tableau contains an initial-syllable rtr {a}. The -Ia\ is linked to the 

[RTR] of <!?!• (for which •!?!• is underlyingly specified), in satisfaction of ALIGN([RTR], 

NUC), which is omitted in the tableau. (In the losing candidates 8 - 10, ia} is also linked 
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to the [RTR] ofir}.) The additional instance of [RTR] which is linked to ia} and iSl is 

omitted for all the candidates; ALIGN([RTR], NUC) is omitted in the tableau.) 

(138) 
input: 

I \ 

POR] [RTR] 
'ten' (see 132) 

1-0 
FAITH 

NUCW 
*RTR 

NUC|V 
*RTR 

DEP-
DOR 

FRONT/ 
*Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

l.-CTa.Ja.fa^ 

2."i"ra.fe.ra^ 
/ \ 

POR1 [RTR] 

**** 
*! 

3. I'Ta.Ja.ra^ 

M 
POR] [RTR] 

*! **** ** 

4. VTaTa.ran 

POR1 fRTRl 

**** 
*! 

* 

"-S.-i 'Ta .^.ral 

pOR] [RTR] 

**** ** 

e.-i'Ta.^.ra^ 

POR] [RTR] 

**** 

T . r^a .^ . ra^ 

POR] [RTR] 

*! ftft* 
* 

'S.-i'Ta.^.ra^ 

POR1 jkTRl 

*! ft* A Aft. 

9. V T a . ^ . r a ^ 

/ M i 
POR] [RTR] 

*! ft 
ftftft 
ft* 

10. Vya .K - ra^ 

poR]\ | Ij^OR] 
[RTR] 

*! ftft Aft* 
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In the winning candidate 5, l\l does not bear specification for secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR]. This results in more violations of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; 

Wd) constraints than for the losing candidates 7-9, in which l\l is linked to those features. 

However, candidate 5 satisfies FRONT/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR. This shows that violation 

of the alignment constraints is less serious than violation of FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-

RTR, and establishes FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). 

As shown in §2.4.6 with respect to stem-final and long vowels in Palestinian 

pharyngealisation harmony, opacity derives from the ranking of DEP-F over word-

alignment. This is so for the opacity observed in forms such as those in (132), as will now 

be explained. 

The losing candidate 10 contains an inserted [DOR] so /57E7 can link to those features 

in greater satisfaction of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints than the 

winning candidate 5. The additional [DOR] violates DEP-DOR. The fact that candidate 

10 is non-optimal shows that violation of DEP-DOR is more serious than violation of the 

alignment constraints. This establishes the ranking DEP-DOR » ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). The surface effect of 

this is the post-alveolar opacity observed in the winning candidate 5, which contains no 

inserted [DOR]. 
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2.5.5. Transparent Non-low Vowels 

2.5.5.1. Analysis 

Palestinian non-low vowels are transparent to uvularisation harmony: they do not 

undergo it and they do not block it. Data illustrating this are presented in (139). Abu 

Shusha differs in this regard from other Palestinian dialects: Card (1983) and Davis (1995) 

show that high vowels block uvularisation harmony in some other Palestinian dialects; this 

will be discussed in §2.5.7. (A tableau for (139a) will be presented in §2.5.6.) 

(139) a./sUbb/ {subbr ( ^ s o b b r ) 'to pour' 

b. /mUhr-iE:t/ 1 mu.hu.'r-e:tr. (^mif.hirVr-Bit) 'colts' 
h ^ ^ ^ ^ v n t- t- • y 

c. mSU VhAW (*Vfi.5tr) 'emptied (masc. sg.)' 
(Adj) 

d. /n5I:f/ {n.'5i:fr (*{n.'a+:fr) 'clean(masc. sg.)' 
(Adj) 

e. /b-TTEtl-n/E-J/ \ .b-^.ti.-'nei-Jr (*{ .b-^.tt.-'ne:-^) 'he doesn't give 
(something) to us' 

The evidence that non-low vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony is phonetic. It 

will be discussed next. 
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I'UU 

2.5.5.2. Acoustic Support 

This section presents data on Palestinian non-low vowels in a uvularisation context. 

Our focus will be on F 2, as the present dataset indicates that an F 2 drop is the most salient 

formant effect for segments which are presumably produced with uvularisation. It will be 

shown that, contrasting with the steady lowered F 2 observed for tokens of the low vowel 

in a uvularisation context, illustrated in Figure 2:34, no steady lowered F 2 is observed for 

non-low vowels in that context. This is noted by Al-Ani (1970) for Classical Arabic, and 

by Younes (1982, 1993) and Herzallah (1990) for Palestinian. Following Younes (1982) 

and Herzallah, it will be argued that the lack of a steady lowered F 2 for tokens of the non-

low vowels is acoustic support for analysing the effect of a uvularisation context on non-

low vowels as solely phonetic. This is the basis for the claim, made above, that Palestinian 

non-low vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony. 

Younes (1993:124) states: "two distinct variants of [the low] vowels are easily 

identifiable: back a (and its long counterpart oo), and front a (with its long counterpart 

oo). This is not the case with respect to the other vowels where emphatic influence is 

generally marked by a transition into or from the emphatic, rather than by an entirely 

different target." (Younes' underlining, which denotes emphasis, is retained here.) 

Younes (1982) reports a lowered F 2 onset for non-low vowels immediately following an 
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emphatic, but also reports that F 2 for those vowels rises toward its usual (non-uvularised) 

value after the onset transition. For example, his description [p. 139] of the effect of 

emphasis on tokens of long /I:/ is as follows: 

"The influence on n is obviously phonetic, i.e., no target back ii is 

observed but backing is manifested only in the low F2 frequency in the 

portions of the vowel adjacent to the emphatic consonant. That frequency 

goes up in the rest of the vowel duration. On the other hand, the low 

vowels show steady state low F2 values throughout their duration next to 

an emphatic consonant." 

Further interpreting the data of Younes (1982), Herzallah [p.68-69] states: 

"The vowels /ee/ and /ii/ are not affected to as great a degree in an 

emphatic environment. The vowels /ee/ [sic] in the word [seefj... and the 

vowel /ii/ in the word [tiin]... show a sharp upward F 2 transition which 

starts at about 1000 Hz and lasts for about one third of the segmental 

duration of the vowel until it reaches a steady state frequency at about 

2000 Hz." 

Herzallah cites Younes' (1982) observation that F 2 onset for tokens of /U'./ shows no 

transition in the environment of an emphatic. The data on Palestinian /U:/ presented 

earlier in Figure 2:31 indicate that F 2 is very low for an unconditioned [u:]. Younes's 

observation indicates that there may be some minimum limit on F 2 for Palestinian [u:], just 

as there may be an F 2 ceiling for Palestinian [ee], as hypothesised in §2.4.3.2. However, 

this hypothesis regarding [u:] will be developed no further here. 

Herzallah continues [p.69]: 
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"Perceptually... only [a] is distinct from [a], and no equivalent distinction 

is noticed in the case of l\l and /u/... It is true that N and /u/ next to the 

emphatic sound are auditorily darker and louder when compared to the 

plain non-emphatic counterparts, but no two distinct vocalic qualities are 

recognized by speakers of the language for either pair. It is only in the case 

of the low vowel that two steady state targets are recognized. The same 

generalisation holds of the long vowels /ii/, /ee/ and /uu/. There is only one 

target for these, although the first two show the sharp rise in their F 2 onset 

as mentioned before." [Herzallah denotes front ae as 'a'.] 

Figures 2:42 - 2:43 show wideband spectrograms of tokens of non-emphatic/ emphatic 

\.QN\l\.QN\ pairs, where 'C' = an emphatic, and ' V = a non-low vowel. These pairs 

present the non-low vowels in a non-uvularisation and uvularisation context, respectively. 

The carrier forms are indicated in the figure captions, which also records F 2 for the vowel 

in the CV token (measured at midpoint), and F 2 for the vowel in the CV token, measured 

at the vowel onset and at the third quarter of the vowel. 
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0 100 msec. 

kHz 
4 • 

3 

2 

Sec. 

H i:] [t j.-] 

Figure 2:42 Wideband spectrogram of one token each of ith} and {th}. The token of 
it\:} occurred in Uiinl- 'figs'; the token of it\: \ occurred in ithn} 'mud'. (Formants 
measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 
F 2 of[i:]inUi:H2285 Hz. 
F 2 of [i:] in Ui: !• at onset = 1492 Hz, at third quarter = 2055 Hz. 
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0 100 msec. 

kHz 
4 -

3 

2 

Sec. 

[t e:] [te,:] 

Figure 2:43 Wideband spectrogram of one token each of {te: \ and {te: r. The token of 
{te:} occurred in in {1f3.nJ.'t-e:.-n-i!' 'my two mattresses'; the token of {te:} occurred in 
{mif.'t-ei.-n-il- 'my two combs'). (Formants measured at the points indicated by the 
vertical lines.) 
F 2 offer] in {te:̂  = 1922 Hz. 
F 2 offer] in {te:} at onset = 1234 Hz, at third quarter = 1743 Hz. 

The {.CVI- tokens in Figures 2:42 - 2:43 illustrate the usual high F 2 of Palestinian [ir] 

and [er] in a non-uvularisation context. However, as seen, the F 2 trajectory of the vowel 

in the {.CVI- tokens is never steady, going from lower at onset to near target by the third 

quarter of the vowel. That the tokens of non-low vowels do not have a steady lowered F 2 

is interpreted as showing that those vowels have not reached and maintained a lowered F 2 

target. This is interpreted as showing that the effect of uvularisation on the non-low 

vowel tokens is not the implementation of a discrete phonological feature, but a non-
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discrete effect imposed solely in the phonetics. See §1.7.1 for discussion of non-

discreteness as a criterion for identifying phonetic vs. phonological status for a given 

sound property. 

Thus interpreted, the data in Figures 2:42 - 2:43 support the phonological claim that 

Palestinian non-low vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony. This contrasts with 

data on the low vowels in a uvularisation context, as discussed in §2.5.1.1 with respect to 

Figure 2:34, a steady lowered F 2 is observed for such low vowel tokens; on that basis, the 

effect of a uvularisation context on low vowels was interpreted as the implementation of 

the phonological features secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. 

2.5.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

I propose that the data in (139) require the constraints in (140). (See Padgett 

1995:407 for a schematic formulation of NO-GAP.) 

(140) a. HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
A segment specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] is not specified 
for [HIGH]. 

b. NO-GAP 

A multiply-linked feature is linked to adjacent segments. 

This section will argue for the ranking: 
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(141) DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC]S t a/*RTR, 
NUCpp /*RTR, DEP-DOR, FRONT/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, 
HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

NO-GAP, DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK 

I propose that HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is a paradigmatic Grounding constraint that 

is grounded in an incompatibility of simultaneous high and uvularised gestures. This 

constraint restricts the class of vowels which undergo Palestinian uvularisation harmony to 

the low vowels, since under the present assumptions both high and mid vowels are 

specified for [HI]; see §2.3.3.3 for further discussion. 

This section will argue that in Palestinian, the optimal output can be gapped. This will 

be considered evidence that gapped configurations are not universally informed, and that 

they are produced by GEN, countering the claims of Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994a) 

and Pulleyblank (1994a). It will also be considered evidence that, as claimed by Padgett 

(1995) and McCarthy (1997), a constraint against gapping exists. That is, the fact that no 

gapping is sometimes not observed in Palestinian indicates that when it is observed, it is 

enforced by a violable constraint. 

In §2.5.2, the Palestinian anchor for both secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] was 

identified as the root node, based on the fact that both consonants and vowels undergo 

uvularisation harmony. The relevance of this to NO-GAP is explained as follows: NO-
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GAP requires that a multiply-linked feature be linked to adjacent segments. Following 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), adjacency is defined with respect to the anchor tier. 

Since the anchor for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] is the root node, NO-GAP 

requires multiply-linked secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] to be linked to adjacent 

root nodes. 

The definition of formal Adjacency for linked features, from Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank (1994a:35), is: 

(142) Adjacency for linked featues (from Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a:35)) 
a is structurally adjacent to [3 iff 
both a and P are associated to the same anchor tier and no anchor intervenes on 
that tier between the anchors to which a and [3 are associated. 

The constraint interaction resulting from (141) is illustrated by the tableau in (143). 

(NUC-C]CT/RTR, the constraint responsible for the link between [RTR] and /U/, is not 

included in the tableau. Constraint violation by the geminate consonant is assigned one 

violation mark, for the single root node of the geminate.) 
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(143) 
input: 

/ s U b b / 
/ \ 

POR] [RTR] 

'to pour' (see 139) 

I-O 
FAITH 

NUC]Sta/ 
*RTR 

NUCuu/ 
*RTR 

DEP-
DOR 

FRONT/ 
•Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

W 
•Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

NO- JDEP-
GAP j RTR 

DEP-
LINK 

1. {subbj- * l * 
** 

2. {subb^ 
A 

POR] fRTRl 

* l * 2. {subb^ 
A 

POR] fRTRl 

3.{subb^ 
;>\ 

POR] [RTR] 

* I * i i i i i i 

4.{su>bb^ 

POR1 [RTR] 
*! A * 

S . i s i fbbr 

POR1 [RTR] 

*! 11111 

6. {subb^ 

P0R]\|/ POR] 
[RTR] 

*! * 
111111 

&r 7. -Isubb}-

/ A \ 
POR] [RTR] 

* l l l l l l l l l l l l 
* 

In candidate 7, the non-low vowel is specified for secondary-[RTR] but not for 

secondary-[DOR]. This satisfies HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR but violates the ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints. The fact that candidate 7 is optimal shows that 

violation of alignment less serious than violation of HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR; hence 

Ffl/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). 
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In the winning candidate, the non-low vowel is transparent to uvularisation harmony. 

This transparency is due to its gapped configuration with respect to secondary-[DOR], as 

will now be explained. 

Crucially, the ranking DEP-DOR » the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) 

constraints was established in §2.5.4, based on the opacity of post-alveolars to 

uvularisation harmony. Given that ranking, /bb/ cannot surface specified for secondary-

[DOR] via insertion of insertion of [DOR]. Thus, candidate 6, which involves such 

insertion, is non-optimal. Assuming an undominated MAX-HI, which is indicated by the 

lack of reduction for Palestinian non-low vowels (see §2.2.2.5), this means that the 

optimal candidate is gapped: in the winning candidate 7, secondary-[DOR] is linked to 

non-adjacent {s} and "ibbK This gapping occurs in violation of NOGAP, but in best 

satisfaction of the ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]; Wd) constraints. This establishes the 

ranking ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; 

Wd, R ) » NOGAP. 

Finally, the data examined have provided no evidence for a crucial ranking between 

NOGAP and DEP-RTR. For this reason, they are assumed here to be non-crucially 

equally ranked. The same holds for HI/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR with respect to DEP-IO, 

MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC] s t m/*RTR, and NUCu^ /*RTR, DEP-DOR, 

and FRONT/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR. 
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2.5.7. Uvularisation Harmony in Other Palestinian Dialects 

The other Palestinian dialects for which uvularisation harmony has been closely 

investigated are a southern Palestinian (Davis 1993,1995), the Dar Younes (Younes 1982, 

1993) and YaTbad (Herzallah 1990) fellahis, and a Jerusalem fellahi (Card 1983).18 The 

first three of these dialects have distinct leftward vs. rightward uvularisation harmonies. 

In the southern Palestinian, leftward harmony extends to the word boundary and has 

no blockers. Rightward harmony is blocked by II j \ &,/. Forms showing this blocking 

are seen in (144), which are from Davis (1995:474). (Davis' transcription is retained here: 

uvularised segments are in capitals; underlying emphatics are denoted by a dot under the 

symbol. The surface form status of the data in this section is inferred from the studies 

from which they are cited.) 

(144) a. ^BALLAAS^ 'thief 

b. ^TATsaan!- 'thirsty [masc.sg.]' 

c. •ITiin-akl' 'your [masc.sg.] mud' 

In Dar Younes and Yaibad, leftward harmony is likewise unrestricted. Younes (1993) 

shows that rightward harmony is blocked by /j f w/ and, after M , by a morpheme 

18Herzallah (1990:4) describes the YaTbad and Dar Younes dialects as "essentially the 

same...[t]he only prominent difference between the two is the realization of the reflex of 

the Classical] Afrabic] Ikl. This sound is exclusively an affricate Icl in Younes's [sic] but 

it varies between front velar Ikl to Icl in mine". 
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boundary followed by a segment other than l/EI and pharyngeals and laryngeals. These 

properties are seen in the forms in (145), which are from Younes (1993:126-127). 

(Younes' transcription is retained; '+' denotes a morpheme boundary; underlying 

emphatics are denoted by a dot under the symbol; uvularisation is denoted by underlining.) 

The blocking after \ r\ is seen in (145e), compared to (145d). As shown by (145d), 

leftward harmony does not always reach the beginning of the word in this dialect; Younes 

(1993:125) notes that 'emphatic influence' on inflectional prefixes is variable. 

(145) a. ^Tatlaanl- 'broken, not working [masc. sg.]' 

b. -ITatsaan!- 'thirsty [masc. sg.]' 

c. -{sjaaml- • 'fasting' 

d. \ ma+nasar+haa+s \ 'he did not corner her' 

e. {ma+nasar+t+haa+s} 'he did not corner her' 

Davis (1995:483) differs from Younes in identifying two distinct rightward harmonies for 

the Dar Younes dialect. Herzallah summarises YaTbad rightward harmony as blocked by 

/j \l (/w/ is not included in her list). 

Card (1983:118) does not identify distinct leftward vs. rightward harmonies in the 

Jerusalem fellahi, but states: "emphasis clearly originates from one particular consonant in 

a word and optimally spreads throughout the word." Abu Shusha shares this property 

with Card's dialect. Card shows that uvularisation harmony is blocked in the Jerusalem 

fellahi by II: j \l and word-final III. 
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An Optimality account of the several cross-dialectal differences in Palestinian 

uvularisation harmony will not be undertaken here. For an account of the optimisation 

responsible for the distinct leftward vs. rightward harmonies of the dialects studied by 

Davis and Younes, see McCarthy (1997). Finally, the differing sets of blockers across the 

dialects indicate a crosslinguistic reranking of the grounded constraints responsible for the 

various blockers: post-alveolar obstruents l\ rj d5/, the post-alveolar approximant /j/, the 

labiovelar approximant /w/, and the underlying high vowels /I:/ and HI. 

2.6. Summary and a Final Issue 

This chapter has argued that Palestinian Arabic has two distinct postvelar harmonies: 

pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation harmony. The distinct properties of these 

two harmonies were shown. Acoustic data which are interpretable as support for the two 

harmonies were presented. The distinction was argued to be grounded in distinct 

articulations: retraction of the tongue root as a primary or secondary articulation, for the 

former, and retraction of the tongue back as a secondary articulation, for the latter. 

Pharyngealisation harmony was argued to be [RTR] 'A' harmony, that is, harmony of 

[RTR] triggered by segments that are specified for primary- or secondary-[RTR]. 

Uvularisation harmony was argued to be [DOR] + [RTR] 'AS' harmony, that is, harmony 

of [DOR] and [RTR] triggered by segments that are specified for secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR]. 
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Two distinct anchors were identified. The NUC was identified as the anchor for 

pharyngealisation harmony. The root node was identified as the anchor for uvularisation 

harmony. 

The constraints which are responsible for the distinct properties of the two 

harmonies in Palestinian were proposed. Before a final ranking of the pharyngealisation 

and uvularisation harmony constraints is presented, an outstanding issue will be addressed. 

This issue concerns the claim of §2.4, that Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony is 

imposed by two separate constraints, one requiring harmony under adjacency to a 

postvelar, the other requiring harmony with any (adjacent or non-adjacent) postvelar. The 

basis for this claim has not yet been presented. It will be presented below. Its explanation 

will entail proposal of the constraint interaction responsible for raising of Palestinian short 

/JE/, which was discussed in §2.4.3.1. 

By way of review, §2.4 claimed there are two crucial contexts for Palestinian 

pharyngealisation harmony. The first is adjacency to an underlying postvelar. Harmony in 

this context is illustrated by the forms in (146), which were seen earlier in (67). 

The second context is the presence of a postvelar in the word. This second context gives 

rise to non-local pharyngealisation harmony. The postvelar trigger for non-local harmony 

(146) a. /sU?JE:\/ isu.'?ae:U 

b. / h M / Vhi.bs\ 

c. /sbI t iE:r / isbi. ' te:^ 

(*isu.'?33:U) 

(*Vhi.baO 
(•Msbi.'teirl) 
v h y ¥ 

'question' 

'Hiba' (fern, name) 

'hospital' 
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is either an underlying postvelar consonant, as illustrated by (147), or a pharyngealised 

vowel, as illustrated by (148). These data were seen earlier in (72) and (74), respectively. 

(147) a. l\Ib\J?MI 

b. Mnlm-^E/ 

c. IHWVDMI 

rii.bu.?a^ 
•I 'Bi.ni.m-al-
Vbi.li.ba^ 

(*V\\.bv.?ar) 
(*<|'Bi.ni.m-ai-) 

(*rBi.li.ba^ 

'lioness' 

'goat' 

'bother' (N) 

(148) a./film/ 

b. /kUtb/ 

rf i . l im^ 

Vku.tub^ 
(*i 'fi.lim^ 

(*Vku.tubO 
movie 

'books' 

The basis for the distinction between the two pharyngealisation harmony contexts, 

which was not made explicit in §2.4, will now be explicated. This is important since, if 

there were no basis, (i) the harmony observed in (146) - (148) could be analysed as arising 

in a single context, viz., in a word containing a postvelar (either an underlying postvelar 

consonant or a pharyngealised vowel); (ii) such data could all be accounted for with the 

ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) constraints, which impose harmony throughout the word and the 

ALIGN([RTR], NUC) constraints, which impose harmony under adjacency to a postvelar, 

could be eliminated. 

The evidence that adjacency to a postvelar and the presence of a postvelar in the word 

are distinct contexts for pharyngealisation harmony comes from Palestinian I Ml > \h\ 

raising. Recall that Palestinian I Ml raises to \/\\ when it is both pharyngealised and 

uvularised (and non-reduced). However, this occurs only if the IMI undergoes closed 

syllable pharyngealisation. This is seen in (149), compared with the data in (150); these 
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data sets were seen earlier in (82) and (83), respectively. In both (149) and (150) IJEI 

surfaces pharyngealised and uvularised. In (149) it undergoes closed syllable 

pharyngealisation. (In (149a) IJEI is pharyngealised in a closed syllable; in (149b) it is 

pharyngealised under non-local harmony with a closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowel.) In 

(150) it undergoes pharyngealisation harmony with an adjacent underlying postvelar. As 

seen, IJEI surfaces as \ Ar in (149) but not in (150). 

(149) a. Im/E&rl 

b. iXJEvnrl 

c. IV.JE\r\JEvl 

\ rriAsr!-

{'tA.mirr 

{'kA.m3''rr 

'Egypt' 

'datefruit" 

moon 

(150) a. IsMJEXJEI 

b. ImJErJEI 

rsa.ls >.t8^ 

{'ma.rar 

(*rSA.l3>.t8r) 

(*VmA.rar) 

'salad' 

'woman, wife' 

The IJEI > \h\ observed in (149) is assumed here to result from deletion of IJEI's 

underlying [LOW] specification. The representation of Palestinian -! A \ is seen in (151). 
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(151) 

N 

I 

rjsoN] 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 
/ \ 

POR] [TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

The representation in (151) contrasts with that of Palestinian ^a^, which is specified for 

[LOW]. The representation of {a}, seen earlier in (120), is repeated below: 

(152) 

N 
I 
P-

[SON] 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 

[LOW] [DOR] [TR] 

[RTR] 

The above claim with respect to Palestinian {A\ and [LOW] is based on 

crosslinguistic evidence from St'at'imcets Salish. The St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel 

surfaces as \A\ when it undergoes uvularisation harmony with an emphatic. (When it 
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simultaneously undergoes uvularisation harmony and rounding harmony, it surfaces as 

-!oK) Data showing this will be presented in §3.5. In §3.5 it will be argued that when the 

St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel is uvularised, it has the representation in (151): its 

specification for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] result from its uvularisation; its 

specification for primary-[DOR] arises via node generation (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 

1994a:23), that is, automatic generation of representational structure between a harmonic 

feature and its anchor. Since a primary-[DOR], secondary-[DOR], secondary-[RTR] vowel 

in St'at'imcets is {Ar, it is reasonable to assume that the same specifications yield -JAr in 

Palestinian. Since Palestinian I'IEI must lose its specification for [LOW] in order to surface 

as (151), [LOW] is here identified as the deleted specification for Palestinian IJEI >\A}. 

I propose that data such as those in (149) require the additional constraints: 

(153) a. LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
A segment specified for secondary-[DOR], and secondary-[RTR] is not 
specified for [LOW]. 

b. MAX-LO 

Every [LOW] in the input corresponds to a [LOW] in the output, 

b. M A X - L I N K L O 

Every association with [LOW] in the input corresponds to an association 
with [LOW] in the output. 

I propose that LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is a *COMPLEX constraint (see Prince 

and Smolensky 1993, Benua 1995, Padgett 1995) that is grounded in cognitive processing 

considerations, viz., that simultaneous specification for [LOW], secondary-[DOR], and 
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secondary-[RTR], is feature overload. The fact that the laden representation in (152) 

rarely occurs in Palestinian is considered support for this claim: it occurs only when l/EI 

occurs under primary stress in word that contains an emphatic and no short vowel in a 

closed syllable. In all other contexts, l/EI surfaces as •! ae \, \ A }, i s \, -! 3}, or •! 3>\. 

Palestinian l/EI > \r\\ raising, and -reduction (see §2.2.2.5), indicate that in 

Palestinian, deletion of a link with [LOW], as distinct from links with other features like 

[DOR] and [RTR], is sometimes optimal. This implies that M A X - L I N K decomposes into 

M A X - L I N K F constraints, that is, that deletion of links is varyingly constrained, depending 

on the feature with which the link is associated. M A X - L I N K L O is proposed here as a 

Correspondence constraint that prohibits deletion of a link specifically with [LOW]. All 

references to MAX - L I N K earlier in this chapter are here clarified as MAX - L L N K for links 

with features other than [LOW]. 

Since Palestinian l/EI > \A\ raising does not occur when l/EI is pharyngealised 

under adjacency to a postvelar, it occurs in only a subset of pharyngealisation harmony 

contexts. McCarthy (1997) discusses a similar problem with respect to uvularisation 

harmony in Dar Younes Palestinian: in Dar Younes, the properties of uvularisation 

harmony differ depending on whether the harmony is leftward or rightward; see §2.5.7 for 

a summary of the differences. McCarthy argues that the differential properties result from 

constraint ranking. The same will be argued below for Abu Shusha l/EI >\A\. 

The lack of l/EI > \t\\ raising under pharyngealisation from an adjacent underlying 

postvelar indicates that l/EI is immune to the deletion of [LOW] imposed by LO/*Sec-
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DOR A Sec-RTR when its pharyngealisation is imposed by ALIGN([RTR], NUC). 

However, when it is imposed by NUC-C]0/RTR, the constraint requiring 

pharyngealisation in a closed syllable, LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR must also be satisfied. 

This yields the ranking: 

(154) ALIGN-L/R([RTR],NUC) » LO/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » NUC-C]0/RTR 

The constraint interaction resulting from (154) is illustrated below: 

(155) 
input: 

/m^Esr/ 

[ L O W W ^ \ \ 
[DOR] [RTR] 

'Egypt'; see (83), (149) 

ALIGN 
([RTR], 
NUC) 

LO/ 
•Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

NUC-C]CT 

/RTR 
MAX-

LO 
MAX-
LINKLo 

BSP 1. {mAsrI-

[DORl [RTR] 

ffff l l i l l l l l f •* 

2. {masrr 

POR] [RTR] 

*! 

In §2.4.6, the ranking NUC-C]CT/RTR » ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) was established based 

on evidence that in Palestinian, NUC-C]a/RTR » DEP-RTR and DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR]; Wd). (The dominance of NUC-C]0/RTR over DEP-RTR permits 

insertion of [RTR] on a closed syllable vowel; the dominance of DEP-RTR over 
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ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) derives the opacity effects of Palestinian stem-final vowels.) That is, 

the more complete ranking relevant to the discussion at hand is: 

(156) ALIGN([RTR], NUC) » 

LO/* Sec-DOR + Sec-RTR » 

NUC-C]0/RTR » 

DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR]; Wd) 

The important finding is that the constraint which imposes harmony under adjacency 

to a postvelar — ALIGN([RTR], NUC) — crucially dominates the constraint which 

imposes harmony throughout the word — ALIGN([RTR]; Wd). This is evidence that in 

Palestinian, harmony with an adjacent underlying postvelar and harmony with a postvelar 

in the word are imposed by separate constraints. This means that the two contexts are 

referred to distinctly in the phonology. This is the basis for the present claim that there are 

two crucial contexts for Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony: adjacency to a postvelar 

vs. the presence of a postvelar in the word. 

The distinct phonological properties of pharyngealisation and uvularisation harmonies 

in (Abu Shusha) Palestinian are listed in Table 2:4 with the constraints that were argued to 

impose them. 
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The distinct properties of (Abu Shusha) Palestinian's two postvelar harmonies 

PHARYNGEALISATION HARMONY UVULARISATION HARMONY 

1. triggers emphatics 
gutturals 
closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowels 

emphatics 

MAX-RTR; MAX-LINK (for features other than [LOW]); 
NUC-C]C/RTR 

MAX-DOR; MAX-RTR; MAX-LINK (for 
features other than [LOW]) 

2. undergoers short vowels (short and long) low Vs 
consonants 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC); ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC); 
ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L); ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L); 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 

3. transparent segments (none) non-low vowels 
long vowels (partially transparent) 

HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR; 
NUC]stm /*RTR; NUCpp /*RTR 

4. opaque segments stem-final vowels 
long vowels 

post-alveolar obstruents l\ rj (%/ 

NUC]S t m/*RTR; NUCpp /*RTR FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 

Deleted [LOW] for closed-syllable-pharyngealised and uvularised /JE/>\A\ - LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
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The constraints that interact to effect the properties in specific contexts are presented 

in their final ranking in (157). No integrated ranking of (157a) and (157b) will be 

proposed here, as an integrated ranking would require examination of more complex 

constraint interaction than has been studied in this chapter. 

(157) Constraint Ranking Responsible for Pharyngealisation and Uvularisation Harmonies 
in Palestinian Arabic 

a. Pharyngealisation Harmony Ranking 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK (for features other than [LOW]), 
NUC] s t m/*RTR, NUCpp /*RTR » 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) » 

LO/* Sec-DOR + Sec-RTR » 

NUC-C]CT/RTR » 

DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-LINK, MAX-LOW, MAX-LINK L O 

b. Uvularisation Harmony Ranking 

DEP-IO, MAX-DOR, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, NUC] s t m/*RTR, 
NUCpp /*RTR, DEP-DOR, FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, 
HI/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

NO-GAP, DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK 
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Chapter 3: 

Pharyngealisation Harmony and Uvularisation Harmony 

in St'a'timcets 

3.1. The Language and the Data 

St'atlimcets is an Interior Salish language. It has two dialects, Upper and Lower 

St'at'imcets, which differ in syntax, phonology, and lexicon; see van Eijk (1985, 1987) for 

further discussion of the dialectal differences. 

Salish is a family of indigenous North American languages spoken in a geographic 

region spanning western Canada and the northwestern U.S.: from coastal British Columbia 

and Washington through central British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon, to Western 

Montana. The classification of Salish languages is given in Appendix IV. For their 

geographic locations, see Appendix V. 

All Salish languages are extremely endangered. The term 'endangered' is used here in 

the sense of both Shaw (1996c) and Krauss (1992). Shaw defines endangered as 'up to 

600 speakers'. Kinkade (1991) estimates the number of St'at'imcets speakers to be 300-

400. Henry Davis (p.c.) estimates the number of fluent speakers to be 200. (These 

figures include speakers of both dialects.) Krauss' definition is in terms of the language 

viability classes in (1): 
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3.1. The Language and the Data 

(1) Language Viability Classes (Krauss 1992) 

safe: 100,000 or more speakers; being acquired by children 
endangered: presently being acquired by children, but will cease to be acquired 

by children in the next century 
moribund: no longer being acquired by children 
extinct: no speakers 

First language acquisition of St'at'imcets is now rare. However, many revitalisation 

efforts are currently in place for the language. (See Duff 1964, Levine & Cooper 1976, 

and Gardner 1989 on the former suppression of Salish languages, a large factor in their 

present endangerment.) 

The St'at'imcets data for this thesis were gathered by the author during periodic 

fieldwork in Vancouver, Lillooet, and Mission, British Columbia, 1995-1996. The 

consultants were six native speakers: three females, aged 50-65, and three males, aged 45-

55. The total corpus is approximately 500 words. About half of these were tape-recorded 

from one female and two male consultants. Given the small size of the corpus, van Eijk 

(1985, 1987) was consulted for further data. Where data in this chapter are van Eijk's, 

this is indicated. 

Unless otherwise noted, data illustrating St'at'imcets postvelar harmony will be given 

in the Lower dialect. Glosses are from van Eijk (1987); for forms not found in that 

dictionary, glosses are as provided by my consultants. The St'at'imcets acoustic study 

analysed both Lower dialect and Upper dialect data, for the sake of dialectal differences 

that might show up. What do show up are a distinction between emphatic Ix J '/ in the 

Lower dialect vs. non-emphatic / J J7 in the Upper dialect, differences in epenthesis, and a 
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few lexical differences. Issues regarding Lower / J J ' / V S . Upper / J J7 will be discussed in 

§3.2.1.5.1 The differences in epenthesis will be summarised in §3.2.2.2. Differences of all 

three types are documented in Appendix VI, which lists the St'at'imcets carrier forms that 

were used for the acoustic study. The acoustic data were tape-recorded from a male 

native speaker of the Lower dialect, aged 52, and a male native speaker of the Upper 

dialect, aged 45. 

The data in this chapter will be presented according to the transcription system 

outlined in §1.7.1: underlying phonological forms appear between slashes ('//'), surface 

phonological forms between the braces M }•', phonetic forms between square brackets 

('[ ]'). However, syllable breaks and lexical stress will usually not be transcribed. That is, 

although St'at'imcets syllabification and stress assignment are recognised as phonological 

and predictable and therefore an integral part of St'at'imcets transcription, syllable breaks 

and stress will be omitted from most surface and phonetic forms to be presented in this 

chapter. They are omitted because St'a'timcets syllable structure and stress assignment do 

not immediately bear on the postvelar harmony to be examined. 

The data in this chapter and the carrier forms used in the St'at'imcets acoustic study 

are presented again in Appendix VII, for the sake of further documentation. In the 

appendix, they are presented in underlying form, output form, phonetic form, and 

orthography. 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

3.2. Phonemic Inventory 

3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

3.2.1.1. The St'at'imcets Underlying Consonantal Inventory 

The Lower St'at'imcets underlying consonantal inventory is presented in (2). The 

same underlying inventory is recognised for the Upper dialect. However, the Upper 

dialect has underlyingly non-emphatic Ii i'l instead of emphatic Ii i'l; data supporting this 

claim will be presented in §3.2.1.5.1. 

The post-alveolars l\ tj/ are produced with apical articulation, unlike, eg., English 

l\ t$/, which are produced with laminal articulation. (See Ladefoged and Maddieson 

(1996:14-15) for discussion of apical vs. laminal post-alveolars.) Glottalised /tj'/ and 

emphatic l\l are produced with alveolar articulation; that is, they are phonetically [ts'] and 

[s], respectively. 

The relatively large size of the underlying consonantal inventory is due in part to the 

use of labialisation secondary articulation (e.g., on /kw/) and superimposed glottalic 

egressive airstream, also referred to as 'glottalisation' or 'ejection' (e.g., on/k'/); these are 

sometimes combined (e.g., on /k'w/). This chapter will argue that St'at'imcets also makes 

use of secondary uvularisation, also referred to as 'emphasis' (e.g., on Ikl, transcribed in 

other works on St'at'imcets, e.g., van Eijk 1985, as /q/). This will be based on 

phonological evidence and supporting acoustic and . perceptual findings. Secondary 

uvularisation is sometimes combined with labialisation and/or glottalisation (e.g., on /k'w/, 

transcribed elsewhere as /q'w/). 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

(2) The (Lower) St'at'imcets Underlying Consonantal Inventory 

LAB DENT ALV-
LAT 

POST-
ALV 

PAL VEL uv GL 

OBSTRUENTS 
STOPS: 

P t k k 

P' k' k' 
i-

k w k w 

AFFRICATES: 

f+' 

FRICATIVES: 

- + 
h 

X X 

x w x w 

RESONANTS 
NASALS: 

m n 

m' n' 

APPROXIMANTS: 
? 

J 
I-

J' 
1 1 

• 

1' 1' 
j 

j ' 

u q w 

U ] ' w 

ti 

ti' 
B w 

h 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

Tables 3:1 and 3:2 present the IPA symbols used in this thesis for certain St'at'imcets 

consonants, alongside their corresponding symbols in the North American (NA) 

transcription.1 (Consonants not included in the tables are denoted by the same symbol in 

both systems.) NA transcription has been used by most previous studies of the language, 

the foremost of which is van Eijk (1985). The EPA will be used here instead primarily 

because it provides a broader set of symbols for encoding the various phonological and 

phonetic distinctions between St'at'imcets segments. However, data in the text and data 

sets in numbered examples will usually be presented in both transcriptions to facilitate 

comparision of the observations and arguments of this chapter with those of previous 

works on Salish. (Where both traanscriptions are presented in the text, they are separated 

by Where appropriate, a retraction dot will be included in the NA transcription of the 

dental approximants, whereas previous studies have standardly not used a retraction dot 

for those segments.) 

This chapter will argue for a re-interpretation of certain St'at'imcets consonants, as 

noted in the tables below. (The surface form status of the segments denoted by van Eijk 

1985 as 'c s 1 1' ' is inferred from his discussion.) 

^n Table 3:2, the consonants which van Eijk (1985) analyses as laryngeal glides are 

referred to as 'approximants'. Van Eijk (1985) refers to non-nasal resonant consonants as 

'glides', whereas in this thesis, they are referred to as 'approximants'. 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

Table 3:1 

Correspondence between IPA and NA transcription: obstruents 

Analysis in this 
Chapter 

IPA NA van Eijk (1985) 
Analysis 

a. /rjV /c7 

b. /t+7 1X1 

c. Id 

coronal 

emphatic 
d. \c\ retracted 

e. IV Isl 

coronal 

emphatic f. i v \s\ retracted 

g- Ikl Iql 

velar h. /k7 
^ 

/qV uvulars 

emphatics i. /kw/ /q w / 

j- /k'w/ /q' w / 

k. Ixl Ixl 

/xw/ /xw/ 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

Table 3:2 

Correspondence between EPA and NA transcription: resonants 

Analysis in this 
Chapter 

IPA NA van Eijk (1985) 
Analysis 

a. 
111 

(Upper dialect) 
IzJ 

b. 
/ J 7 

(Upper dialect) 
111 

c. 111 
h 

Izl 

coronal (Lower dialect) retracted 

emphatics 
d. • 

(Lower dialect) 
Iz'l (implied) 

coronal e. /I/ retracted 

emphatics 
f. /IV 

• 

g- I\I lyl 

h. /jV 

i. / l L | / ¥ 

j- • /o |7 /yv 

rounded velar k. / L L | W / AW rounded laryngeal 

approximants 1. / U L | ' W / 7w7 glides (approximants) 

m. lul IV 

n. lu'l IV1 

0. / b W / IV1 

P- / B ' w / /T ' w / 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

The St'at'imcets underlying and surface vowels are presented in (3) and (4) to provide 

a frame of reference for the vowels that occur in the data to be presented in this section. 

The surface inventory is the inventory at the output of the phonology (not at the output of 

the phonetics). The vocalic inventories will be addressed in detail in §3.2.2. The featural 

values represented by '/I JE U/' in (3) and by the EPA symbols in (4) will be discussed in 

§3.4.2. St'at'imcets has an epenthetic vowel, the variant surface quality of which will be 

represented by the following six symbols: non-rtr mid central non-rd \&\, non-rtr mid 

central rd •jel-, rtr mid central non-rd -J3^, rtr mid central rd\o\, rtr mid back non-rd \/\\, 

and rtr mid back rd -lo!-, which represent discrete variants occurring in particular 

phonological contexts. The featural values of the epenthetic vowel will be discussed in 

§3.4.2. 

(3) The St'at'imcets Underlying Vocalic Inventory 

FRONT B A C K 

HIGH I U 
L O W JE 

(4) The St'at'imcets Surface Vocalic Inventory 

F R O N T C E N T R A L B A C K 

NON-RTR RTR 
NON-RD RD NON-RD RD 

NON-RTR RTR 
NON-RD RD NON-RD RD 

NON-RTR 
NON-RD RD 

RTR 
NON-RD RD 

HIGH l" I U u 

MID 9 0 3 a A 0 

L O W 33 a a 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

The IPA vowel chart in (5) shows the placement of the St'at'imcets mid and low 

surface vowels in the IPA vowel space. The symbol ' • ' , which I have placed in open 

central position, will be explained in §3.2.1.3. 

(5) The EPA Vowels (Revised to 1993) 

I Y 

CLOSE 

CLOSE-MID e • 0 

OPEN-MID 8 • 03 

se 

OPEN 

CENTRAL 
+ • « 

a • CE 

BACK 
uu • u 

u 

o 

A • O 

a • D 

3.2.1.2. The St'at'imcets Surface Consonantal Inventory 

In St'at'imcets, underlyingly non-emphatic /tj n/ surface as emphatic {t$ nr via 

uvularisation harmony with an underlying emphatic. Data showing this, and supporting 

acoustic findings for itj}, will be presented in §3.5.1. On these grounds, the surface 

consonantal inventory is analysed here as containing one additional emphatic: {fir. To my 

knowledge, this differs from all previous analyses of the language. 

An exhaustive investigation of the effect of St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony on 

consonants was not undertaken in this thesis. Such investigation might reveal that 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

consonants other than /tj/ and In/ undergo the harmony. If so, the surface consonantal 

inventory might contain additional emphatics besides {nr. Because this issue is not settled 

in this thesis, the complete surface consonantal inventory will not be identified here. 

Contrary to van Eijk's claims, the data investigated here show that the Lower 

St'at'imcets surface inventory contains two types of dental approximants: non-emphatic 

{ J j'r and emphatic { J. J ' K Data on which this claim is based will be presented in §3.2.1.5. 

I will argue that non-emphatic {J j'r arise through de-emphaticisation of {J J'r in the 

context of HI, an effect similar to the de-emphaticisation of Palestinian hi, discussed in 

§2.2.1.3.2. 

3.2.1.3. Previous Analyses of the St'at'imcets Consonantal System 

Van Eijk's (1985:2) analysis of the surface consonantal inventory is presented in (6). 

(The surface form status of the segments in (6) is inferred from his discussion.) 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

(6) The van Eijk (1985) Analysis of the St'at'imcets Surface Consonantal Inventory2 

Obstruents Resonants 
Plosives Fric. 

Plain Glott. Plain Glott. 
Labial P P' m m' Nasals 
Dental-lateral Dental t n n' 

Lateral X' + 1 1 1' 1' Liquids 
Dental-Palatal Dental c' z z' 

Palatal c c s s y y' 
Velar Unrounded k k' X Y Y' 

Rounded kw k' w xw 

Uvular Unrounded q q' X T *?' Glides 
Rounded q w _ q ' w xw 

Laryngeal Unrounded h ? 
Rounded w w' 

The major classificational division in (6), and in (2), is between obstruents and 

resonants. The obstruent or resonant status of each St'at'imcets consonant can be 

determined based on two phonological criteria, as identified by van Eijk (1985:3,6-7): (i) 

obstruents are not targeted by morphologically-conditioned glottalisation, whereas 

resonants are; this is illustrated by Iml in the reduplicative form: /RED, m/EA-W 

•imas-m'-t-ekl' 0 /RED, m/£t-q/ •{ma-nr-t-aq!- 'to go for a walk'; cf. non-reduplicative: 

/m/Et-k/ -Imaet-k}' D /rn^Et-q/ ^mat-qi 'to walk, go on foot'; (ii) obstruents occur 

interconsonantally and post-consonantally in word-final position, whereas resonants do 

2As mentioned in the previous note, van Eijk (1985) uses 'glides' where 'approximants' is 

used in this thesis. 

Tn underlying representations, 'RED' will denote a reduplicative morpheme. See van Eijk 

(1985) for discussion of St'at'imcets reduplicative morphology. 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

not. However, the usefulness of (ii) as a clear diagnostic is diminished by the fact that 

both obstruents and resonants are frequently immediately preceded by an epenthetic vowel 

when they are C2 in a /C1C2C3/ or / C i C 2 #1 cluster. This epenthesis will be discussed in 

§3.2.2.2. 

Van Eijk (1985:3) claims a third criterion for resonant status, stating that "[t]he 

dental, velar and uvular glides (z z' y y " ? ?' T w ?'w) are classed as resonants, rather than 

as voiced fricatives, because... they oppose plain vs. glottalized members (like m m' n n' 1 

P 1 1' y y' w w', but unlike the fricatives)" However, as noted by Remnant (1990:46-47), 

this criterion is non-sufficient: it cannot distinguish resonants from obstruents because the 

stops and affricates also oppose plain and glottalized members.4 

In (2), the consonants which van Eijk analyses as rounded laryngeal approximants are 

here classified instead as rounded velar approximants. This is because, based on 

perceptual and acoustic observations, these segments are phonetically [w w'], that is, 

labio-velars. They are not [hw h'w] (rounded laryngeals), as would follow from van Eijk's 

classification of them as laryngeal in (6). Van Eijk (1985:15) in fact suggests the analysis 

adopted here, stating in a note: "[w]e could also class w w' as the rounded counterparts of 

y y' ". Notice that St'at'imcets is one of the very few languages of the world that have 

velar approximants — Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:322) state that, while labiovelar 

/w/ is very common, occurring in 76% of the world's languages, /u|/ is crosslinguistically 

4See Blake (1992, 1995) for phonological criteria for determining the obstruent or 

resonant status of consonants in Sliammon (Central Salish). 
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more rare than other rare approximants such as labial-palatal A]/, which occurs in less than 

2% of the world's languages. 

The articulation of the consonants which will be argued in this chapter to be 

emphatics, viz., (d,f-l) in Table 3:1 and (c-f) in Table 3:2, will now be described. This will 

be based on perceptual observations, primarily those of van Eijk 1985, since, as noted in 

§1.4, there are no articulatory (x-ray, etc.) data on Salish. Previous theoretical analyses of 

those consonants will then be summarised. 

Van Eijk (1985:11) describes the articulation of the uvular obstruents as follows: 

"The point of articulation of the uvulars is quite close to that of the velars; the fricatives 

x x w have a rather sharp friction which sets them apart from the velars x x w (in the same 

way, q' q' w are mainly distinguished by their fricative offglide from k' k'w)." Regarding 

vowel quality in the environment of these segments, he notes [p. 12]: "the main variants of 

...a i u are [e e o] when not in the position —(?)Q, but [a e/e" o] when in the position — 

(?)Q." Van Eijk states [p.3] that 'e" "resembles the vowel of German 'mehr' ". The 

qualities [a e/e"o] are the same as those which he ascribes [p.3] to i a i u } which he refers 

to as 'retracted' vowels. Van Eijk's generalisation, then, is that /a i ul surface retracted in 

the context —(?)Q. 

Van Eijk explains [p.8] that he uses 'Q' to denote "any uvular". The description of 

vowel quality quoted in the preceding paragraph implies that /I JE U/ have a retracted 

quality immediately preceding both the uvular obstruents and the uvular approximants. 

The St'at'imcets database for this thesis, both phonological and acoustic, indicates 
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otherwise, with respect to /JE/: based on the present database, /JE/ surfaces as backed \a\ 

immediately preceding the uvular obstruents (which will be reanalysed in this chapter as 

emphatic velars), but not immediately preceding the uvular approximants. In the latter 

context, it surfaces as front âel-; this will be shown in §3.2.1.5.4 and, in greater detail, in 

§3.5.1. Acoustic data to be presented in §3.5.1 indicate that St'at'imcets ia\ is 

phonetically central. That is, it corresponds phonetically to some vowel symbol which 

could appear in the position of ' • ' in (5), rather than to EPA back ' a ' . 

Under the classificational system of Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), the 

St'at'imcets dental approximants are rhotics. As Ladefoged and Maddieson discuss, the 

rhotic class comprises consonants of varying manner and place of articulation: e.g., r 

(voiced dental or alveolar trill), r (voiced dental or alveolar tap or flap), J (voiced dental 

or alveolar approximant), [ (voiced post-alveolar flap), ± (voiced post-alveolar 

approximant), R (voiced uvular trill), u (voiced uvular approximant). They discuss [p.244-

245] the elusiveness of the phonetic property which might unite the rhotic class. 

Van Eijk (1985:4) describes the St'at'imcets dental approximants as: 

"lax fricatives, varying from a purely dental articulation (with the tongue-

tip more forward than in English "z") to an interdental pronunciation 

(where z z' sound somewhat like lax variants of English voiced "th"); the 

former pronunciation is generally more common in the Fountain dialect (F) 
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[Upper St'at'imcets], the latter in the Mount Currie dialect (M) [Lower 

St'at'imcets]... after vowels, z' in M allows the variant [1'] besides [z']."5 

The frication that is frequently observed for these segments is here considered 

attributable to either aerodynamic coincidence or to their identity as rhotics. It is possibly 

due to aerodynamic coincidence because frication is frequently observed for approximants 

in a voiceless context: the voiceless context can induce phonetic devoicing of the 

approximant, resulting in turbulent airflow; see §2.2.1.3.1 for further discussion. It is 

possibly attributable to their identity as rhotics, because, as observed by Ladefoged and 

Maddieson (1996:232), "[t]he family of rhotics also includes [besides trills] members in 

which there is no contact, but instead only an approximation between the articulators. In 

some instances the typical production is accompanied by friction, in others an approximant 

is produced." Based on Ladefoged and Maddieson's survey, frication for a rhotic is not 

unusual. Determination of whether the frication of the St'at'imcets approximants is 

confined to a voiceless context or is a free variable property is left for future study. 

Their occasional lateral articulation is assumed here to follow from the fact that they 

are rhotics, as rhotics in several languges have been documented with varying lateral and 

rhotic articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:243) cite as examples rhotics in 

several of the West African languages discussed by Ladefoged (1968), and in Japanese, as 

described by Shimizu and Dantsuji (1987). 

5Van Eijk (p.c.) defines 'lax' as meaning that "there is an almost complete relaxing of the 

tongue muscles, with just enough energy left to make the required articulation". This is 

interpreted here as a description of one aspect of approximant manner of articulation. 
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Van Eijk (1985:8) notes that in Lower St'at'imcets, retracted l a u l are observed 

immediately preceding the dental approximants, but retracted {i} and -I a \ are not. Based 

on this generalisation with respect to Uu[ , Egesdal and Thompson (1993) refer to the 

St'at'imcets dental approximants as 'retracting' consonants and describe them as 

'velarised'. 

Egesdal and Thompson note a dialectal variation, viz.: in certain St'at'imcets forms, 

the low vowel does not occur retracted immediately preceding a dental approximant. Van 

Eijk's (1985:8) descriptive generalisation is: the Lower dialect has -la }where the Upper 

dialect has -I al*, immediately preceding one of these consonants. Egesdal and Thompson's 

(1993:100,103) analysis is: "Li [Lillooet, i.e., St'at'imcets] z retracts preceding vowels"; 

the Upper dialect pattern results from a dental approximant that "may be losing its 

retractive effect on a preceding vowel." In §3.2.1.5, I will argue that (i) St'at'imcets has 

two types of these segments: in the terms of van Eijk (1985) and Egesdal and Thompson 

(1993), non-retracting (henceforth, 'non-retracted') vs. retracted; (ii) the Upper dialect 

has only non-retracted /z z'/ underlyingly, while the Lower dialect has only retracted /z z7 

underlyingly. 

Van Eijk (1985:3) describes the post-alveolars ic s \ and alveolar laterals -il V\ as 

'velarised', stating that -1 s } "resembles Arabic sad [Q^ = s]." This identification of Salish 

retraction with Arabic emphasis suggests that van Eijk (and Egesdal and Thompson, as 

noted above) may have used 'velarised' to mean 'uvularised'. As noted in §1.4.2, 
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'velarised' is a term used to describe Arabic emphatics in early studies such as Obrecht 

(1968). 

Following Kuipers (1973, 1981), van Eijk (1985:40-42) describes {c s 1 V} as 

occurring in 'retracted roots'. He distinguishes four types of retracted roots, as 

summarised in (7). (In this chapter, where data are presented from a source other than my 

fieldnotes, the transcription of the other source is retained. The underlying, surface, or 

phonetic form status of the data is inferred from the discussion in the other source.) 

(7) Van Eijk's (1985:40) Four Types of Retracted Roots 

a. roots in which retraction affects all phonemes which take part in the retraction, 

i.e., vowels and /c s 117; e.g., V-! qol} 'bad' 

b. roots in which retraction is only partially effected, that is, in which phonemes that 

occur retracted in other forms do not occur retracted; e.g., V{ c'Hp'} 'to pinch', 

which contains i W, not i \\ 

c. roots which contain a retracted vowel and only neutral consonants, i.e., consonants 

other than /c s 117; e.g., V{pam^ 'fast' 

d. roots which contain only neutral consonants, but which act as retracted roots; e.g., 

V-i c'n'- a 1 -us-am} 'to take aim', in which V-i c'n'} co-occurs with a suffix that 

contains retracted segments 

Van Eijk implies that words which contain retracted vowels oH c s 11' r, for which the 

retraction of those segments cannot be attributed to any segmental source, that is, to an 

immediately following uvular obstruent or a Lower dialect dental approximant, must be 

analysed as 'retracted roots'. His discussion does not indicate how retracted roots might 

be formally represented underlyingly. 
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Previous theoretical studies of St'at'imcets postvelar harmony, Remnant (1990) and 

Bessell (1992), assume that the underlying consonantal inventory contains all the segments 

in (6), except {c s 11' \. They analyse {c s 1 1 '1- as surface retracted consonants, the outputs 

of morphemic retraction triggered by retracted roots as identified by van Eijk. Remnant 

and Bessell analyse vowel alternations in the context of an immediately following uvular 

obstruent or dental approximant as retraction of the vowels induced by those consonants. 

3.2.1.4. Guttural Postvelars 

St'at'imcets is analysed here as having 16 underlying postvelars: four gutturals 

IM B ' B W B ' w / , and 12 emphatics, /rj \ J J ' I I' k k' k w k'w x x w / . The dental 
r * * * * * * > * t * • * 

approximants, that is, /J J'/, are analysed as emphatic only for the Lower dialect; the 

evidence for this will be presented in §3.2.1.5.1. 

The gutturals are discussed in this section. The emphatics will be discussed in 

§3.2.1.5. For discussion of the OT derivation of St'at'imcets' underlying postvelars, see 

§3.3.2. Finally, the St'at'imcets laryngeals /h ?/, lacking any articulation, are excluded 

from the postvelar class. (The laryngeals lack articulation because, under the definition of 

'articulation' assumed in this thesis, as discussed in §1.3.1, laryngeal gesture does not 

constitute an articulation.) 

The uvular approximants / B B ' B W B ' w / are gutturals because they are wholly 

articulated in the postvelar region of the vocal tract. Van Eijk (1985) classifies them as 

uvulars, although he describes them [p.4] as "lax... pharyngeal glides pronounced with a 
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wide aperture (the articulation of ? T' T w T w is farther back than that of the uvular 

obstruents)." The present database indicates that while their articulation is sometimes 

post-uvular, it is usually uvular. (An example of a form in which the less frequent post-

uvular articulation often occurs is /B^Jj't / {Bwuj'tr [ v B w oj ' t ] D /VHJy't/ {Twuy'tr 

[v?woy't] to sleep', where ' ' denotes a more posterior articulation.) The post-uvular 

articulation is here considered a phonetic effect, although further research is needed to 

confirm this and to identify the phonetic context(s) to which it can be attributed. 

(Alternatively, further study might reveal a phonologically determined complementary 

distribution between the two articulations on which basis the post-uvular variant could be 

recognised as part of the surface consonantal inventory.) 

The approximant manner of articulation of Salish /ti B ' B W B ' w / was observed by 

Kinkade (1967). It is addressed by Bessell (1992, 1993a, 1993b). In the present acoustic 

study, tokens of St'at'imcets /ti ti' B W B ' w / were observed to be high amplitude, with 

robust formant structure. These acoustic features, which support their classification as 

approximants, are seen in Figure 3:8 in §3.3.1. Word-initially, they are occasionally 

initially devoiced and, for the voiceless interval, produced with frication. See Bessell 

(1992, 1993b) for spectrograms showing the acoustic properties just mentioned for voiced 

gutturals in Shushwap (Northern Interior Salish), and Colville, Nxa'amxcin, Spokane, 

Kalispel, and Coeur d'Alene (Southern Interior Salish). 
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3.2.1.5. Emphatic Postvelars 

The aim of this section is to show that St'at'imcets has 12 emphatics: 

/1JJ j J' 11' k k' k w k'w x x w / . 

The label 'emphatic' has analytical implications: it implies that the St'at'imcets 

segments just listed form a phonological class which is found in other languages, such as 

Arabic. It also has theoretical implications: this chapter will claim that, as emphatics, they 

have certain phonological representations, which are grounded in particular presumed 

articulations: (i) a primary non-postvelar articulation, (ii) uvularisation, and (iii) 

pharyngealisation. See §1.4.2 for data on which these articulatory claims are based. The 

representations of St'at'imcets emphatics will be proposed in §3.3.1. 

Emphatics are postvelars because, given gestures (ii) and (iii), they are partly 

articulated in the postvelar region of the vocal tract. However, the emphatic velars 

/k k' k w k'w x x w / are analysed as exceptions in that they lack gesture (i) and are 

produced with primary uvular articulation and pharyngealisation. It is assumed that, for 

each of /k k' k w k'w x x w / , the phonological primary velar and secondary uvular 

components are phonetically realised as a single primary uvular articulation. The same is 

assumed for Arabic /k/; see §1.4.2 for discussion. Thus, although /k k' k w k'w x x w / are 

phonologically emphatics, like the gutturals, they are wholly articulated in the postvelar 

region of the vocal tract. 
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In §3.4 and §3.5, I will argue that the presence of emphatics in St'at'imcets, as in 

Palestinian Arabic, gives rise to postvelar harmony triggered by the emphatics, the effect 

of highly ranked constraints in the grammar. 

The identification of St'at'imcets' emphatics is based on phonological evidence and 

supporting acoustic and perceptual findings. The discussion that follows first clarifies 

preliminary issues that are relevant to the emphatic status of the Lower dialect dental 

approximants, and the consonants which have been previously analysed as retracted 

{c s 1 F r . It then presents perceptual support for the assumption that the dental 

approximants, {c s 1 Fr , and the uvular obstruents are emphatics. Next, and most 

importantly, it presents phonological evidence for this. Two remaining issues are then 

discussed: the de-emphaticisation of Lower dialect Ix J7; exceptional forms which, it will 

be argued, involve a floating uvularisation ('emphasis') feature, as proposed (under the 

label 'retraction feature') by Kuipers (1973, 1981). Finally, the acoustic support is 

presented. 

3.2.1.5.1. Dialectal Variation in Dental Approximant Retraction 

Examples (8) and (9) present Lower dialect and Upper dialect forms in which l/EI 

occurs immediately preceding a dental approximant. (In order to keep the presentation of 

these data pre-analytic, the consonants at issue are transcribed in (8) and (9) without any 

retraction diacritic.) The forms in (8) show that in the Lower dialect, l/EI surfaces as 

backed \ a} (NA 1 a}) immediately preceding a dental approximant. The forms in (9) show 
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that in the same context in the Upper dialect, /JE/ surfaces as front i ee <• (NA i â ). (In this 

chapter, where a form occurs only in one St'a'timcets dialect, the dialect in which it 

occurs is noted. The vowel epenthesis observed in forms like (8c) will be discussed in 

§3.2.2.2.) 

(8) Lower St'at'imcets Forms 
a. E P A /t+'LEj'/ 

N A / £ ' L E z / 
<tf\af\ 
Wlaz'^ 

(*-!U+'laej'K) 
(^X ' l azO 

'canoe' 

b. E P A / x n D ' - ^ j ' / 
NA/xnIz'-iEz7 

-ixnij'-aj'l-
•ixniz'-az' \ 

(*<! xnij'-aej'F) 
(ixniz'-az'}) 

'gooseberry bush' 

c. E P A /ITDOEJ/ 

NA/mx^Ez/ 
Im9xaj(-
•jmoxazl-

(*{ 1X19X39 Ji") 'huckleberry' (Lower 
dialect) 

(9) Upper St'at'imcets Forms 
a. TPA / f t 'LEjV miaej '^ 

N A / X ' L E z / IX'laz} 
(*-if+'laj'0 
( W l a z O 

'canoe' 

b. E P A / x n l j ' - ^ j ' / 
NA/xnlz'-iEzV 

-Ixnij'-asj' \ 
•ixniz'-az'} 

(^xnij '-aj 'O 
(ixniz'-az'}) 

'gooseberry bush' 

c. E P A l\-uJEi-yJE\l 
NA/sSJEz-xJEV 

•If-Basj-xaell' 
i sTaz-xal} 

(*i f-bcu-xael \) 
(*{ s?az-xaU) 

'something that one has 
piled up' 

This dialectal difference is observed by Egesdal and Thompson (1993:103), who cite 

the forms in (8a) and (9a) to illustrate it. They analyse the lack of la\ preceding / J ' / in 

(9a) as indicating a dental approximant that is "losing velarisation". No diachronic claim 

will be made here. The difference illustrated by forms like those in (8) and (9) is here 

analysed as showing that the synchronic nature of these consonants differs across the two 
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dialects, viz., in the terms of van Eijk, and Egesdal and Thompson, and under the analysis 

'a retracted consonant retracts an immediately preceding vowel', that only underlyingly 

retracted /zz 7 occur in the Lower dialect and only underlyingly non-retracted /z z7 occur 

in the Upper dialect. Acoustic support for this analysis will be presented in §3.2.1.5.7. 

3.2.1.5.2. Underlying Retracted /cs 1 17 

As discussed above, previous analyses of St'at'imcets (van Eijk 1985, Remnant 1990, 

Bessell 1992) have claimed that retracted \ c s 11' \ occur in 'retracted roots'. Remnant and 

Bessell hypothesise that they are the product of morphemic retraction. That is, they claim 

that underlying non-retracted /c s 117 surface as \ c s 11' !• via a floating retraction feature 

which is lexically associated with specific roots. A retraction feature associated with 

certain root morphemes has been proposed by Kuipers (1973, 1981, 1990) for Salish 

languages, including Nxa'amxcin, Okanagan, Colville, Spokane and Coeur d'Alene (all 

Southern Interior Salish). Doak (1992) adopts Kuiper's analysis for Coeur d'Alene. 

However, Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991:5-7) argue on the basis of 

distributional evidence that Salish retracted consonants are actually underlyingly retracted. 

Discussing retracted roots in Nxa'amxcin (Interior Salish), they state: 

"In Nxa'amxcin retraction on alveolar consonants and on vowels... is not 

predictable in roots... Of these 56 roots [their retracted root corpus], 22 

contain no underlying vowel. The existence of so many vowelless 

retracting roots indicates that retraction cannot be underlyingly associated 

with vowels. There thus remain two options: 1) that it is a floating feature; 
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2) that it is associated with consonants underlyingly... [E]very retracting 

root in Nxa'amxcin contains at least one alveolar consonant... Given the 

correlation between retraction and the presence of an alveolar in the root, 

we suggest that retraction is an underlying property of alveolar consonants, 

and that, therefore, Nxa'amxcin has two series of alveolars, one retracted 

and the other unretracted." 

Statistics on retracted roots in the van Eijk (1987) St'at'imcets dictionary are as 

follows: the dictionary contains 172 retracted roots and three retracted suffixes.6 Of the 

175 retracted forms, 44 are vowelless roots. (For this check, roots were identified as 

vowelless if their only vowel is one transcribed by van Eijk as'a' or 'a', based on the 

evidence of Kinkade (1993, to appear), Czaykowska-Higgins (1993, 1995), Matthewson 

(1994), and Shaw (1996d) that those vowels are not an underlying part of the root. This 

issue will be discussed in §3.2.2.2 for further discussion.) Of the 44 vowelless retracted 

roots, 29 contain one of retracted {cs 1 j'r. Those 29 are listed in (10). The remaining 

15 vowelless retracted roots will be discussed in §3.2.1.5.6. (For roots in (10) which van 

Eijk does not gloss, an example word containing the root is provided. The symbol '*' 

marks a rarely used form. Page numbers refer to van Eijk (1987).) 

6This count does not include Lower dialect forms in which a vowel that van Eijk 

transcribes as retracted occurs immediately preceding a dental glide, e.g., {pazisnakl-

'young bird of any kind' (Lower dialect) [p.40], as the retraction of such a vowel is 

attributable to the immediately following \z \. (Van Ejjk 1987 contains no retracted roots 

in which the retracted vowel immediately precedes a uvular obstruent. If there were such 

roots, the retraction would be attributable to the immediately following uvular.) 
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(10) St'at'imcets Vowelless Retracted Roots Containing One of -1 c s 1 \'\ (from van Eijk 
(1987)) 
a /p s / (?) c/T •! n-p8s-p8s-+ni w'tt* "soft spot on side of body, between lowest rib 

and hip' [p.29] 

b. /p lxw/ tf"! p8.1xw-an|- 'to stick something out (from something) (tr.)' [p.34] 

c. /p's / 'protruding (?)' [p.42] 

d. /m's / tf- "Im'os-m'as \ 'willow grouse, ruffed grouse' (Lower dialect) [p.48] 

e. /t s / tf-1 tss-p {"'to trill, vibrate (like something hollow being struck or a table 

when hit with a fist; sound made by a squlirrel' [p.56] 

f. It 1 / tf- "> tsl-an}' 'to spin string from a ball (tr.)' [p.58] 

g. /cm'qw/ tf- ^ cam'-cm'sq"!' 'to sink into the mud; (road) is muddy' [p.68] 

h. /eels/ tf- 'is-cocels!-* '(deerhoof) rattle' [p.69] 

i /ell (?) tf- i cl-aqs-tanl1* 'nose of moose' [p.70] 
j Ic kl tf-^c. sk-a-c ek-a <• 'bluejay; sound made by a bluejay when bringing bad 

news (esp., when announcing that someone will die') [p.71] 

k. /c's/ (?) c / c'ss-z-sqsl'* 'nostrils of moose' [p.82] 

1. /c'l/ (?) c / ^n-c'l-an?-am|- 'to be really listening' [p.84] 

m./c'ls/ 'kingfisher' [p.85] 

n. /s p 1 / 'shovel' (Lower dialect; borrowing from English) [p.96] 

o /s K'l tf-1? '-p) 'deflated, air has gone out of something' [p.99] 

p. /s 1/ (?) <?/ i sl-alc}- 'cliff, bluff, drop-off [p. 101] 

q. /sw/ 'to take or peel off (?)' [p. 108] 

r. IK*si tf- fo'as-an} 'to trample something down, to pack something down (e.g., 
soil on grave) (tr.)' [p. 123] 

s. /X' V (1); cfAK'a\-p\ 'noisy' [p. 126] 

t. /X' 1/ (2); c/ <!ka-X' l-sp-al- 'to get sprained' [p. 126] 

u. /X' II (3); c/ ^X'l-ilxf 'to hover' [p. 126] 

v. /+c/ 'to cave in, to get caved in' [p. 135] 

w. At-s/ 'to cave in' [p. 146] 

x. /kl'/ tf- "i ka-kel'-s-as-al- 'to catch sight of something, to catch a glimpse of 
something (tr.)' [p. 157] 

y. Ik' II tf-1 k'al-xal} 'to make a mark by scratching something, by cutting into it 
(intr.,tr.)' [p. 169] 
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aa./x wl/ 

z. / k w l / cf. {kwl-i?r ;green; [p.181] 

cf. {xw8l-pl' 'breeze is blowing, draft is coming through' [p.200] 

bb. /ql / 

cc. Av 1/ 

"bad; old, worthless (e.g., clothing)' [p.212] 

cf {wal-wal-emr 'shiny (like a window reflecting in the sun)' (Upper 
dialect) [p.280] 

The data in (10) constrast with a great number of St'at'imcets forms which contain 

one of-ics 1 1 '\ and no retracted segments: e.g., {tjutjinr D "Icucinr 'mouth'; {kee+aefr 0 

•ika+asl- 'three'; {n-kal-klu^ D {n-ksl-klusl- 'to go in front of the houses'; 

•ik'ael'-aen'r Q-jk'al'-an'!- 'to listen (intr.)', etc. 

A first hypothesis with respect to (10) is that the retraction observed in each root is 

underlyingly the property of the retracted consonants, in other words, that St'a'timcets 

{c sll'r are underlyingly Ic s 1 IV. This is the conclusion of Bessell and Czaykowska-

Czaykowska-Higgins (1991) for Nxa'amxcin, as discussed above, based on their 

examination of Nxa'amixcin data parallel to those in (10). A second hypothesis is that the 

retraction is underlyingly a floating feature associated with the root morpheme. As noted 

earlier, this analysis was proposed by Kuipers (1973, 1981, 1990).7 It will be argued 

below that a consonantal analysis is tenable and a floating feature analysis is not. 

The crucial observation from (10) is that each root contains a consonant from the set: 

•ic s 1 1 'K A floating feature analysis would claim that (i) the St'at'imcets underlying 

A third hypothesis with respect to retracted roots in general is that the retraction is 

underlyingly the property of a vowel. Because the roots in (10) are vowelless, this 

hypothesis is disqualified with respect to (10). The possibility that St'at'imcets retraction 

might be underlyingly the property of a vowel in some roots will be discussed shortly. 
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consonantal inventory contains non-retracted /c s 1 17 and does not contain retracted 

/c s 1 17; (ii) each underlying root in (10) contains a floating retraction feature; 

(iii) /c s 1 17 participate in a phonological alternation whereby they surface as retracted 

i c s 1 1' r in roots which contain a floating retraction feature and as non-retracted 

{c s 1 F r in roots which do not. 

However, the problem is that St'at'imcets /c s 117 do not form a natural class. The 

discussion that follows first reviews the notion 'natural class'. It then shows that 

St'at'imcets /tj r I 17 D /c s 117 are not a natural class. Finally, it explains why this is a 

problem for a floating feature analysis of (10). 

A natural class is defined by Kenstowicz (1994:18) as a grouping of phonological 

sounds that tend to pattern together in the overall fabric of any given language. In this 

thesis, phonological sounds are referred to as '(phonological) segments'. A natural class 

is comprised of segments that can be referred to by the phonology to the exclusion of all 

other segments. (See Kenstowicz (1994:93) for discussion of a Serbo-Croatian natural 

class consisting of Ixl and lx\l to the exclusion of IXI.) In generative phonology, natural 

classes are defined in terms of phonological features: a natural class includes all segments 

that are specified for a certain feature or set of features and excludes all those that are not. 

Consider the representations in (11), which are here assumed for the St'at'imcets 

coronals IX tj' t+' tj + \ n n' I 17. (The [STRID] specification for the affricates follows 

Shaw 1989, 1991 andLaCharite 1993.) 
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Assuming (11), /tj f I 17 are not a natural class: they are not the class of (primary) 

[COR] consonants, as IX tj' t+' + n n7 are also specified for [COR]. Nor are they a natural 

[COR] subclass. St'at'imcets has several [COR] subclasses: e.g., the class of segments 

specified for ([COR] and) [STOP], [LAT], [CG], [STRID], [SON], and [NAS], respectively. 

As seen from (11), the segments in /tf J I 17 are not all specified for a certain one of these 

features, or a certain set of these features, where that feature or set of features is not borne 

by any of IX tj' f+' + n n'A 
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;i 1) The Representations of St'at'imcets Coronals IX t$' t+' tf + J n n' 117 

It/ 

[CONS] - [STOP] 

oPlace 

[COR] 

. [CONS] - [STOP] 

cfLaryngeal 
I 

[CG] 
o Place 

[COR] 
I 

[3TRID] 

1 
[CG] 

/ t + / 
[CONS]: 

. [STOP] 
[LAT] 

) Place 

[COR] 

IV 

[CONS] - [STOP] 

oPlace 

[COR] 
I 

[STRID] 

[CONS]— [LAT] 

[, Place 

[COR] 

l \ l 
[CONS] 

oPlace 

[COR] 

/n / 

[CONS]- P̂ TAS] 

oPlace 

[COR] 

In'I 
[CONS]- [N AS] 

o'Laiyngeal o Place 

[CG] 
[COR] 

/ I / 
[CONS]-[LAT] 
[SON] 

oPlace 

[COR] 

/ I'/ 
[CONS]-[LAT] 
[SON] 

o'Laiyiigeal 

[CG] o Place 

[COR] 

Kenstowicz (1994:19) summarises two fundamental roles that natural classes have in 

phonology: they define the set of segments participating in a phonological alternation and 
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define a conditioning environment for the alternation. Stated differently, claim (iii) of a 

floating feature analysis is that /tj r I 17 D /c s 117 is the set of segments participating in a 

retraction alternation conditioned by the environment of a floating retraction feature. 

However, the obvious problem is that since /tf J I 17 D /c s 117 are not a natural class, 

they cannot participate in a phonological alternation. Claim (iii) of a floating feature 

analysis is thus considered untenable. On this basis, a floating feature analysis of (10) is 

rejected here. 

On the other hand, the fact that /tf \ I 17 Q /c s 117 are not a natural class confirms a 

consonantal analysis, as follows: since they are not a natural class, the St'at'imcets 

phonology cannot reference them to the exclusion of all other segments. A retraction 

feature thus cannot become associated with them in the phonology. In other words, the 

association between a retraction feature and each of /tf J I 17 Q /c s 1 17 cannot be 

predictable. This means it is unpredictable. Because unpredictable phonological sound 

properties are underlying, it is here concluded that k s 1 I'l- in (10) are underlyingly 

retracted /c s 1 17. 

A relevant question at this point is: are \ c s 1 V\ underlyingly retracted also 

in roots which contain an underlying vowel? Or can the, retraction in such roots be 

analysed as underlyingly the property of the vowel? Further statistics from van Eijk 

(1987) are: of the 175 retracted morphemes, 131 contain an underlying vowel. Of those 

131, 104 contain one of \c s 1 1 '\. Some of the 104 are presented in (12). (The 

remaining 27 will be discussed in §3.2.1.5.6.). 
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(12) St'at'imcets Retracted Roots Containing an Underlying Vowel and One of 
k s l l ' r (from van Eijk (1987)) 

a. /p/El/ (?) cf. {pal-pel-tr 'stubborn' [p.33] 

b. /mUl / (?) cf. {mul'-k} 'to stand or lie back to back' [p.51] 

c. /q'yiEs/ 'protruding (?)' [p.229] 

d. /xwJEs/ cf. {xwa-xw-sr 'forked (e.g., frame of a slingshot)' [p.259] 

Younes (1982:41-46,60-71) addresses this issue with respect to emphasis in 

Palestinian Arabic. He rejects a vocalic analysis of Palestinian emphasis on two grounds. 

His arguments will be summarised next. The data in (12) will then be discussed in light of 

his arguments. 

Younes' first argument is acoustic and concerns the Palestinian non-low vowels: 

acoustic data, which he provides, show that in the context of an emphatic, the non-low 

vowels do not have a steady lowered F 2. (This is also shown by the spectrograms in 

Figures 2:42 and 2:43.) He interprets a steady lowered F 2 as an emphatic acoustic target; 

this is also the interpretation of the present study, as discussed in §2.5.5.2. His finding, 

then, is that tokens of the non-low vowels do not have an emphatic target. He argues that 

this is a problem for a vocalic analysis because if the non-low vowels were the underlying 

source of the emphasis, an emphatic target would be expected. Because the acoustic data 

show no emphatic target, he concludes that the non-low vowels are not underlyingly 

emphatic. 
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Younes' second argument is distributional and concerns the low vowels: the backed 

variants of the Palestinian low vowels occur in a word containing an emphatic; the front 

variants do not. (Blocked contexts are ignored here). That is, the two variants are in 

complementary distribution. He takes this as strong indication that the backing of the low 

vowels is an effect due to the emphatic consonant. 

Returning to the data in (12), a vocalic analysis would claim that retracted high 

vowels in roots like (12b) are underlyingly retracted, e.g., that (12b) is underlyingly 

/mill/, not /mUl/. This predicts that tokens of such high vowels have a retracted acoustic 

target. This prediction awaits testing elsewhere. (It was not tested in the present study 

due to lack of data.) 

With respect to the non-high vowels, (13) presents pairs of forms from van Eijk 

(1987) in which the epenthetic vowel and /JE/ occur immediately preceding one of non-

retracted -ic s 1 V\, vs. immediately preceding one of retracted s 1 }'}• in a retracted 

root. 

(13) (data from van Eijk (1987)) 
a. i./c'l/ Ic'ett 

ii./c'ls/ k'sls}-

b. i. /ic-xJEV 
ii. /id 

{4-ec-xal} 

'edge, rim, fence' [p.84] 
'kingfisher' [p.85] 

'to pile up big objects (intr., tr.)' [p. 135] 
'to cave in, to get caved in' [p. 135] 

c. i. lmJE\-nl 

ii. /mdEl-jElUs/ 
\ mal-sn }* 'to raid (them) (tr.)' [p.50] 
-imal-alus}- 'raccoon' [p.51] 

d. i. /iJEsm/ 
ii. /iJEs/ 

{+as8m *̂ 'Indian rice' 
'driftnet' [p. 135] 
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The generalisation illustrated by (13) is: the epenthetic vowel and IJEI surface non-

retracted when immediately preceding one of non-retracted -ic s 1 l'r; when immediately 

preceding one of retracted \ c s 11' \ in a retracted root, they surface retracted. That is, for 

each non-high vowel, the non-retracted and retracted variants are in complementary 

distribution. Given this, following Younes (1982), the retracted vowels in each (ii) form 

in (13) are here analysed as conditioned by the immediately following retracted consonant. 

This counters a vocalic analysis of data such as those in (12). 

However, the following grounds alone are here considered sufficient to disqualify a 

vocalic analysis: a vocalic analysis would claim that Ic s 1 VI participate in a phonological 

alternation whereby they surface as retracted {c s 1 l'r in roots which contain an 

underlying retracted vowel. This claim is considered untenable. As argued above, 

Ic s 1 17 cannot participate in a phonological alternation because they are not a natural 

class. 

Based on the foregoing arguments, it is concluded that (i) vowels in retracted roots 

like those in (12) are not underlyingly retracted; (ii) -jc s 1 l ' r are underlying 

Ic sl_17 also in retracted roots that contain a vowel. 

3.2.1.5.3. Perceptual Support For the Claim that the Retracted Consonants and Uvular 
Obstruents are Emphatics 

This section presents preliminary perceptual support for the claim that the 

St'at'imcets retracted consonants and uvular obstruents are emphatics. In a pilot 
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perceptual study, four literate native Arabic speakers (three Palestinian speakers, one 

Syrian speaker) judged whether tokens of St'at'imcets retracted consonants, and uvular 

and velar obstruents were Arabic sin (<j« = Isl) or sad (t>=> = Isl), thai (i = Id!) or tha (-k = 

161), lam (J, = /I)/) or lam mfaxxama ( = l\l as in { ?A I •[3>h r 'God', which was denoted 

by the judges as 'J'),8 kqf (4 = Ikl) or qqf = Ikl). (Recall that St'at'imcets l\l is 

produced with alveolar articulation like Arabic Is/.) All the judges were linguistically 

untrained. They were presented with two tokens each of nine real St'at'imcets words, 

each of which contained a retracted consonant, or a uvular or velar obstruent. The words 

were spoken by a native speaker of Lower St'at'imcets who also acquired the Upper 

dialect as an adult.9 The subjects were instructed to pay attention to a specified consonant 

sound in each word and to write the Arabic letter corresponding to what they perceived it 

to be. They were permitted to listen to the tokens of each word up to four times. The 

carrier words and the subjects' written responses are presented in Table 3:3. ('J' = judge.) 

There is no Arabic letter to denote III as distinct from non-emphatic /I/. 
9The bidialectal speech of the consultant showed up in the tape-recorded carrier words, in 

a varying alveolar lateral ~ interdental articulation of /J J7. A S noted in §3.2.1.3, the 

former articulation is typical for the Upper dialect, the latter for the Lower dialect. 
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Table 3 : 3 

Arabic judgments of St'at'imcets retracted consonants, and uvular and velar obstruents 

CARRIER WORD JUDGMENT 

Task: Please write the Arabic sounc you hear... Jl J2 J3 J4 
1. right after n in: 

i n - Jal'-l'-etfr • p • • 'to drool, slobber 
(e.g., like cows)' 

2. that's like 1 in the middle of: 
i n - fal'-l '-sr^ • p • • j 'to drool, slobber J 

i n - s a l ' - l W (e.g., like cows)' 

3. at the end of: 
{mexai} 

• 
'huckleberry' Ji (/5/) Ji j (/a/) 

{mexaz \ (Lower dialect) 

4. at the end of: 
i t j 'uk w a^ 'fish, (any kind of) u-(/sO 
•ic'uqwazl' salmon' 

5. at the beginning of: 
-IkAlr 'bad; old, worth J (/k/) J i i 
i q a U less (e.g., clothing)' 

6. at the end of: 
ikAltt 'rose' (j J i5 
iqalqi-

7. at the end of: 
imAk^ 'to get stuffed, to L3 

imaq'l- eat too much' 

8. at the beginning of: 
i keo|wae?tu^ (fem. name) «d (/k/) cS5 

i kawa?tuf 

9. right after n in: 
i n-k'aex-ae+tf'ae?^ 'constipation' 
-i n-k'ax-a+c'a?!- d 4 
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As seen in the table, the judgments were identical for all the judges, except for minor 

disagreement with respect to /J J7. The interesting result is that the overall rate of 

emphatic identification was high. This is preliminary indication that it makes sense to 

describe the St'at'imcets retracted consonants and uvular obstruents as emphatics, and 

constitutes some support for assuming that they are produced with articulation similar to 

that of Arabic emphatics. 

Another interpretation of the results is possible, viz., that they do not show that the 

retracted consonants and uvulars were perceived as emphatics, only that given the forced-

choice task, the Arabic emphatics were just the closest thing around. However, because 

the judgments for l\ I I' k k7 were absolutely clear, this interpretation is rejected here. 

In a fuller perceptual study, the procedure might be refined as follows: acceptability 

judgments could be elicited for Arabic carrier words into which St'at'imcets 

l\ J J ' I V k k7 had been spliced; they could also be elicited from St'at'imcets speakers for 

St'a't'imcets carrier words into which Arabic emphatics had been spliced. It is 

hypothesised that such further testing would confirm the preliminary results reported here. 

3.2.1.5.4. Phonological Evidence 

This section presents phonological evidence that St'at'imcets retracted consonants 

and uvular obstruents comprise a class of underlying coronal and velar emphatics, 

/tJJ j J' I 17 a n d / k k ' k w k ' w x * w / , respectively. 
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This claim, with respect to the retracted consonants, is not entirely new: previous 

literature has suggested a connection between Salish retracted consonants and Arabic 

emphatics. Van Eijk (1985.42) cites Kuipers (1973) as using the term 'emphatic' in 

reference to Salish retraction. Van Eijk (1985:3) describes St'at'imcets' retracted {si- as 

'velarised', resembling the Arabic emphatic sad (o=» = s). The term 'velarised', which is 

also used by Egesdal and Thompson (1993), was used in early studies of Arabic to 

describe Arabic emphatics; see §1.4.2. Bessell (1992:74) states that Salish and Arabic 

both have 'pharyngealised' consonants. The term 'pharyngealised' has frequently been 

used to describe Arabic emphatics, as discussed in §1.4.2. Bessell and Czaykowska-

Higgins (1991:7) describe the phonetic and phonological effects of retraction as "similar to 

those of Arabic emphasis". They describe retracted consonants as "parallel" to Arabic 

emphatics. The phonetic similarity is observed also by Bessell (to appear). 

To my knowledge, the claim that the uvular obstruents are emphatic velars is new. It 

has analytical and theoretical implications, as discussed in §3.2.1.5. 

The discussion that follows first presents independent evidence that St'at'imcets 

retracted consonants and uvular obstruents form a natural class. It then shows that they 

function as a class in triggering a harmony which will be identified as uvularisation 

harmony ('emphasis spread'). It will be argued that the triggering class is coherent only if 

the retracted coronals and uvular obstruents are recognised as emphatics. 

The independent evidence that the retracted consonants and uvular obstruents are a 

natural class comes from a morpheme structure co-occurrence constraint noted by van 
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Eijk (1985:9): in St'at'imcets, roots of the type C VQ are banned, where 'C ' denotes a 

retracted consonant and 'Q' denotes a uvular obstruent.10 This co-occurrence constraint 

indicates that the retracted consonants and uvular obstruents share some phonological 

feature(s) on the basis of which they form a natural class to the exclusion of all other 

consonants, including the uvular resonants. 

Acoustic findings on St'at'imcets retracted consonants will be reported in §3.2.1.5.7. 

As will be discussed, the findings support the assumption that they are produced with the 

postvelar gestures of emphatics: uvularisation and pharyngealisation. Based on those 

findings and on the perceptual findings of §3.2.1.5.3, it is here claimed that the retracted 

consonants are emphatics with the representation in (14). (Only specifications relevant to 

the discussion are shown.) 

In van Eijk's formulation of this constraint, 'Q' denotes any uvular. However, there are 

data which establish that this 'Q' class must be delimited to obstruents: e.g., in the Lower 

forms in (i), hi 0 Izl is Ci and a uvular resonant is C 2 . This shows that the uvular 

resonants are excluded from the constraint. 

(i) a. {J3B-9n} 'to growl at someone, to fight with someone (tr.)' (VJB) 

\z aT-anr 

b. {ji-'-J3B'f 

{zi-?-zaT'r 

c. \j3Bm-ae-mn'9kf 

\z aTm-a-mn'akr 

'sidehill' (VjBm). 
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oPlace 

[COR] 

fJJOR] [TR] 

[RTR] 

In chapter 2, simultaneous specification for [DOR] and secondary-[RTR], as in (14), 

was proposed as the representation of secondary uvular articulation. It was further 

proposed that, as that representation includes the representation of secondary pharyngeal 

articulation (viz., secondary-[RTR]), the pharyngealisation of emphatics automatically 

follows from their uvularisation. See §2.3.1 for further discussion. 

The representations which are here assumed for primary velar and primary uvular 

segments are presented in (15); these representations are based on the evidence discussed 

in §2.3.1. 

(15) a. primary velar b. primary uvular 

oPlace oPlace 

[DOR] [DOR] 

[TR] 
[RTR] 

Assuming (14) - (15), there are two ways for St'atimcets emphatic coronals and 

uvulars obstruents to form a natural class to the exclusion of all other segments. The 
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uvulars could be just that: primarily uvularised consonants represented as (15b). In that 

case, they would pattern with emphatics by virtue of specification for secondary-[TR]. 

(I know of no data which indicate that [ATR] is active in St'at'imcets. Assuming [ATR] is 

not active, [TR] suffices to identify the St'at'imcets segments that are specified for [RTR].) 

Note that they could not pattern exclusively with emphatics based on [DOR], as [DOR] 

patterning between them would be 'A' harmony, that is, harmony of either primary- or 

secondary-[DOR]. [DOR] A harmony would necessarily include primary velars, as seen 

from (15a). 

Alternatively, the uvulars could be emphatic velars, viz., (16). (For previous 

discussion of the representation in (16), see §2.3.1.) Emphatic velars can pattern with 

other emphatics on the basis of secondary-[DOR] and/or secondary-[TR]. 

(16) The Representation of Emphatic Velars 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 

[DOR] p-R-j 
[RTR] 

Thus, the question here concerns the nature of the uvular obstruents. Are they simple 

uvulars or dorsal emphatics? Acoustic findings on the uvular obstruents to be presented in 

§3.2.1.5.7 support the assumption that the uvular obstruents are produced with primary 

uvular articulation and pharyngealisation. However, as previously noted, primary uvulars 

t 
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and velar emphatics are assumed to be produced with the same articulations, viz., primary 

uvular articulation and pharyngealisation. Thus, the acoustic findings on the uvular 

obstruents shed no light on the question just posed. Given the same articulation presumed 

for the two types of segments, it is assumed that the answer to the question will have to be 

based on phonological evidence. 

Phonological evidence is provided by forms like those in (17), compared to those in 

(18). In (17), the coronal emphatics and uvular obstruents function as a natural class in 

triggering a harmony. This harmony affects the epenthetic vowel and l/EI, and at least /tj/ 

and Inl: when immediately preceding a uvular obstruent or a coronal emphatic, the 

epenthetic vowel surfaces as backed i A I- or {o\, l/EI surfaces as backed { al-, and 

underlyingly non-emphatic /tj/ and Inl surface respectively as emphatic { fy and \n). 

(Evidence that i fy in (17f) is underlying non-emphatic /tj/ will be presented in §3.5.1.) 

(17) 
a. EPA /tx / 

NA Itxl 

U A X ^ 'bitter' 

b. EPA /mk/ 

NA /mq/ 

i rriAkl' 
imeql-

'to get stuffed, to eat too much' 

c. EPA ll-p\xwl 
NA /s-plxw/ 

U-PAlx w ^ 
is-pelx t 

'to stick out from something (e.g., 
from a pocket or a house)' 

d. EPA lm/Ek/E?l i makae?^ 

•{maqa?}' 
'snow' 

NA lmMq/E?l 

e. EPA / IT IXTEJ / 

NA Imx/Ezl 

i m9xcu \ 
irnaxaz}-

'huckleberry' (Lower dialect) 
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'lynx' 

{cqw-ana?^ 

g. IPA /RED, n-JjEI'-tf/ { n -Ja l ' - l ' - s r j f 

NA /RED, n-sjEl'-c/ {n-sa l'-l'acr 

'to drool, slobber (e.g., like 

cows)' 

No other consonants trigger this harmony, including uvular /B u B W B ' w / . This is 

illustrated by the data in (18). Full justification of the analysis just summarised and 

acoustic findings which support it will be presented in §3.5. 

(18) 
a. IPA /pt$k+/ 

NA /pck+/ 

\ P9tjk9+f 

{pecka+r 

(*i pAt$k9+r, 

*< p9ljk9+r) 

(*•! packa+l-, 
*i packa+r) 

'leaf' 

b. IPA IkJEMEy 

NA /kJEi/Es/ 

{ k83+eerr 

•Ika+asr 

(*{ ka+a rr, 

*{ ka+aejr, 
*i kae4afr) 

(*<lka+asr, 
*-|ka+asl, 
{ka+asi-) 

'three' 

c. fPA/f+'p^?/ 
NA/X'p^?/ 

i f+'pae?r 
{X'pa?^ 

(*{ tfpa?}) 

(*{X'pa?0 

'marrow' 

d. IPA /rjB-n/ 
NA / c W 

"1 t$3B-9n} 
•IcaT-anr 

(*{ rjAB-9nO 
(*-!ca<r-an )̂ 

'to rip, tear 
something (tr.)' 

e. IPA /s -p '^B' / 

NA / s - p ' i E? / 

i S-p'SBl-

{s-pW 

(*{ S-P'OB!-) 

(^s-p'a^) 

'burned forest, any 
area where a fire 
went through' 
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f. EPA/t+'iEk/ 
NA IK'JEkl 

\ t+'aekl 
{X'ak^ 

(*{ tfak}) 

(*{X'akO 
'to go (not always 
in a specified 
direction)' 

g. fPA/n-kTEx-^+tf^ 'constipation' 
1 n-k'aex-ae+fj'ae?! (*{ n-k'ax-ae+tj'ae?^ 

*{ n-k'aex-ae+tj'ae?^, 

*i n-k'aex-a+lj'a?!-, etc.) 

NA/n-k'^x-^+c'^?/ 

•in-k'ax-a+c'a?!- (*{n-k'ax-a+c'a?K 

*-jn-k'ax-a+c'a? ,̂ 

*-!n-k'ax-a+c'a? ,̂ etc.) 

The exclusion of lu u u w tf'w/ from the triggering class is here taken as evidence that 

the uvular obstruents are specified for some phonological feature which the coronal 

emphatics also bear but the uvular resonants do not. Viewed from another angle, the 

argumentation is: there are two kinds of uvulars: one that patterns with emphatics, e.g., in 

triggering a harmony such as that illustrated by (17), and one that does not. 

Crosslinguistic evidence for these two types of uvulars comes from Arabic; e.g., the 

Palestinian Arabic uvular resonants /% al do not pattern with coronal emphatics in 

triggering a harmony similar to that in (17), but the segment which is phonetically uvular 

[q] does. This was shown in §2.5.1.1. On this basis, following the conclusions of 

Trubetzkoy (1969), Jakobson (1978), and Delattre (1971), as discussed in §1.4.2, 

Palestinian [q] was analysed in chapter 2 as velar emphatic Ikl. In order to account for the 

fact that S't'atimcets lu u B W B ' w / do not pattern with emphatics but the segments which 

are phonetically [q q ' q w q 'w % xw] do, it is here claimed that the latter set, like 
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Palestinain [q], are phonologically uvularised, not primary uvular. That is, that they are 

dorsal emphatics /k k' kw k'w x xw/, represented as in (19). The uvular resonants are 

phonologically primary uvulars, represented as in (20). (In (19) and (20), only 

specifications relevant to the discussion are shown.) 

(19) The Representation of the St'at'imcets Dorsal Emphatics (a.k.a. uvular obstruents) 

/ k k' k w k ' w x x w / 
i- t- f t h h 

[CONS] 
I 
oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 

POR] 

[RTR] 

(20) The Representation of the St'at'imcets Uvular Resonants 

/u B ' B W a'w/ 
[CONS] 
[SON] 

oPlace 

pOR] 

[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

Under this analysis, /u u uw B ' w / are excluded from the natural class comprised of the 

coronal and dorsal emphatics because they lack specification for secondary-[DOR]. By 

result, they do not trigger the harmony illustrated in (17). 
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A question at this point is: is the difference between the two types of uvulars 

necessarily representational? Could it instead be the surface effect of the constraint 

responsible for the harmony? An account which assumes the latter would claim: (i) the 

two types of uvulars are both represented as in (20), without [SON] for the uvular 

obstruents; (ii) the harmony observed in (17) is [DOR] A harmony, that is, harmony of 

[DOR] triggered by consonants which are specified for [DOR] as either a primary 

specification (the 'two types' of uvulars) or secondary specification (the coronal 

emphatics). The harmonic constraint would require that the trigger bear [DOR] but not 

[SON], unless it bear both [COR] and [SON], as is here assumed for the resonant Ix x'l. 

The resonants lu B ' B W B ' w / would be excluded from the triggering class because they bear 

[SON] but not also [COR]. 

Note, crucially: this alternative account predicts that the velar obstruents 

Ik k' k w k' w x x w / will also trigger the harmony because, assuming (15a), they bear [DOR] 

and not [SON]. However, this prediction is not borne out. Velar Ik k' k w k ' w x x w / do 

not trigger the harmony. This is seen from forms like (18f-g). On this basis, a constraint 

account of (17) is rejected here. It is concluded that the difference between the two types 

of uvulars is representational. 

Support for the claim that the uvular obstruents are dorsal emphatics comes from the 

following observation: the harmony illustrated in (17) gives rise to backed non-high 

vowels and surface emphatic consonants. Palestinian uvularisation harmony is triggered 

by emphatics, and also gives rise to backed non-high vowels and surface emphatic 
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consonants. Based on the parallel effects for the harmony in Palestinian and in 

St'at'imcets, the harmony illustrated in (17) is here identified as uvularisation harmony 

('emphasis spread'). 

In summary, this section has presented phonological evidence that St'at'imcets, has 

12 emphatics: /If J J J ' \ \ ' k k' kw k'w x xw/. Based on this evidence, on the perceptual 

support of §3.2.1.5.4, and on the anticipated acoustic support of §3.2.1.5.7, it is here 

claimed that the consonants which been previously analysed as retracted coronals and 

uvular obstruents are emphatics. 

3.2.1.5.5./JJ'/ De-emphaticisation in Lower St' at' imcets 

In the Lower dialect forms in (21), 111 surfaces immediately preceding one of 

/tf \ I I' k k' kw k'w x xw/. ('GLOT' denotes a morpheme which surfaces as infixal 

\ --}; see van Eijk (1985:82-85) for further discussion. Van Eijk (1985, 1987) transcribes 

forms with a GLOT morpheme as containing a glottal stop rather than a glottalised vowel, 

yielding, e.g., the transcription i ki -?-x \ for (2Id). The basis for their present transcription 

with a glottalised vowel will be presented in §3.5.6.) 
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(21) Lower dialect forms 

a. IPA /n-J-p'xII7 i n-J-p'xil'} 
NA/n-s-p' ill I {n-s-p'xiU 

(*n-J-p'xH 'r) 
(*{n-s-p'xiU) 

'stingy' 

b. IPA/mM+/ 
NA/mIxi+/ 

i mixae+r (*{ mixae+(-) 
(*{mixJEi}) 

'black bear' 

c. rPA/tJIk-InV 
NA/cIq-In7 

{ tjik-in^ 
•I ci q-in'} 

(*i rjik-in'O 
(*{ciq-in'0 

'to stab someone (tr.)' 

d. IPA /GLOT, klx/ { ki-'-x \ 
K h 

(*< k i - ' - x ^ 

(*{ ki-'-x^) 

'cranky (child), fussing 

(because it wants 

attention or is sick)' 

or is sick)' 

NA /GLOT, klx/ -{ki-'-x}-

The generalisation illustrated by (21) is that Lower dialect HI surfaces as rtr {i} 

immediately preceding an emphatic. In §3.4, this rtr effect will be analysed as tongue-

root-retraction ('pharyngealisation') harmony with the following emphatic. It will be 

shown that St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony is triggered by both gutturals and 

emphatics. 

In the Lower dialect forms in (22), III surfaces immediately preceding one of / J J ' / . 

In this context, HI surfaces as non-rtr In (22), the dental approximants which 

immediately follow III are transcribed as surface non-emphatic. The reason for this will be 

explained below. 
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(22) Lower dialect forms 

a.IPA/xnlJ-jEj7 ixn\i'-ai'\ 
NA/xnlzf-iEzV ixniz'-az'f 

b. EPA /GLOT, J I U V Ui--A3u' 

NA/GLOT, zlT7 iz'i-'-zaT 

(*ixmi'-ai'\) 

(^xniz'-az'f) 

(*iJI-'-J3B^) 

( ^ Z V - W H ) 

'gooseberry bush' 

'each one, every one' 

The generalisation from (21) and (22) is that Lower dialect /I/ surfaces as rtr \ \ \ 

immediately preceding an emphatic, except when the emphatic is rhotic 111 or 111. This 

has been observed by van Eijk (1985:8) and Egesdal and Thomspon (1993:103). (Both 

those studies refer to rtr i i<- as 'retracted i'.) 

The exceptional behaviour observed for Lower dialect HI in (22) is analysed here as 

the result of de-emphaticisation of Lower dialect Ii i'l in the context of an immediately 

preceding HI. That is, Ii i'l surface as non-emphatic Ii i'l immediately preceding HI. This 

is supported by data such as those in (23). In each form in (23), li(')l functions as an 

emphatic by triggering uvularisation harmony on the immediately preceding IJEI. This 

shows that Lower dialect li(')l behaves as an emphatic when not in the context of an 

immediately preceding HI. 
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(23) Lower dialect forms 
a. TPAIxnxMx / { r roxaj } (*i m 9 x a e j ! 0 

NA /mxyEz/ {mexaz \ (*{ maxaz !•) 

b. rPA/tf'Ukw^j'/ {tj'ukwcu^ (*{ rj'ukwaej'h 

NA/c'Uqw^Ez/ k'uqwaz^ (*{c'uqwazO 

c. r P A / x n l j ' - ^ j ' / {xni j ' -aj^ (*{xnij'-aej'h 

NA/xnlz '-iEzV {xniz'-az7 (*{xniz'-az'0 

'huckleberry' 

'fish, (any kind of) 

salmon' 

'gooseberry bush' 

Alternatively, the effects in (23) could be analysed as showing emphaticisation of an 

underlyingly non-emphatic /J(')/ in the context of an immediately preceding IMI. Under 

this analysis, the effects in (22) would not show de-emphaticisation, but the expected non-

emphatic behaviour of a non-emphatic / J ( ' ) / . 

This alternative analysis is not adopted here because it leads to a theoretical account 

which is less economical and therefore less desirable than the one to be presented later in 

this chapter on the basis of the proposed analysis: an account based on the alternative 

analysis would claim that /J(')/ in (22) surfaces emphatic under harmony with an 

immediately preceding underlyingly emphatic I Ml. Such a claim entails an enrichment of 

the St'at'imcets underlying vowel inventory and leads to a more complex account of the 

derivation of the underlying vowel inventory than that to be proposed in §3.4.2. 

The de-emphaticisation of the Lower dialect rhotics is similar to the de-

emphaticisation of the Palestinian rhotic IxJ. As discussed in §2.2.1.3.2, Palestinian Ixl also 

de-emphaticises in the context of IV. For St'at'imcets, the de-emphaticisation means that 

the Lower dialect surface consonantal inventory contains both emphatic {J J ' \ and non-
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emphatic i x J ' \. Acoustic data which are consistent with this analysis will be presented in 

§3.1.2.5.7. 

A theoretical account of the analysis described in this section will not be presented in 

this chapter. (An account of Palestinian Irl de-emphaticisation was likewise not 

undertaken in chapter 2.) Van Eijk (1985:8) states that of 'retracted a' and 'a', only the 

latter occurs immediately preceding a dental glide in both Lower and Upper dialects. This 

further observation will not be pursued here. Close investigation of the behaviour of 

Lower Ix x'l and Upper Ix J.7 in the context of the epenthetic vowel, and IUI, is deferred 

for work elsewhere; but see §3.2.2.3 for a preliminary observation on Lower Ix J 7 

immediately following IUI. 

3.2.1.5.6. Forms with a Floating Emphasis Feature 

This section discusses the St'at'imcets retracted roots that were left unexamined in 

§3.2.1.5.2, viz., those which do not contain one of (what were identified in §3.2.1.5.4 as) 

underlying emphatic /tf, r I 17. The van Eijk (1987) dictionary lists 42 such roots. Fifteen 
> v y y 

are vowelless. They are presented in (24). The surface forms in (24) show the vowel 

effects documented by van Eijk, on which basis he classifies these roots as retracted. 
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(24) St'at'imcets Vowelless Retracted Roots without /tj f I 17 (from van Eijk (1987)) 
> ̂  h h 

a. /pm/ c/ ipsm-pl' '(to go) fast, (to be) quick' [p.27] 

b. /pt/ (1); cf. ika-pst-ai' 'to get squished, squashed' [p.27] 

c. /pt/ (2); cf. {pet-at-ett 'to make a bubbling, gurgling noise' [p.27] 

d. /p'X.7 c/! •ip'aX'-sn^ 'to plop something down (tr.)' [p.43] 
e. /mmp/ c/i imemp̂  'sound made by tires on a road' [p.46; possibly reduplication 

of /mp/] 

f. /mcV c/! imsc'-eni'* 'to put something under something, tr.' [p.48] 

g. /c'n/ c/! ic'sn'-p^ '(to make a) ringing sound' [p.82] 
h. /X'p/ c/ i X'sp ̂  'to sprain' [p. 121] 

i. /+p7 c/ ika-l-ap'-al- 'to flop over something (e.g., over a log), to just lie there, 
to do nothing (lazy person)' [p. 134] 

j. /+mk/ cf. i +8mki' 'broken, not useable any more' [p. 135] 

k. /+n/ cf. \ +en-pl' 'sound of things vibrating (e.g., when a logging truck passes a 
house)' [pT35] 

1. /+X7 cf. \ ka'+sX'-al- 'to get soaking wet (e.g., clothes in the rain)' [p. 135] 

m. /+k/ cf. ika-+ak-al- 'to get pooped, to conk out' [p. 136] 

n. /k'+/ cf. ik's-U 'mud, thick liquid' [p. 169] 

o. /yn7 cf \ yan'-p̂  'to freeze (persons), to freeze to death' [p.207] 

Of the remaining 27 which contain an underlying vowel, 17 are presented in (25). 

The other 10 of those 27 roots are here considered outside the regular phonology: 9 are 
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analysed as unassimilated borrowings; one is an interjection 11 

(25) St'at'imcets Vowel 

a. /p'I+/ 

b. /miEc'UJV 
c. /UEiJE?/ 

d. /tuk w^y7 

e. ItJE?/ 

f. /c'/Ep/ 

g. /fJEp/ 

h. /c'^?mlqw/* 

i. /X'UcV 

j. /+Ut/ 

k. /+UX7 

1. /xw?JEz/ 

m. / x n j x v 

n. /x^Jptx/ 

o. /ylt/* (?) 

p. msUE?/ 

q. /-JEyJEJ 

•fill Retracted Roots without /tj r I 17 (from van Eijk (1987)) 
V K >• h 

c/ ip'i+i- 'flat low' [p.43] 

c/!imac'ul̂  'pus' [p.48] 

c/ ita+a?̂  'tongue' [p.58] 

cf. {tu-tkway'} 'to shoot the target (as a sport)' [p.60] 

c/! -{ta?̂  'no!; don't' (nursery term) [p.66] 

(1) c/ ĉ'a-?-pi' 'sour (from fermentation)' [p.80] 

(2) cf. k'a-c'p^ 'whitefish' [p.80] 

c/ -ic'a?miqw # c'a-c'pa?!- 'great-grandfather' [p.95] 

cf. -{n-X.'uc'-al-us-amf 'to wink (intr.)' [p. 122] 

cf. {-fut-xaU 'to squish something (esp., a bug) (intr, tr.)' [p. 135] 

cf. WuK'-ak'} 'sound made when drinking (gurgling, bubbling), 
sound of something boiling' [p. 135] 

cf. ixw?az^ 'no, not (it is not the case that...); nothing; to be gone' 
(Upper dialect) [p.205] 

cf. IxuX'-l-aqs-am' [ 'to make a noise through one's nose' [p.248] 

cf. is-xwupt3x!- 'stupid; not strong' (Upper dialect) [p.257] 

cf. {y8ta?yi'?ta?l' "mud-trampling game' [p.285] 

cf. i?i'sta?̂  (possibly means something like 'go on!') [p.311] 

cf. ixwic'-am-a'ya|- 'teeter-totter' [p.357] 

nThe 9 borrowings and 
(i) a /pJEUEkf 

b /p/Ey/ 
c /pvEyp/ 
d /pJEytf 

e /bEUn/ 
f. /t&kUEJ 
g /tJEkn-JEmf 

h M h / 
i. /k w ^t^/ 
j. /w/E?/ 

one interjection in van Eijk (1987) are: 
cf. ipatak̂  'potato' (borrowing from French) [p.28] 
cf. \pay} 'pie' (borrowing from English) [p.40] 
cf. ipayp̂  'five' (borrowing from English) [p.40] 
cf. ipayt̂  'to fight' (Lower dialect; borrowing from English) 
[p.40] 
cf. -Itaun̂  'town" (borrowing from English) [p.57] 
c/! {taktâ  'doctor' (borrowing from English) [p.59] 
cf. itakn-am^ 'to knit (intr.)' (borrowing from English '(knitted) 
stocking') [p.59] 
cf. ikabl 'car, train' (borrowing from English) [p. 161] 
cf. •!kwatâ  'quarter (coin)' (borrowing from English) [p.176] 
cf. \ wa? \ (expression of disbelief used by men) [p.284] 
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The roots in (24) and (25) contain no perceptually emphatic consonants. The vowel 

effects observed in surface forms which contain these roots are assumed here to be due to 

a floating emphasis feature which surfaces linked to a vowel: either an epenthetic vowel as 

in (24), or an underlying vowel as in (25). Such a floating feature has been proposed for 

other Salish languages by Kuipers (1971, 1983, 1990) and is assumed by Doak (1989, 

1992) as discussed in §3.2.1.5.1. (Kuipers and Doak refer to it as a 'retraction' feature.) 

Note that, under the present representational assumptions, the floating emphasis feature is 

actually two co-occurring features: secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. 

A detailed analysis of the roots in (24) and (25) will not be developed here and no 

theoretical account of them will be presented. Such further work would require a 

phonological and phonetic database larger than that of the present study. 

| | 
:i'i*^' l'>^pa^M> 

3.2.1.5.7. Acoustic Support 

This section presents acoustic findings which bear on the presumed postvelar gestures 

of emphatic /tf \ J J ' I I' k k' kw k : w x xw/, Ii J ' / de-emphaticisation in Lower 

St'at'imcets, and the lack of emphatic Ii J ' / in Upper St'at'imcets. However, the corpus 

and data for the St'at'imcets acoustic study will first be described. For the study's 

procedural details, see §2.3.1.1. 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

corpus and speakers for the St 'at 'imcets data 

This chapter reports on data from 35 tokens of St'at'imcets consonants and 169 

tokens of St'at'imcets vowels, which were recorded in 37 carrier forms. The carrier forms 

were all real St'at'imcets words; they are listed in Appendix VI. Real words were used to 

ensure tokens that resulted from the regular phonology and phonetics of the language. 

They were tape-recorded from two literate, adult male native speakers: LC, a 52-year-old 

speaker of the Lower dialect, and LN, a 45-year-old speaker of the Upper dialect. Two 

tokens of each of the 37 forms were elicited from each speaker. The data from LC and 

LN were analysed separately, since formant frequencies of their vowel tokens were very 

different. (This is evident from the vowel graphs to be presented in §3.4 and §3.5. 

Articulatory data, as discussed in §1.4.2, indicate that emphatic consonants are 

produced with two secondary postvelar articulations: uvularisation and pharyngealisation. 

Acoustic data which support the assumption that St'at'imcets emphatics are produced 

with these articulations will now be presented. 

Table 3:4 reports F! and F 2 of two tokens each of St'at'imcets non-emphatic /k/, 

emphatic Ikl, non-emphatic /I/, emphatic III, and, for LC, the Lower St'at'imcets speaker, 

non-emphatic * I J ' } (= de-emphaticised / J ' / ) , and emphatic / J 7. The carrier forms are 

identified in the table. 
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3.2.1. Consonantal Inventory 

T a b l e 3:4 

Fi and F 2 of tokens of St'at'imcets Ikl, Ikl, l\l, l\l, \f\ (= de-emphaticised If I), and If I 

Speaker: LC Speaker: LN 

carrier form token Fi F 2 Fi F 2 

{kea|w33?tuKfem. [k]l 471 1059 475 1374 
name) 

[k]2 465 1142 460 1388 

mean F 468 1101 468 1381 

•i ks+-9n \ 'to put some [k]l 670 990 649 1284 
thing away, to bury [k]2 651 985 695 1304 
something (tr.)' 

mean F 661 988 672 1294 

|difference| mean F 193 113 204 87 

\\S\-t\-\-u\se?} 'fresh 285 1583 

fruit' [l]2 319 1454 

mean F 302 1519 

{kAl-ujwil'x^ 'to get [1]] 507 1003 

spoiled, to break down' [l]2 524 972 

(leftmost^) 

mean F 516 988 

| difference | mean F 214 531 

<xnij'-aj'f 'gooseberry [j']l 355 1356 

bush' [J']2 420 1336 

mean F 

<xnij'-cu'!' 'gooseberry 

bush' [J']2 

586 

557 

1179 

1154 

mean F 634 1169 

| difference | mean F 246 177 
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In Table 3:4, the mean F values show that for both speakers, F i for Ikl is medium, 

almost high. For both speakers, F 2 for Ikl is low. (Descriptions of formant frequencies as 

'high', 'medium', or 'low' are in reference to the values in Table 1:5.) Based on Table 

1:11 in §1.4.3, a medium or high Fi and low or medium F 2 are expected for a segment that 

is produced with primary uvular articulation, and pharyngealisation. As the data on Ikl in 

Table 3:4 match these expectations, they can be interpreted as support for the assumption 

that St'at'imcets Ikl is produced with those articulations. 

In the table, the absolute values of the difference between mean F show that the 

tokens of Ikl have a higher F i and lower F 2 than the tokens of Ikl, for both speakers. This 

is consistent with the general F i rise, F 2 drop effects expected for postvelar articulation, as 

seen from Table 1:8. It supports an assumption that St'at'imcets Ikl has postvelar 

articulation (assumed here to be primary uvular and secondary pharyngeal) that Ikl lacks. 

Note that the findings from Table 3:4 do not bear on the issue of the identity of 

St'at'imcets Ikl as velar emphatic vs. primary uvular, as velar emphatics and primary 

uvulars assumed to be produced with the same articulation. Given this, St'at'imcets Ikl 

[q] is here identified as an emphatic solely on the basis of the phonological evidence 

presented in §3.2.1.5.4. 

In Table 3:4, the absolute values of mean F for /I/ and /I/ (reported for LN) show that 

Fi for III has a medium rise and F 2 has a large drop, compared to F i and F 2 for III. 

(Descriptions of formant frequency changes are in reference to the values in Table 1:10.) 

The absolute values of mean F for { J ' !• and \ J ' !• (reported for speaker LC) show that F i for 
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U'\ has a medium rise, compared with Fi for { J ' F 2 for { J ' \ has a drop which is almost 

medium, compared with F 2 for if}. In § 1.4.3, a medium or large rise for Fi and and large 

drop for F 2 were predicted for segments that are produced with secondary uvular and 

pharyngeal articulation. The data on /I/ and -jj'!- in Table 3:4 almost match those 

expectations, and thus provide some support the assumption that the tokens of /I/ and 

Lower dialect If I were produced with those articulations. This, in turn, supports the 

phonological claim that they are emphatics. 

Acoustic effects which are generally consistent with those in Table 3:4 have been 

reported in previous studies of Salish (in which these consonants are described as 

'retracted'): Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991) and Bessell (1992) observe a raised 

Fi and lowered F 2 for vowels in the context of Nxa'amxcin coronal emphatics, which they 

interpret as indicating the same effects for the coronal emphatics; Thompson (1994) 

reports a lowered F 2 for Lower St'at'imcets i J(')K 

In Table 3:4, the tokens of Lower dialect \f\ and {f}are from the carrier form 

Ixnlf-JEx J i xnij'-aj > in which -i f } occurs immediately following IV. The lack of an Fi 

rise and an F 2 drop for the tokens of if} supports the assumption that they were not 

produced with uvularisation and pharyngealisation. This supports the phonological claim 

that Lower dialect If I de-emphaticises in the context of an immediately preceding IV. 

Figure 3:1 presents a wideband spectrogram showing the bursts of one token each of 

St'at'imcets Ikl and Ikl. The figure caption identifies the carrier forms and reports the 

frequency of each burst. 
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0 50 100 msec. 

4 

3 

2 

[ k h ] [ k h ] 

Figure 3:1 Wideband spectrogram of bursts of St'at'imcets [k] and [k]. (The token of [k] 

occurred in -ikew^eeTtu!- (fern, name); the token of [k] occurred in •!k9+-9n} 'to put 

something away, to bury something (tr.)'. 

Burst of [k] = 1514 Hz. 

Burst of [k] = 1210 Hz. 

Figure 3:1 shows a downward shift of 300 Hz in the burst of [k] compared to the 

burst of [k]. This is consistent with the finding of previous studies, e.g., Al-Ani (1970), of 

a lower concentration of burst energy for emphatic plosives. See Figure 2:35 for 

Palestinian Arabic data showing the same acoustic effect. 

The raised F i and lowered F 2 for /I/ are seen in the spectrogram in Figure 3:2. The 

carrier forms are identified in the figure caption. Figure 3:3 presents a spectrogram of a 
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token of Lower dialect Ixnlf-Mfl {xnij'-cu'!', showing the same effects for \ f\, and the 

lack of those effects for de-emphaticised In Figure 3:3, arrows draw attention to the 

first and second formants of each dental approximant. 

0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 
4 -

3 

2 

[ I 1 [ i 1 

Figure 3:2 Wideband spectrogram of St'at'imcets [I] and The token of [I] occurred in 

•ItJi-tH-usae?!- 'fresh fruit'; the token of [\] occurred as the leftmost \\] in { k A k j ^ i l ' x ^ 

'to get spoiled, to break down'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the 

vertical lines.) 

[l]:Fi = 285Hz;F2 = 1583 Hz. 

|TJ:Fi = 507 Hz; F 2 - 970 Hz. 
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Figure 3:3 presents a spectrogram of a token of Lower dialect Ixnli'-JEtf 

i xnij'-cu'}, showing the raised F i and lowered F 2 for i J ' \, and the lack of those effects for 

de-emphaticised i f}. Arrows draw attention to the first and second formants of each i J ' \ . 

0 100 msec. 

kHz 
4 -

3 

2 

1 Sec. 

[ x n i J' a \'] 

Figure 3:3 Wideband Spectrogram of a token of Lower St'at'imcets ixnij'-cu'!-

'gooseberry bush'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

[j ']:Fi = 388 Hz; F 2 = 1291 Hz. 

[j ']:Fi = 586 Hz; F 2 = 1163 Hz. 

In sum, the data in Table 3:4 and Figures 3:1 - 3:3 support the assumption that 

St'at'imcets /k/ is produced with uvular articulation and pharyngealisation, and that /I/ and 

Lower dialect ij'l- are produced with uvularisation and pharyngealisation. As noted 
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earlier, this finding for Ikl supports either of two phonological claims, viz., that it is velar 

emphatic Ikl or that it is primary uvular Iql, as a Iql is assumed to be produced with the 

same articulation as Ikl. The present identification of St'at'imcets Ikl [q] as an emphatic is 

based solely on the phonological evidence presented in §3.2.1.5.4. The finding with 

respect to III and Lower dialect supports the phonological claim that those segments 

are emphatics. The data also support the assumption that Lower dialect If I is not 

produced with emphatic articulation in the context of an immediately preceding Hi. This 

supports the phonological claim that Lower dialect / J 7 de-emphaticises in that context. 

Figure 3:4 presents a wideband spectrogram of one token of Upper dialect 

/xnD'-^Ej'/ i xnij'-aej'\. Arrows point out the first and second formants of each [J']. The 

spectrogram shows that F i of the [J'] on the right has a medium rise. However, F 2 of the 

two [J']S is almost the same. The raised F i of the [J'] on the right is here interpreted as a 

coarticulatory effect from the preceding [a]. Thus interpreted, the data in Figure 3:4 

support the assumption that neither token was produced with uvularisation and 

pharyngealisation. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that Upper dialect / J ( ' ) / 

is not an emphatic. 
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0 100 msec. 

kHz 

Sec. 
[ x n i j ' ae J1 

Figure 3:4 Wideband Spectrogram of a token of Upper St'at'imcets •jxnij'-eej'!' 

'gooseberry bush'. 

[j'] on the Left: F i = 285 Hz; F 2 = 1576 Hz. 

[j'] on the Right: F i = 463 Hz, F 2 = 1544 Hz. 

3.2.2. Vocalic Inventory 

Consistent with van Eijk (1985),12 the St'at'imcets underlying vocalic inventory is 

analysed as seen in (26). It has two degrees of height, no underlying length, and no 

underlying low front vs. low back distinction. 

12The underlying status of the vowel transcribed by van Eijk (1985, 1987) with a schwa 

symbol has been a point of contention, and will be discussed in §3.2.2.2. 
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(26) The St'at'imcets Underlying Vocalic Inventory 
FRONT 

HIGH I 
LOW 

BACK 

U 
JE 

The surface vocalic inventory is analysed as seen below: 

(27) The St'at'imcets Surface Vocalic Inventory 
FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

NON-RTR 
NON-RD RD 

RTR 
NON-RD RD 

NON-RTR RTR 
NON-RD RD NON-RD RD 

NON-RTR 
NON-RD RD 

RTR 
NON-RD RD 

HIGH i I U U 

MID 9 e 3 O A 0 

LOW 33 a a 

A major way in which the surface inventory differs from the underlyingly inventory 

is in containing six mid vowels, which are either non-rd or rd. The surface inventory has a 

low front vs. low back distinction: in low front position, there is non-rtr \as\ and rtr {al'; 

in low back position there is a single, rtr vowel, {a K 

All surface vowels, except the non-high back vowels, occur in non-rtr/rtr pairs: {i} 

vs. {il, {eel- vs. {al-, ie\ vs. {3 ,̂ {el- vs. io\, and iu} vs. {uK In mid back and low back 

positions, only rtr {A 0} and rtr {aI- occur. The reason for this will be discussed in §3.5. 

This chapter will argue that rtr {1 a 3 9 u|- comprise a set of pharyngealised 

vowels which are phonologically distinct from the non-high back rtr vowels {A O a}. 
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Back i A o a \ will be identified as uvularised vowels. Acoustic findings which support the 

distinct pharyngealised vs. uvularised sets will be presented in §3.4 and §3.5. 

The discussion that follows first summarises the previous analysis of the 

St'at'imcets surface vowels. It then presents the bases for the analysis in (27). 

3.2.2.1. Previous Analyses of the St'at'imcets Surface Vocalic System 

Van Eijk's (1985) analysis of the surface vocalic system is seen in (28). 

(28) Van Eijk's (1985) Analysis of the St'at'imcets 
Surface Vocalic System 

FRONT BACK 

HIGH i i u u 

MID a a 

LOW a a 

Van Eijk claims that the surface inventory contains pairs of non-retracted vs. 

retracted vowels: {i\ vs. i i \, i a I vs. i a}, i aj- vs. \ a.}, and i u\ vs. i u\. He thus claims 

that Hi u r and i a a I- comprise a single set of 'retracted' vowels. Under his analysis, the 

retracted set occurs immediately preceding a uvular, a Lower dialect dental approximant, 

and in a retracted root. Previous theoretical accounts, Remnant (1990) and Bessell 

(1992), have assumed this analysis, claiming that the retracted vowels in retracted roots 

are the effect of a floating retraction feature. In §3.2.1.2, arguments were presented 
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which refute a retracted root analysis for the majority of roots previously assumed to 

involve a floating retraction feature. 

Van Eijk (1985:14) documents the variant i o\ for IUI in the context of an 

immediately following / B B ' B W B ' w / . Remnant (1990:17,130) observes that IV occurs as 

•i e \ in that context. 

Van Eijk (1985:13-14) describes vowels immediately preceding one of 

/ B B ' B W B ' w / as phonetically pharyngealised, although he does not note this effect for IV. 

Remnant refers to such vowels as 'epiglottalised'. This issue will be addressed in 

§3.2.2.4. Data which provide preliminary acoustic documentation of the effect just 

referred to will be presented. 

Finally, van Eik (1985:37) describes a reduction of root vowels in some forms. 

Because vowel reduction is not observed in the present corpus, this will be discussed no 

further here. 

3.2.2.2. The Epenthetic Vowel 

This section addresses the vowel which van Eijk (1985) transcribes as 'a" or ' a ' . 

Following van Eijk (1985), Matthewson (1994), Roberts and Shaw (1994), and Shaw 

(1996b), this vowel is analysed here as epenthetic. Departing from previous studies, it is 

analysed as having six surface variants: •! 9^ i e}, -I 3^, i o}, i A}-, and i oK The discussion 
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that follows first presents evidence for its epenthetic status. It then argues for its six 

surface variants. 

The vowel under discussion is observed immediately preceding non-initial 

consonants (both obstruents and resonants) in a consonant cluster. This is illustrated by 

the data in (29). 

(29) a. IPA /RED, fx/ 
NA /RED, sx/ 

{ f9X-f9X<-

•i sex-sax !• 
'partly crazy' 

b. IPA /mxyEj/ 
NA/mxiEz/ 

{m9xaj( 

-! maxa z \ 
'huckleberry' (Lower dialect) 

c. IPA /RED, kl/ { kA-kAl \ 

NA/ql / " {q&q?U 
'good for nothing, useless (persons, 
horses, etc.)' 

d. IPA MtJ'x-n/ { ?aetj'x-9n \ 
NA/?ac'x-n/ { ?ac'x-an^ 

'to see something, someone (tr.)' 

e. EPA /RED, t a | w t / \ t e w - e L L j w - U | ' w e t | - '(young) boy' 
NA/RED, t w t / {taw-aw-w'at!-

It is not observed if the non-initial consonant in such a cluster is syllabifiable as a syllable 

onset. This is illustrated by the data in (30) in which periods clarify the syllabification of 

the grammatical surface forms. 
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(30) 
a. EPA/RED, \xl 

NA /RED, sxJ 
i fax.-fox} 
i sax.-sax} 

(*-! f9X-9j9X|-) 

(*•{ sax-asax}-) 
'partly 
crazy' 

b. EPA MtJ'x-n/ 
NA /?ac'x-n/ 

i Taetf'.x-grU (*{ Taetf/AX-gnK) 
(*i ?ac'ax-anl-) 

'to see some
thing, some
one (tr.)' 

{ ?ac'.x-an!-

c. EPA/RED, kl-nUxw-mIn/ i kAl.-kAl.-nuxw.-min|- (*•! kAl-AkAl-9nuxw-9minr 
NA/RED, ql-nUxw-mIn/ \ qal.-c[al.-nuxw.-mini- (*\ qal-aqal-anuxw-amin^) 

The generalisation from (29) and (30) is that the occurrrence of this vowel is 

predictable. For previous discussion of its predictability, see van Eijk (1985) and 

Matthewson (1994). Based on its predictability, following van Eijk (1985), Matthewson 

(1994), Roberts and Shaw (1994), and Shaw (1996b), it is here analysed as epenthetic.13 

See Czaykowska-Higgins (1993), Kinkade (1993, to appear), and Urbanczyk (1996b) for 

discussion of the epenthetic vowel in other Salish languages. 

The present corpus indicates that St'at'imcets speakers differ in their phonological 

tolerance of consonant clusters and that this difference might be dialectal: the epenthetic 

vowel is not observed for LC, a Lower dialect speaker, in forms where it is observed for 

LN, an Upper dialect speaker. This is seen from comparison of the data in (31) with those 

in (32). For a theoretical account of the difference illustrated by (31) and (32), see Shaw 

(1996b). 

1 3As underlying forms contain only unpredictable phonological elements (see §1.7.1 for 

discussion), the predictability of this vowel is evidence for the underlying status of the 

consonant clusters in data such those in as (28) and (29). 

'to be unfriendly to someone (tr.)' 
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(31) Lower St'at'imcets Forms 

a. IPA /RED, HlX\-ky 

NA /RED, Tlc-qs/ 

b. rPA/rj'kw?Ikw/ 

NA/c'qw?Iqw/ 

c. IPA / r j k w - ^ n ^ ? / 

NA /cqw-iErbE?/ 

(32) Upper St'at'imcets Forms 
a. IPA /RED, tilti-ky 

NA /RED, Tlc-qs/ 

b. IPA/tJ'kw?Ikw/ 

NA/c'qw?Iqw/ 

c. IPA/tJkw-^n^E?/ 

NA /cqw-^rbE?/ 

Bi-u'-iJ-k^ 

Ti-T'-c-qs^ 

tf'kw?ikw^ 

c'qw?iqw^ 

tfkw-aenae?^ 

cqw-ana?\ 

Bi-b'-tJ-Aksl-

Ti-T'-c- Qqs\ 

tJ'okw?ikw:> 

c'aqw?iqwl 

tJokw-aenae?^ 

c aqw-ana? r 

'small rainbow trout' 

'salmon stretcher' 

'lynx 

'small rainbow trout' 

'salmon stretcher 

'lynx' 

More fieldwork is necessary to determine whether this difference is dialectal or idiolectal; 

van Eijk (1985:30-31) assumes the latter. 

Van Eijk (1985:12) describes several different qualities for the epenthetic vowel, 

which he transcribes as '[u i a A 5 ]', where 'denotes what he refers to as a 

'pharyngealisation' effect. Matthewson (1994:5) assumes the various qualities are 

determined by phonetic coarticulation. This chapter will make a different claim, viz., that 

much of the variation is phonological; this claim is reflected in the surface inventory in 

(27). It will be argued that three harmonies, rounding harmony, pharyngealisation 
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harmony, and uvularisation harmony, give rise to six surface variants of the epenthetic 

vowel. This will be supported by acoustic data to be presented in §3.4 and §3.5. 

The rounding harmony, and the surface variants of the epenthetic vowel which 

result from it, will be discussed below. St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony and 

uvularisation harmony, and their effects on the epenthetic vowel, will be addressed in 

§3.2.2.5 and §3.2.2.6. They will be examined in greater detail in §3.4 and §3.5. 

The epenthetic vowel surfaces as rounded i el-, i o\, or i o|- under adjacency to a 

rounded consonant. This is illustrated by (33). See also (29c) and (32b-c). 

'to hit (as a bush to make 

the berries fall off)' 

'to hide something (intr., 

tr.)' 

'really, very much'; 'to be 

in the way' 

'to cough' 

It does not surface rounded under adjacency to a non-rounded consonant. This is 

illustrated by (34), also by (29a-d) and (32a). 

(33) a. EPA /t+'xw-x^l/ {t+'exw-xael I 

NA /RED, X'xw-?oEl/ i X'axw-xaU 

b. EPA/lBw-n/ 

NA /RED, l^-n/ 

{ lobw-orU 

\ laV -̂an \ 

c. EPA/f-txw/ 

NA/s-txw/ 

{ r-toxw^ 

\ s-taxw^ 

d. EPA/?xw?Un/ 

NA/?xw?Un/ 

\ ?oxw?un| 

{ ?axw?un| 
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(34) a . IPA /pUn-+p/ 

NA /pUn+p/ 

-I pun-+9p^ 

i pun+api-

'Rocky Mountain 

Juniper' 

b. IPA /rjB-n/ 

NA /cT-n/ 

{t)3U-n} 

i caT-anl-

c. IPA /GLOT, m y / 
NA /GLOT, m?/ 

•{ m3-'-B!> '(breaking) daylight' 

i ma-'-T^ 

d. IPA /mk'/ 

NA/mqV 

{ mAk'^ 

{ rnaq'l-

'to get stuffed, to eat too 

much' 

This rounding is here considered phonological, rather than phonetic, for two 

reasons. First, when rounded, the epenthetic vowel is perceptually fully round, as opposed 

to rounded for only part of its duration. That is, when rounded, it is perceptually not a 

non-rd - rd diphthong or rd - non-rd diphthong (with the rounded portion occurring 

adjacent to a rounded postvelar), e.g., [30] or [03], respectively, where ' f identifies the 

second half of the diphthong. Second, acoustic data to be presented §3.4 indicate that 

tokens of the rounded variants have and maintain a rounded target. This supports 

ascribing phonological status to the rounding, in a manner to be explained in that section. 

A final discussion concerns the distinction between St'at'imcets' epenthetic vowel 

and its purely phonetic vowel. This distinction is made by Matthewson (1994) and Shaw 

(1996b) who label the latter 'excrescent', consistent with the suggestions of Kinkade (to 

appear) with respect to Salish vowels in general. The excrescent vowel is seen in the 

phonetic forms in (35). In this data set, periods mark the syllable breaks in the surface 
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forms. The qualities of the excrescent vowel mirror those of the epenthetic vowel. (The 

vowel [a] in the EPA transcription in (35c) is the lowered counterpart of [a]. Phonetic 

lowering of St'at'imcets vowels will be discussed in §3.2.2.3.) 

(35) 

a. EPA/RED, P - U R ^ ? / i t$i-tj.-l-u.rae?| [tjitjslujae?] 'fresh fruit' 

NA/RED, CD-USJE?/ i ci-c.-l-u.sa?^ [cicalusa?] 

b. EPA /RED, to|wt/ i te.we-a|w.-a|'wet^ [teweix|weuj'wet ] '(young) boy' 
NA/RED, twt/ i ta.w-aw.-w'atl- [tawawaw'at] 

c. EPA/RED, B I / HB9I . -B9U [Bal3B9l] 'strong, 

NA/RED, W i^al.-TaU [TalaTal] healthy, 

vigorous' 

In (35), the vowel observed in each phonetic form but not in the respective surface 

form occurs between a coda consonant and an onset consonant, where the onset 

consonant is a resonant. This environment has been identified for excrescent vowels in 

Nxa'amxcin Salish by Willett and Czaykowska-Higgins (1995). The St'at'imcets 

exscrescent vowel is audible but does not serve as the nucleus of any phonological 

syllable: the consonants which flank it are perceptually coda and onset of distinct syllables. 

Given this, it is here concluded, with Matthewson (1994:5): "the appearance of [the 

excrescent] vowel is independent of syllable structure." 

The present corpus indicates that data such as those in (35) occur with or without 

the exscrescent vowel. That is, the occurrence of the exscrescent vowel is optional. This 
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has been observed by Matthewson (1994:5), who found: "the optionality of the vowel was 

manifested in a single elicitatidn session, between different utterances of the same word; 

sometimes it was present, sometimes absent." The phonetic forms in (35) record 

productions in which it occurred for a St'at'imcets consultant on a particular occasion. 

The optionality of this vowel and its independence from syllable structure 

requirements are here considered evidence for its phonetic status. Based on this, 

following Matthewson (1994) and Shaw (1996b), it is analysed as an 

excrescent/enunciative/anatyptic vowel, that is, a vowel which occurs only in the phonetics 

and serves as a transitional element. See Willett and Czaykowska-Higgins (1995) and 

Kinkade (to appear) for further discussion of Salish excrescent vowels. 

3.2.2.3. Phonetic Mid Height 

Mid height is observed for the high vowels that are adjacent to a postvelar. Mid 

height for high vowels in the context of postvelars is observed also in Palestinian Arabic; 

see §2.2.2.4. The effect in St'at'imcets is illustrated by (36). In (36), the lowering is seen 

in the transcriptions of the phonetic forms, which are presented only in IPA. The form in 

(36f), in which no lowering is observed for the non-postvelar-adjacent /I/, demonstrates 

the adjacency requirement. 
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la. EPA/kT+II/ i k'i+iW [k'ei +il] 'to run' 

NA /q'l+DV i q'i+iU 

b. IPA/kwl-I?/ i kwl-i?} [W?] 'green, yellow' 

NA/qwl-I?/ i qwl-i?l 

c. EPA /BIJ/ -! BiU [«ei 1] 'to shrink' 

NA ms/ 

d. EPA/km?/ \ kwu?\ [kwo?] 'water' 

NA/qm?/ i qwu?\ 

e. EPA /B^Jj 't / { BwUj't^ [BwOJ't] 'sleep' 

NA/TOy't / i Twuy'tl 

f. EPA Mf-In'/ [Bej Jin'] 'to shrink something 

NA /Tls-InV i Tis-in' \ (tr.)' 

g. EPA /mI>oE4/ i mrxae+i- [mexae+] 'black bear' 

NA /mlLE+/ •{ mixa4|-

h. EPA/tJIk-InV i tjik -in'^ [tjekei n'] 'to stab someone (tr.)' 

NA /clq-InV i ciq-in' 1-

The mid height is not observed under adjacency to non-postvelars. This is illustrated by 

(37). The form in (37h) contains an underlying postvelar, 111. In §3.2.1.5.5, it was 

argued that Lower dialect 111 de-emphaticises in the context of an immediately preceding 

III. The lack of phonetic lowering in (37h) suggests that Lower 111 might de-emphaticise 

also in the context of HJI, as claimed in its transcription, below. 
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(37) 
a. IPA/tUp-Un7 

NA /tUp-Un7 

b. IPA/rIt ft/ 
NA/sItst/ 

c. IPA /fjlxw/ 
NA/cIxw/ 

d. IPA /RED, n-kmt^E/ 
NA /RED, n-k^JcE/ 

e. rPA/klfj-InV 
NA /klc-InV 

f. IPA /t+ZjEmln/ 
NA /X'iEmln/ 

g. IPA/J-p'I?-l'u|w,EJ/ 
NA /s-p'I?-l'w^s/ 

h. IPA /jTJh-n/ 
NA /zuh-n/ 

t up -un ' I 
tup-un' I-

Jitjtr 
sitst I-

tjixw^ 
cixw^ 

n-k w u-k w r jae^ 
n-kwu-kwca^ 

kir j - in^ 
kic-in'} 

t feeminl^ 
X'aminl-

J-p'iT-sl'ufaeft 
s-p'iT-el'wyEsl-

juh-9nl-
zuh-enl1 

tupun ' ] 
tupun'] 

I"tjt] 
sitst] 

tjixw] 
cixw] 

nkwukwtjae] 
nkwukwca] 

kitjin'] 
kicin'] 

t+'aemin] 
X'arnin] 

'to punch someone, hit 
someone with the fist 
(intr., tr.)' 

'night' 

'to arrive (over there), 
to reach (over there)' 

'downstream area' 

'to lay something down 
(intr., tr.)' 

'wool, fur' (Upper 
dialect) 

rp'i?9l'a|wae r] 'squeezed in the 
sp'i?ol'WiEs] middle' 

juh9n] 
zuhen] 

'to warn someone, tell 
someone to be careful 
(intr., tr.)' 

The mid height observed in (36) is analysed as an effect due to the adjacent 

postvelar. The exclusion of /h ?/ from the triggering class for this lowering, seen from 

(37g,h), supports the present claim that St'a'timcets laryngeals are not gutturals (and thus 

not postvelars). That is, unlike Palestinian laryngeals, they lack articulation, under the 

definition of'articulation' assumed in this thesis (see §1.3.3.1). This claim was made in 

§3.2.1.4; it will be supported by acoustic data to be presented in §3.4 and §3.5. 
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The lowering illustrated by (36) is here considered phonetic for reasons parallel to 

those discussed with respect to Palestinian high vowel lowering in §2.2.2.4. First, in 

several forms it is impressionistically gradient: e.g., in (36a-c,h), the lowered vowel is 

perceptually a short diphthong from mid [e] to high [i]; this indicates the lowering to be 

non-discrete. Second, to my knowledge, there is no evidence that the lowered height is 

phonologically visible. Under the phonetics/phonology distinction drawn in §1.7.1, non-

discreteness and phonological invisibility characterise phonetic sound properties and do 

not characterise phonological sound properties. On this basis, the lowered height is 

assigned phonetic status. 

An alternative analysis of the lowered height in (36) is possible, viz., that the mid 

height results from [LOW] harmony triggered by an adjacent postvelar. The form in (36b) 

will serve to illustrate the claims this would entail: under a [LOW] analysis, it would be 

transcribed as: 

(38) /tJIk-InV itfek-en'l Mekeirf] 'to stab someone (tr.)' 

A [LOW] analysis would observe that the post-emphatic HI in (38) is [ej ], that is, 

that it is gradiently less low than the pre-emphatic III, which is [e]. To account for this, 

the alternative analysis would claim: (i) when under [LOW] harmony, HI surfaces as i el-

(ii) both His in /tflk-In'/ harmonise, yielding the surface form: \ tfek-en'!; (iii) assuming a 

phonetic mid-to-high continuum starting at [e] and ending at [i], the lesser degree of 
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phonetic lowering for the post-emphatic HI is a phonetic effect resulting from the fact that 

anticipatory phonetic coarticulation is stronger than perseveratory phonetic coarticulation. 

This analysis rejected on two grounds. First, it assumes that St'at'imcets 

postvelars are specified for [LOW], on which basis they trigger [LOW] harmony on an 

adjacent vowel. Given the ample evidence that postvelars are specified for [RTR], as 

reviewed in §2.3, as provided in §2.4, and as will be further provided in §3.4, their 

additional specification for [LOW] is undesirable on economy grounds. That is, as the 

range of data involving postvelars can be accounted for assuming their specification for 

[RTR] without additional specification for [LOW], positing their specification for [LOW] is 

an unnecessary and therefore undesirable representational enrichment. 

Second, under the alternative analysis, the absence of phonetic [ i] in (38) remains 

a mystery. That is, why is the phonetic form in (38) not [tjekein']? The claim that the 

lowness of a post-trigger vowel is gradiently interpreted in the phonetics along a mid-to-

high continuum starting at [s] and ending at [i] predicts that [ i] might be observed for 

some tokens this word. However, it is not. The robust generalisation from the corpus of 

this study is that phonetic tokens of the post-trigger vowel in words such as /tjlk-ln7 are 

exclusively non-rtr for their duration. Note that this implies that [ej ] and [e i] are in 

principle distinct diphthongs. It also implies that lowness (along some abstract height 

dimension) and rtr-ness (along some abstract non-rtr vs. rtr dimension) are, or can be, 

perceptually distinct. The second implication is not based on a new claim. The perceptual 

distinctness of lowness vs. rtr-ness is implicit, e.g., in the IPA vowel chart: in that chart, 
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[e], which is lower than [i] and [i], occupies a position distinct from [e], which is also 

lower than [i] and [i] and in addition, under the present analysis, is rtr. That degree of 

lowness and degree of rtr-ness are represented distinctly in the chart implies that lowness 

and rtr-ness are perceptually distinct. 

By contrast, the absence of [ i] in (38) is accounted for under the proposed 

analysis. The proposed analysis, to be detailed in §3.4.1, is that the harmony observed in 

a word like /tflk-InV is [RTR] harmony, whereby harmonising vowels surface rtr. In 

St'at'imcets, [RTR] harmony only affects a vowel which immediately precedes a postvelar. 

The fact that the post-trigger vowel never receives specification for [RTR] predicts its 

complete non-rtr colouring in the phonetic form. 

A final note concerns the epenthetic vowel. The present database indicates that its 

surface variant •! 9} is phonetically lowered to [a] when immediately following a postvelar. 

Forms illustrating this are presented in (39). The lowering is documented in the phonetic 

forms, which are presented only in the IP A; (39c) was seen earlier in (35c). Acoustic data 

consistent with this analysis will be presented in §3.4. 

(39) a. EPA/k+n/ ik9+-9n| [ka+gn] (*[k9+9n]) 'to put something 

NA/q+-n/ i qa+'anl away, to bury 
something' 

b. EPA/Btf-n/ •!B9tf-9nl' [Bat$9n] (*[B9tf9n]) 'to stab someone 
NA/Tc-n/ iTac-anl (tr.)' 

c. EPA/RED, BI / iB9l-B9l | [Bal3B9l] (*[B9l3B9l]) 'strong, healthy, 

N A /RED, 71/ HTsl-TaU vigorous' 
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3.2.2.4. Phonetic Epiglottalisation 

Van Eijk (1985:13-14) claims that lu B ' B W B ' w / have a phonetic pharyngealisation 

effect on an immediately preceding epenthetic vowel, IJEI, or IUI. He denotes a 

pharyngealised epenthetic vowel and IJEI both as '[ a]', a pharyngealised IUI as '[ o ]'. He 

does not mention this effect for III. 

Following Remnant (1990), the effect referred to by van Eijk is interpreted here as 

epiglottalisation, that is, as a superimposition of epiglottal constriction from the following 

uvular resonant. Acoustic data which provide preliminary support for this interpretation 

will be presented below. 

An outstanding issue is whether or not the epiglottalisation has any role in the 

phonology. Remnant (1990) assumes it does, but does not discuss the bases of her 

assumption. With van Eijk (1985), it is assumed here to be phonetic, pending the findings 

of further phonological and phonetic investigation. 

3.2.2.4.1. Acoustic Support 

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:307) report a lowered F 3 for epiglottalised 

vowels, based on the data of Catford (in preparation) from Caucasian languages such as 
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Tsakhur and Udi. This section presents data on St'at'imcets vowels which occur 

immediately preceding one of lu K' B W B ' w / . Given Ladefoged and Maddieson's 

observation, the St'at'imcets vowels were investigated for a possible F3 effect in that 

context. 

Table 3:5 reports the F i , F 2 , and F 3 of tokens of HI and the epenthetic vowel which 

did not occur immediately preceding one of lu B ' B W B ' w / , and tokens which did. 

(Although van Eijk 1985 does not mention an epiglottalisation effect for HI, HI was 

analysed just in case an effect might be found.) The carrier forms are identified in the 

table. The forms H I - ' - B ' I - 'to scatter' in LA and <jp3-'-B'}- 'pale, faded' in II.B each 

contain a globalised vowel. Phonetically, they each contain a broken vowel; that is, for 

each form, the globalised vowel is implemented as two consecutive phonetic tokens of the 

vowel separated by a glottal stop. (No tokens of IJEI or HJI immediately preceding one of 

lu B ' B W B ' w / were analysed, due to lack of data.) 
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Table 3 : 5 

F i , F 2 , and F 3 of tokens of St'at'imcets vowels not immediately preceding /BQf™)/ 
vs. immediately preceding /BOO")/ 

I./I/ Speaker: L C 
carrier form token Fi F 2 F 3 

A. not immediately preceding /BOO")/ 

{t+'ikl- 'to arrive here' 559 1545 2247 

[ i]2 578 1565 2267 

{ t j 'k w ?ik w ^ 'salmon stretcher' [ i]3 510 1614 2152 

[ l]4 593 1736 2229 

mean F 563 1615 2224 

B. immediately preceding /B(') ( W ) / 

HI-'-B'!- [4I?IB' ] 'to scatter' [l]5 612 1417 1986 

(rightmost phonetic token) [ l]6 617 1412 1940 

mean F 615 1415 1963 

|difference| mean F 52 200 261 

II. The Epenthetic Vowel Speaker: L C 
carrier form token F, F 2 F 3 

A. not immediately preceding /B ( ' ) ( WY 

-i p3- ' -B' } [p3?3B' ] 'pale, faded' [3]1 615 1434 2110 

(leftmost phonetic token) [3]2 675 1473 2085 

1 BSI-BSII- [BBIBSI ] 'strong, healthy, [9]3 613 1475 2152 

vigorous' (leftmost vowel) 

mean F 616 1461 2116 

B. immediately preceding/BOO")/ 

•i 1$3B-9n} 'to rip, tear [3]4 600 1430 1937 

(leftmost vowel) [3]5 600 1398 1988 

mean F 600 1414 1963 

|difference| mean F 16 47 153 
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Table 3:5 shows that, for the tokens analysed, F 3 is lower for the tokens of HI and 

the epenthetic vowel which occurred immediately preceding one of / B B ' B W B ' w / (sections 

LB and II.B) than it is for tokens which did not occur in that context (sections LA and 

II. A). That is, the tokens analysed have a lowered F 3. This matches the effect shown by 

tokens of epiglottalised vowels in Tsakhur and Udi, as discussed by Ladefoged and 

Maddieson (1996). 

Based on the data in Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:306-310) and Esling (1996, 

1997), epiglottalisation is here assumed to be a secondary articulation which produces a 

constriction in the very low pharynx, in the region of the epiglottis. Under the 

appropriate articulation-to-acoustic assumptions (left unexplored here), the data in Table 

3:5 are considered potential preliminary support for the assumption that the tokens of HI 

and the epenthetic vowel which occurred immediately preceding a uvular resonant may 

have been produced with epiglottal constriction (and that those which did not occur in 

that context were not). This lends potential support to the possibility of St'at'imcets 

being epiglottalised immediately preceding one of those consonants. 

Figure 3:5 presents a wideband spectrogram showing two tokens of /I/, one 

immediately preceding [k], the other immediately preceding [u']. F 3 of each [i] is 

reported in the caption. The spectrogram shows the lowered F 3 for the [i] immediately 

preceding [B']. 
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0 100 msec. 

1 Sec. 

[t<F e k ] [+ e ? e b'j 

Figure 3:5 Wideband spectrogram showing a lowered F 3 for St'at'imcets HI immediately 

preceding a uvular resonant. The token on the left is [i] in \ t+'ikl- 'to arrive (here)'. The 

token on the right is a token of the rightmost [i] in i+i-'-B'}- [+I?IB'] 'to scatter (e.g., 

people leaving from a gathering)'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the 

vertical lines.) 

F 3 of [i] on the left = 2267 Hz. 

F 3 of [i] on the right =1986 Hz. 

Figure 3:6 shows the lowered F 3 of a token of the epenthetic vowel immediately 

preceding a uvular resonant. 
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[H a 11 W 3 w] 
• 

Figure 3:6 Wideband spectrogram showing a lowered F 3 for the St'at'imcets epenthetic 

vowel immediately preceding a uvular resonant. The token on the left is a token of 

epenthetic -! 9^ in i uatf-kin-upP-aem} 'to lead horses by tying them to the tail of the 

horse in front'. The token on the right is a token of epenthetic i 3} in •! t$3B-9n!' 'to rip, 

tear something (tr.)'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F 3 of [a] = 2152 Hz. 

F 3 of [3] = 1988 Hz. 

3.2.2.5. Pharyngealised Vowels 

Rtr i i a 3 o ul- occur immediately preceding a postvelar. This is illustrated by the 

data in (40). (I know of no forms showing this in which i I a 3 a u} arise as a result of 

morphological alternation. That is, the generalisation just stated is based solely on 

distributional evidence.) 
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'stripe' 

'black bear' 

'to stab someone (tr.)' 

'to rip, tear something (tr.)' 

'to hide something (intr., tr.)' 

'light, bright' 

In §3.4, it will be argued that {a!-, and iv} are underlying /I/, /JE/, and HJI, 

respectively, and that {3 ol- are the epenthetic vowel, under pharyngealisation harmony 

with the postvelar. As illustrated by (40e), rounded -I al- occurs where the epenthetic 

vowel undergoes both pharyngealisation harmony and rounding harmony. 

3.2.2.6. Uvularised Non-high Vowels 

The backed vowels \ A O a I- occur immediately preceding an emphatic. This is 

illustrated by the forms in (41). (I know of no forms showing this in which I A O Q I arise 
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(40) a. EPA / H U B W / \ H U B W } 

NA/s-cUW U-cuT^ 

b. IPA/mIx^4/ \ mixae+r 

NA/mI)LE+/ { mixai} 

c. IPA/tJIk-InV {tjik-in'^ 

NA /clq-In'/ \ ciq-in'} 

d. EPA /rjts-n/ {rj3B-9n} 

NA/cT-n/ i ceT-enl-

e. IPA/lBw-n/ {lot!w-on^ 

NA/ l^-n / {le^-anl-

f. EPA /RED, mJEu/ i m3B-mab!!-

NA /RED, mJES/ i maS-maS} 
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as a result of morphological alternation. The generalisation with respect to -j A o a\ is also 

based solely on distributional evidence.) 

(41) a. IPA/kl/ 

N A / q l / \ qaU 

'bad; old, worthless' 

b. IPA/ r-txw/ 

NA /s-txw/ 

J h 

1 s-taxw\ 

'really, very much'; 'to be in the way' 

c. IPAMiy-m/ ?alr-9ml' 
N A M l s - m / {?als-8m^ 

'sick, ill' 

d. IPA /mx/Ej/ 

NA ImxJEzI { maxazl-

'huckleberry' (Lower dialect) 

d. JPAImJEkJE?! i makee?} 

NA ImJEqJE?! { rnaqa?̂  

In §3.5 it will be argued that \ A and \Q\ are the epenthetic vowel and IJEI, 

respectively, under uvularisation harmony with the emphatic. It will be further argued in 

§3.5.3 that the high vowels II VI do not undergo uvularisation harmony. As illustrated by 

(41b), rounded i o} occurs where the uvularised epenthetic vowel also undergoes 

rounding harmony. 
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3.2.2.7. Summary 

The distribution of the St'at'imcets surface vowels is summarised in (42). In the 

table, a shaded cell means that the particular underlying vowel does not undergo the 

rounding, pharyngealisation, or uvularisation harmony. Fuller justification for the claims 

in (42) will be presented in the remainder of this chapter. 

(42) 
Surface Correspondents 

NON-
RD 

RD NON-RD 
PHARYNGEAL

ISED 

RD 
PHARYNGEAL-

GEALISED 

NON-RD 
UVULARISED 

RD 
UVULARISED 

in i I 
IMI 33 a a 

(epenthetic 
vowel) 

9 e 3 0 A 0 

/ u / u u 

3.3. Preliminary Issues 

3.3.1. Underlying Pharyngealisation, Underlying Uvularisation 

The representations of the St'at'imcets gutturals and emphatics, as proposed in 

§3.2.1.5.4, are seen in (43) and (44), respectively. Additional specifications which are 

assumed are: [SON] for Ix f I I 7, [LAT] for /I VI, [CG] for /k' k'w j ' V B' B ' w / , [STRID] 

for Ify, and secondary-[LAB] for /kw k'w x w B W B ' W / . 



3.3.1. Underlying Pharyngealisation, Underlying Uvularisation 

(43) The Representation of St'at'imcets Gutturals 
a. uvulars 

[CONS] 
[SON] 

oPlace 

I 
[DOR] 
[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

(44) The Representations of St'at'imcets Emphatics 
a. dorsal emphatics b. coronal emphatics 

/ k k' k w k'w x x w / /tf [ J J ' I IV 
[CONS] [CONS] 

I I 
oPlace o P l a c e 

I I 
^JDOR] [COR] 

POR] [TR] PORT "̂ TR] 

[RTR] [RTR] 

The gutturals / B B ' B W B ' w / bear primary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. Under the 

present representational assumptions, this defines them as primary uvulars. The emphatics 

/tj J j j ' I I' k k' kw k'w x xw/ bear secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR], which defines 

them as uvularised. The claim that uvular gutturals and emphatics are defined in this 

manner is based on the arguments presented in §2.3.1. 

By the representations in (42) - (43), I claim that St'at'imcets gutturals and 

emphatics are underlyingly pharyngealised. Phonological evidence for this will be 

presented in §3.4.1: it will be shown that both classes of segments trigger St'at'imcets 

pharyngealisation harmony. The representations also claim that the uvular component of 
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3.3.1. Underlying Pharyngealisation, Underlying Uvularisation 

the gutturals vs. emphatics differ in that it is primary for the former, secondary for the 

latter. Phonological evidence for this will be presented in §3.5.1: it will be shown that the 

emphatics trigger St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony but the gutturals do not. 

Acoustic support for the secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] specifications of 

the emphatics was presented in §3.2.1.5.7. Acoustic data reported in that section are 

consistent with the assumption that St'at'imcets emphatics are produced with the 

postvelar articulations of emphatics: pharyngealisation, assumed here to result from 

specification for secondary-[RTR], and uvularisation, assumed here to result from 

specification for secondary-[DOR]. Acoustic support for the primary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR] specifications of the gutturals will be presented next. 

i*25*™-

3.3.1.1. Acoustic Support 

Table 3:6 reports the Fj and F 2 of two tokens each of palatal /j7 and the uvular 

guttural / B w / . As /j7 is non-postvelar, it serves as a useful contrast for / B W / . 
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Table 3:6 

F i and F 2 of tokens of St'at'imcets /j 7 and / B W / 

carrier form token F, F 2 

{Bwuj't> U']l 296 2157 

'to sleep' [j']2 321 2002 

{B w uj't l [ B w ] l 574 1000 

'to sleep' [B w]2 543 1000 

Table 3:6 shows that for / B W / , FI is medium and F 2 is low. Constrastingly, for /j'/, 

F i is low, F 2 is high. Based on the investigation of §1.4.3, a medium or high F] and a low 

or medium F 2 is expected for a primary uvular such as / B w / , which is presumed to be 

produced with primary uvular and secondary pharyngeal articulation. The data in Table 

3:6 match these expectations. They thus support the assumption that the [ B W ]S were 

produced with those gestures. This, in turn, supports the primary-[DOR] and secondary-

[RTR] specifications proposed for St'at'icmets gutturals in (47). (As a lowered F 2 is also 

expected for segments produced with lip rounding, the F 2 effect observed for each [Bw] is 

also consistent with their rounded production.) 

The medium F i and low F 2 for / B w / are seen in the spectrogram in Figure 3:7, 

which shows tokens [Bw]1 and [j']l from Table 3:6. 
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Sec. 

[B w O j' t ] 

Figure 3:7 Wideband spectrogram of a token of i B w uj't | 'to sleep'. (Formants measured 

at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

[ B w ] : F i = 574 Hz; F 2 = 1000 Hz. 

[j']: Fj = 296 Hz; F 2 = 2157 Hz. 

3.3.2. The Derivation of the St'at'imcets Underlying Postvelar Inventory 

The derivation of the St'at'imcets' underlying postvelar inventory is assumed to be 

governed by the same conditions holding in Palestinian, viz., '*Prim, Prim, 

'Prim-RTR/*Sec-RTR, Sec-RTR/DOR, and 'FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR; see §2.3.2 

for further discussion. 

Note that St'at'imcets has two underlying post-alveolar emphatics: /tf \l. Further 

note that the St'at'imcets post-alveolar /tj/ undergoes uvularisation harmony. This was 
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3.4.1. Pharyngealisation Under Adjacency to a Postvelar 

illustrated in (17); it will be shown in detail in §3.5.1. St'at'imcets post-alveolars thus 

contrast with Palestinian post-alveolars. Palestinian has no underlying post-alveolar 

emphatics and the Palestinian post-alveolars, l\ t$ 05/, do not undergo uvularisation 

harmony; see §2.3.2 and §2.5.1 for discussion. 

This crosslinguistic difference is here assumed to have a featural basis, viz., that 

St'at'imcets post-alveolars bear [COR], as seen in (44), whereas Palestinian post-alveolars 

bear [DOR]/[FRONT]. (For the proposed representation of Palestinian post-alveolars, see 

(135) in §2.5.4.) Because FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR prohibits specification for 

secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] only for segments bearing [FRONT], St'at'imcets 

post-alveolars can be emphatic, but Palestinian post-alveolars cannot. The fact that 

St'at'imcets post-alveolars are apical, as observed in §3.2.1, whereas Palestinian post-

alveolars are laminal is considered support for this assumption. 

3.4. St'at'imcets Pharyngealisation Harmony 

3.4.1. Pharyngealisation Under Adjacency to a Postvelar 

3.4.1.1. Analysis 

St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony is triggered by postvelars and affects only one 

vowel in the word. Consider first the forms in (45), which show that HI, IJEI, IUI, and the 

epenthetic vowel surface non-rtr in forms that do not contain a postvelar. (These data 

also show that, unlike Palestinian, a closed syllable does not trigger pharyngealisation of 
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vowels in St'at'imcets; see §2.3.3.1 for discussion of Palestinian closed-syllable 

pharyngealisation.) 

(45) a. rPA/kltJ-InV 
NA/klc-InV 

b. IPA/t$Ut$In/ 

NA/cUcIn/ 

c. IPA /Jltjt/ 
NA /cUcIn/ 

d. IPA /pUn-+p/ 
NA /pUn-+p/ 

e. IPA/f+'l-II'x/ 

NA /K'l-Wxf 

f. IPA /mUlx/ 

NA/mUlx/ 

g. IPA /RED, n-knjtJ^E/ 

. NA/RED, n-TOcE/ 

h. IPA /RED, Jx/ 

NA /RED, sx/ 

i. IPA/RED, to]wt/ 
NA/RED, twt/ 

j. IPA/f4'xw-x^El/ 

NA /7C 'x w-5oEl/ 

kifj-in'̂  
kic-in' }• 

tjurjin^ 

cueing 

m > 

sitst }• 

pun-+9p|-
pun-+ap} 

f+'sl-il'x^ 

7v'al-il'x^ 

mulxf 
mulx} 

n-kwu-kw-rja^ 
n-kwu-kw-ca,L 

r 9X- r 9X^ 

sax-sax (• 

'to lay something down (intr., 
tr.)' 

'mouth' 

'night' 

'Rocky Mountain Juniper' 

'to keep still, to sit still without 

moving' 

'stick' (N) 

'downstream area' 

'partly crazy' 

teu|we-ai w-iL]'weU '(young) boy' 
taw-aw-w'atl-

t+'exw-xa3U 
X'axw-xaU 

'to hit (as a bush to make 

the berries fall off)' 
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k. IPA / r -p ' I?-l 'LL| w ^f/ i r-p'i?-9l'uLjwae r | 'squeezed in the middle' 

NA/s-p'I?-l'w^s/ i s-p'i?-al'wasl 

1. IPA /RED, ?U\JE?/ {?u-l-\&3?\ 'egg' 

NA /RED, ?Us^?/ \ ?u-?-sa? \ 

The data in (46) show that vowels surface rtr immediately preceding a guttural. (An 

Optimality tableau for (46a) will be presented in §3.4.2.) This effect has been observed by 

previous studies: van Eijk (1985:14) notes the occurrence of /U/ as [o] immediately 

preceding one of / B B ' B W B ' w / ; Remnant (1990:17,113) notes the occurrence of HI as [s] 

in the same context. However, it has not previously been incorporated into an analysis 

which considers the full range of St'at'imcets postvelar harmony. (The mid height 

documented by van Eijk and Remnant is analysed here as phonetic; see §3.2.2.3 for further 

discussion. In (46), no ungrammatical NA forms are provided for words for which NA 

transcription would not encode the relevant rtr vs. non-rtr distinction(s).) 

'to untie something, to turn 

an animal loose (tr.)' 

'loose (objects, also ways 

of behaviour)' 

'stripe' 

'to rip, tear something 
(tr.)' 

(46) 

a. rPA/tlB'w-In7 i t i B ' w - i n ' ^ 

NA/trT'w-in7 UiT^-in^ 

(*i tiB'w-in'l) 

("H ti^-in'^) 

b. IPA /RED, f lB w / \ \8Bw-rIBw \ 

NA/RED, sIT*/ HsaV-si'm 

c. E P A / H U B W / 

NA/s-cUW 

\ f-tfUB w^ 

\ s-cu^l 

(*i r e B w - J i B w 0 

(*i r-tfUBwK) 

(*i s-cuSw\) 

d. IPA/tfB-n/ 

N A / c W 

i tf3B-9n } 
i caT-onl-

(*•! rj9B-9n^) 
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e. I P A /GLOT, ITIB/ i rri3-'-B^ (*< me-'-Bh) '(breaking) daylight' 

N A /GLOT, m?/ ^ me-'-^ 

f. I P A /lBw-n/ i loB w -an \ (*i leBw-en}) 'to hide something (intr., 
N A / l ^ - n / Ua^-en^ tr.)' 

g. I P A / R E D , ITVEB/ •! m3B-maB|- (*<! m9B-maeB^) 'light, bright' 

N A / R E D , mvE?/ < maT-ma? }• 

h. I P A / R E D , I ^ B ' W / i l o B w - l a B ' w ^ (*\ leBw-la3B'wh) 'room, spaces in between 

N A / R E D , L E W Ua^-la?'^ things' 

The forms in (47) show that vowels surface rtr immediately preceding an emphatic. 

(47) 

a. IPA ImlxJEi/ 

NA ImlxJEi/ 

b. LPA/t+Tk/ 
^ 

NA/X'Iq/ 

i mixae+!> 
y 

•i mixa+l' 

< X'iq^ c. TPA/fjIk-In'/ {tjik-in'^ 
NA /clq-In'/ 4 ciq-in'} 

d. IPA /?UXW->GEI/ i ?uxw-xael \ 
y y 

NA /?Uxw-x^l/ { ?uxw-xal ^ 

e. IPA/n-+Ukw-xIt/ { n-+ukw-xiU 
y y 

NA /n-+Uqw-xIt/ { n-+uqw-xit} 

*{ mixae+l-) 

*•! mixa+l') 

*i X'iqO 

*1 rjik -in'h) 
*"! ciq-in' }•) 

*i ?uxw-xaeU) 

*{ ?ux w-xa») 

'black bear' 

'to arrive (here)' 

'to stab someone (tr.)' 

'to smoothen something 

(wood) by shaving it 

(intr.)' 

*i n-+ukw-xit|-) 'to serve food to 

*•! n-4uqw-xitl') someone (tr.)' 
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f. IPA/knjjU/ 
NA/k^JsU/ 

(*i kwufuK) 

(*i kwusuh) 

'pig' (borrowing 

from Chinook 

Jargon) 

g. JPA /GLOT, klx/ { ki-'-x} 

NA /GLOT, klx/ { ki-'- x} 

(*{ ki-'-xK) 

(*{ ki-'-x>) 

'cranky (child), fussing 

(because it wants 
attention or is sick)' 

h. JPA/GLOT, ?Uxw-Uf^?/ { ?u-'-xw-urae?i- (*i ?u-'-xw-u fae?0 'to peel fruit 
NA/GLOT, ?Uxw-Us^?/ i ?u-'-xw-usa?^ (*i ?u-'-xw-usa?0 . (intr., tr.)' 

The data in (47) involve only high vowels. When immediately preceding an emphatic, 

the epenthetic vowel surfaces as rtr back i A} or i o} and IJEI surfaces as rtr back \ ah 

Data which show this will be presented in §3.5.1. Back { A o a\ will be analysed as 

arising through uvularisation harmony with the following emphatic. Because the 

epenthetic vowel and IJEI undergo that distinct harmony immediately preceding an 

emphatic, forms in which they occur in that context will not be examined further until 

The data in (48) show that vowels immediately following a postvelar surface non-rtr. 

(A tableau for (48d) will be presented in §3.4.2.) 

§3.5. 
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(48) 

a. EPA/tlB , w-InV 

NA/tIT'w-InV 

i t iB ' w - in '^ 

U i ^ - i n ' l 

(*i tiB'w-in'^) 

(*niT'w-in'^) 

'to untie something, 

to turn an animal 

loose (tr.)' 

b. EPA/tflk-InV 
NA/cIq-InV 

irjik-in'l 
i ciq-in'} 

(*i tfik-in'K) 
(*i ciq-in'̂ ) 

'to stab someone 
(tr.)' 

c. EPA/k'r+II/ 
NA/q'Tf-Il/ 

i k'i+il̂  
i q'i+-iU 

(*i k'l+il 1-) 
(*i q'i+-i») 

'to run' 

d. EPA /BlJ/ 

NA /Tls/ { Sis} 
(*{ BlJI) 'to shrink' 

e. EPA/TO?/ 

NAAfU?/ 

(k w u?^ (*i kwv?\) 

(*i q w u?0 

'water' 

f. EPA/kw

hl-It/ 
NA/k^l-It/ 1 k w UU 

(*\ kw\-itt) 'brass' 

g. EPA /xmi -^k^?/ i xwul-aekae?^ (*i xwul-aekae?0 'finger' 

NA/x^Jl-^k^?/ i xwul-aka?l (*i xwul-aka?0 

The generalisations from (45) - (48) are that St'at'imcets vowels surface rtr when 

immediately preceding a postvelar; in any other context, they surface non-rtr. The rtr 

effect is analysed as pharyngealisation harmony triggered by the immediately following 

postvelar. 
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The forms in (49) show that vowels do not surface rtr immediately preceding a 

laryngeal. (Lower dialect hi is analysed as surface non-emphatic in (49c); see §3.2.2.3 for 

relevant discussion.) 

(49) 
a. IPA/ r-pT?-l'U4w^ f/ ^-p'i?-el'o|wae^ (*U-P'i?-9l'ujwa8U) 'squeezed in 

NA /s-p'I?-l'wiEs/ U-p'i?-l'was^ (*i s-p'i?-al'wasr) the middle' 

b. IPA /RED, ?U\JE?I { ?u-?-rae?} 

NA /RED, ?UsJE?l { ?u-?-sa?} 

(*i ?u-?- ra?0 

(*{ ?u-?-sa?0 
egg' 

c. IPA /jUh-n/ 
NA /zUh-n/ 

i juh-9n|-
{ zuh-ani-

(*•! juh-9nl') 
(*i zuh-anO 

'to warn some
one, to tell 
someone to be 
careful (intr., 
tr.)' 

The lack of effect immediately preceding a laryngeal indicates that St'at'imcets laryngeals 

are not gutturals; that is, that unlike Arabic laryngeals, they lack postvelar articulation. 

(For discussion of the support for assuming that Arabic laryngeals are tongue root 

articulated, see §1.3.2.2 and §2.4.1.2.) Further indication comes from the phonetic vowel 

lowering discussed in §3.2.2.3: St'at'imcets gutturals and emphatics trigger the lowering 

but the laryngeals do not. 

Finally, the forms in (50) - (51) show that St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony 

does not extend beyond the word. This shows that the word is the harmony domain. 

These data are phrases which each contain a word-final vowel followed by word-initial 
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postvelar. The word-final vowel does not pharyngealise, as seen. This is so whether the 

words involved are bound morphemes (that is, clitics, as described by Spencer 1991:14), 

as in (50), or free morphemes, as in (51). (Clitic word boundaries are marked below by 

(50) 

a. EPA/nl j¥ BltJ-mn/ { ni Jt Bity-msn!- (*•! n i v# BitJ-msn \) 'the tooth 

N A / n l J / Tlc-mn/ i ni ̂ # Tic-man!' (*i ni Tic-man!) (absent, 

unknown)' 

b. EPA /km # k ' w l - ^ j ' / { kwu # k'wl-cu'! (*\ k w u # k ' w l - a i ' h 'a bunch of 

NA /qnJ w # q'wLEz7 i qwu w# q'wlaz'} (*i qwu #̂ q'wlaz'}) fruit trees' 

c. EPA/7IJ/ B^p^Ef/ i ?i ^# BaepaeJI- (*<! ? i ^# BaepaaJ!) 'when evening 

NA /?I w # TiEpjEs/ H?iJTapas! (*H ?i w# Tapas^ comes' 

d. EPA /k 'm'p # LL|WI^# xw?UtfIn/ U ' s m ' p # u f i J x w ? u t f j n | 'fourteen' 

OHk ' sm'p # U J W I , # x w ?ut$ in l ) 

NA/q'm'p # wl J xw?UcIn/ H q'am'p # wi w# xw?ucin! 
(«H q'am'p # wi w# xw?ucin!) 

(51) EPAM'U# k'tj'-p/ m ' u # k'9tj'-9p! (*U+'u # k 'gtf'-gpK) 'until it got 

NA/ft'U # q'c'-p/ U ' u # q'ac'-ap! (*H X'u # q'ac'-ap!) tangled up' 
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3.4.1.2. Acoustic Support 

Figures 3:8 - 3:15 present Fi - F 2 plots for the four St'at'imcets vowels. The tokens 

plotted in these graphs are all the St'at'imcets vowels analysed for this thesis, except for a 

handful which are reported instead in a spectrogram or table. The tokens produced by 

LC, the Lower dialect speaker, and those produced by LN, the Upper dialect speaker, are 

presented in separate graphs. Figures 3:8-3:9 plot the tokens of /I/; Figures 3:10 - 3:11 

plot the tokens of/U/; Figures 3:12 - 3:13 plot the tokens of/JE/; Figures 3:14 - 3:15 plot 

the tokens of the epenthetic vowel. 

LPA symbols identify clusters of tokens which are perceptually non-rtr vs. rtr 

allophones, per vowel. Ellipses are calculated to enclose 90% of the normally distributed 

tokens of a given allophone. Each IPA symbol associates with the ellipse closest to it. 

The caption for each figure reports statistics for each allophone: the number of tokens 

plotted, their mean Fi, mean F 2 , and the standard deviation ('s.d.') of Fi and F 2. For 

allophones for which less than six tokens are plotted, ellipses are calculated assuming a 

s.d. of 40 Hz, based on Lindblom (1962); ellipses calculated in this manner are presented 

with a dotted line. (Due to lack of data, no tokens of { u !• for are plotted for LN and no 

tokens of {/\\ are plotted for LC. For the same reason, no tokens of rtr -I a} or rtr { o} are 

plotted for either speaker.) 
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In this section, observations which bear on the phonological claims of §3.4.1.1 will be 

made from the data in Figures 3:8 - 3:15. However, the paucity of data for some vowel 

allophones should be noted; e.g., in several graphs, only two tokens of a particular 

allophone are plotted. Given this paucity, the observations to be made must await 

confirmation from a more robust database. 
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Figure 3 : 8 F t - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HI. Speaker: LC. 
[i]: F i (mean = 315 Hz; s.d. = 39 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1910 Hz; s.d. = 118 Hz); 12 tokens. 
[I]: F i (mean = 582 Hz; s.d. = 46 Hz); F 2 (mean - 1514 Hz; s.d. = 186 Hz); 6 tokens. 
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Figure 3 : 9 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets fU. Speaker: LN. 
[i]: F, (mean = 286 Hz; s.d. = 44 Hz); F 2 (mean = 2329 Hz; s.d. = 114 Hz); 16 tokens. 
[i]: Fi (mean = 606 Hz; s.d. = 50 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1744 Hz; s.d. = 168 Hz); 6 tokens. 
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Figure 3:10 Yx - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HJI. Speaker: LC. 
[u]: Fi (mean = 381 Hz; s.d. = 73 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1053 Hz; s.d. = 95 Hz); 14 tokens. 
[u]: Fi (mean = 554 Hz; s.d. = 39 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1048 Hz; s.d. = 32 Hz); 2 tokens. 
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Figure 3:11 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets /U / . Speaker: L N . 
[ii]: F, (mean = 361 Hz; s.d. = 97 Hz); F 2 (mean = 991 Hz; s.d. = 155 Hz); 12 tokens. 
[u]: no tokens. 
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Figure 3:12 F{ - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI. Speaker: LC. 
[83]:F! (mean = 641 Hz; s.d. = 74 Hz); F^ (mean = 1562 Hz; s.d. = 123 Hz); 16 tokens, 
[a]: F i (mean - 696 Hz; s.d. = 52 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1234 Hz; s.d. = 35 Hz); 6 tokens, 
[ a ] : no tokens. 
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Figure 3:13 F t - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets l/EI. Speaker: L N . 
[ae]:Fi (mean = 653 Hz; s.d. = 51 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1658 Hz; s.d. = 51 Hz); 20 tokens, 
[a]: F, (mean = 813 Hz; s.d. = 89 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1521 Hz; s.d. = 13 Hz); 4 tokens, 
[a]: no tokens. 
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Figure 3:14 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel. Speaker: LC. 
[9]": F, (mean = 541 Hz; s.d. = 72 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1472; Hz; s.d. = 125 Hz); 12 tokens, 
[e]: F, (mean = 507 Hz; s.d. = 63 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1083 Hz; s.d. = 123); 4 tokens. 
[3 ] : Fi (mean = 652 Hz; s.d. = 52 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1355 Hz; s.d. = 61); 4 tokens, 
[oj: Fi (mean = 677 Hz; s.d. = 15 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1087 Hz; s.d. = 12); 2 tokens. 
[A]: no tokens, 
[o]: no tokens. 
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Figure 3:15 F, - plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel. Speaker: LN. 
[9]: F, (mean = 552 Hz; s.d. = 102 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1687; Hz; s.d. = 138 Hz); 12 tokens. 
[e]: Fi (mean = 477 Hz; s.d. = 4 Hz); Yi (mean = 1114 Hz; s.d. = 10); 2 tokens. 
[3]: F t (mean = 702 Hz; s.d. = 0 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1273 Hz; s.d. = 2); 2 tokens. 
[o]: Fi (mean = 517 Hz; s.d. = 0 Hz); F? (mean = 960 Hz; s.d. = 36); 2 tokens. 
[A]: Fi (mean = 689 Hz: s.d. = 4 Hz); F 2 (mean = 1192 Hz; s.d. = 36); 2 tokens. 
[o]: no tokens. 

In Figures 3:8 and 3:9, the non-rtr vs. rtr tokens of fU fall within distinct regions of 

the Fi - F 2 plane. For each speaker, the rtr tokens fall within a higher Fi and a lower F 2 

region than the non-rtr tokens. The same is observed for the non-rtr front vs. rtr back 

tokens of I All in Figures 3:12 - 3:13. in which the difference in F[ is less for speaker LC 

than for speaker LN. 

Figures 3:14 - 3:15 show that the tokens of the epenthetic vowel also fall within 

distinct regions, which can be described three different ways, corresponding to the three-
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way distinction that cuts across the surface variants of this vowel, viz., non-rtr vs. rtr, non-

back vs. back, non-rd vs. rd. For LC, the non-rtr [9]s fall mostly in a lower F i and higher 

F 2 region than do the rtr [3]s; for LN, all the non-rtr [9]s fall in a lower F i and higher F 2 

region than the rtr [3 A]S. For both speakers, the non-rtr [e]s fall in a lower F i region 

than the rtr [o]s. 

The non-back [9 3]s fall in a higher F 2 region than the back [o]s or, for LN, back 

[A]S. For LN, the difference in F 2 between the [3]s and [A]S is slight. 

Finally, for both speakers, the non-rd [9 3 A]S fall in a higher F 2 region than do the rd 

[e o]s. For LN, the difference in F 2 between the [A]S and [e]s is slight. 

Some [9]s in Figures 3:14-3:15 occurred immediately following a postvelar. Those 

[a]s fall within the lower part of the ellipses for -I e \ (that is, within the part of the ellipses 

where Fi is higher than average); they are more accurately transcribed as '[a]'. Their 

lowered position within the ellipses is consistent with the assumption that the epenthetic 

vowel is phonetically lowered immediately following a postvelar, as discussed in §3.2.2.3. 

The data in Figure 3.14 are also consistent with a presumed lowering: two of LC's [e]s 

fall within a lower region than his other two [e]s. The [e]s in the lower region occurred 

immediately following a rounded postvelar. (See Appendix VI for the relevant carrier 

forms.) 

Figure 3:16 shows a wideband spectrogram of rd [o] and non-rd [A]. F 2 of [o] is 

about 200 Hz lower than F 2 of [A]. For each vowel, F 2 is steady. This is interpreted as 

showing that each vowel has reached and maintained its distinct F 2 target. 
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As discussed in §3.5.1.1., distinct formant targets that are reached and maintained are 

interpreted as the phonetic implementation of some discrete phonological property. The 

distinct steady F 2 of [o] vs. [A] in Figure 3:16 are thus expected if rnd [o] and non-rnd [A] 

are tokens of phonologically distinct vowels: i or, which is specified for [LAB], and -i Ar , 

which is noit specified for [LAB], respectively. The data in Figure 3:16 thus support the 

claim that the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel undergoes phonological rounding harmony. 

0 50 100 msec. 

3 

2 

Sec. 

[? 0 X w ] [A I ] 

Figure 3 : 1 6 Wideband spectrogram of St'at'imcets [o] and [A]. The [o] is a token of 
epenthetic rd •! or in { ?ox w ? - u n \ 'to cough'. The [A] is a token of epenthetic non-rd 
i A} in <! k A I -wij[ 'x} 'to get spoiled (meat, potatoes), to break down (car, wagon)'. 
(Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 
[o]:Fi = 517Hz;F2 = 997Hz. 
[A]: F ^ 685 Hz; F 2 = 1191 Hz. 
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The subsequent graphs in this section replot the vowel tokens in Figures 3:8 - 3:15 

according to the contexts relevant to St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony: (i) with no 

postvelar in the word, (ii) immediately preceding a guttural, (iii) immediately following a 

guttural, (iv) immediately preceding an emphatic, and (v) immediately following an 

emphatic. However, no graphs will be given for IJEI and the epenthetic vowel in the last 

two contexts just listed. The data on those vowels in the context of an emphatic will be 

examined in §3.5.1.1. 

Figures 3.17 - 3:24 replot those tokens of HI, /U/, IJEI, and the epenthetic vowel 

which occurred in context (i). The ellipses in the graphs are the same ellipses seen in 

Figures 3:8 - 3:15. 
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Figure 3:17 F] - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets HI in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:18 Fi - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets III in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:19 Fi - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets fU/ in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:20 Fi - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets IUI in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:21 Fi - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets I All in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:22 Fj - F 2 plot of St'at'imcets l/EI in the context: (i) with no postvelar in the 
word. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:23 Fi - F 2 plot of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the context: (i) with no 
postvelar in the word. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:24 Fi - F 2 plot of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the context: (i) with no 
postvelar in the word. Speaker: L N . 

The tokens in Figures 3:17 - 3:24 are all non-rtr. That is, they do not have a raised Fi 

and lowered F 2, compared to the rtr tokens per vowel seen previously in Figures 3:8 -

3:15. (The empty rtr ellipses in Figures 3:17 - 3:19, 3:21 - 3:24 remind us of the higher Fi 

and lower F 2 regions of the rtr tokens in the earlier graphs.) In §1.4.3, based on Table 

1:8, the Fj and F 2 effects expected for a vowel with pharyngealisation articulation were 

identified as a medium rise and a medium drop, respectively. The tokens in Figures 3:17 -

3:24, which occurred in a word containing no postvelar, do not show those effects. This 

is consistent with the assumption that they were not produced with pharyngealisation and, 
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in turn, supports the phonological claim that St'at'imcets vowels are not pharyngealised 

when there is no postvelar in the word. 

Figures 3:25 - 3:32 replot the vowel tokens which occurred in context (ii) vs. context 

(iii), i.e., immediately preceding a guttural vs. immediately following a guttural (but not 

both). (No tokens of HJI immediately preceding a guttural are plotted for LN in Figure 

3:28, and no tokens of I All immediately preceding a guttural are plotted for LC and LN in 

Figures 3:29 - 3:30, due to lack of data.) 
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Figure 3:25 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HI in the contexts: (ii) immediately 
preceding a guttural; (iii) immediately following a guttural. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:26 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IV in the contexts: (ii) immediately 
preceding a guttural; (iii) immediately following a guttural. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:27 F, - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HJI in the contexts: (ii) immediately 
preceding a guttural; (iii) immediately following a guttural. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:28 Fi - F : plot of tokens of St'at'imcets /U/ in the context: (iii) immediately 
following a guttural. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:29 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets I All in the context: (iii) immediately 
following a guttural. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:30 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI in the context: (iii) immediately 
following a guttural. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:31 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: (ii) 
immediately preceding a guttural; (iii) immediately following a guttural. Speaker: LC. 
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\T] immediately following a guttural LX1 immediately preceding a guttural ( 

Figure 3:32 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: 
(ii) immediately preceding a guttural; (iii) immediately following a guttural. Speaker: LN. 

In Figures 3:25 - 3:32, the tokens which occurred immediately preceding a guttural 

are all rtr; those which occurred immediately following a guttural are all non-rtr. That is, 

the former have a raised Fi and a lowered F 2; the latter do not. 

As discussed above, a medium Fi rise and medium F 2 drop were identified in §1.4.3 

as expected acoustic effects for vowels with pharyngealisation articulation. The F i and F 2 

means for the rtr tokens in Figures 3:25 - 3:27 and 3:31 - 3:32 were not computed 

independently from the Fi and F 2 means of the entire rtr sample per vowel (i.e., the rtr 

samples in Figures 3:8-3:15). Thus, the size of the Fi rise and F 2 drop of the rtr tokens in 

Figures 3:25 - 3:27 and 3:31 - 3:32, in reference to the Fi and F 2 means for the entire non-
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rtr sample per vowel (the non-rtr samples in Figures 3:8 - 3:15), will not be determined 

here. However, the Fi rise for the entire rtr sample ranges from small to large; the F 2 drop 

ranges from medium to large (tokens of round allophones excepted), based on the F i and 

F 2 means of the non-rtr vs. rtr tokens reported in Figures 3:5 - 3:15. This is considered a 

rough match with the F i and F 2 effects expected for pharyngealised vowels. As the tokens 

immediately preceding a guttural are rtr, their Fi rise and F 2 drop as just described is 

considered support for the assumption that they were produced with pharyngealisation, 

and that the tokens immediately following a guttural were not. This supports the 

phonological claims that St'at'imcets vowels pharyngealise immediately preceding a 

guttural and do not pharyngealise immediately following a guttural. 

The graphs in Figures 3:33 - 3:36 replot the tokens of LV and f\J/ which occurred in 

context (iv) vs. context (v), ie., immediately preceding an emphatic vs. immediately 

following an emphatic. (No tokens of fU/ immediately preceding an emphatic are plotted 

in Figures 3:35 and 3:36, due to lack of data.) 
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Figure 3:33 F i - ¥2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets fU in the contexts: (iv) immediately 
preceding an emphatic; (v) immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:34 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HI in the contexts: (iv) immediately 
preceding an emphatic; (v) immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:35 Fj - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets /U/ in the context: (v) immediately 
following an emphatic. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:36 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets /U/ in the context: (v) immediately 
following an emphatic. Speaker: LN. 

In Figures 3:33 - 3:34, the tokens which occurred immediately preceding an emphatic 

are rtr. That is. they have a raised Fi and a lowered F 2. The tokens which occurred 

immediately following an emphatic, in Figures 3:33 - 3.36, are non-rtr. That is, they do 

not show those Fj and F 2 effects. These observations are consistent with the assumption 

that the tokens immediately preceding an emphatic were produced with a 

pharyngealisation articulation which the tokens immediately following an emphatic lacked. 

This, in turn, supports the phonological claims that St'at'imcets vowels pharyngealise 

immediately preceding an emphatic, and do not pharyngealise immediately following an 

emphatic. 
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Finally, Figures 3:37 - 3:43 replot the tokens which occurred immediately preceding 

or immediately following a laryngeal. (As an exception, the tokens of IUI in Figures 3:41 -

3:41 occurred in both contexts, in the carrier form 1 ?u-?-rae?!- 'egg'.) These data are 

relevant to the present claim St'at'imcets laryngeals are not gutturals, as will be discussed 

shortly. (No graph is presented for LN's epenthetic vowel in these contexts, due to lack 

of data.) 
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Figure 3:37 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IV in the context: immediately preceding 
a laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:38 Fi - ,F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IV in the contexts: immediately 
preceding a laryngeal or immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3 : 3 9 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets HJI in the (simultaneous) contexts: 
immediately preceding a laryngeal and immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:40 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets /U/ in the (simultaneous) contexts: 
immediately preceding a laryngeal and immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3 : 4 1 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI in the contexts: immediately 
preceding a laryngeal or immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:42 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets I All in the contexts: immediately 
preceding a laryngeal or immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:43 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the context: 
immediately following a laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 

The tokens in Figures 3:37 - 3:43 are all non-rtr. That is, they do not show the Fi and 

F 2 effects expected for vowels produced with pharyngealisation. This supports the 

assumption that the tokens in both contexts were not pharyngealised. Of particular 

interest is the support for the assumption that the tokens immediately preceding a 

laryngeal were not pharyngealised. In Figures 3:25 - 3:27, 3:31 - 3:32, vowel tokens 

which occurred immediately preceding a guttural were observed to be rtr. The fact that 

tokens which occurred immediately preceding a laryngeal are not rtr is here interpreted as 

support for the phonological claim that St'at'imcets laryngeals are not gutturals. 
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3.4.2. A Theoretical Account 

It is assumed that [HI], [LOW], and [LAB] are the place features defining the 

St'at'imcets underlying vowels. Evidence for active [HT] comes from the highly ranked 

grounded constraint HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR ('A segment specified for [HI] is not 

specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]'). In §3.5.3 it will be shown that 

St'at'imcets high vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony. The same was shown for 

Palestinian high vowels in §2.5.5. In §3.5.4 it will be argued that, as in Palestinian, this is 

the effect of HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR. 

Evidence for active [LOW] comes from an aspect of St'at'imcets vowel distribution 

documented by Eijk (1985), viz.: epenthetic NA -I a I- never occurs immediately preceding a 

glottal stop; in that context, only NA { a! occurs. His data, which will not be reviewed 

here, indicate that { al- in that context is epenthetic, suggesting that the lack of NA •! a I- in 

that context is due to a lowering of the epenthetic vowel, that is, insertion of [LOW] on the 

epenthetic vowel. 

Evidence for active [LAB] comes from the rounding harmony discussed in §3.2.2.2. 

In that section it was shown that the epenthetic vowel rounds under adjacency to a 

labialised consonant. 

By Combinatorial Specification, [HI], [LOW], and [LAB] yield 23 = 8 feature sets: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(epenth. * IMI i i i i i i i * 1 / U / 1 & 

vowel) | 1 
HI + + 1 + 1 111111 
LO i i i l l l + l l i l l + 
LAB l l i l l l j + [ 

Of the eight vowels defined in (52), St'at'imcets makes use of only four. 

Combinations 5 and 6 are here hypothesized to be excluded by the markedness condition 

LAB/HI ('If [LAB], then [HI]') discussed in §2.3.3.3. Combinations 3 and 8 are 

hypothesised to be excluded by a markedness condition on complexity of height 

specifications. (Mid vowels are assumed to bear specification for two height features, 

[HI] and [LOW]; see §2.3.3.3 for further discussion. In chapter 2 it was argued that 

Palestinian has underlying mid vowels, with complex height specifications. The 

Palestinian underlying vowel inventory is thus considered marked with respect to height.) 

The St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel is combination 1, the null feature set. It is assumed 

to arise via insertion of [SON] in the input-output mapping, where necessary to satisfy 

oNUC ('Syllables must have nuclei') (Prince and Smolensky (1993), Shaw (1996b)). 

The representations of the St'at'imcets underlying vowels are presented below: 
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(53) The Representations of the St'at'imcets Underlying Vowels 

fll IE1 

[SON] 

oPlace 

[DOR] 

[HIGH] 

[SON] 

oPlace 

[DOR] 

I 
[LOW] 

tut 

[SON] 

oPlace 

[LAB] [DOR] 
I 

[HIGH] 

The epenthetic vowel, following Shaw (1996d), is analysed as weightless; that is, it is 

dominated by no mora. Evidence for its weightlessness comes from St'at'imcets lexical 

stress assignment, as will now be explained. 

Basic primary lexical stress is assigned to the leftmost vowel. This is illustrated by 

(54), in which syllable breaks and primary stress are marked. 

(54) a. EPA/rTUrjIn/ 

NA/cUcIn/ 

\ 'rju.tjin} 

{ 'cu.cini-

'mouth' 

b. EPA/ r-nUiLiw,E/ 

NA /s-nUwiE/ 

c. EPA /RED, n-kmtf^E/ 

NA/RED, n-TOcE/ 

d. EPA/ptJk+/ 

NA/pck+/ 

e. EPA /RED, fx/ 

NA /RED, sx/ 

\ 'J-nu.LMwael 

\ 's-nu.wa! 

;, n.-'kwu-kw.-tjae! 

{ n.-'kwu-kw.-ca! 
•4 

{ 'packa+l* 

\ l f 9 X . - r 9 X ( -

-I 'sax.-sax!-

'you (sg.)' 

'downstream area' 

'leaf 

'partly crazy' 
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However, if the the word contains one of /I Al Ul and one of \ 9 e 3 0 A O\, then 

primary stress falls on the leftmost IV, I All, or IUI, as illustrated below: 

(55) a. IPA /mx^Ej/ 

N A / m X i E z / 

•jms.'xai!-

\ me.'xazl-

'huckleberry' (Lower dialect) 

b. IPA/lh^EtJ'/ 

NA/11LEC7 

1 Ig.'haetn 
\ la.'hac'r 

'otter' 

The generalisation illustrated by (54) - (55) is stated informally by Shaw (1996b:5) as: 

"[.a., a] but [*.a..V.]", where 'a' corresponds to one of i a e 3 o A O\, and ' V 

corresponds to one of /I Al Ul. Following Shaw, the lack of primary stress on the leftmost 

vowel in forms like those in (55) is analysed as showing that (i) the epenthetic vowel 

differs in prosodic weight from fi Al Ul, viz., it is weightless, whereas fi Al Ul have 

weight; (ii) stress falls preferentially on a syllable with weight. In forms which contain 

only epenthetic vowels, weight is not a determining factor and stress falls per usual on the 

leftmost vowel, as illustrated by (54d-e). 

Note that although the epenthetic vowel bears no mora, it is nevertheless syllabified as 

a nucleus. That is, its representation in forms like (54d-e) is as seen in (56). (Only 

features relevant to the discussion are shown.) 

(56) N 

[SON] 
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Since the epenthetic vowel does not bear [CONS], it is a vowel. It can be syllabified as a 

nucleus because, after Zee (1988) and Shaw (1993), vowels project a nucleus. 

It is assumed that St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony introduces the feature 

[RTR] into the basic combinatorial system of (52). This yields the four new output vowels 

seen double-boxed in (57). St'at'imcets uses all of them. The [RTR] specification 

resulting from pharyngealisation harmony is assumed to be added as a secondary 

specification for reasons discussed in §2.3.3.3. (Likewise, the [LAB] specification from 

rounding harmony is assumed to have secondary status. A theoretical account of 

St'at'imcets rounding harmony will not be presented in this thesis.) 

(57) , , , , , , , . , . 
9 3 e 8 i i ae a u u 

HI + + + + 
LO + + 
LAB + + + + 
RTR + + + + + 

As seen from (57), [HI] freely combines with [RTR] in St'at'imcets. This shows that the 

grounded constraint HI/*RTR ('A segment specified for [HI] is not specified for [RTR]') is 

lowly ranked in the language. It is lowly ranked also in Palestinian, but highly ranked in 

some Niger-Congo languages, as shown, e.g., by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a); see 

§2.3.3.3 for further discussion. 

The representational change resulting from pharyngealisation is illustrated with 

tor in (58). . 
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(58) 

N 

[SON] 

. 0 Place 

[LAB] \DOR] 

[HIGH] [TR] 

I 
[RTR] 

It is assumed that a harmonising epenthetic vowel receives specification for [DOR] under a 

Place node by node generation in the input-output mapping. After Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank (1994a:23), node generation refers to the automatic generation of hierarchical 

structure in the representation. 

All St'at'imcets postvelars trigger pharyngealisation harmony. Assuming (43) and 

(44), [RTR] is a secondary specification for all the triggers. Based on these observations, 

St'at'imcets pharyngealisation harmony is here identified as [RTR] 'AS' ('articulation 

secondary') harmony. That is, it is harmony of [RTR] triggered by segments which are 

specified for secondary-[RTR]. 

At this point, an alternative analysis of the St'at'imcets underlying vowel inventory 

will be considered. It might be defined by [DOR], [TR], and [LAB]. An analysis along 

these lines is proposed by E. Pulleyblank (1989) for Coeur d'Alene (Southern Interior 

Salish). (Under Pulleyblank's (1989) representational assumptions, [TR] is '[RADICAL]' 
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which dominates [±RTR].) Evidence that [DOR], [TR], and [LAB] are active in 

St'at'imcets comes from the distinctions within the consonantal inventory, e.g., between 

its underlying postvelars in (43) and (44). The alternative analysis would claim the 

combinatorial specifications: 

(59) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(epenth. 
vowel) 

HI /Ml (epenth. 
vowel) 

HI /Ml 
* | * j / U / j * j 

DOR + + 1 i + 1 + 1 
TR + + 
LAB + | + i + I + I 

Combinations 5 and 6 would be hypothesised to be ruled out by a markedness condition 

LAB/DOR (Tf [LAB], then [DOR]'). This condition is supported by the inventory of 

rounded consonants in the language: the only rounded consonants are velar 

/ k w R w k > w k > w x w x w ^ w / a n d u v u l a r / B w B . w / _ U n d e r the present representational 

assumptions, both sets bear [DOR]. 

However, the claim that IJEI bears [TR] is problematic. The basis for this claim is the 

following: if IJEI were specified for [TR], it would be expected to trigger pharyngealisation 

harmony. Relevant data are presented in (60). In each form in (60), IUI or HI precedes 

IJEI with a laryngeal intervening between it and the IJEI. As seen, the IUI and /I/s surface 

non-rtr. 
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(60) 

a. EPA/k^-p'U?-^/ ikae-p'u?-ce! («Hkae-p'u?-a9r) 

NA IkJE -p'U?-iE/ \ ka -p'u?-a! (*{ka -p'-u?-ar) 

'to fart audibly' 

b. EPA /hl?-^tkw^?/ lhi?-aetkwae?! (*^hi?-aetkwae?r) 'water inhabited by hi7' 

NA/hI?-^tqw^?/ ihi?-atqwa?l (*^hi?-atqwa?0 [hi7 'supernatural 

being, powerful spirit'] 

c. EPA/7MJ/ 

NA RUAlyl i?i?ay\ 
(^?l?33j!) 

(^?i?ay}) 

(exclamation, used to 

urge a storyteller to 

continue his story) 

Forms such as /GLOT, mbf/ -i m 3-'-«!•, seen earlier in (46e), show that glottalised 

vowels which precede a postvelar surface rtr; see also the carrier forms in Table 3:5.I.B, 

II.A. Based on the present database, St'at'imcets glottalised vowels are phonetically 

implemented as two consecutive tokens of the vowel separated by a glottal stop, yielding, 

e.g., i m3-'-n! [m3?3B]. The fact that both phonetic tokens are rtr indicates that the 

intervening phonetic laryngeal is transparent to the harmony. (Consider also that 

St'at'imcets laryngeals are transparent to phonetic lowering, as illustrated by 

IPA /xw?UtfIn/ ^xw?utfin| [xw?orjin] (*[xw?utfin]) 'fourteen'.) Based on these 

observations, it is here hypothesised that a phonological laryngeal would likewise be 

transparent to pharyngealisation harmony. Given this, the lack of pharyngealisation for the 

IUI and fUs in (60) is here analysed as showing that St'at'imcets I All does not trigger 

pharyngealisation harmony: if it did, assuming laryngeal transparency, the IUI and /I/s 

would be expected to surface rtr. 
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Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that the prediction made by the 

featural analysis in (59) is not borne out. On this basis, the alternative analysis is not 

adopted here. 

I propose that the data in (45) - (51) require the constraints in (61). 

(61) a. ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) 
The left edge of [RTR] is aligned with the left edge of a NUC. 

b. ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) 
The right edge of [RTR] is aligned with the right edge of a NUC. 

c. DEP-IO 
Every segment in the output has a correspondent in the input. 

d. MAX-RTR 
Every [RTR] in the input corresponds to an [RTR] in the output. 

e. MAX-LINK 
Every association in the input corresponds to an association in the output. 

f. DEP-LINK 
Every association in the output corresponds to an association in the input. 

These constraints were discussed in chapter 2. DEP-IO requires that there be no 

segmental epenthesis. MAX-RTR requires that no [RTR] be deleted. MAX-LINK 

requires that no link be deleted. DEP-LINK requires that no link be added. 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) and ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) require that [RTR] surface left-

and right-aligned, respectively, with a vowel. They were proposed in §2.4.2 as auditory 

grounding constraints which follow from the optimal surface realisation of [RTR] on a 

vowel, to enhance its underlying distinctiveness on consonants; see §2.4.2 for the full 

motivation of these constraints. 
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Chapter 2 argued that the constraints in (61), under a particular ranking, are 

responsible for a core set of properties of pharyngealisation harmony as it occurs in 

Palestinian Arabic. I propose that they are ranked in St'at'imcets as seen in (62). 

(62) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) » 

DEP-LINK » 

ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) 

The surface effect of this re-ranking is illustrated by the following two tableaux: 

(63) 
input: /tlB'w-In7 

1 
[RTR] 

'to untie some
thing, to turn an 
animal loose 
(tr.)'; see (46) 

DEP-
IO 

MAX-
RTR 

MAX-
LINK 

ALIGN-L 
(fRTR],NUC) 

DEP-
LINK 

ALIGN-R 
([RTR],NUC) 

l . U i u ] ' w - i n r *! i: 

2. Uib ' w - inr *! * 
1 

fRTRl 
B ^ 3 . U i B ' w - i n r 

\| 
[RTR] 

* * 

4. U i B ' w - m r 

\| / 
[RTR] 

* * l 

5. U i B ' w - i n ^ 

\\| 
[RTR] 

*! ** * 
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(64) 
input: Mf/ 

1 • 
[RTR] 

'to shrink'; see (48) 

DEP-
IO 

MAX-
RTR 

MAX-
LINK 

ALIGN-L 
([RTR],NUC) 

DEP-
LINK 

ALIGN -R 
([RTR],NUC) 

*! llllllllll 

1 
[RTR] 

* * 

3. i3Bi r ! 

\| . 
[RTR] 

*! §!§!§!;! 

4.^Bi rr 

[RTR] 

* *! 

The ranking MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) is established by 

the winning candidate 3 in (63). In candidate 3, the vowel leftward of the postvelar 

surfaces bearing [RTR]. If MAX-RTR and MAX-LINK were not ranked above ALIGN-

L([RTR], NUC) or if the three constraints were equally ranked, then [RTR] and its link 

with with the postvelar could be deleted, resulting in vacuous satisfaction of ALIGN-

L([RTR], NUC). However, a form with such deletion is non-optimal; this is shown by the 

losing candidate 1 in the same tableau. 

In the losing candidate 3 in (64), a vowel is epenthesised to supply a leftward vowel 

which can align with [RTR], in satisfaction of ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC). The fact that 

candidate 3 is non-optimal shows that violation of DEP-IO is more serious than violation 

of ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC). This shows that DEP-IO is ranked with DEP-RTR and DEP-

LINK above ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC). 
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The present data provide no evidence for a crucial ranking between DEP-IO, DEP-

RTR and DEP-LINK. On this basis, the three constraints are assumed here to be non-

crucially equally ranked. 

The winning candidate 3 in (63) contains a non-underlying link between [RTR] and 

the vowel leftward of the postvelar in violation of DEP-LINK but in satisfaction of 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC). This shows that violation of DEP-LINK is less serious than 

violation of ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) and establishes the ranking ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) 

» DEP-LINK. 

In the candidates 4 in both tableaux, the rightward vowel pharyngealises. By result, 

each of those candidates incurs one more violation of DEP-LINK than the winner in its 

tableau. The fact that the candidates 4 are non-optimal shows that violation of DEP-

LINK is more serious than violation of ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC). Hence, DEP-LINK » 

ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC). 

Candidate 5 in (63) contains a non-underlying link between [RTR] and -I tr. Because 

of that link, it violates ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) because [RTR] is left-aligned with i tr, not 

with a NUC. By contrast, the winning candidate does not violate ALIGN-L([RTR], 

NUC). By result, candidate 5 is non-optimal. The non-underlying link [RTR] and \ tr also 

incurs a violation of DEP-LINK. 

At this point we ask: what is the evidence that candidate 5 in (63) is non-optimal? It is 

here claimed that candidate 5 is non-optimal because St'at'imcets consonants do not 
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undergo pharyngealisation harmony. In chapter 2, the same was asserted for Palestinian. 

The basis of this claim for St'at'imcets will be explained next. 

In the acoustic study of this thesis, formant effects were observed for tokens of 

consonants in a pharyngealisation context, compared to tokens in a non-pharyngealisation 

context. Here our focus will be on Fi, as the present data indicate it is the most salient 

acoustic effect of pharyngealisation. An Fi rise of up to 200 Hz was observed for tokens 

of a consonant in a pharyngealisation context, compared to Fi of tokens of the same 

consonant not in a pharyngealisation context (e.g., for a token of the leftmost Wt in 

•iB9l-B9U 'strong, healthy, vigorous', which is in a pharyngealisation context, compared to 

Fi of a token of •{I!- in -Itji-rl-l-ura3?l- 'fresh fruit', which is not in a pharyngealisation 

context). In §3.4.1.2, a raised Fi was observed for tokens of St'at'imcets vowels under 

pharyngealisation harmony. However, unlike the Fi effect for vowels, the Fi effect for 

consonants is here considered to be due not the St'at'imcets phonology, but solely to the 

phonetics. Perceptual data which support this assumption will now be presented. 

AA, an adult female native speaker of St'at'imcets was asked to identify certain 

sounds in St'at'imcets words. AA speaks both Lower and Upper dialects. She is literate 

in both English and St'at'imcets. (St'at'imcets is written using the 'van Eijk orthography'. 

This orthography is seen in Appendix VII, also in Table 3:7.) She is linguistically trained 

to recognise vowels vs. consonants and to analyse words in terms of syllables. The sounds 

for which judgments were elicited were instances of /I/ and HJ in a non-pharyngealisation 
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vs. pharyngealisation context. The judgments were produced as the oral responses 

reported below: 

Table 3 : 7 Judgments of St'at'imcets /I/ and fll in a non-pharyngealisation vs. 
pharyngealisation context 

Task: Please identify... Response Notes 

1. the sound at the beginning of the 
second syllable in tsitslusa7 
prji-rj-l-ufae?! 'fresh fruit'] 

= N IN A NON-PHARYNGEALISAT ION 

C O N T E X T 

as response to 1 

and 2, AA named 

the English letter 

'1' 

2. the sound at the end of the first 
syllable in gelgel 
[the leftmost [1] in-lB9l-B9l̂  'strong, 
healthy, vigorous'] 
= M IN A PHARYNGEAL ISAT ION 

C O N T E X T 

as response to 1 

and 2, AA named 

the English letter 

'1' 

3. the vowel sound in the first 
syllable in ki'tsin' [{kirj-in'} 'to lay 
something down (intr., tr.)'] 
= fll IN A NON-PHARYNGEALISAT ION 

C O N T E X T 

"The vowel in t 'iiq is different 
from the vowel in ki'tsin'. 
They're not close. They're not 
even cousins. I think they 
would be written differently." 

orthographic / = i, 

/'/' = e 

(St'at'imcets 

phonetic [e] is 

analysed in this 

thesis as surface 

ii> implemented 

with phonetic low

ering; see §3.2.2.3) 

4. the vowel sound in t 'iiq [i t+'ik 5-
'to arrive (here)'] =/I / iNA 
PHARYNGEAL ISAT ION C O N T E X T 

"The vowel in t 'iiq is different 
from the vowel in ki'tsin'. 
They're not close. They're not 
even cousins. I think they 
would be written differently." 

orthographic / = i, 

/'/' = e 

(St'at'imcets 

phonetic [e] is 

analysed in this 

thesis as surface 

ii> implemented 

with phonetic low

ering; see §3.2.2.3) 

As seen in Table 3:7, the judgments for /I/ in both a non-pharyngealisation and a 

pharyngealisation context were the same. However, the judgements for fll in the two 

contexts were different. These judgements parallel those reported for Palestinian in Table 
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2:3. As with the Palestinian results in Table 2:3, the results for St'at'imcets in Table 3:7 

are here interpreted as indicating that pharyngealisation has no categorical affect on 

consonants, that is, that no distinct rtr allophone results for a consonant in a 

pharyngealisation context. They are further interpreted as demonstrating the categorical 

effect that pharyngealisation has on vowels. For vowels the result is a perceptual 

distinction between non-rtr and rtr vowel allophones. The categorical effect on 

St'at'imcets vowels but not consonants is considered support for the assumption that a 

raised Fi observed for St'at'imcets consonant tokens in a pharyngealisation context is not 

due to St'at'imcets phonology, but is solely a phonetic effect. 

On this basis, it is here claimed that St'at'imcets consonants do not undergo 

pharyngealisation harmony. 

Because St'at'imcets consonants do not undergo pharyngealisation harmony, the 

anchor for [RTR] in St'at'imcets is here identified as the NUC. In §2.3.3 the same anchor 

was identified for [RTR] in Palestinian. The constraint which imposes St'at'imcets 

pharyngealisation harmony, ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), requires alignment of [RTR] only 

with a NUC. 

Finally, in Palestinian Arabic, pharyngealisation harmony usually affects all vowels in 

the word. In §2.3.2.3 this was argued to be the effect of ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L ) and 

ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R), which require the word and any [RTR] to be left- and right-

edge aligned, respectively. The effects of these constraints are not observed in 

St'at'imcets. E.g., candidate 4 in (63) is Um'w-inr, in which all vowels in the word 
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pharyngealise; the fact that it is non-optimal shows that in St'at'imcets, ALIGN([RTR], L; 

Wd, L) and ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) are at least as lowly ranked as ALIGN-R([RTR], 

NUC). Thus, the ranking responsible for the properties of St'at'imcets pharyngealisation 

harmony as revealed by the data in §3.4.1.1 is: 

(65) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

ALIGN-L( [RTR], NUC) » 

DEP-LLNK » 

ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), ALIGNQRTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R ) 

3.5. St'at'imcets Uvularisation Harmony 

3.5.1. Harmony With an Emphatic 

3.5.1.1. Analysis 

St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony is triggered by the emphatics 

/tj f J J ' I I' k k' kw k'w x xw/ and affects onlv one segment in a word. Consider first the 

data in (66). These forms show that in forms which do not contain an emphatic, the 

epenthetic vowel surfaces as one of non-back { 9 3 e o\, I/El surfaces as one of non-back 

i ae ar, and /rj n/ surface as non-emphatic i tj nr. (As seen in (66c-d) and (66i-k), the rtr 

variants of the epenthetic vowel (i 3 or) and l/EI ({ a}) are observed immediately 

preceding a guttural; this was analysed in §3.4.1.1 as the effect of pharyngealisation 

harmony triggered by the following guttural postvelar. As seen in (66d-e), rounded 
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variants of the epenthetic vowel (i e o}) are observed under adjacency to a rounded 

consonant; this was analysed in §3.2.2.2 as the effect of rounding harmony triggered by 

the adjacent rounded consonant. The -i h \ in (66m) is epenthetic; St'at'imcets' epenthetic 

i h} will be discussed in §3.5.6.) 

(66) 

a. EPA /RED, fx/ 
NA/RED, sx/ 

b. EPA /ptjk+/ 
NA /pck+/ 

c. EPA /tjb-n/ 
NA/cT-n/ 

d. EPA/luw-n/ 
NA/lT w-n/ 

e. EPA/RED, tujwt/ 
NA/RED, twt/ 

f. EPA/tf'ajw^n/ 
NA/c'w^n/ 

g. EPA IkJEiAiy 

NA/kJE+^s/ 

h. EPA/f+'p^?/ 
NA/X'p^?/ 

i. EPA /s-p'iEu/ 
NA/s-p'^T/ 

f 9 X - f 9 x ! 

sax-sax! 

P9t$k9+|-

packa+i-

tf3B-9nl" 

\ouw-an\ 
laTw-an! 

tewe-uqw-a|'wet! 
taw-aw-w'atl' 

t$'ujwaenr 
c'wanl 

kae+aefl-
ka+asl 

ft pas?} 

X'pa?r 

s - p ' a a l 

s-p'aTr 

'partly crazy' 

'leaf' 

'to rip, tear some
thing (tr.)' 

'to hide something 
(intr., tr.)' 

'(young) boy' 

'wind-dried salmon' 

'three' 

marrow 

'burned forest, any 
area where a fire 
went through' 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

j. LP A/RED, mJEu/ 

NA /RED, mJEV 

{ m3B-maBr 'light, bright' 

k. I P A / R E D , L E B ' W / 

N A / R E D , LET*/ 

{IOBw-laB'w^ 'room, spaces in 

between things' 

1. IPA /RED, TU^E?/ 

NA/RED, 7U&/E?/ 

i ?u-?-rae?^ 

{ ?u-?-sa?r 

'egg' 

m. LPA IkJE^JEmJE-ik/En-JEf i kae-?aemhae-+kaen-ael- 'I've become better' 

^A/kJE-?mmJE-ikJEn-JE/ . i ka-?amha-+kan-â  

The data in (67) show that the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel surfaces as backed { M 

or { or, AE/ surfaces as backed •{ ar, and /tj n/ surface as emphatic -i tf nr immediately 

preceding an emphatic consonant. (In (68e), via rounding harmony, rd •{ ô  occurs under 

adjacency to the rounded emphatic; see §3.2.2.2.) That (67m) contains underlying non-

emphatic /t$/ is supported by a variant of this form which was produced by LN, an Upper 

dialect speaker: {tjokw-8enee?K The manner in which this variant indicates underlying 

is explained as follows: as seen in (67), St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony occurs 

under strict leftward adjacency. In {tfokw-aenae?(-, /tj/ surfaces non-emphatic because 

it does not immediately precede the underlying emphatic /kw/. The epenthetic vowel 

harmonises instead, to surface as backed i or, as it is left adjacent to the emphatic. (A 

tableau for (67d) will be presented in §3.5.2.) 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

(67) 
a. EPA/mkV 

NA/mq7 

{ mAk'! 

i maq' ! 

(*4 mak'!) 
(*i maq'!) 

'to get 
stuffed, to 
eat too 
much' 

b. EPA/ f-plxw/ 

NA/s-plxw/ 

U-PAlxw! 

is-palxw! 

(*i J-P3IXW!) 

(*i s-palxw!) 

'to stick 

out from 

something 

(e.g., from 

a pocket 

or a 

house)' 

c. IPA/+r\/ 

NA/+c/ 

d. EPA/tx/ 

NA/tx/ 

i +AtJf 

i +ac! 

i t A x ! 

<! tax! 

(*i +31J0 

(*Hac!) 

(*i tax!) 

(*̂  tax!) 

'to cave in, 

to get 

caved in' 

'bitter' 

e. EPA/ r-txw/ 

NA/s-txw/ 

\ Hoxw! 

\ s-taxw! 

(*i y-toxw!) 

(*i s-taxw!) 

'really, 

very 

much'; to 

be in the 

way' 

f. IPA/J-kjZEx/ 

NA /s-qy^Ex/ 

< I-kjax! 

\ s-qyax! 

(*< f-kjaex!) 

(*•! s-qyax!) 

'drunk' 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

g. IPA /RED, kwJEx/ U w a - k w - x ^ (*•! k wae-k w-xr) 

NA /RED, qw/Ex/ { q w a-q w -x^ (*i q wa-q w-xr) 

h. IPA Rffll-ml 

NA/?JE\s-mJ 

i. LPA/mxyEj / 

NA/nuoEz/ 

4 ?alj-emr 

{ ?a ls-8mr 

{ msxaj^ 

•I maxazl-

(*\ ?ael r -9m r) 

(*\ ?als-amr) 

(*\ maxasjr) 

(*•{ maxazi-) 

j . I P A / m ^ E k ^ ? / 

N A /mJEqJE?/ 

\ makae?r • 

"I maqa?r 

(*{ maekae?!-) 

(*{ maqa?r) 

k. IPA /RED, n-LEI'-rj/ i n - r a l ' - l'-9ljr 

N A /RED, n-SiEl'-c/ 

1. EPA / t j k w - ^ n ^ ? / 

N A /cqw-/EiLE?/ 

n-sal'-l'-acr 

\ tjkw-eenae?r 

•! cqw-ana?^ 

(*\ n- rael'-l '-9t^ 

*4 n-jael'-l'-eljr, 

*i rv fal '- l ' -9tJ0 

(*< n-sal'-l'-acr, 

*\ n-sal'-l'-acr) 

*{ n-sal'-l'-acr) 

(*•! t$kw-aenae?r) 

{*{ cqw-ana?r) 

'to have a 

night

mare, to 

sleep

walk' 

'sick, ill' 

'huckle

berry' 

(Lower 

dialect) 

'snow' 

'to drool, 

slobber 

(e.g., like 

cows)' 

'lynx' 
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m. EPA/Btj-kIn-Up?-^m/ i B9tf-kin-up?-eeml (*i B9tf-kin-up?-aemF) 'to lead 

NA/Tc-qIn-Up?-/Em/ i Tac-qin-up?-am! (*{ ?ac-qin-up?-amF) horses 
by tying 
them to 
the tail of 
the horse 
in front' 

The forms in (66c-d) and (66i-k) showed that the epenthetic vowel and I All surface 

non-backed immediately preceding one of the uvular gutturals /B B' B W B ' w / . That is, the 

primary uvulars do not trigger the harmony. Acoustic findings which support this 

generalisation will be presented in §3.5.1.2. 

Crosslinguistic evidence that gutturals do not trigger uvularisation harmony comes 

from Arabic: as was shown in §2.5.1.1, primary uvular lu %/ and pharyngeal /? tV do not 

trigger uvularisation harmony in Palestinian Arabic. Further evidence comes from 

Nxa'amxcin Salish: the forms in (68) show that Nxa'amxcin I All surfaces non-back 

immediately preceding the pharyngeal guttural /TV.14 That is, pharyngeal Inl does not 

trigger uvularisation harmony in that language. (For documentation of Nxa'amxcin 

uvularisation harmony, see, e.g., Bessell & Czaykowska-Higgins (1991), in which it is 

refered to as 'retraction' harmony.) 

I thank M.D. Kinkade for the Nxa'amxcin data in (68). 
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(68) a./LEtVp/ J,lafVp! (*i \at\-p\) 'flow' (V) 

b. /nvE-TiUj-n/E?/ na-fiuj-na?! (*<! na-huj-na?! 'get annoyed by a 

noise' 

c. /RED, p̂ EtV ^ pali-pari! (*1 pafi-pam) 'Plymouth Rock 

(chicken)' 

The forms in (69) show that the epenthetic vowel and I All surface non-back and /tf n/ 

surface non-emphatic when immediately following an emphatic (unless they occur between 

two emphatics, as the epenthetic vowel in (69e).) (A tableau for (69a) will be presented 

in §3.5.2.) 

(69) 

a. EPA/xw^?s/ 

N A / M ? s / 

{ xwae?s! 
y 

{ xwa?s! 

(*\ xwa?s!) 

(*\ xwa?sO 

'sockeye 

salmon' 

(Upper 

dialect) 

b. EPA/mIx^E+/ 

NA ImlxAlV { mixa+!' 

(*i mixcrf!) 

(*i mixa+i-) 

'black bear' 

c. EPA/xUm-k^?/ 
y y 

NA/xUm-q^E?/ 

i xum-kae?! 

{ xum-qa?! 

(*•! xum-ka?!) 

(*•! xum-q a?}) 

'salmon 

head' 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

d. IPA/RED, n-yEI'-tj/ { n-fal'-l'-etjr (*i n- ral'-l'-At$r) 'to drool, 

NA/RED, n-sJEV-cl ^ n-sal'-l'acr (*{ n-sal'-l'?cr) slobber 

(e.g., like 

cows)' 

e. IPA/RED, kl-nUxw-mIn/ { kAl-kAl-nuxw-minl- (*\ kAl-kAl-nuxw-minr) 'to be un-

NA/RED, ql-nUxw-mIn/ •! qal-qal-nuxw-min^ (*•( qal-q al-nuxw-minr) friendly to 
to some

one (tr.)' 

f. LP A /RED, tflk-In'/ 1 tjAk-roik-in'} (*i tjAk-1Jik-in'}) 'to stab 

NA/RED, clq-In'/ ^ caq-ciq-in' !• (*"! caq-ciq-in'}) someone 

all over' 

The generalisation from (66), (67) and (69) are that the epenthetic vowel and IJEI 

surface backed and /tj n/ surface as emphatic /tj n/ immediately preceding an underlying 

emphatic; otherwise, they surface non-back, and as non-emphatic /tj n/, respectively. The 

effects in (67) are analysed as uvularisation harmony triggered by the immediately 

following emphatic. 

As noted in §3.2.1.2, an exhaustive study of the affect of St'at'imcets uvularisation 

harmony on consonants was not undertaken for this thesis. Determination of whether or 

not consonants other than /tj n/ undergo the harmony is thus left for future study. 

The documentation of van Eijk (1987) indicates that in certain St'at'imcets forms, the 

harmony pattern differs from that described above: one or more segments following an 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

emphatic are sometimes affected. Example forms in which this is observed, from van Eijk 

(1987), are: 

(70) a. -Ika-AV 1-ap-ai- 'to get sprained' 
b. •jqal-am! 'undertaking something one cannot accomplish' 
c. i qal-wil'xl- 'to get spoiled (e.g., meat, potatoes), to break down (car, 

wagon)' 

The present database contains only one such form: { kAl-U|wil'xr D -jqal-wi l'xr, (70c). 

That this form is underlyingly /kAl-ujwIPx/, with non-emphatic suffixal IVI is seen from 

forms such as \ ?aemae-u|wil'x! in which the same suffix, /-u|wII'x/ 'to get into a certain 

state', occurs but with non-emphatic \ V\. Because the present corpus lacks further 

relevant data, forms with rightward uvularisation harmony, such as those in (70), will be 

addressed no further here. 

Phrases such as those in (71) show that St'at'imcets leftward uvularisation harmony is 

not observed across a word boundary: in (71) a (clitic-) word-final I All is followed by a 

word-initial emphatic. As seen, the vowel immediately preceding the emphatic across the 

word boundary does not uvularise. This indicates the morphological word as the harmony 

domain. 
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(71) 

LPA/rv£ # kmUt-^;/ i nae # ksmut-ser (*•! na # ksmut-aer) 'the hat 

NA/ruE w# qmUt-iE/ •! na j¥ qamut-ai- (*•{ na #̂ qamut-ar) (absent, 

known)' 

(Upper 

dialect) 

Finally, data such as those in (72) show that the leftward harmony does not affect all 

eligible leftward segments in the word. The eligible segments are here assumed to be the 

epenthetic vowel, IJEI, /tj/ and Inl. Rather, it affects only the segment immediately 

preceding the underlying emphatic. St'at'imcets thus differs from Palestinian Arabic, in 

which uvularisation harmony affects all eligible segments leftward in the word. Palestinian 

uvularisation harmony is in fact across-the-word; for data showing this, see §2.5.1.1. (A 

tableau for (72a) will be presented in §3.5.2.) 

(72) 

a. IPA ImxJEi I 
• 

NA/mxjEz/ 

{ msxcu } 

i mexazr 

(*•! m A x a j !•) 

(*-! rnaxaz}) 

'huckleberry' 

(Lower 

dialect) 

b. L P A / t J k w - ^ n ^ ? / 

N A /cqw-^mE?/ 

i tJok w-aenae?^ 

1 coqw-ana?^ 

(*i tjokw-aenae?f) 

(*•! C8qw-ana?!-) 

'lynx' (Upper 

dialect or 

idiolect al 

variant) 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

c. D?A/rjk-n/ - i t fAk-srn (*•( IjAk-enr) ' t o p u t 

NA/cq-n/ \ caq-an! (*< caq-an!) down a 

container 

with the 

opening 

turned 

upwards, 

to put it 

upright 

(tr.)' 

d. EPA/Btj-kIn-Up?-/Em/ \ B9tJ-kin-up?-aeml- (*{ BAtJ-kin-up?-aem!0 'to lead 

NA/Tc-qln-UpT-^Em/ i Ss c-qin-up?-am|- (*i Tac-qin-upP-am!) horses 
by tying 

them t o 

the tail of 

t h e horse 

in front' 

3.5.1.2. Acoustic Support 

In Figures 3:44 - 3:47, the data on I All and the epenthetic vowel which were seen 

earlier in Figures 3:12 - 3:15 are replotted according to the contexts relevant to 

uvularisation harmony: immediately preceding an emphatic, or preceding an emphatic with 

a phonetic laryngeal intervening between the vowel and the emphatic, vs. all other 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

contexts. 'All other contexts' refers to all contexts in which the vowels did not occur 

immediately preceding an emphatic or preceding an emphatic with a phonetic laryngeal 

intervening between the vowel and the emphatic. (No tokens of the epenthetic vowel 

immediately preceding a laryngeal are plotted in Figures 3:46 - 3:47, due to lack of data.) 

Data on /I U/ in a uvularisation harmony context will be presented and discussed in §3.5.3. 
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as «t • 

/ \ 
V • V 
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preceding an emphatic with intervening laryngeal 
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500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

1000 

'1 
(Hz) 

r*l all other contexts 

Figure 3:44 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets I All in the contexts: immediately 
preceding an emphatic, or preceding an emphatic with an intervening phonetic laryngeal 
vs. all other contexts. Speaker: LC. 
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nn immediately preceding an emphatic or l*J all other contexts 
preceding an emphatic with intervening laryngeal 

Figure 3:45 F2 - F2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI in the contexts: immediately 
preceding an emphatic, or preceding an emphatic with an intervening phonetic laryngeal 
vs. all other contexts. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:46 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: 
immediately preceding an emphatic vs. all other contexts. Speaker: LC. 
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immediately preceding an emphatic S a ^ o t n e r contexts 

Figure 3:47 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: 
immediately preceding an emphatic vs. all other contexts. Speaker: LN. 

In each of Figures 3:44 - 3:47, the tokens which occurred immediately preceding an 

emphatic, or preceding an emphatic with an intervening phonetic laryngeal, cluster 

together and are perceptually the back allophones of the respective vowels: back i a} for 

/JE/ and back { Ar or i o} for the epenthetic vowel. The tokens which occurred in all other 

contexts cluster together and are perceptually non-back allophones: non-back i as\ for 

IJEI and non-back { 9r, \ 3r, or \ Q) for the epenthetic vowel. 

In each of Figures 3:44 - 3:47, the tokens of the back variants cluster in a region of 

the Ex - F 2 plane which is characterised by a lowered F 2, compared to the region within 

which the non-back variants cluster. In Figure 3:45, the tokens of LN's back { ar cluster 
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within a higher Fi region than the tokens of front •! aK (For discussion of the lowered F 2 

of the non-rtr rounded variant of the epenthetic vowel, i e}, see §3.4.1.2.) In §1.4.3, the 

Fi and F 2 effects predicted for a segment with uvularisation and pharyngealisation 

articulation were identified as a medium or large F i rise and a large F 2 drop. The expected 

Fi effects are not apparent in this data. However, the F 2 effect is. Based on the F i and F 2 

means reported in Figures 3:8 - 3:15, the back tokens have a large F 2 drop. Thus, with 

respect to F 2, the data are consistent with the assumption that the tokens which occurred 

immediately preceding an emphatic, or preceding an emphatic with an intervening phonetic 

laryngeal, were produced with a uvularisation articulation that the tokens in all other 

contexts lacked. This supports the phonological claim that I All and the epenthetic vowel 

uvularise immediately preceding an emphatic. (The tokens in the context 'preceding an 

emphatic with an intervening phonetic laryngeal' will be addressed further in §3.5.5.) 

Some tokens of the epenthetic vowel which are plotted as occurring in 'all other 

contexts' in Figures 3:46 and 3:47 occurred immediately preceding one of lu u' fcfw B ' W / . 

(This is seen from the list of carrier forms in Appendix VI.) That those tokens do not 

cluster with the tokens which occurred immediately preceding an emphatic, but are 

perceptually a non-back variant of the epenthetic vowel, supports the phonological claim 

that St'at'imcets uvular gutturals do not trigger uvularisation harmony. 

Figures 3:48 and 3:49 replot those tokens of the epenthetic vowel which occurred 

preceding an emphatic with a consonant other than a laryngeal intervening between the 

vowel and the emphatic (e.g., the epenthetic vowel in /Btf-kIn-Up?-yEm/ 
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{ B9tJ-kin-up?-aem!' 'to lead horses by tying them to the tail of the horse in front'). 

(Graphs for l/EI in this context will be presented in §3.5.5.2.) The context 'preceding an 

emphatic with an intervening non-laryngeal' is a subcontext of'all other contexts'. 
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F i g u r e 3 : 4 8 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the context: 
preceding an emphatic with intervening non-laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:49 Fi - E 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the context: 
preceding an emphatic with intervening non-laryngeal. Speaker: LN. 

As seen, the tokens in Figures 3:48 and 3:49 are all non-back. This supports the 

phonological claim that the epenthetic vowel uvularises only immediately preceding an 

emphatic (or preceding an emphatic with an intervening laryngeal). 

Figure 3:50 presents a wideband spectrogram showing two tokens of /tj/: one 

occurred in a word containing no emphatic; the other occurred preceding an emphatic 

with a vowel intervening between the /tf/ and the emphatic. The carrier forms are 

identified in the figure caption, which also reports the frequency of the spectral peaks for 

each [tf]. 
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0 50 100 msec. 
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4 • 

3 

2 
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Figure 3:50 Wideband spectrogram of tokens of St'at'imcets /tf/ in non-uvularisation 

contexts. The token on the left is a token of /tf/ in -I ustj-nl- 'to tie something (intr., tr.)'. 

The token on the right is a token of /tj/ in { m i tfa - '-k } [m i tja ? k ] 'to assume a sitting 

position'. (Spectral peaks measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

Spectral Peaks of the [tj] on the left: 588 Hz, 1895 Hz. 

Spectral Peaks of the [fj] on the Right: 540 Hz, 1910 Hz. 

In Figure 3:50, the spectral peaks of both [tj]s are very similar. In particular, 

compared to data on surface emphatic i tf \ to be presented shortly in Figure 3:57, no 

lowered resonance in the second formant region is observed for the [tj] which occurred 

preceding an emphatic with an intervening vowel. This supports the assumption that both 

[tj]s in Figure 3:50 were not produced with a uvularisation gesture. This, in turn, 
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supports the phonological claim that St'at'imcets /tj/ does not uvularise when non-

immediately preceding an emphatic. 

Figures 3:51 - 3:53 replot a subset of the data in Figures 3:44 - 3:47: those tokens 

which occurred in the contexts: immediately preceding an emphatic vs. immediately 

following an emphatic. 
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Figure 3:51 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets I All in the contexts: immediately 
preceding an emphatic vs. immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:52 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IfiLI in the contexts: immediately 
preceding an emphatic vs. immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LN. 
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Figure 3:53 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: 
immediately preceding an emphatic vs. immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LC. 
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Figure 3:54 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in the contexts: 
immediately preceding an emphatic vs. immediately following an emphatic. Speaker: LN. 

In Figures 3:51 - 3:54, the tokens immediately preceding an emphatic are back. The 

tokens immediately following an emphatic are non-back. As seen, the back tokens have a 

lowered F 2 , compared to F 2 of the non-back tokens, per vowel. This provides some 

support for an assumption that the tokens which occurred immediately preceding an 

emphatic were produced with a uvularisation articulation that the tokens which occurred 

immediately following an emphatic lacked. This supports the phonological claims that I Ml 

and the epenthetic vowel uvularise immediately preceding an emphatic, and do not 

uvularise immediately following an emphatic. 
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Figure 3:55 presents a wideband spectrogram showing two tokens of IJEI: a token of 

non-back \ aer and a token of back { al Figure 3:56 presents a wideband spectrogram 

showing two tokens of the epenthetic vowel: a token of non-back \ e} and a token of 

back { or. The carrier forms are identified in the figure captions, which also record Fi and 

F 2 of each vowel. In Figure 3:55, F 2 of [a] is about 100 Hz lower than F 2 of [ae]. The F 2 

difference for [a] vs. [ae] is slight; this illustrates the general finding of this study, that 

tokens of St'at'imcets { a \ are phonetically central rather than back. In Figure 3:56, F 2 of 

[o] is about 950 Hz lower than F 2 of [s]. 
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- - -• — — Sec. 

[ts' ae ?] [tj a ?] 

Figure 3:55 Wideband spectrogram of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI in a non-uvularisation 
vs. uvularisation context. The token on the left is a loken of IJEI \ ae \ in { B w u j 't-itj'ae?r 
'pajamas, nightie'. The token on the right is a token of IJEI \a\ m\ mitJa-'-k \ 'to 
assume a sitting position'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical 
lines.) 
[ae]: Fl = 581 Hz; F 2 = 1439 Hz. 
[a]: F t = 692 Hz; F 2 = 1343 Hz. 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

0 50 100 msec. 

kHz 
4 -

3 

2 

Sec. 

[5 9 X ] [•? 0 X W I 

Figure 3:56 Wideband spectrogram of tokens of the St'at'imcets epenthetic vowel in a 
non-uvularisation vs. uvularisation context. The token on the left is a token of epenthetic 
<! 9|- in •! j9X-r9X } 'partly crazy'. The token on the right is a token of epenthetic -! Or in 
i ?ox w ? - u n } 'to cough'. 
[9]: Fj = 353 Hz; F 2 = 1950 Hz. 
[o]: Fj = 533 Hz; F 2 = 1004 Hz. 

The spectrograms show that the lowered F 2 of uvularised [a] and [o] are reached and 

maintained for a steady state. (For a spectrogram showing that the lowered F 2 of 

uvularised [A] is also reached and maintained, see Figure 3:16.) This is interpreted as 

support for attributing their uvularisation to some discrete phonological feature, as 

discussed in §3.4.1. It contrasts with the acoustic effect of a uvularisation context on high 

vowels, as will be discussed in §3.5.3.2. 
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3.5.1. Harmony with an Emphatic 

Figure 3:57 presents a wideband spectrogram of two tokens of /t$/. One token, seen 

earlier in Figure 3:50, occurred in a word containing no emphatic. The other occurred 

immediately preceding an emphatic and is emphatic [tj]. The carrier forms are identified in 

the figure caption. The frequency of the spectral peak of the [tj] and [tj] are also 

reported. The arrow seen in the spectrogram will be explained shortly. 

! 0 50 100 msec. 

Sec. 

Figure 3 :57 Wideband spectrogram of tokens of St'at'imcets lt\l in a non-uvularisation 
vs. uvularisation context. The token on the left is a token of lt\l B 9 t J - 9 n \ 'to tie 
something (intr., tr.)'. The token on the right is a token of lt\l \ tj\ in 
•i B9tJ-kin-up?-89mj- 'to lead horses by tying them to the tail of the horse in front'. 
(Spectral peaks measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 
Spectral Peaks of [1$]: 588 Hz, 1895 Hz. 
Spectral Peaks of [tj]: 565 Hz, 1050 Hz, 1600 Hz. 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

In Figure 3:57, the spectral peaks of the surface emphatic [tj] are different from those 

of non-emphatic [tfj: while both tokens have a low peak between 565 and 590 Hz, a peak 

corresponding to that at 1895 Hz for [tj] is observed at 1600 Hz for [tj]. In addition, a 

peak which is absent for non-emphatic [tj] is observed for emphatic [tj] at 1050 Hz. The 

arrow in the spectrogram draws attention to it. 

The 1050 Hz peak of [tj] is analysed here as a lowered resonance (in the region of a 

second formant) in the context of the immediately following underlying emphatic /k/. This 

suppons the assumption that the [tj] was produced with a uvularisation articulation that 

the non-emphatic [tj] lacked. This, in turn, supports the phonological claim that 

St'at'imcets lt\l uvularises immediately preceding an emphatic. 

3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

The representations of the St'at'imcets emphatics, proposed earlier in (44), are 

repeated in (73). The representation of the uvular gutturals, proposed in (43), is repeated 

in (74). 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

(73) The Representations of St'at'imcets Emphatics 
a. dorsal emphatics b. coronal emphatics 

/ k k' k w k ' w x x w / /tf [ J J ' l 17 

[CONS] [CONS] 
I I 
oPlace oPlace 
I I 

POR] [COR] 

POR] m rpoRT ^ f m ] 

PTR] [RTR] 

(74) The Representation of St'at'imcets Uvular Gutturals 
/y y' yw y> W / 

[CONS] 
[SON] 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 
[TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

The uvular gutturals do not trigger uvularisation harmony; this was shown in (66). 

Because of this, St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony is here identified as [DOR] + [RTR] 

'AS' harmony. That is, it is harmony of [DOR] and [RTR] triggered by segments which 

are specified for [DOR] and [RTR] as secondary specifications. As seen from (73) and 

(74), this criterion is met only by the emphatics. In §2.5.2, Palestinian uvularisation 

harmony was also identified as [DOR] + [RTR] AS harmony. 

A segment which undergoes uvularisation harmony is here claimed to receive 

specification for both secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. It is assumed that, when 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

co-occurring, those features represent secondary uvular articulation; see §2.3.1 for further 

discussion. This representational change is illustrated with (/tf/ -*) { fy below: 

(75) 

[CONS] - [STOP] 

oPlace 

[COR] 

[STRID] [DOR] [TR] 
I 

[RTR] 

For vowels, the addition of [DOR] yields the five new output vowels seen boxed in 

(76). They are specified for both [DOR] and [RTR], which are represented with 

secondary status. Of the five new vowels, only the ones seen in double box, {A o al, are 

licit. 

76) 1 2 -> 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l l 12 13 14 15 
9 3 A e 8 0 i I I ae a a u u 

ffl + + + + + + 
LO + + + 
LAB + + + + + + 
RTR + + + + + + + + + + 
DOR + + + + 4-

In §3.5.4, it will be argued that feature sets 9 and 15 in (76) are ruled out by the 

grounded constraint HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR ('A segment specified for [HTJ is not 



3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]'), which is very highly ranked in 

St'at'imcets. 

The representations of the uvularised variants of the epenthetic vowel are seen in 

(77). The representation of the uvularised variant of IJEI is seen in (78). 

(77) The Representations of the Uvularised Variants of the St'at'imcets 
Epenthetic Vowel 

N N 

I I 

[SON] [SON] 

oPlace [ Place 
I I 

POR] [DOR] 

POR] [TR] rLAiT^ORTrrR] 
I I 

[RTR] [RTR] 

(78) The Representation of the Uvularised Variant of St'at'imcets IJEI 

N 

I 

[SON] 

oPlace 
I 

[DOR] 

PJOVVJ^ORT^TR] 
I 

[RTR] 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

Under the present assumptions, secondary-[RTR] is an integral part of the 

representation of a uvularised segment. An automatic consequence of this is that any 

uvularised segment is also pharyngealised; see §2.3.1 for further discussion. For this 

reason, the uvularised vowels { A O a i- are also pharyngealised. This is the basis of the 

claim made in §3.2.2, that St'at'imcets has no non-rtr back vowels. 

I propose that the harmony properties shown by (66), (67), and (69) are the effect of 

the constraints in (79), in conjunction with DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK, and DEP-

LINK, which were explained in §3.4.2. (In (79), after McCarthy and Prince (1995), 'Si' 

and 'S2' refer to the input string and output string, respectively.) 

(79) a. a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 
Let a be a root node in Si or its correspondent in S2. Let 3 be a different root 
node. 
If a is secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] in Si, then the left edge of 
secondary-[DOR] and the left edge of secondary-[RTR] are aligned with the left 
edge of p. 

b. a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 
Let a be a root node in Si or its correspondent in S2. Let P be a different root 
node. 
If a is secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] in Si, then the right edge of 
secondary-[DOR] and the right edge of secondary-[RTR] are aligned with the right 
edge of p. 

When unviolated, the constraints in (79) effect the edge alignments seen in (80), in 

which 'C' denotes an emphatic consonant and 'F' stands for some articulator feature. 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

(80) a. the effect of unviolated 
a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR], Rtp) 

b. the effect of unviolated 
a—Sec-POR] A Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R(Sec-pOR], Rtp) 

/ ,./pOR] 
[RTR] 

For a feature specified on a to be left aligned with a particular edge of P, a and 3 

must be adjacent. Thus, by specifying alignment for P vs. a, the a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) constraint requires secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR] to surface left-aligned with a segment which left-adjacent to an 

underlyingly secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] segment. (Segment' is here used 

synonymously with 'root node'.) In parallel manner a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-

R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) requires secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] to 

surface right-aligned with a segment which right-adjacent to an underlyingly secondary-

[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] segment. 

The constraints in (79) are conjunctive, as they each require alignment of secondary-

[DOR] and alignment of secondary-[RTR]. Their conjunctive formulation is based on the 

arguments presented in §2.5.6, that co-occurring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR], 

the representation of uvularisation, are referred to as a unit in phonology. 

The data in (66), (67), and (69) indicate the ranking: 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

(81) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

The constraint interaction resulting from (81) is illustrated by the tableaux in (82) and 

(83). (All candidates in (81) incur a violation of IO-FAITH (DEP-IO) for the epenthetic 

vowel which occurs immediately preceding Ixl. That violation is forced by very highly 

ranked aNUC, which is not included in the tableaux.) 

input: Ixxl 
l\ 

[DOR] [RTR] 

'bitter'; see (67) 

I-O 
FAITH 

a—Sec-POR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L(Sec-pOR] 

A 
Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

DEP-
LINK 

a—Sec-POR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R(Sec-pOR] 

A 
Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

1. Uexr * * | * * * 

2.-itex^ 
Y 

l\ 
POR] [RTR] 

* *! 

•«= 3. \\l\x\ 

// [RTR] 
[DORI 

** l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l i l l ^ l i l i i i l l l i l l i i i i i l 

4. -itAXAf 

/T^RTR] 
[DOR] 
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) 
input: /xw/£?y 

/ \ 
POR] [RTR] 

'sockeye salmon' 
(Upper dialect); 
see (69) 

I-O 
FAITH 

a—Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L(Sec-pOR] 

A 
Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

DEP-
LINK 

a—Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R(Sec-P0R] 

A 
Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

l .U w ae? r r 

»^2.Uwae?If 
/ \ 

[DOR1 [RTR] 

* ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

3.U w a?jr 

/ / p r o ] 
[DOR1 

* * | * 

4.-|Axwa? rf 

POR] 

*! **** 

5.-iAxwa9?Jr 

I ^ P T R ] 
POR] 

*! 
| | | | ; * | | | 

In candidate 4 in (82) and candidates 4 and 5 in (83), a vowel is epenthesised to 

provide a segment left-adjacent to the emphatic. The vowel harmonises, in satisfaction of 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp). However, because 

of the epenthesis, those candidates incur a violation of DEP-IO which is not incurred by 

the winning candidates 3 and 2 in the respective tableaux. The losing status of candidates 

4 in (83) and 4 and 5 in (83) shows that violation of DEP-IO is more serious than 

violation of a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), and 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

establishes DEP-IO » a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], 

Rtp). 

The data that have been examined provide no evidence that the MAX constraints and 

DEP-IO are crucially ranked with respect to each other. For this reason, they are assigned 

non-crucial equal ranking in (81). 

The winning candidate 3 in (82) contains non-underlying links between a left-adjacent 

segment and [DOR] and [RTR] in satisfaction of a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-

L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), but in multiple violation of DEP-LINK. Candidate 2 in 

the same tableau lacks such non-underlying links. By result, it violates a—Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) but satisfies DEP-LINK. The fact 

that candidate 2 loses and candidate 3 wins shows that violation of DEP-LINK is less 

serious than violation of the left alignment constraint. This establishes a—Sec-[DOR] A 

Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR|, Rtp) » DEP-LINK. 

In candidate 4 in (82) and candidates 3 and 4 in (83), the segment right-adjacent to the 

emphatic harmonises, in satisfaction of a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] 

A Sec-[RTR], Rtp). However, the rightward harmony results in two violations of DEP-

LENK which are not incurred by the winner in the respective tableaux. The fact that 

candidate 4 in (82) and candidates 3 and 4 in (83) are non-optimal shows that violation of 

DEP-LINK is more serious than violation of the right alignment constraint. Hence, DEP-

LINK » a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp). 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

In §2.5.2, ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) and ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-

[RTR], R; Wd, R) were proposed as the constraints responsible for the across-the-word 

effects of Palestinian uvularisation harmony. The first requires that the left edge of the 

word be aligned with the left edges of any co-occuring secondary-[DOR] and secondary-

[RTR]. The second requires the same for the right edge of the word. The data in (72) 

showed that St'at'imcets leftward harmony does not extend to the left edge of the word. 

(The data in (71) showed that the word is the harmony domain.) This indicates that 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) is lowly ranked in St'at'imcets. That is, it is 

ranked with the other uvularisation harmony constraints as seen in (84). ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) is assumed to be non-crucially equally ranked with a— 

Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), as the data which have 

been examined provide no evidence for a crucial ranking between the them ALIGN(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) is assumed non-crucial equal ranking with the two 

constraints just mentioned, although further investigation of the rightward harmony 

illustrated by (70) might reveal its actual ranking to be different. 

(84) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 
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3.5.2. A Theoretical Account: Part I 

The surface effect of this ranking is seen in the tableau in (85). (In (85), 'ALIGN-Sec-

DOR-Sec-RTR-Wd' abbreviates ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) and 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R). A violation of these constraints is evaluated 

for each non-harmonising vowel, /tf/, or Inl. Each candidate violates DEP-IO because of 

the vowel epenthesis. The winner is marked by 'P.) 

) 
input: 

/ m x / E j / 
h 

/ \ 
POR] [RTR] 

'huckleberry' (Lower 
dialect; see (72) 

1-0 
FAITH 

a—Sec-pOR] 
A . 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L 

(Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

DEP-
LINK 

a—Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R 

(Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

1. •! r r i 9 x a e j | - * * 1 * * 
* 

2. -i m o x a e j i -
i-
/ \ 

IDORl fRTRl 

* * ! ** 2. -i m o x a e j i -
i-
/ \ 

IDORl fRTRl 

3. { m 9 x a j ( -

/ P ^ T l ] 
P O R ] 

* * * Illllllliiliiî lllllllSlii * 

4. \ r r t A x a j i 

\ \ ^ t R T R ] 
POR1 

* 
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3.5.3. Neutral High Vowels 

3.5.3. Neutral High Vowels 

3.5.3.1. Analysis 

St'at'imcets high vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony. This claim is based 

on phonetic findings to be discussed in §3.5.3.2. Non-harmonising high vowels are seen in 

(86): the high vowels surface rtr due to pharyngealisation harmony with the immediately 

following emphatic, but not backed, as seen from the ungrammatical forms. (A tableau for 

(86a) will be presented in §3.5.4.) 

(86) a. IPA/mIx^E+/ •{ mixae+l- (*-i mixae+r) 'black bear' 

NA/mlLE+/ imixa+J 

b. rPA/t+Tk/ 
• 

NA/XTq/ 
• 

OMtf'ikr) 'to arrive (here)' 

c. D?A/rf'Ukw^j/ 
NA/c'Uq^Ez/ 

^ ' u k w a ^ 
\ c'uqWzr 

'fish, (any kind of) 
salmon' 

As St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony affects only the segment which is left adjacent to an 

emphatic, whether or not the high vowels are opaque or transparent to the harmony is 

untestable. 
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3.5.3. Neutral High Vowels 

I'HL|L 

3.5.3.2. Acoustic Support 

Figure 3:58 presents a wideband spectrogram showing three tokens of St'at'imcets HI. 

The token on the left is a token of HI \ i\ in a non-uvularisation context; the other two are 

tokens of HI {i\ in a uvularisation context. The carrier forms are identified in the figure 

caption which also reports the F 2 of each vowel, measured at onset and at the third quarter 

of the vowel (that is, at halfway between onset and midpoint for the leftmost token, and at 

halfway between midpoint and offset for the other two tokens.) For the middle token in 

the spectrogram, a second formant maximum is observed between onset and the third 

quarter. For that token, F 2 at the maximum is also reported. 
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3.5.3. Neutral High Vowels 

Figure 3:58 Wideband spectrogram of tokens of St'at'imcets /I/ in a non-uvularisation vs. 

uvularisation context. The token on the left is the a token of HI \ i\ in -i+i-'-fcf'f [+I?IB'] 

'to scatter (e.g., people leaving from a gathering)' (rightmost phonetic [i]). The one in the 

middle is a token of HI {ir in •! t+'ik? 'to arrive (here)'. The one on the right is a token of 

HI i ir in ^kAl-iJL|wil'xr 'to get spoiled (e.g., meat, potatoes), to break down (car, 

wagon)'. (Formants measured at the points indicated by the vertical lines.) 

F 2 of [i] on the left: at onset = 1848 Hz, at third quarter = 1571 Hz. 

F 2 of [i] in the middle: at onset = 2027 Hz, at maximum = 2062 Hz, at third quarter = 

1777 Hz. 

F 2 of [i] on the right: at onset =1681 Hz, at third quarter = 1764 Hz. 

None of the [i]s in Figure 3:58 has a steady F 2. That is, the second formant of each 

[i] is a trajectory from higher at onset to lower at the third quarter, or from lower at onset 

to higher at the third quarter. For the middle [i] in the spectrogram, F 2 varies from lower 

at onset to higher at the second formant maximum to lowest at the third quarter. 
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3.5.4. A Theoretical Account: Part II 

The lack of a steady F 2 for the two [i]s in a uvularisation context is here interpreted as 

indicating that /I/ has no emphatic target. The high vowel HI thus contrasts with the non-

high vowels, which have an emphatic target, as illustrated in Figures 3:16, 3:55 and 3:56. 

This supports the phonological claim that, like Palestinian non-low vowels, St'at'imcets 

high vowels do not undergo uvularisation harmony. (See §2.5.5.2 for data showing a lack 

of emphatic target for Palestinian non-low vowels.) Any transitional lowered F 2 effect 

which might be observed for some tokens of the high vowels in the context of an emphatic 

is here considered not to result from a phonological effect, but to be due solely to the 

phonetics. 

3.5.4. A Theoretical Account: Part II 

I propose that the non-harmony of high vowels observed in (86) is the effect of the 

grounded constraint HI/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, which says 'A segment specified for [HI] 

is not specified for secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]'. This constraint was proposed 

for Palestinian Arabic in §2.5.6 as paradigmatically grounded in the incompatibility of 

simultaneous high and uvularised gestures. The fact that St'at'imcets high vowels 

immediately preceding an emphatic do not undergo uvularisation harmony shows that 

HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is ranked above a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-

[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp). 

The adjusted constraint ranking for St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony is seen in (87). 

The data which have examined provide no evidence that HI/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is 
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crucially ranked with respect to DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, or MAX-LINK. 

Because of this, these five constraints are assumed to be non-crucially equally ranked. 

(87) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK, HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L),. 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 

The surface effect of HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR is illustrated in (88). (The constraint 

interaction effecting the pharyngealisation of the initial-syllable vowel is ignored in the 

tableau.) 

input: /mI)oE4/ 
/ \ 

[DOR] [RTR] 

'black bear'; see (86) 

1-0 
FAITH 

WJ 
* Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

a—Sec-fDOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L 

(Sec-[DOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

DEP-
LINK 

a—Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R 

(Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

lA mixae+r * 1 *** 

2. •! mrxae+r 
h 

/ \ 
IDOR1 fRTRl 

* ** 

3.<i mixae+l-

/ / [RTR] 
POR1 

*! ** * 

4. -1 mixa+f 

/ / [RTR] 
pOR] 

* * l * 



3.5.5. 'Transparent Laryngeals' 

3.5.5. 'Transparent Laryngeals' 

3.5.5.1. Analysis 

Consider the data in (89), which presents van Eijk's (1985, 1987) surface 

transcription of two forms in which, under his analysis, I All surfaces backed despite the 

laryngeal intervening between it and Ikl D Iql. Remnant (1990) and Bessell (1992), 

assuming this analysis, have analysed forms like these as showing that St'at'imcets 

laryngeals are transparent to uvularisation harmony (which they refer to as 'retraction'). 

(89) a. /mla#}?q/ -I mica?ql- 'to assume a sitting position' 

b. /GLOT, nAlql i na-?-q} 'to rot, get rotten' 

In this chapter, forms which van Eijk records as containing a vowel-glottal stop 

sequence have been transcribed as illustrated in (90). Forms such as that in (91) involve 

/?/-reduplication: the fact that the glottal stop is picked out for reduplication is taken as 

evidence that it is underlying. 
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3.5.5. 'Transparent Laryngeals' 

(90)a. IPA/mIt^E?k/ 

NA / m M ? q / 

imitfa'kr 
J h 

•! mica'ql-
[mitja?k] 

[rnica?q] 

'to assume a sitting 

position' 

b. IPA /GLOT, nJEk/ 

NA/GLOT, nJEql 

{ na-'-kr 
I-

{ na-'-qr 

[na?k] 

[na?q] 

'to rot, get rotten' 

(91) IPA /RED, ?U\M?I { ?u-?-rae?r 'egg' 
NA/RED, ?Us/E?/ ^?u-?-sa?r 

The present OT account entails that forms such as those in (90) contain a glottalised 

vowel; the glottalisation on the vowel is implemented in the phonetics as a glottal stop. 

The manner in which this is entailed by the account will be explained in §3.5.6. 

3.5.5.2. Acoustic Support 

Figures 3:59 and 3:60 replot those tokens of St'at'imcets /JE/, from Figures 3:44 and 

3:45, which occurred preceding an emphatic with a phonetic laryngeal intervening 

between the IJEI and the emphatic. Figure 3:60 also replots the tokens of LN's IJEI which 

occurred preceding an emphatic with a non-laryngeal consonant intervening between the 

IJEI and the emphatic. (No tokens of LC's IJEI in this context are plotted in Figure 3:59, 

due to lack of data. For the same reason, no tokens of the epenthetic vowel immediately 
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3.5.5. 'Transparent Laryngeals' 

preceding a laryngeal are plotted for either speaker. For data on the epenthetic vowel 

preceding an emphatic with an intervening non-laryngeal, see Figures 3:48 and 3:49.) 
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Figure 3:59 F i - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets IJEI in the context: preceding an 
emphatic with intervening phonetic laryngeal. Speaker: LC. 
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px] preceding an emphatic with intervening laryngeal 

GLI preceding an emphatic with intervening non-laryngeal 
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Figure 3:60 Fi - F 2 plot of tokens of St'at'imcets I All in the context: preceding an 
emphatic with intervening phonetic laryngeal. Speaker: LN. 

In Figures 3:59 - 3:60, the tokens of I All which occurred preceding an emphatic with 

an intervening phonetic laryngeal fall within the Yx - F 2 region of the back allophone ia}. 

In Figure 3:60, the tokens which occurred preceding an emphatic with an intervening non-

laryngeal fall within the Fi - F 2 region of the non-back allophone i ee}. The relevant 

observation is that the tokens preceding an emphatic with an intervening phonetic 

laryngeal have a lowered F 2. This supports the assumption that the tokens which occurred 

in that context were produced with uvularisation. 
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3.5.6. A Theoretical Account: Part III 

I suggest that the apparent transparency of St'at'imcets laryngeals in surface forms 

such as those in (89) can be explained by recognising that such forms contain glottalised 

vowels. This section first presents perceptual support for this reinterpretation. It then 

argues that the analysis illustrated in (89), viz., that the forms at issue each involve a 

surface vowel-laryngeal sequence, in which the vowel left adjacent to the laryngeal 

harmonises 'through' a transparent laryngeal, is not amenable to an OT analysis consistent 

with the constraints and hypotheses otherwise argued for in the present work. Rather, the 

present acccount implies the glottalised vowels in (90). 

Perceptual support for the proposed reinterpretation comes from the description 

provided by St'at'imcets consultant AA for the word /GLOT, klx/ -j ki-'-xr Q/GLOT, kl x/ 

•i k i-'-xr 'cranky (child), fussing (because it wants attention or is sick)'. In her description 

of this word, AA did not identify a 'V. (The symbol '7' is used in the van Eijk 

orthography to denote a glottal stop.) Rather, she said: "the vowel is a little more 

complicated. There's more sound in it." It is here hypothesised that a larger set of native 

speaker judgements of forms such as -I ki-'-xr 0 -{ k i-'-xr and those in (89)/(90) would 

likewise not identify a glottal stop. Tbis would support the present claim that they contain 

a glottalised vowel rather than a glottal stop. 

The theoretical argument against the former analysis is as follows: an account based 

on the analysis illustrated by (89) would appeal to the evidence that St'at'imcets laryngeals 

are phonologically placeless, that is, that they lack a place node. Their placelessness is 
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seen in the representations in (92), which are here assumed. See Shaw (1991a, 1993) for 

proposal of these representations for laryngeals in Nisga. (Shaw assumes /?/ bears 

'[-CONT]'; under the present representational assumptions, that feature is [STOP].) 

(92) The Representation of St'at'imcets /? h/ 

r h 
[CONS] [STOP] [CONS] 

Salish laryngeals have been claimed to be phonologically placeless by Remnant 

(1990), Bessell & Czaykowska-Higgins (1991) and Bessell (1992), based on the apparent 

transparency of Salish laryngeals to 'retraction' harmony (which St'at'imcets has been 

reanalysed in this chapter as comprised of distinct pharyngealisation and uvularisation 

harmonies). However, there is independent evidence for their placelessness, and for the 

representations in (92): the St'at'imcets epenthetic consonant is -I hr. This is shown by 

forms like that in (93), compared to forms like that in (94). In (93), the occurrence of •! h \ 

breaks up vowel hiatus. (The underlying root-final I All deletes.) The form in (94) 

contains the same root as (93). As (94) involves no hiatus, it lacks -i h r-epenthesis. See 

van Eijk (1985, 1987) for further data establishing IUI as the St'at'imcets epenthetic 

consonant. 
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(93) JPA rfJEmJE-Ul/ 

NA /?JEmM -Us/ 

{ ?aemh-uj!-

i Tamh-usf 

'handsome (in face)' 

(94) jPA/?^m^-a|wII'x/ 

NA/?^m^-wIl'x/ 

1 ? 3 3 m a e - a ) w i l ' x r 
{ ?ama-wil'xr 

'to get better, to recover 

(e.g., from a sickness)' 

Under a transparency analysis of (89), laryngeal transparency to uvularisation 

harmony would be the effect of the constraints in (95), which would be ranked with the 

other uvularisation harmony constraints as seen in (96). 

(95) a. DEP-Place 
Every Place node in the output corresponds to a Place node in the input. 

b. DEP-DOR 
Every [DOR] in the output corresponds to a [DOR] in the input. 

c. DEP-RTR 
Every [RTR] in the output corresponds to a [DOR] in the input. 

(96) DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK, HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, 
DEP-Place » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-DOR, DEP-RTR 
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DEP-Place requires that no Place node be inserted in the representation. DEP-DOR 

requires that no [DOR] be inserted; DEP-RTR requires the same for [RTR]. For previous 

discussion of these constraints, see §2.3.3.3, §2.5.2, and §2.5.4. Laryngeal transparency 

resulting from (96) would be illustrated by a tableau such as that in (97). (In (97), 

'ALIGN-Sec-DOR-Sec-RTR- Wd' abbreviates ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, 

L) and ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R); 'P' marks the winning candidate.) 

(97) 
input: 
/GLOT, nMk/ 

A 
[DOR] [RTR] 

'to rot, get rotten'; 
see (89) 

1-0 
FAITH 

HI/ 
•Sec-
DOR 

A 

Sec-
RTR 

DEP-
Place 

a—Sec-
[DOR] 

A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L 

(Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], 
Rtp) 

DEP-
LINK 

a—Sec-
POR] 

A 

Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R 

(Sec-pOR] 
A 

Sec-[RTR], 
Rtp) 

ALIGN-
Sec-

DOR-
Sec-

RTR-
Wd 

DEP-
DOR 

DEP-
RTR 

l.-i nae-?-kr * 1 * * * WSZXA:SS 

P 
2*1 nae-?-kl 

A 
PORI fRTRl 

* ** 

3 A nae-?-kr 
y h 

PORI 

*! ** ** 

4. \ na-?-kr 

[RTR] 1 / [RTR] 
POR] POR] 

* * l * * * * 

Under this account, the non-underlying Place node which a harmonising laryngeal 

receives by interpolation is prohibited by highly ranked DEP-Place. The segment left-
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adjacent to the laryngeal can harmonise, as observed for candidate 3 in the tableau. This 

results in greater satisfaction of ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) than a 

candidate without such harmony (e.g., candidates 2 and 4), though resulting in violations 

of DEP-DOR and DEP-RTR. 

Note that the DEP-LINK » ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) was 

established in §3.5.2, based on the lack of uvularisation harmony to the left edge of the 

word. (If ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L) were more highly ranked than 

DEP-LINK, then harmony to the left edge of the word would be observed. However, the 

data in (72) showed it is not.) Thus, given (96), the problem with this account is that it 

predicts the actual output form to be ungrammatical: in (97), candidate 2 wins because it 

incurs two less violations of DEP-LINK than are incurred by the runner-up candidate 4, 

but candidate 4 is the actual output form. On this basis, the analysis illustrated in (89) is 

not adopted here. 

I suggest that the apparent laryngeal transparency in (89) can be explained if the 

phonetic vowel-laryngeal sequence in each form is recognised instead as a single surface 

segment: a glottalised vowel, as seen in (90). Under this analysis, each harmonising vowel 

in (90) is left-adjacent to an emphatic, and its harmony follows per usual from the 

constraint ranking in (87). 
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3.6. Summary 

This chapter has argued that St'at'imcets Salish, like Palestinian Arabic, has two 

postvelar harmonies: pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation harmony. St'at'imcets 

pharyngealisation harmony was argued to be [RTR] AS harmony in St'at'imcets, that is, 

harmony of [RTR] triggered by segments which are specified for [RTR] as a secondary 

specification. The triggers thus include all St'at'imcets postvelars: the uvular gutturals 

and the emphatics. Pharyngealisation harmony is implemented with retracted tongue root 

articulation. 

St'at'imcets uvularisation harmony was argued to be [DOR] + [RTR] AS harmony, 

that is, harmony of co-occurring [DOR] and [RTR] triggered by segments which are co-

specified for those two features as secondary specifications. The triggers for the 

uvularisation harmony are the St'at'imcets emphatics. This second harmony is 

implemented with a retracted tongue back articulation, with automatic concommittant 

retraction of the tongue root. 

The distinct properties of St'at'imcets' pharyngealisation and uvularisation harmonies 

were shown. Acoustic data which support the distinct properties were presented. 

The anchor for [RTR] in St'at'imcets was identified as the NUC; the anchor for 

simultaneous secondary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR] in St'at'imcets was identified as the 

root node. In chapter 2, the same anchors were identified for these features in Palestinian. 

The distinct properties of St'at'imcets' two postvelar harmonies are listed in Table 

3:8 with the constraint which imposes each property. The constraint rankings which were 
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3.6. Summary 

argued to produce the two harmonies are presented in (98). Two separate rankings are 

presented, as the present investigation has revealed no evidence that the pharyngealisation 

harmony and uvularisation harmony rankings interact. 
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3.6. Summary 

Table 3:8 

The distinct properties of St'at'imcets' two postvelar harmonies 

PHARYNGEALISATION H A R M O N Y UVULARISATION H A R M O N Y 

1. triggers emphatics 
gutturals 

emphatics 

MAX-RTR; MAX-LINK MAX-DOR; MAX-RTR; MAX-LINK 

2. undergoers one leftward vowel one leftward consonant or vowel 

ALIGN-L( [RTR], NUC) a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-pOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 

3. neutral segments (none) high vowels 

HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 

gutturals = IPA lu «' bw b'w/; NA IS V T w f'w/ 

emphatics = IPA /tj \ J J' 1 1' k k' k w k'w x xw/; NA /cs zz' 1 1' q q' q w q'wx xw/ 
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3.6. Summary 

(98) Constraint Ranking Responsible for Pharyngealisation and Uvularisation Harmonies 
in St'at'imcets Salish 

a. Pharyngealisation Harmony Ranking 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) » 

DEP-LINK » 

ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), 
ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) 

b. Uvularisation Harmony Ranking 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK, HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

4.1. Summary of the Thesis 

This thesis had three aims. The first was to present the evidence that both 

Palestinian Arabic and St'at'imcets Salish have two distinct postvelar harmonies: 

pharyngealisation harmony and uvularisation harmony. For each language, the distinction 

between these two harmonies was shown from an array of phonological data. Acoustic 

data which support the distinct harmonies were presented. 

The second aim was to identify the features responsible for each harmony. The 

harmonic feature of pharyngealisation was argued to be [RTR]. Two co-occurring 

features were argued to be the source of uvularisation harmony: secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR]. It was argued that Palestinian pharyngealisation harmony is [RTR] 'A' 

('Articulation') harmony triggered by segments that are specified for primary- or 

secondary-[RTR]; the triggering class thus comprises the Palestinian guttural and emphatic 

postvelars, and closed-syllable-pharyngealised vowels. It was argued that St'at'imcets 

pharyngealisation harmony is [RTR] 'AS' ('Articulation') harmony, triggered by segments 

that are specified for secondary-[RTR]; the triggering class comprises the St'at'imcets 

guttural and emphatic postvelars. In Palestinian, which has both short and long vowels, 

pharyngealisation harmony affects only short vowels. 
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Based on the behaviour of [RTR] in the Arabic and Salish, it was suggested that 

[RTR] optimally surfaces as a vocalic feature: although [RTR] enters the phonology on 

postvelar consonants in Palestinian and St'at'imcets, the pattern of pharyngealisation 

harmony in both languages indicates that the lexical distinctiveness of [RTR] on 

consonants is optimally enhanced by its surface realisation on a vowel. 

Uvularisation harmony in both Palestinian and St'at'imcets was argued to be 

[DOR] + [RTR], 'AS' ('Articulation-secondary') harmony, triggered by segments which 

are co-specified for those two features as secondary specifications. The triggers thus are 

emphatic postvelars. Uvularisation harmony was shown to affect both consonants and 

vowels in both languages. 

Two distinct anchors were identified: the anchor for [RTR] in both Palestinian and 

St'at'imcets was identified as the NUC; the anchor for secondary-[RTR] and secondary-

[DOR] in both languages was identified as the root node. 

The third aim of the thesis was to provide an OT account of the two harmonies in 

Palestinian and St'at'imcets. Correspondence, Alignment, and Grounded constraints had a 

central role in this account. The constraints proposed in this thesis are listed in Table 4:1. 

Most were proposed as phonetically grounded constraints, as indicated in the table. 
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Table 4:1 

Postvelar constraints proposed in this thesis 

Constraint Requires that... Grounding 
a. NUC]Sto/*RTR 

(NON-FINALITY) 
a NUC at a right stem edge is 
not [RTR] 

b. NUCpp /*RTR a bimoraic NUC is not [RTR] articulatory: phonetic 
undershoot 

c. NUC-C]C/RTR a NUC in a closed syllable is 
[RTR] 

articulatory: phonetic 
undershoot 

d. ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), 
ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) 

[RTR] is aligned with the {L,R} 
edge of a NUC because [RTR] 
optimally surfaces on a vowel 

auditory: the acoustic 
effects of (non-underlying) 
pharyngealisation are 
categorical only for vowels 

e. ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) 

[RTR] in a word is specified on 
all NUCs to the {L,R} edge of 
the word 

articulatory: 
sluggishness of the 
tongue root 

f. ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 
Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A 
Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) 

where co-specified on a 
segment, secondary-[DOR] and 
secondary-[RTR] are specified on 
all segments to the {L,R} edge of 
the word 

articulatory: 
sluggishness of the 
tongue back 

g. a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-
[RTR], Rtp), 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ 
ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-
rRTRl, Rte) 

secondary-pOR] and secondary-
[RTR] are aligned with the 
{L,R} edge of the segment 
{L,R}-adjacent, respectively, to 
an underlying emphatic 

articulatory: 
sluggishness of the 
tongue back 

h. FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR a segment that is [FRONT] is 
not secondary-pOR] and 
secondary-[RTR] 

articulatory: 
ĉompatibility of 

simultaneous front and 
uvularised articulation 

i. HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR a segment that is [HI] is not 
secondary-pOR] and 
secondary-fRTR] 

articulatory: 
ĉompatibility of 

simultaneous high and 
uvularised articulation 

j. LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
(•COMPLEX) 

a segment that is [LOW] is not 
secondary-pOR] and 
secondary-[RTR] 

cognitive: feature 
overload 
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The constraint ranking responsible for Palestinian postvelar harmonies was proposed 

as that in (1). The reranking in (2) was proposed as that responsible for the harmonies in 

St'at'icmets. The rankings in (1) and (2) include all postvelar harmony constraints 

discussed in the thesis; as seen, constraints for which effects were observed in one 

language but not in the other are listed as bottom-ranked for the language in which no 

effects were observed. 

(1) Postvelar Grammar: Palestinian Arabic 

a. Pharyngealisation Harmony 

DEP-IG, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK (for features other than [LOW]), 
NUC] s t m/*RTR, N U C n n /*RTR » 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC), ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC) » 

LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

NUC-C]a/RTR » 

DEP-RTR » 

ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

DEP-LINK, M A X - L O W , M A X - L I N K L O 

b. Uvularisation Harmony 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK, NUC]Stm/*RTR, 
N U C n n /*RTR, DEP-DOR, FRONT/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, 
HI/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R) » 

NO-GAP, DEP-RTR » 

DEP-LINK, 
a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) 
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(2) Postvelar Grammar: St'at'imcets Salish 

a. Pharyngealisation Harmony 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-LINK » 

ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) » 

DEP-LINK » 

ALIGN-R([RTR], NUC), 
ALIGN([RTR], L; Wd, L), ALIGN([RTR], R; Wd, R), 
NUC]stm/*RTR, NUCu|t /*RTR, LO/*Sec-DOR, 
LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, NUC-C]C/RTR, M A X - L O W , 
M A X - L I N K L O 

b. Uvularisation Harmony 

DEP-IO, MAX-RTR, MAX-DOR, MAX-LINK, HI/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-L(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp) » 

DEP-LINK » 

a—Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR]/ALIGN-R(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], Rtp), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], L; Wd, L), 
ALIGN(Sec-[DOR] A Sec-[RTR], R; Wd, R), 
FRONT/* Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR, NO-GAP, DEP-RTR 

The major crosslinguistic difference evidenced by (1) vs. (2) is in harmonic domain, 

viz.: in Palestinian, postvelar harmony has a wide extent throughout the word whereas in 

St'at'imcets, it maximally extends to one leftward segment. The wider extent of harmony 

in Palestinian gives rise to a more complex array of neutrality properties for both 

harmonies in Palestinian than in St'at'imcets. 
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4.2. A Residual Issue 

In several studies of Niger-Congo and Nilotic tongue root harmony, the active 

feature for cases involving tongue root retraction has been identified as '[-ATR]'; see, e.g., 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1989, 1994a, 1994b), Clements (1985, 1991), and Odden 

(1991). This thesis has assumed privative features with Place features organised as seen 

below: 

(3) 

[POST] [DISTR] [STRID] [HI] [LOW] [FRONT] [ATR] [RTR] 

Assuming (3), the privative expression of '[-ATR]' is [RTR]. I suggest that it 

follows that [-ATR] = [RTR] because the 'two' features label the same thing. Which label 

is used depends on the working assumptions with respect to privative vs. binary features. 

With [-ATR] identified as [RTR], a comparison of the [RTR] harmonies (that is, 

pharyngealisation harmonies) in Niger-Congo and Nilotic with those in Palestinian and 

St'at'imcets is possible. Previous work, e.g., Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), has 

shown that Niger-Congo and Nilotic [RTR] harmony (i) has a non-consonantal source: it is 

triggered by either a floating [RTR] or a low vowel, and (ii) affects only vowels. Given 

this, Niger-Congo and Nilotic languages are here considered to bear out the prediction 
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identified in §2.4.2, that there are languages with [RTR] on vowels, either underlyingly or 

via the input-output mapping, but not on consonants. The fact that Niger-Congo and 

Nilotic [RTR] harmony affects only vowels is also considered support for the present claim 

that [RTR] optimally surfaces on a vowel. In Palestinian and St'at'imcets, in which [RTR] 

enters the phonology specified on postvelar consonants, [RTR] also seeks to surface on a 

vowel. 
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Appendix I: Abbreviations and Symbols 

A. Abbreviations 

[ATR] 
[-ATR] 
[CG] 
[CONS] 
[COR] 
[DISTR] 
[DOR] 
[HI] 
[LAB] 
[LAT] 
[NAS] 
[POST] 
[RTR] 
[SG] 
[SON] 
[STRID] 
[TR] 
]stm 
1 
2 
3 
A harmony 
Ml 

Adj. 
ALV 
ALV-LAT 
AP harmony 
AS harmony 
C 
C 
d 
DENT 
F 
F 
fo 
Fi 
F 2 

F 3 

fem. 
G 
GL 

[ADVANCED TONGUE ROOT] 
[-ADVANCED TONGUE ROOT] 
[CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS] 
[CONSONANTAL] 
[CORONAL] 
[DISTRIBUTED] 
[DORSAL] 
[HIGH] 
[LABIAL] 
[LATERAL] 
[NASAL] 
[POSTERIOR] 
[RETRACTED TONGUE ROOT] 
[SPREAD GLOTTIS] 
[SONORANT] 
[STRIDENT] 
[TONGUE ROOT] 
right stem edge 
first person 
second person 
third person 
articulation harmony 
cross-sectional area of the front resonating tube of the vocal 
tract/length of the front resonating tube; i.e., area/length 
adjective 
alveolar 
alveolateral 
primary articulation harmony 
secondary articulation harmony 
consonant 
emphatic consonant 
distance of the articulatory constriction from the glottis 
dental 
phonological feature 
formant frequency 
fundamental frequency 
first formant frequency 
second formant frequency 
third formant frequency 
feminine 
guttural consonant 
glottal 
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GLOT glottalisation morpheme 
H heavy syllable 
Hz Hertz 
INTER-DENT interdental 
intr. intransitive 
L light syllable 
LAB labial 
masc. masculine 
N noun 
NUC nucleus 
NUCp nuclear mora 
NUCpp bimoraic nucleus 
obj. object 
OT Optimality Theory 
PAL palatal 
PHAR pharyngeal 
pi. plural 
POST-ALV post-alveolar 
r0 

radius of the resonating tube at the point of constriction 
rd round 
RED reduplicative morpheme 
Rt root node 
rtr retracted tongue root 
s.d. standard deviation 
sg. singular 
subj. subject 
tr. transitive 
UV uvular 
V vowel 
VEL velar 
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B. Symbols 

1. International Phonetic Alphabet (revised to 1993, corrected to 1996) 
(http ://www. arts. gla. uk/LP A/ipa. html) 

CONSONANTS (PULMONIC) 

Plosive 

Nasal 

Trill 

Tap or Flap 

Fricative 

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postatveolarl Retroflex Palatal 

P b 
m 
B 

t d 
n 

e a s z J 3 

1 

t <t 

s A 9 I 

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant, Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible. 

CONSONANTS (NON-PULMONIQ 

Clicks Voiced implosives Ejectives 

O Bilabial 

| Dental 

} (RnOaiveoiar 

^ Palatoalveolar 

| | Alveolar lateral 

6 Bilabial 

d Dental/alveolar 

J Palatal 

Cf Velar 

(j Ovular 

> 
Ftampifr 

P BUabial 

t' Dental/alveolar 

k' Velar 
J 

S Alveolar fricative 

OTHER SYMBOLS 

Voiceless labial-velar fricative 

w Voiced labial-velar approximant 

LJ Voiced labial-palatal ipproximiat 

H Voiceleia epigkxtal fricative 

? Voiced epiglottal fricative 

? . Epiglottal ploaive 

Q> Z Alveolo-palalal fricativea 

•I Alveolar lateral flap 

f] Shnultaoeoui J" and X 

Bade 

Close-mid 

Open-mid 

Open 

u 

o 

0 

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one 
to the right represents a rounded voweL 

SUPRASEGMENTALS 

Affricates and double articulations 
can be represented by two symbols 
joined by a tie bar if necessary. 

o 

DIACRITICS Diacritics may be placed above a symbol with a descender, e.g. f] 

Voiceless 11 (1 
O O o 

Biealby voiced b 3. Dental t (1 

Voiced S t Creaky voiced b 2. Apical t d 

k Aspirated (1^ _ Linguolabial t d Laminai t d 
a 6 a 

^ More rounded *^ 
W f W Aw 

Labialized I U Nitalized © 

( Less rounded ^) •J Palatalized f d' n Hn 
Natal releaae V l 

Advanced U 
4- + 

Y Velarized tY d Y 1 
Lateral releaae U 

_ Retracted 6 Pliaryngeaiizcd t̂ ' Cl̂  No audible releaae d 

Centralized 6 " Velarized or pharyngealized 
x £ 

Mid-centralized C 
Raised C ( J => voiced alveolar fricative) 

| SyUabic 11 t Lowered 0 (|3 = voiced bilabial •pprojucrianc) 

^ Non-tyUabic 6 ^ Advanced Toogue Root 0 

^ Rhoticity 31" cT> ^ Retracted Too gue Root ^ 

Primary stress 

Secondary stress 

.founa'tijsn 
Long 61 

Half-long C 

Extra-sbort § 

Minor (foot) group 

Major (Intonation) group 

Syllable break ii.askt 
Linking (absence of a break) 

TONES AND WORD ACCENTS 
LEVEL 

e« 
e 
e 
e 
e 
4 

T 

- i Eura 
I bigb 

"1 High 

- | Mid 

_ | Low 

J 
Downatep 

Upatep 

Earn 
tow 

CONTOUR 

C o r A **** 
Q NJ Falling 

p. y\ Higb 
\ * I rising 

e 1 

e 
/" 
\ Global fall 

naing 
"1 Riaing-

I railing 

Global riae 
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2. Other Sound Symbols 

I E i E O U underlying vowels 

uvularisation (with concomitant pharyngealisation) 

marks the second half of a diphthong 

3. Miscellaneous 

p mora 
o syllable 

morpheme boundary 
#̂ clitic word boundary 

* word boundary 
V precedes a morphological root 
/ / encloses a phonological underlying form 
{ r encloses a phonological surface form 
[ ] encloses a phonetic form 
* ungrammatical 
* constraint violation 
* 'is not', e.g., in the constraint LO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
» is more highly ranked than 
^ marks a winning candidate output form 
(f* marks a winning candidate output form 
! fatal constraint violation 
< is less marked than 
> surfaces as 
/ separates antecedent from consequent in a conditional 

constraint, e.g., inLO/*Sec-DOR A Sec-RTR 
() encloses an optional element 

alternating with 
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Appendix II: 

Original Location of the Abu Shusha 

and Jafa Palestinian Dialects 

(Map from von Oppenheimer 1943/83; names of bedouin tribes are written across various 
geographical areas.)1 

f i i r t f t n a 

_** 
' I Mute*** »-*r*Htioit, s. t l 

n Kefirit... 

widen4 • . 
A. , 

A tl M t S t t k t t U 

*Abu Shusha is currently spoken among the Palestinian diaspora in various locations; Jafa 

is currently spoken in and around the city of Jafa, and among the Palestinian diaspora. 

IT 
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Appendix HI: Details of the Palestinian Acoustic Study 

1. Segmentation 

Segmentation for the acoustic studies of Palestinian and St'at'imcets followed the 

procedures of Peterson & Lehiste (1967:192-196), which are photographed on the 

following pages. 
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REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE MTT PRESS 

SEGMENTATION 
An essential problem in the measurement of the 

duration of syllable nuclei is that of segmentation. 
Segmentation has long been and continues to be a 
major problem in speech analysis. Basic difficulties in 
the concept of segmentation have been discussed 
previously by one of the present authors.7 Since vowel 
and consonant lengths contrast in some languages 
there can be no question but that duration may be 
linguistically distinctive. The specification of those cues 
which are perceptually significant in linguistic judg
ments of duration is a subject which should receive 
further study. 

Successive speech sounds not only involve physiolog
ical targets and controlled movements, but they often 
involve changes from one sound type to another. These 
changes often occur at distances far removed from the 
targets and, for the purposes of this study, were con
sidered the segment boundaries. Such changes obviously 
represent major points of transition in the activities of 
the vocal mechanism. If speech perception is closely 
correlated with these activities, it seems probable that 
the transitional regions may be of considerable linguistic 
significance. The perceptual and linguistic significance 
of such boundaries merit much further investigation. 
For purposes of automatic speech recognition, it is 
obviously necessary to employ some procedure for 
segmentation or quantization. 

There are many instances in which the cues signalling 
the beginning and the end of a syllable nucleus are 
relatively unambiguous, but there are many other 

• The Mingograph, a recording oscillograph with a relatively 
high-frequency response, and the 48-channel spectrograph are 
described by C. G. M . Fant, "Modern instruments and methods 
for acoustic studies of speech," Proceedings of the VIII Inter
national Congress of Linguists (Oslo University Press, Oslo, 1958). 

' G. E . Peterson, Language 31, 414-427 (1955). 

instances where it is very difficult to specify the point 
of segmentation. An attempt will be made to describe 
the major cues that were used in the segmentation 
basic to the measurements of the present study. It 
should be emphasized that the procedures employed 
in this study sometimes involved a great deal of human 
judgment. In several instances, segmental cues of a 
type not anticipated were observed. We are in no posi
tion to consider the universality of these cues, but it 
appears profitable to investigate some of them further. 

In the present study, instrumental accuracy is in 
general considerably greater than the accuracy with 
which the segmental boundaries can be determined. It 
was usually possible to determine segmental boundaries 
within one or two centiseconds. In some instances, how
ever, the transitions between consonants and vowels 
involve an overlapping of cues, and in such instances it 
does not appear meaningful to attempt to determine 
exact time boundaries. 

1. Initial and Final Plosives 
The release of a voiceless initial plosive appears as a 

spike on the spectrogram. The duration of the explosion 
depends on the bandwidth of the major resonance and 
is followed by a period of frication and a period of 
aspiration.8 Two separate measurements were made for 
syllable nuclei following aspirated plosives, one from 
the center of the releasing spike and the other fromi 
the onset of voicing immediately after the aspiration. -
There was usually a measurable concentration of frica
tive energy in the regions of higher formants throughout 
the aspiration period, and it was difficult to decide 
whether at a given moment the pattern in these 
formants represented breathy phonation or modulated 
fricative energy. The onset of voicing could be deter
mined relatively accurately, however, by observing the 
first formant. There was often a weak energy concentra
tion at the frequency of the first formant during the 
period of aspiration, and the onset of voicing was clearly 
distinguishable. Thus it was usually possible to deter
mine the frequency of the first formant, both immedi
ately after the release of the plosive and at the onset of 
voicing after the aspiration. In vowels involving high 
first formants (particularly /a/ , /st/, and /o/), the 
energy concentration in the region of the first formant 
during aspiration was often comparable to that at other 
formant frequencies, but the onset of voicing was 
usually clearly distinguishable as the moment in time 
at which periodic striations started in the first formant 
frequency. 

After voiced initial plosives, the period of aspiration 
was absent, but the period of frication following the 

'The distinction between explosion and frication is a matter 
of source. Explosion is considered to be the sound produced by 
the shock excitation of the vocal cavities due to the pressure 
release, and frication is the sound which originates from turbulence 
produced by the flow of air through the narrow passage which is 
formed immediately after the release. Cf. Fant, footnote refer
ence 6. pp. 307-308. 
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spike was usually more prominent than in the case of 
voiceless plosives. The measurements were again made 
from the center of the spike, so that the frication period 
was included in the duration of the vowel. The duration 
of the frication varied between about 0.5 and 2.5 csec. 

The beginning of final voiceless plosives was deter
mined by the abrupt cessation of all formants. The 
final voiced plosives were often pronounced with full 
voicing and a voiced release: under the conditions of 
recording, a considerable amount of energy was present 
in the voiced plosives, and up to fifteen harmonics 
appeared in some of the narrow-band spectrograms. 
Thus the cessation of voicing was not a proper cue for 
the termination of the syllable nucleus. Instead, the 
beginning of final voiced plosives was determined by 
comparing narrow-band and broad-band spectrograms, 
from which the moment in time when the energy in the 
higher harmonics was suddenly greatly diminished 
could be ascertained. In general, it was possible to 
specify the boundary with an accuracy of about one 
vocal-fold period. 

Examples of initial and final plosives may be seen 
on Figs. 1-4. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate initial voiced 
and voiceless plosives; Figs. 1 and 2 contain examples 

FIG. 1. Broad-band and narrow-band spectrograms of four 
C N C words spoken by informant G E P . Approximate segmenta
tion points for identifying the boundaries of initial and final 
consonants have been provided. 

FIG. 2. Broad-band and narrow-band spectrograms of four 
C N C words spoken by informant G E P . Approximate segmenta
tion points for identifying the boundaries of initial and final 
consonants have been provided. 

of final voiceless plosives, and Fig. 4 contains examples 
of both voiced and voiceless final plosives. 

2. Initial and Final Nasals 

In the measurement of syllable nuclei durations, 
initial nasals offered no difficulty. It was usually 
possible to identify the vocal-fold period which followed 
the velar closure by observing the abrupt change from 
steady formant pattern to rapid onglide movement. 
Final nasals share the characteristic of steady reso
nances with initials. In the case of two speakers from 
the smaller set of data, however, the vowels were 
nasalized considerably. This had no significant effect 
upon the identification of the initial boundary of the 
syllable nucleus, but for these two speakers the nasaliza
tion of the vowels obscured the transition from the 
syllable nucleus to the final nasal consonant on the 
broad-band spectrograms. The control set of 70 words 
contained 14 final nasals, but only 3 initial nasals; the 
relative ease of identifying the boundaries of initial 
nasals may be due to the very limited data. In the 
narrow-band spectrograms for these speakers, it was 
possible to locate the approximate boundaries as the 
position at which there was a sudden change in the 
relative marking of the various harmonics. Those 
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FIG. 3. Broad-band and narrow-band spectrograms of eieht C N C words uttered by informant G E P . The tenth harmonic has been 
traced in white paint on the narrow-band spectrograms; the tilth harmonic has been traced with a dotted white line on some of the 
spectrograms. 

harmonics that were not within the frequency region 
of either the oral or nasal resonances were marked much 
more lightly following the vocalic period, and thus a 
boundary point could be established. Information on 
relative changes in energy level among the vowel and 
nasal formants and the minima for valleys) between 
is not yet available. Thus the extent to which the 
marking changes are due to energy-level changes cannot 
be specified at present. The pattern changes result in 
part, of course, from the automatic adjustments of the 

TCI H I . j , c l 

tug dug 

FIG. 4. Broad-band spectrograms of four C N C words spoken by 
informant G E P . The duration of the aspiration following a voice
less initial plosive has been presented separately from the duration 
of the voiced part of the syllable nucleus. 

narrow-band marking control to the decrease in over-all 
output energy during the formation of nasals. 

Some examples of final nasals may be found on Figs. 
1, 2, and 3. The narrow-band patterns in Figs. 1 and 2 
are particularly good illustrations of the changes in 
marking of the harmonics outside the resonances. 

3. Initial and Final Fricatives 

The beginning of a vowel after an initial voiceless 
fricative was determined by the onset of voicing in the 
region of the first formant. This cue was also employed 
in determining the beginning of the syllable nucleus 
after an initial /h/ , as formant movements were not 
adequate indications of the points of transition. In 
such cases, the intensity curves provided a valuable 
additional reference. There was a period of "breathy" 
quality for initial /h / on broad-band spectrograms after 
the onset of voicing (noise pattern superimposed upon 
a rather clear formant pattern), "but the intensity curves 
provided a relatively unambiguous cue. Some of the 
initial voiceless fricatives registered considerable energy 
on both Mingograph traces and the oscillogram, but 
there was a cessation of fricative energy before the 
onset of phonation, and a sharp minimum in the in
tensity curves provided an appropriate boundary point. 

The terminal boundaries of initial voiced fricatives 
were, in general, rather easily recognized on broad-band 
spectrograms. The superimposed noise usually ended 
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abruptly. Final voiceless fricatives were recognized by 
"he onset of random noise: The vowei was considered 
terminated at tne point where tne noise pattern began, 
even though voicing in a few iow harmonics continued 
for a few centiseconds in most cases. Final voiced 
fricatives were more troublesome. In broad-band and 
narrow-band spectrograms, the transition between 
vowel and consonant appeared rather gradual, but 
tne onset of high-frequency energy in the case of z 
and ,3/ provided a ciear boundary- on the intensity 
curves. The boundaries preceding tinal , v/ and 5/ 
vere recognized chieriy by the rapid decrease of energy 
that could usually be detected on the intensity curves. 

Figure 5 presents 4-channel Mingograph tracings of 
two of the frame utterances spoken by informant Br. 
Curves a and b display the sound intensity; low-fre
quency pre-emphasis was employed in constructing 
curve a and high-frequency pre-emphasis was employed 
for curve b: c is a fundamental frequency contour, and 
; a duplex oscillogram.; The top utterance represents 
tne sentence "Say the word 'voice' again.' and may be 
.ompared with "Say tne word 'noise' again." presented 
in the lower half of the illustration. The sharp ooundary 
between initial s and the following vowei in say can 
be observed in both utterances. The boundaries of the 
voiceless sibilant 5/ in voice are more clearly de
marcated than the initial boundary of the izi in noise; 
curve b, which emphasizes energy in the higher fre
quencies, provides the best clue for isolating hnai .'z/. 
The initial voiced fricative ,/v/ in voice can be best 
isolated on curve a. with low-frequency pre-emphasis. 
Initial and final voiced fricatives may also be observed 
on Fig. 3, which is a good illustration of the difficulty 
of finding a clear-cut boundary line for rinal voiced 
fricatives if only broad-band and narrow-band spectro
grams are used for the analvsis. 

4. Initial , w / and II 

Both of these initial consonants involved a steady-
state period. Since they were fully voiced and had oniy 
a minimal amount of friction, the formant movements 
from the consonant to the syllable nucleus were un
interrupted. Nevertheless, certain cues appeared with a 
fair amount of regularity, and together provided reason
ably usable criteria for segmentation. For initial / w/ 
the region in which the slope of the second formant 
acquired a positive value was considered the boundary. 
This directional change was often accompanied by a 
sharp increase in energy, and the energy change was 
accompanied on the narrow-band spectrogram by a 
darker marking of the harmonics not in the frequency 
regions of resonance. Such energy cues were particularly 
useful in sequences where /w/ was followed by a vowel 
with a low second formant. Figure 1 contains initial 
/w/ followed by a front and a back vowel. A steady-
state for /w/ is followed by a rather sharp upward 
inflection of the second formant in the sequence , w i / ; 

Mr*® 
U I I 
v 01 $ 

1 

LL 

FIG. 5. Four-channel Mingograph tracings of two utterances by 
informant Br : "Say the word 'voice' again,'' and "Say the word 
'noise' again." Curve a is an intensity curve with low-frequency 
pre-emphasis; curve b is an intensity curve with high-frequency 
pre-emphasis; curve c is a pitch curve (modified Grutzmacher 
method); and curve d is a duplex oscillogram. The analysis was 
performed at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. 

there is a noticeable change in the marking of the for
mants and also in the harmonics not within the reso
nance regions in the case of the sequence / wo/. 

In these data, initial / y / had a steady state, in which 
the frequency of the third formant was much greater 
than that for any simple vowel nucleus. The point, 
however, at which the transition to the following vowel 
began was at a considerably lower position in frequency. 
Thus the third formant of lyi performs a rapid dip in 
frequency before rising back to the third-formant 
position of the vowel. The position in time of the fre
quency minimum of the third formant was thus con
sidered the point of onset of the following vowel. This 
cue is most easily determined for vowels with a high 
third-formant frequency. Figure 2 contains illustra
tions of initial /y/. The steady state associated with 
the initial / y / is characterized by a.high third formant 
and a relatively weak intensity of the harmonics 
between the resonances; the minimum in the movement 
of the third formant from the steady state of ,/y/ to the 
following vowel serves as the point of segmentation. 

5. Initial and Final /1/ and fx/ 

Both initial / ! / and fx/ had periods of steady reso
nances. The onset of a vowel after /1/ was usually un-
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ambiguously denned on the narrow-band spectrograms 
by the sudden change in marking of the harmonics 
between the various resonances at the change from 
steady formants to ongiide. Initial ,/r/ often had a 
slight fricative quality. In addition, the frequency 
movements oi the third formants usually provided a clue 
for the segmentation. 

Final i\j and / r / presented particularly difficult 
problems. Very often the formant movements were 
quite smooth, and the establishment of a boundary on 
the basis of broad-band spectrograms was questionable. 
Intensity curves were helpful in instances where the 
vowel had an intrinsic energy considerably different 
from that of / l / or / r / . In the transition from the 
vowel nucleus to /I/ a frequency minimum or a rela
tively rapid rise in the frequency of the third formant 
was sometimes present and was used as the basis of 
the segmentation. In the total set of data, the third 
formant of 1/ had an average frequency value of 
2635 cps, and the change from the usually lower third-
formant position of the vowel to that of / I ' sometimes 
involved a weii-defined change point. But in a rather 
large number of instances, the formant movements 
appeared smooth, there was no significant change in 
the intensity, and the determination of a boundary had 
to be accomplished by some other criterion. 

It was observed that the fundamental voice-frequency 
curve employed in each utterance had certain character
istic distributional features. The initial consonant of the 
word in the frame appeared to determine the occurrence 
of the peak of the fundamental curve. When the initial 
consonant was voiced, the peak occurred in the middle 
of the nucleus of the target word, with a rather smooth 
glide of the fundamental (usually upward but often 
down on voiced plosives) during the initial voiced 
consonant. If the consonant was voiceless, and particu
larly when the consonant was a voiceless fricative, the 
peak occurred immediately at the onset of voicing, and 
the fundamental on the syllable nucleus thereafter 
decreased. The total drop in pitch normally took place 
during the vocalic part of the syllable. When the hnal 
consonant was voiceless, this might have been expected. 
But when the final consonant was voiced, the funda
mental pitch reached its minimum value by the 
beginning of the consonant and remained almost com
pletely level for the duration of the consonant. This 
pattern was observed with very great regularity, and 
we concluded that in this type of utterance the region 
where the fundamental has become essentially level 
may be considered the consonant part. 

Figure 3 illustrates the parallelism between such 
words as coin and coil, where the fundamental voice 
frequency was used to determine the boundary between 
the syllable nucleus and final j\l. The tenth harmonic 
has been traced in white, and provides a visual represen
tation of the fundamental movement associated with 
this intonation. Some examples of initial / l / are also 
included in Fig. 3 to illustrate that in initial position, 

the rise in pitch takes place during the pronunciation of 
the voiced resonant; level furiamental frequency is 
not a characteristic of all / i / sounds. 

Examples of final / r / may be found on Fig. 2, where 
the segmentation has been based on two clues: the 
steady fundamental frequency associated with finai 
position, and the change in the third-formant frequency. 
Initial / r / sounds are represented in Fig. 1. Approxi
mate segmentation may be achieved by comparing the 
relative markings of the harmonics in the narrow-band 
spectrogram and by identifying the position at which 
the third formant begins to rise rapidly in frequency 
in the broad-band spectrogram. 
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2. The Palestinian Carrier Forms For Vowel Tokens 

The following pages list the carrier forms for the Palestinian vowel tokens. In each carrier form, the analysed vowel is bolded and 

enlarged. By accident, occasionally only one token of a carrier form was recorded from KS or KG. This means that in such cases only 

one token of a particular vowel was analysed for one of the speakers. 

Some carrier forms are marked with the following symbols: 

* the analysed vowel is underlyingly long (for surface short vowels) 

the analysed vowel is underlyingly short (for surface long vowels) 
e the analysed vowel is epenthetic 

<S> the lexical item was not documented for the other dialect 
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/ I / - P h a r y n g e a l i s a t i o n H a r m o n y C o n t e x t s 

CONTEXT CARRIER FORM 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM GLOSS 

Jafa dialect 
FORM GLOSS 

open syllable 
no trigger rsi.d-or* 'grandpa' Vsi.d-ol*1 'grandpa' 

adjacent guttural Vhl.b8r (fem. name) rhl.bal (fem. name) 

adjacent emphatic 
Y ^ 

'empty (masc.sg.)' (Adj) rfl.d-if-
• Y 

'empty (masc.sg.)' (Adj) 

non-local harmony Vfl.\im\ 'movie' rfl.liml 'movie' 

rtjl.birl 'he got bigger' ^kl.biri- 'he got bigger' 

rmlJ iU 'comb' (N) no form recorded2 

Vui.ll.bor 'bother' (N) 'bother' (N) 

closed syllable 
no trigger rfi.llmre 'movie' rfi.llrrif* 'movie' 

adjacent guttural rb-lB.lir 'he's boiling (something)' Vb-j-Ib.lil 'he's boiling (something)' 

adjacent emphatic ^'mi.lltr« 'comb' no form recorded 2 

non-local harmony ib-It.-'subbl* 
v Y Y Y Y 

'she's pouring (something)' ib-lt.-'subbKe 
Y Y Y Y > 

'she's pouring (something)' 

^afa stem-final mid\e\and\o\are similar to [e] and [o], respectively; e.g., Jafa \ 'si.d-or ['si.do]. 
2The Jafa form for 'comb' (N) is {mu.suth 
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{b-It.-'maJ.JrtK* 

rb-If.tam 

^b-it.-mel.ji.-l-i-j.'jaei-hl 

{^-im.sa.li-i.-'naei-fP 

il3.-'fiae:.l-il 

^?it.-,kus.s-i.-'nB:-U 

U3 > <T. 1mi.-n-i-j. , jae:-hr 

'she's combing (something)' 

'he's opening (something)' 

'she's filling it (masc.) for 
me' 

'(2 fem. sg.) don't wipe us!' 

'by myself 

'(2 fem. sg.) don't cut us!' 
'(2 masc./fem. sg.) feed it 
(masc.) to me!' 
'my machine gun' 

ib-It.-'maJ.frO* 

Vb-j-If.tattt 

-{b-it.-mel.ji.-l-i-j.'jaei-hl 

no form recorded4 

. no form recorded5 

U3> <r..mi.-n-i-j.'jae:-hl 

'she's combing (something)' 

'he's opening (something)' 

'she's filling it (masc.) for 
me' 

'by myself 

'(2 masc./fem. sg.) feed it 
(masc.) to me!' 
'my machine gun' 

/E/ - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 
adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

Vcfee .b -a^ 

no form recorded 
no form recorded 

GLOSS 

'pocket' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

Vcfee.beF 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

GLOSS 

'pocket' 

3In Abu Shusha and Jafa, the 2 subj. prefix /t-/ is frequently elided in forms which begin with /t/; e.g., this form is underlyingly 

/t-LETml-nl/. 
4Jafa has one form for '(2 masc./fem. sg.) don't wipe us!': -i 'la.-t-im^ssti.-noK 
5Jafa has one form for '(2 masc./fem. sg.) don't cut us!': \ 'la.-rt.-?us.-noK 
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non-local harmony ^ i^g |_3^ 'she fried (something)' r?e.i-3tr 'she fried (something)' 

closed syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 
adjacent emphatic 
non-local harmony 

stem-final 

Ima.-.mel.l-e.-'naei-Jr 'we didn't fill (something)' 

no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

•{ma.-.mel.l-e.-'nae:-^* 

lm3.- (

r 3X.X- e - - ' n 3 e : -J^* 

^ma.̂ tol.l-e.-'naei-Ji-* 

^m3>.-ri3>t.t-e.-lnB:-^* 

{m3>.-1t3><i'.m-e.-ln9: 

'we didn't fill (something)' 

'we didn't urinate/defecate' 

'we didn't boil (something)' 

'we didn't jump' 

'we didn't feed 
(someone/something)' 

rma.-mel.,l-e.-n8r 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

.Vma.-mel.J-e.-na^* 

Vma.-r3x.,X-e'-n9^* 

Vma.-to.J-e.-n^* 

^ma.-n3>t.,t-e.-ri8^* • » >> 

Vma.-t3>T.,m-e.-ri8|-^ 

'we didn't fill (something)' 

'we didn't fill (something)' 

'we didn't urinate/defecate' 

'we didn't boil (something)' 

'we didn't jump' 

'we didn't feed 
(someone/something) 

I M l - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

rsae.mî  

l 'ha.n-9r* 

•{'mCI.rar 

GLOSS 

(masc. name) 

'here' 

'woman, wife' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

•i's8B.mi|-

no form recorded 6 

GLOSS 

(masc. name) 

'woman, wife' 

6The Jafa form for 'here' is \ ho:n\. 
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non-local harmony ^ i gg m i r | . 

i '1X13.83.11-81 

(masc. name) rsa.mirl 

'he flaked (something) off u-pg r 3 > r ^ 

Vma.sg.ti-ô  'he wiped it (masc.)' 

(masc. name) 

'he flaked (something) off 

'he wiped it (masc.)' 

rinsed syllable 
no trigger (Jammi 

adjacent guttural {f3t.'t>at.-l-i} 

adjacent emphatic ^ ,S3rj.t)3>.'r-At.-J-i \ 

non-local harmony ^ ̂ d.'dat.-l-i \ 

^taij.J3>.,b-At.-niy 

VmaJ.K.t-a^ 

'Shem' 

'she opened (something) for 
me' 
'she closed (something) for 
me' 
'she counted for me' 

'she made me become well' 

'she combed (something)' 

stem-final no form recorded 

•jjamnnl-

ifst.'ri-at.-l-i^ 

i,S3k.k3>.'r-At.-l-iy 

^ad.dat.-l-U 

ftaijjV.'b-At.-ni^ 

r m a j . ^ . t ^ u 

no form recorded 

'Shem' 

'she opened (something) for 
me' 
'she closed (something) for 
me' 
'she counted for me' 

'she made me become well' 

'she combed (something)' 

I Ml - Uvularisation Harmony Contexts 

no emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

Vs33.mil-

rha.n-o^* 

Vma.S3.Ti-8^ 

^ jamnrU 

GLOSS 
(masc. name) 

'here' 

'he wiped it (masc.)' 

'Shem' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 
•i'sae.mil 

no form recorded' 

Vma.sa.ri-O^ 

^JamrrU 

GLOSS 
(masc. name) 

'he wiped it (masc.)' 

'Shem* 
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Vsa.mirl 

tfat.'fi-at.-l-il 

Ifad.'dat.-l-rt 

(masc. name) Vsa.mir}-
'she opened (something) for ^ f 3 t ,^_ a t ^ 
me' 
'she counted for me' ^ <j-3cj ^gj. ^ 

(masc. name) 

'she opened (something) for 
me' 
'she counted for me' 

blocked 

emphatic 

rmaf.K.txTU 

J J Y Y 

J Y 

Y Y 

fs3tf.t\3>.lr-At.-l-i^ 

^taij.jV.'b-At.-ni} 

'she combed (something)' 

'he flaked (something) off 

'woman, wife' 

'she closed (something) for 
me' 
'she made me become well' 

Vmaf.f3 .t-3 U 

r?a.j3M 
J Y 

Y Y 

•!1s3k.k3>.lr-At.-l-ii-

-! 1taij.J3>.'b-At.-nil> 

'she combed (something)' 

'he flaked (something) off 

'woman, wife' 

'she closed (something) for 
me' 
'she made me become well' 

IOI - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

VmO.no^ 
no form recorded 

adjacent emphatic no form recorded 
non-local harmony no form recorded 

closed syllable 
no trigger 
adjacent guttural 
adjacent emphatic 
non-local harmony 

no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

GLOSS 

(fem. name) 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

VmO.n^ 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 
no form recorded 

GLOSS 

(fem. name) 
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stem-final rsi.d-Ol-
rxai.t-oy 

'grandpa' 

'maternal auntie' 

'grandpa' 

'maternal auntie' 

'they (masc.) jumped' 

rsi.cW 

rxai.t-oi 
rnAt.t-Ol7 

\'ma.-b-ij.-ta'T.m-O.-nal ( m a s c > d o n > t f e e d u s ' 
i 'ma.-b-ij.-ra'r ri-O.-nal 'they (masc.) don't give us 

• ' cold' 
rma.-b-j-rf.ta.h-O-l.-nal 'they (masc.) don't open 

(something) for us 

/U/ - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

i'dU.d-o^* 

non-local harmony ^ i^u.tub^ 

GLOSS 

'worm' 

'what?!' 

'sunrise' 

'books' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

rdU.d-el* 
no form recorded 

i'ku.tub^ 

GLOSS 

'books' 

closed syllable 
no trigger rku.tUb^e 'books' Vku.tUbie 'books' 

7The 3 masc. pi. subj. suffix is /-U/ in Abu Shusha, l-OI in Jafa. For the Abu Shusha cognates of the Jafa carrier forms for stem-final 

AO/, see the carrier forms for stem-final /LV. 
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adjacent guttural ^ ' su .xUn^ 

adjacent emphatic ^ b-it.-'sUbb\ 
(• h Y h h 

non-local harmony ^ ' sijfr.r r3>r\ 

^mUf . t3 . 'r i -e:ny 

'hot (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'she's pouring (something)' 

'sugar' 

'two keys' 

i b - i t . - ' s U b b ^ 
I- I- > ¥ 

rsUk . loV 

^mUf . t 3 . ' r i - e :n f 

'hot (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'she's pouring (something)' 

'sugar' 

'two keys' 

stem-final ^msl . ' l -e i . - t lU 

^bi.-'usl.b-U^ 

rnA t . t - tU 
y y y 

i b i . - t s ^ . m - U . - ' n e i - J I -
y h y y y J 

{bi.-r3>lt\-U.-'nas:-[\ 

i,b-if.t3.fVU-l.-'nae:-^ 

'you (masc. pi.) filled 
(something)' 
'they (masc.) bother 
(something)' 
'they (masc.) jumped' 

'they (masc.) don't feed us' 

'they (masc.) don't give us a 
cold' 
'they (masc.) don't open 
(something) for us' 

no form recorded 

fl'J - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

iS8.'fi..ru3r 

nti...n-ar 

in.'6i:.f-8r 

non-local harmony ^ 3 

GLOSS 

'boat' 

'tahini' 

'clean (fem. sg.)' (Adj) 

'weak (fem. sg.)' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

is9.'fi:.ner 

rtfii:.n-er 

in . 'di l . f-er 
y y 

^X3.'fi:.f-e^ 

GLOSS 

'boat' 

'tahini' 

'clean (fem. sg.)' (Adj) 

'weak (fem. sg.)' 
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•itau.'wiU-ol-• • • 
'tall (fem. sg.)' Ua. 'wiU-e i - 'tall (fem. sg.)' 

(fem. name) {r3>.'ji:.d-8f 
• J 

(fem. name) 

closed syllable 
no trigger Ui l r i f 'figs' Ui l r i r 'figs' 

adjacent guttural Uti i l r i f 'flour' 
Ufihnr 'flour' 

adjacent emphatic 
t- r" • 

'clean (masc. sg.)' (Adj) in.'dhf} 'clean (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

non-local harmony 'weak (masc. sg.)' i x s . ' f i m 'weak (masc. sg.)' 

Uau . 'willr 'tall (masc. sg.)' Ua . 'willr 'tall (masc. sg.)' 

W . ' j i l d r (masc. name) ^r3>.'Ji:dr (masc. name) 

stem-final { ' f i l . -naK 'with us' 
r f i l . - n a K 'with us' 

^bi - t . -kus. 's - i l . -na^ • • • • • • 
'you (fem.sg.) are cutting us' ^bi-t.-?us.'s-i:.-n9r^ 

* > > t * 

'you (fem.sg.) are cutting us 

U3 > ( T . 'mi : . -n i^ • • • • 
'(2 masc./fem. sg.) feed me!' UaT. 'm i l . -n iK '(2 masc./fem. sg.) feed me!' 

^bi-t .-f3r.'J - i:.-hin^ 'you (fem.sg.) are furnishing ^bi-t .- fn. ' j - i l . -humK 'you (fem.sg.) are furnishing ^bi-t .-f3r.'J - i:.-hin^ 
them (fem.)' 

^bi-t .- fn. ' j - i l . -humK 
them (masc./fem.)' 

^b-t-im.s3.'ri-i:.-n8^ 'you (fem.sg.) are wiping us' ^b-t-im.s3.'ri-i:.-n8^ 'you (fem.sg.) are wiping us' 

ibi.-t-iH. ' l - i l-h^ 'you (fem.sg.) are boiling it ^bi.-t-iB.'l-il-hr* 'you (fem.sg.) are boiling it 
(masc.)' 

^bi.-t-iB.'l-il-hr* 
(masc.)' 
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/El/ - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

iba.'b-ei.n-i^ 

^muf.t3.'fi-e:.n-ii-

ImiJ.'t-ei.n-rt 

non-local harmony <j s e 'f_ez n-i}-

U3.nr.'t-e:.n-i| 

ifi3.bi.'b-e:.n-ii-

GLOSS 

'my two doors' 

'my two keys' 

'my two combs' 

'my two summers' 

'my two mattresses' 

'my two beloveds' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

Iba.'b-ei.n-ir 

^muf.t3.'r)-e:.n-i|-

imuf.'t-ei.n-il 

{se.'f-ei.n-rt 

U3.n f.'t-e:.n-i| 

Irto.bi.'b-ei.n-rt 

GLOSS 

'my two doors' 

'my two keys' 

'my two combs' 

'my two summers' 

'my two mattresses' 

'my two beloveds' 

closed syllable 
no trigger iba.'b-einr 

^muf.ts.'ti-einl 

imiJ.'t-eirU 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

non-local harmony i s e if _ e « n }. 

Ifa.nJ.'t-emy 

stem-final 

ibsf.'dein^ 

Imel.'l-ei.-tur 

'two doors' 

'two keys' 

'two combs' 

'two summers' 

'two mattresses' 

'later' 

'you (masc. pi.) filled 
(something)' 

iba.'b-einl 

1,muf.t3.'fi-e:n^ 

Imuj.'t-einl 

^se.'f-einr 

tfa.nj.'t-e:^ 

ibai.'deinl 

imel.'l-ei.-tol 

'two doors' 

'two keys' 

'two combs' 

'two summers' 

'two mattresses' 

'later' 

'you (masc. pi.) filled 
(something)' 
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\\13 t.'t-ei.-tllr-
y y y y 

Ua^.'m-ei.-tu^ 
y y y Y 

U3x-'x-e:.-tu^ 

^3.'ie:-hf 

'you (masc. pi.) jumped' 

'you (masc. pi.) fed 
(someone/something)' 
'you (masc. pi.) 
urinated/defecated' 
'on it (masc.)' 

•in3 t.'t-ei.-tor 
y y y 

U3><r.lm-e:.-tc4 
y y y 

U3x-'x-e.--tor-

'you (masc. pi.) jumped' 

'you (masc. pi.) fed 
(someone/something)' 
'you (masc. pi.) 
urinated/defecated' 
'on it (masc.)' 

I Mil - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

Abu Shusha dialect 
FORM 

open syllable 
no trigger Vsn8e:.n-i^ 

•{la.-'riser.l-ij-adjacent guttural 

non-local harmony in3S,<S3Bl.n-o} 

i r s j.'jaei.J-ir-

closed syllable 
no trigger -jsnaeirU 

adjacent guttural lum.'sSe.rir-

non-local harmony ^ n3<j- i g g g . n i. 

GLOSS 

'my teeth' 

'by myself 

'sleepy (fem. sg.)' 

'my machine gun' 

'teeth' 

'crocodile' 

'sleepy (masc. sg.)' 

'machine gun' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

Vsnae:.n-i^ 

ll3.-'r,ae..l-if-

^r.3?.'sae:.n-e!-

lr3>J.lJae:.J-ir 

{snaeirU 

Uim.'saeirî  

^roT.'saein^ 

GLOSS 

'my teeth' 

'by myself 

'sleepy (fem. sg.)' 

'my machine gun' 

'teeth' 

'crocodile' 

'sleepy (masc. sg.)' 

'machine gun' 

stem-final i?a.'d3-8e:.-ni} 'he came to me' {?8.'d3-ae:.-l-i} 'he came to me' 
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< bi.-kus. s-.l-3 >.k-i i. l iae:-h^ ' h e ' s c u t t i n g i l (masc.) for you <bi.-?us. s-.l-3>.k-ii.li33:-h^ ' h e ' s c u t t i n 8 i l (masc.) for you 

l « 3 . ' l - a e : . - l - i > + 

(masc. sg.) 
'he boiled (something) for me' l «3 . ' l - ae : . - l - i 

(masc. sg.)' 
'he boiled (something) for me' 

/Ml/ - Uvularisation Harmony Contexts 

no emphatic 

blocked 

emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialect Jafa dialect 
F O R M GLOSS F O R M GLOSS 

Vsnaei.n-rt 'my teeth' { 'snsei.n-i l 'my teeth' 

il3.-'ri8B:.l-ir 'by myself il3.-'tise:.l-il 'by myself 

^n3?.'s8e:.n-8| 'sleepy (fem. sg.)' inaT. 'saei .n-el 'sleepy (fem. sg.)' 

"isnaein!- 'teeth' {snseini- 'teeth' 

i t im. 'sas i t i l 'crocodile' Uim. 'saei fU 'crocodile' 

-jro?.'seeing 'sleepy (masc. sg.)' {n3?.'sae:rU 'sleepy (masc. sg.)' 

^?8.'d3-a3:.-niK 'he came to me' l?a.'d3-83:.-l-ir+ 'he came to me' 

^b3 . ' l -ae:.- l - i^ 'he boiled (something) for me' 
lB3. ' l -ae : . - l - ir+ 

'he boiled (something) for me' 

'my machine gun' 'my machine gun' 

^bi.-kus..s-.l-3 >.k-ij. ,iae:-h^ 'he's cutting it (masc.) for you ^bi.-?us.,s-.l-3 >.k-ij. liae:-h^ 'he's cutting it (masc.) for you 
(masc. sg.)' 

^bi.-?us.,s-.l-3 >.k-ij. liae:-h^ 
(masc. sg.)' 

'machine gun' 'machine gun' 

{'smBI.t-ir 
^ y ^ 

'my rash' 
y y y 

'my rash' 
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i i V t-BI - n i r * 'he gave (something) to me' ^ . ' t - B I . - n i r * 'he gave (something) to me' 
¥ ' ¥ ' Y ¥ Y ¥ 

Ua^ . 'm - B I . - n i ^ 'hefedme' Ua^'m-BI . -n i^ 'hefedme' 

in.'bBIft 'clean(masc.pl)' In.'dB.fr 'clean(masc. pi.)' 

UwBll^ 'tall(masc.pl.)' U w e m 'tall (masc. pi.)' 

IO\l - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

Abu Shusha dialect 
F O R M 

•j?a.k9.'mOI.n-ii' 

adjacent guttural {'rO I f)-i \ 
y ' y 

adjacent emphatic ^ f^g5, i t Q . r.j ̂  
y ' y 'y 

non-local harmony ^ a . ' b O I . I - ^ ® 

GLOSS 

'my Akamon (brandname 
pain killer)' 
'my spirit' 

'my motorcycle' 

'those (fem.)' 

Jafa dialect 
F O R M 

i?a.ka.'m0..n-i^ 

rro:.r»-ii-
¥ Y 

^m3>.'to:.r-il 
h y y 

no form recorded 

GLOSS 

'my Akamon (brandname pain 
killer)' 
'my spirit' 

'my motorcycle' 

closed syllable 
no trigger {?a.ka.'m0.rU 

adjacent guttural ^ rO I ti ^ 

adjacent emphatic ^m3>.'tOIr|-
y y y 

non-local harmony ^ ̂ 3 IQQ .| j. 

'Akamon (brandname 
pain killer)' 
'spirit' 

'motorcycle' 

'those (masc.)' 

iTa.ka.'mO.n^ 

irO .m 
¥ ¥ 

{vx\z>:\Olx\ 
¥ ¥ ¥ 

Itto-'doilf-

'Akamon (brandname pain 
killer)' 
'spirit' 

'motorcycle' 

'those (masc./fem.)' 

8Jafa has one form for 'those (masc./fem.)': •{fi3.'do:l}\ 
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stem-final no form recorded no form recorded 

/Ul/ - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

open syllable 
no trigger 

adjacent guttural 

adjacent emphatic 

Abu Shusha dialcet 
FORM 

^a.'mlll.s-a^ 

i?3.'xu:.- i^ 

•!f3>k.lku:.s-a| 

non-local harmony ^ma.rj.>u:.|-a}(g) 

^fi3.'nli:.n-a| 

closed syllable 

no trigger ^dUIdl 

adjacent guttural {rmJ.'BUIII-

adjacent emphatic ^rna.ri.'UIll-

non-local harmony ^ ^3 , 1 n UI n I 

stem-final Ua-'f-UI-hr* 

{bi.-kus.'s-UI-hl 
• • • • 

GLOSS 

'female moose' 

'my brother' 

(a type of cucumber) 

'bib' 

'caring (fem. sg.)' (Adj) 

worms 

'busy (masc. sg.)' 

'apron' 

'caring (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'they saw it (masc.)' 

'they (masc.) are cutting it 
(masc.)' 

Jafa dialect 
FORM 

icfea.'mUI.s-el 

{?3.'xu:.-ir+ 

tfaY'TUI.s-el 

no form recorded 

{fi3.'nu:.n-e| 

Idllldl 
i m 3 f . ' B U : l | 

ima.ri.'UlU 

ITto.'nlllnr 

^a.'f-UI-hl* 

lbi-j.-?us.'s-u:-hr+ j • • » 

GLOSS 

'female moose' 

'my brother' 

(a type of cucumber) 

'caring (fem. sg.)' (Adj) 

'worms' 

'busy (masc. sg.)' 

'apron' 

'caring (masc. sg.)' (Adj) 

'they (masc.) saw it (masc.)' 

'they (masc.) are cutting it 
(masc.)' 
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\ bi -t3>cr 'm-U I - jK 9 t n e y ( m a s c ) d o n t f e e d 

h * f h (someone/something)' 
{ bi -T3r 'f-U I-f^ ' t n e y (masc.)don't furnish 

(something)' 
1 b-im.ss.'ti-U I-J K ' t h e y ( m a s c ) d o n > t w i p e 

(something)' 
•i b-iw 'l-U I-f ^ t n e y ( m a s c ) aren't boiling 

(something)' 

9The Jafa cognates for this and the next three Abu Shusha carrier forms for stem-final fUU are: -j'ma.-b-ij.-t3>y.m-Uf, 

i 'ma.-,b-j-rf.n.J-u\, i 'ma.-b-j-1m.s3.ri-ur, and {'ma.^b-j-iB.I-u}. 
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Appendix IV: Salish Language Classification 

The classification of Salish languages below is based on Kinkade (1991), van Eijk 

(1987:viii-x), and p.c. from M.D. Kinkade, Susan Blake, and Donna Gerdts. Extinct 

languages or dialects are marked with '*'; slashes separate alternate labels for the same 

language or dialect. 

Division Branch Language Major Dialect Minor Dialect 
Bella Coola Nuxalk/Bella Coola 
Central Comox ?ay?aju0am (Mainland 

Comox) 
Sliammon 

Klahoose 
V ' 

Homalco 
Island Comox 

Pentlatch* 
Sechelt/Seshelt 
Squamish 
Halkomelem Upriver Halkomclem/Sto:lo Tait 

Chilliwack River 
Chehalis 

Downriver Halkomelem Katzie 
Musqueam 
Kwantlen* 

Island Halkomelem Nanaimo 
Chemainus 
Cowichan 

Straits Klallam 
Lkungen/Northem Saanich 
Straits 

Sooke* 
Lummi 
Songish/Songees* 
Samish 
Semiahmoo* 

Nooksack 
Lushootseed/Puget Salish Northern Lushootseed Upper Skagit 

Lower Skagit 
Snohomish 
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Southern Lushootseed Skykomish 
Snoqualmie 
Duwamish 
Muckleshoot 
Puyallup 
Nisqually 
Sahewamish 

Twana/Skokomish* 
Oregon Tillamook* 

Siletz* 
Tsamoan Inland Upper Chehalis Satsop 

Oakville Chehalis 
Tenino Chehalis 

Cowlitz* 
Maritime Lower Chehalis* Northern 

Southern 
Quinault* 

Interior Northern St'at'imcets/Lillooet/ 
LiTwat'ul 

Upper 
St'at'imcets/Upper 
Lillooet/Fountain 
Lower 
St'at'imcets/ 
Lower Lillooet/ 
Mount Currie 

NLa'kapmx/Thompson 
Shuswap Eastern Shushwap Enderby 

Athalmer 
Western Shushwap Canim Lake 

Deadman's Creek 
Kamloops 

Southern Okanagan Northern Okanagan Head of the Lakes 
Okanagan 

Southern Okanagan Colville 
San Poil - Nespelen 
Southern Okanagan 
Methow 

Columbian Nxa'amxcin/Moses 
Columbian 
Wenatchi/ 
Peskwaus 
Chelan 

Kalispel Spokane 
Kalispel 
Flathead 

Coeur d'Alene 
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Appendix V: Salish Language Map 

Resources Map 12, British Columbia Natural Resources Conference, 19561 

REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE ROYAL BRITISH COLUMBIA MUSEUM, VICTORIA, B.C 

^here is now also a sizeable Lower St'at'imcets speech community in Mission, B.C., the 

general location of a previous residential school at the foot of St'at'imcets territory. 
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Appendix VI: The St'at'imcets Carrier Forms For Vowel Tokens 

The carrier forms for the St'at'imcets vowel tokens are listed below. In each form, the analysed vowel is bolded and enlarged. 

Occasionally only one token of a carrier form was recorded from LC or LN; for such forms, only one token of a particular vowel was 

analysed for one of the speakers. 

Certain carrier forms are marked with ' <8>', which means that the lexical item was not documented for the other dialect. 

IV - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

CONTEXT CARRIER FORM 
Lower dialect 
FORM GLOSS 

Upper dialect 
FORM GLOSS 

no trigger 
no postvelar \ ?aemae-UL|wil'x|' 'to get better, to recover 

(e.g., from a sickness)' 
'fresh fruit' 

\ t+'aemin|<8> 'wool, fur' 

ftji-tj-l-ujae?! 

\ xW?QJ-kaeti?y 

'fresh fruit' 

'not at all' 'not at all' 
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immediately following a 
laryngeal 

immediately following a 
guttural 

immediately following an 
emphatic 

trigger 
immediately preceding a 
guttural 

immediately preceding an 
emphatic 

I All - Pharyngealisation Hai 

no trigger 
no postvelar 

\ ?aemh-in'sekr 

\*\\\ 

\ bij-in'r 

{ B9tf-kin-up?-aemr 

{ k' i+ilr 

Ui-'-B'r [+e?£B'] 

-imlxae+r 

{ t A ' k w ? l k w

f 

Y Y 

mony Contexts 

Lower dialect 
FORM 

•i kae-?aemhae-4ka3n-ae(-

'good gun' 

'to shrink' 

'to shrink something (tr.)' 

'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front' 
'to run' 

'to scatter (e.g., people 
leaving frm a gathering)' 

'black bear' 

'salmon stretcher' 

GLOSS 

'I've become better' 

no form recorded 

{ B9tf-kin-up?-aemy 

\ k ' i+ilr 

Hl-'-B ' r [+6?CB'] 

•imlxae+r 

1 t j ' ok w ? lk w r 

Upper dialect 
FORM 

\ kae-?88mha8-4ka3n-ee| 

'to shrink' 

'to lead horses by tying them to 
the tail of the horse in front' 

'to run' 

'to scatter (e.g., people leaving 
from a gathering)' 

'black bear' 

'salmon stretcher' 

GLOSS 

'I've become better' 
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{ x^cu - kse t iT f 1 'not at all' 

immediately preceding a ^ k33-?aemh6e-4k8en-ae} T v e b e c o m e b e t t e r ' 
laryngeal 

{ t4'p33?r marrow 

immediately following a ^ k8e-?33mhae-4kaen-8er 'I've become better' 
laryngeal 

Uae-?aemha3-4k8en-8e| 'I've become better' 

immediately following a no form recorded 
guttural 

m'33minr<8> 'wool, fur' 

{ k33-?aemhce-4kaen-ae \ T v e b e c o m e b e t t e r ' 

u l ? p a e n 'marrow' 

Uee-?33mhae-4k8en-cer 'I've become better' 

\ k8e-?8emh33-4k8en-8er 'I've become better' 

•j r-uaBJ-X88l \ 'something that one has piled up' 

trigger 
immediately preceding a no form recorded 
guttural 

no form recorded 

lrrhis word, which contains emphatic hi \ J }, was inadvertently used as a carrier form for no postvelar I All (also as. a carrier form for I All 

in the no emphatic context, as seen from the list of carrier forms for I All - uvularisation harmony contexts). However, the tokens of I All 

which occurred in this word are perceptually -133} and cluster in the F i - F2 plane with tokens of I All which occurred in words containing 

no postvelar; see the vowel graphs for St'at'imcets I All in chapter 3. 
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I All - Uvularisation Harmony Contexts 

no trigger 
immediately following an 
emphatic 

preceding an emphatic 
with intervening non-
laryngeal 
other no trigger forms = 
forms with no emphatic in 
the word 

Lower dialect 
FORM 

^mrx334^ 

^mak33?r 
¥ 

i?3erf'x-9nr 

\ k8e-?8emh8e-4k8en-89r 

•{ kae-?Semhae-4kaen-8er 

GLOSS 

'black bear' 

'snow' 

'to see something, some
one (tr.)' 

'I've become better' 

'I've become better' 

'I've become better' 
i kae-?aemhae-4kaen-aer 

i k8e-?eemhee-4k9en-ae} T ve become better' 

i t4'pa3?r 'marrow' 

i xw?aj-k3eti?r 'at all' 

Upper dialect 
FORM 

{mrxae4f 

^maka3?r 
no form recorded 

i kaB-?eemh8e-4kasn-39r 

i kee-?33mha3-4k8en-aef 

•i kae-?aemh8e-4ksen-8Sr 

\ kae-?aemha3-4k33n-ael 

U"4'pa3?r 

\ f4'33minr® 

•I J-uSej-xaelr 

GLOSS 

'black bear' 

'snow' 

'I've become better' 

'I've become better' 

'I've become better' 

'I've become better' 

'marrow' 

'wool, fur' 

'something that one has piled up' 

trigger 
immediately preceding an ^ mCJkae?} 
emphatic ' 

^makas?r snow 

•ixniJ'Qj'l 'gooseberry bush' 
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preceding an emphatic ^mitfCJ-'-kr fmitfCI?kl 'to assume a sitting 
with intervening phonetic * * position' 
laryngeal 

imirid-'-kr [mi1ja?k] 'to assume a sitting position' 

The epenthetic vowel - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

no trigger 
no postvelar 

Lower dialect 
FORM 

\ j9x- r9Xr 

i pun+9pr 

{ kGLMwae?tur 

immedately preceding a no form recorded 
laryngeal 

immedately following a 
laryngeal {J-p'i?-8l'mwaeJr 

immediately following a { «9tf-kin-up?-aem \ 
guttural * * 

\ w9rj-9nr 

1 u w Ol-9n f 

trigger 
immediately preceding a 
guttural 

{ m3-'-u| 

GLOSS 

'partly crazy' 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' 

(fem. name) 

'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front' 
'to tie something (intr., 
tr.)' 
'to burn something, set 
something on fire (intr., 
tr.)' 

'(breaking) daylight' 

Upper dialect 
FORM 

{J9x-Jexr 

\ pun+9p f 

i kGLMwae?tUf 

no form recorded 

'squeezed in the middle' no form recorded 

{ B9tJ-kin-up?-aerrU 

{ u9rj-9ny 

m3-'-Br 

GLOSS 

'partly crazy' 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' 

(fem. name) 

'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front' 
'to tie something (intr., 
tr.)' 

'(breaking) daylight' 
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{tj3u-9nr 

'to rip, tear something (tr.)' 

The epenthetic vowel - Uvularisation Harmony Contexts 

no trigger 
immediately following an 
emphatic 

preceding an emphatic 
with intervening non-
laryngeal 
all other contexts = 
forms with no emphatic in 
the word 

Lower dialect 
FORM 
form 

\ k9+-9nr 

\ y9tf-kin-up?-aemr 

{I9x-j9xr 

\ pun49p|-

\ keUL | w 33?tUr 

\ m3- '-Br 

\ B9tj-9n| 

\ J-p'i'e?-l'UL|wa9jr 

fB w e i - en r 

\ rj3B-9n|-

GLOSS 
gloss 

'to put something away, 
tobury something (tr.)' 

'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front' 
'partly crazy' 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' 

(fem. name) 

'(breaking) daylight' 

'to tie something (intr., 
tr.)' 
'squeezed in the middle' 

'to burn something, set 
something on fire (intr., 
tr.)' 
'to rip, tear something 
(tr.)' 

Upper dialect 
FORM 
form 

\ k9+-9nl 

l?aetf'x-an r 

\ B9tf-kin-up?-3emS-

i r 9x - r sx | 

•I pun+9pr 

i kGu^ w ae?tu| 

\ m3-'-Br 

GLOSS 
gloss 

'to put something away, to bury 
something (tr.)' 
'to see something, someone (tr.)' 

'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front' 
'partly crazy' 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' 

(fem. name) 

'(breaking) daylight' 

'to tie something (intr., 
tr.)' 
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trigger 
immediately preceding an ^ ?Ox w ?un \ 
emphatic b 

preceding an emphatic no form recorded 
with intervening phonetic 
laryngeal 

'to cough' i ? O x w ? u n | 

\ kAluuwilM 

no form recorded 

'to cough' 

'to get spoiled (e.g., meat, 
potatoes), to break down (car, 
wagon)' 

fU/ - Pharyngealisation Harmony Contexts 

no trigger 
no postvelar 

immedately following a 
laryngeal 

Lower dialect 
FORM 

{ plln+spl 

i rji-rj-l-Ulae?! 

immedately preceding a ^ ?U-?-fas?} 
laryngeal 

?U-?-Jae?r 

immediately following a ^ B W U j't} 
guttural 

\ BwUJ't-itj'38?| 

GLOSS 
Upper dialect 
FORM 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' ^ pUn+apl 

'fresh fruit' ^ rJi-tj-l-Ufae? r 

' e g g ' -I ?U-?-JaB?r 

egg 

'to sleep' 

'pajamas, nightie' 

?U-?-Jae?r 

{ B w UJ '0 

{ uwUj't-irj'ae?| 

GLOSS 

'Rocky Mountain juniper' 

'fresh fruit' 

'egg' 

egg 

'to sleep' 

'pajamas, nightie' 
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immediately following an 
emphatic 

trigger 
immediately preceding a 
guttural 

immediately preceding an 
emphatic 

i ?u-'-xw-Ufae?| 

i xJllml 

{ M U B W I 

no form recorded 

'to peel fruit (intr., tr.) 

'big, large, great, 
important' 

'stripe' 

no form recorded 

no form recorded 

no form recorded 
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Appendix V I I : St'at'imcets Word List 

Below is a list of the St'at'imcets forms cited in chapter 3. The list does not include forms which were cited only from van Eijk 

(1985) or (1987). (Forms cited only from the two van Eijk volumes were presented in chapter 3 in the North American transcription.) 

The list includes the carrier forms for the St'at'imcets acoustic study. 

The data below are presented in underlying, surface, and phonetic form. The phonetic transcriptions include lowered vowel height 

and the excrescent vowel. The van Eijk orthography of each form is also given, after van Eijk (1995). Unless otherwise noted, the data 

are in the Lower dialect. 

Underlying Form Surface Form Phonetic Form Orthography 

1. 'a bunch of fruit trees' /kwU # k'wl-^j7 
• w h Y 

\ kwu # k'ewl-ai'r 
> W Y V 

[kwo # k'welai'] qwu-q'welaz' 

2. 'bad' /kl/ 
YY 

\ kAlr 
Y Y 

qvl 

3. 'bitter' Ax/ I t A X r 
Y 

[tAX] tex 

4. 'black bear' /mIX/E+7 
• 

[mexae+] mi'xalh 

5. 'brass' /kwl-It/ 
Y 

lkwal-itt 
^ 

[kwolet] kwht 
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6. '(breaking) daylight' /GLOT, mu/ •i m3-'-bf'S- [m3?3y'] me7eg' 
7. 'burned forest, any area 

where a fire went through' 
/J-P'JEB7 U-p'an'r- [Ip'aB'l sp'ag' 

8. 'canoe' /tfliEj'/ 1 t+Maj'J-
^ 

[tflaj'] tl'laz' 

9. 'constipation' /n-k'/Ex-JE^'JE?/ •i n-k'aex-ee+rj'ae?!- [nk'cBxae+rj'as?] nk'acalhts'a 

10. 'cranky (child),fussing' /GLOT, klx/ 1 ki-'-xr- [ks?x] kii7x 

11. 'downstream area' /RED, n-kwUtj^/ \ n-kwu-kwrjae^ [nkwukwrjae] nkvvukwtsa 

12. 'drunk' /I-kj^Ex/ \ I-kjax^ [Ikjax] sqyax 

13. 'each one, every one' /RED, GLOT, JlfciV \ ji-'-jbf' I- [JJ?J3B'] zi7zeg' 

14. 'egg' /RED, ?U r ^?/ \ ?u-?-jae?^ [?u?rae?] 7ii7sa7 
15. (exclamation, used to urge a 

storyteller to continue his 
story) 

/? I?^ j / i ?i?aejl [?i?aej] 7i7ay 

16. (fem. name) /kWiE?tU/ ^ keujwae?tur [keu4wae?tu] kewa7tu 

17. 'finger' /xwUl-;EloE?/ i xwul-aekae?r- [xwolaekcB?] xwulaka7 

18. 'fish, (any kind of) salmon' /rj'Uk w ^j'/ ^tj'ukwaj'^ [tfokwon ts'uqwaz' 

19. 'fourteen' /k'm'p # UL| W IJ 

xw?UtjIn/ 

i k'sm'p # uuwi # 

xw?urjiny 

[k'am'p # U4wiw# 

xw?orjin] 

q'em'p wi 

20. 'fresh fruit' /RED, tfll-UJ/E?/ ^rji-rj-l-ujae?^ [rjirjlujae?] tsitslusa7 
21. 'good for nothing, useless 

(persons, horses, etc.)' 
/RED, kl/ \ kA-kAl \ [kAkAl] qvqvl 

22. 'good gun' ftMmlE-ln'JEk/ i ?aemh-in'aek!- [?aamhin'aek] 7arnhi'n'ak 

23. 'gooseberry bush' /xnljiiEj'/ •ixnij'-aj'}-
I-

[xnij'cu'] cni'z'az' 
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24. 'green, yellow' /kwl-I?/ [kwolei ?] kwHi7 

25. 'handsome (in face)' •i?a8mh-us| fPaemhus] 7arnhus 

26. 'hat' /kmUt/ •iksmutl' [kamut] qmut 

27. 'huckleberry' /mxJEj/ \ m9xaj| ^ rm9xaj] mecaz' 

28. 'I've become better' /kJE-?JEmJE-ikJEn-JE/ ] kae-?aemhae-4kaen-a9f- [kae?aemhae+kaenae] ka-7amhalnkan-

29. 'leaf /ptjk+/ •Ip9rjk9+|- [p9tfk9+] petskelh 

30. 
31. 

'light, bright' 
'loose (objects, also ways of 
behaviour)' 

/RED, mJEn/ 

/RED, r l B w / 

•! m 3 B - m a B f 

\ r8Bw- rIBw^ 

[ m 3 B 8 m a B ] 

[ r O B w r S B w ] 

megmag 

segwsi'gw 

32. 'lynx' /rjk w -^n^?/ { rjkw-aen39?^ [tjkwaenae?] tsqwana7 

33. 'marrow' itfpee?} [f+'p38?] tl'pa7 

34. 'mouth' /rjUtjIn/ \ rjurjinl- [rjutjin] tsutsin 

35. 'night' /JItJt/ \ Jitjtr [litjt] sitst 

36. 'not at all' /x w ?^j-k^t l? / ixw?cu-kaeti?| [xw?ajkaeti?] cw7aoz4:ati7 

37. 'otter' /IhJErjV {lehaerj'l [tehaerf'] lehats' 

38. 'pajamas, nightie' /BwUj't-Irf'^?/ i Bwuj't-irj'ae?| [Bwoj'tirj'ae?] gwuy'ti'ts'a7 

39. 'pale, fading, faded' /GLOT, pu/ ^p3-'-B'| [p3?3B'] pe7eg' 

40. 
41. 

42. 

'partly crazy' 
'pig' (Chinook Jargon 
borrowing) 
'really, very much; to be in 
the way' 

/RED, fx/ 

/kwUjU/ 

/I-txw/ 

•j r9X- f9x| 

i k w u M 

{I-toxw| 

[r9Xr9X] 

[kworo] 
I-

[ftoxw] 

secsec 

kwoso 

stexw 
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43. 'Rocky Mountain juniper' /pUn-+p/ •i pun+-sp}- [pun+9p] punlhep 
44. 'room, spaces in between 

things' 
/RED, \JEu,w/ 1 |0BW-Iay' w^ [lob w lay' w] legwlag'w 

45. 'rose' /kl'k/ 
YY I-

IkAl'kl-
Y Y Y 

qvl'q 

46. 'salmon head' / x w Um- loE? / !x wum-kae?^ 
Y Y 

[xwomkae?] xwumqa7 

47. 'salmon stretcher' /rj 'k w?Ik w / i t f k w ? i k w ^ 
I- i-

[ r fk w ?ek w ] ts'qw7iiqw 

48. 'sick, ill' /?iE|J-m/ •j?alr-9m^ [?alj9m] aolsem 

49. 'sleep' /B w Uj ' t / 1 Bwuj'n [BwOJ't] gwuy't 

50. 'small rainbow trout' /RED, Blrj-kr/ { yi-y'-rj-k^ [«ei H'lJkJ] gig'tsqs 

51. 'snow' ImJEkJE?/ 
Y 

•imakae?}- [makae?] maqa7 

52. 'sockeye (salmon)' U w a e ? ^ [xwae?J] xwa7s 
53. 'something that one has 

piled up' 
/\~-u/Ei-xJE\/ 

J Y 

•1 f-uaj-xael !• [Jyajxael] sgazcal 

54. 'squeezed in the middle' /s-p'I?-l'WiEs/ 1 i-p'i?-9l'u4waej^ [jp'i?9l'uqwael] sp'i7el'was 

55. 'stick' (N) /mUlx/ •imulx^ [mulx] mule 

56. 'stingy' /n-J-p'xII7 ^n- fp 'x i l ' ^ 
J r Y ¥ 

[njp'xel'] nsp'xiil' 

57. 'stripe' / M U w w / [JtjOBw] stsugw 

58. 'strong, healthy, vigorous' /RED, yl/ \ BSl-BSl 1" [kol3ual] gelgel 

59. 'supernatural being, 
powerful spirit' 

/hi?/ [hi?] hi7 

60. 'the hat (absent, known)' 
(Upper dialect) 

/nJE # kmUt-iE/ •! nae # k9mut-a3|- [nae w# kamutae] na qmuta 
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61. 'the tooth (absent, unknown)' InlJ blrj-mn/ \ ni w# birj-mnl [ni w# bei, rjm9n] ni gi'tsmen 

62. 'three' -jkae+sej!- [kae+aer] kalhas 

63. 'to arrive here' /t+'Ik / 
Y 

\ B'lkr [f+'ek ] tl'iiq 

64. 'to arrive (over there)' /r j lx w / i t j i x w | [tjixw] tsicw 

65. 'to assume a sitting 
position' 

/mlrfiE'k/ <! mirja'kl [mitfark] mi'tsa7q 

66. 'to be unfriendly to some
one (tr.)' 

/kl-kl-nUx w-mIn/ 
YY YY 

•j kAl-kAl-nuxw-min|-
Y Y Y Y 

[kAlkAlnuxw min] qvlqvlnucwmin 

67. 'to bleed' /GLOT, t j l B ' w / itjl-'-b'w| [rJe?eB'w] tsi'7ig'w 

68. 'to burn something, set 
something on fire (intr., 
tr.)' 

/« w l -n / 1 B w e l - sn | [bwelsn] gwelen 

69. 'to cave in, to get caved in' /+tj/ HAtj l 
Y 

[+Atj] 
Y 

Ihvts 

70. 'to cough' / ? x w ? U n / \ ?ox w ?unl 
Y 

[?oxw?on] exw7un 

71. 'to drool, slobber (e.g., like 
cows)' 

/RED, n-i^El'-rj/ ^n-Jal'-l'-etfr [nJalTelfl nsaolTets 

72. 'to fart audibly' /K^-p 'Ur-iE/ •|k33-p'u?-ae| [keep'u?ae] ka-p'u7-a 

73. 'to get better, to recover 
(e.g., from a sickness)' 

/?iEm^-LL|wII'x/ \ ?aemae-uqwil'x| [?83ma8LL|wil'x] 7amawi'l'c 

74. 'to get spoiled (e.g., meat, 
potatoes), to break down 
(car, wagon)' 

/kl-LL|wII'x/ \ kAl-oj w i l 'x l [kAluL|wel'x] qvlwii'l'c 

75. 'to get stuffed, to eat too 
much' 

/mkV 
Y 

\ mAk'r [mAk'] meq' 

76. 'to go for a walk' /RED, rc\/E\-kl •ima3-m'-t-3kl 
^ 

[maem't3k] mam'teq 
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77. 'to go (not always in a 
specified direction)' 

78. 'to have a nightmare, 
to sleepwalk' 

79. 'to hide something (intr., 
tr.)' 

80. 'to hit (as a bush to make 
the berries fall off)' 

81. 'to keep still, to sit still 
without moving' 

82. 'to lay something down 
(intr., tr.)' 

83. 'to lead horses by tying 
them to the tail of the 
horse in front (intr.)' 

84. 'to peel fruit (intr., tr.)' 

85. 'to punch someone, hit 
someone with the fist (intr. 
tr.)' 

86. 'to put down a container 
with the opening turned 
upwards, to put it upright 
(tr.)' 

87. 'to put something away,to 
bury something (tr.)' 

88. 'to rip, tear something (tr.)' 

89. 'to rot, get rotten' 

90. 'to run' 

91. 'to scatter (e.g., people 
leaving from a gathering)' 

M'Ekl U+'aek^ [t+'aek] tl'ak 

/RED, kwMxf i k w a-k w -x^ 
Y h Y 

[k wak wx] 
L Y Y Y 

qwaqx 

/ lB w -n/ i loB w-en^ [loBwen] legwen 

/ffxw->oEl/ i f+'exw-xae^ [ f fex w xael] tl'ecwcal 

/t+'i-II'x/ i t+'l-il'xt- [f+'lil'x] t l ' l i l 'c 

/kltj-ln'/ •ikitj-in'i- [kirjin'] ki'tsin' 

/yrJ-kIn-Up?-^m/ \ «st r-kin-up?-aem|' [Barjkenup?aem] getsqinup7am 

/GLOT, ? U x w - U j ^ ? / { ?u-'-x w-ujee?^ 
Y J 

[?o?xwojae?] u7xwusa7 

/ tUp-UnV •itup-un'^ [tupun'] tupun' 

/rjk-n/ i rjAk-sn^ WAkan] tseqen 

/k+-n/ 
Y 

•j k9+-sni-
Y 

[ka+sn] qelhen 

/rju-n/ \ rj3B-sn^ [rj3Ban] tsegen 

/GLOT, ruEk/ i na-'-k> 
Y 

[na?k] na7q' 

/k'l+II/ \ k'i+iU 
Y 

[k'ei +il] q'i'lhil 

/GLOT, +1W i "h-'-B'r [+S?£B'] lhi'7ig' 
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92. 'to see something, someone 
(tr.)' 

/?jE1J'x-n/ ^?aetj'x-8nr [?sstf xan ] 7ats'xen 

93. 'to serve food to someone 
(tr.)' 

/n-+Ukw-xIt/ { n-+ukw-xit| [n+okwxit] lhuqwcit 

94. 'to shrink' «{will- [wei J] gis 

95. 'to shrink something (tr.)' /BlJ-InV {BiJ-in'r [Be[ rin'] gi'sin' 

96. 'to sleep' /BwUj't/ i BWUJ't| [BwOj't] gwuy't 

97 'to smoothen something 
(wood) by shaving it 
(intr.)' 

i?uxw-xaen [?oxwxael] 7uxwcal 

98. 'to stab all over' /RED, rjlk-ln7 ^ rjAk-rjik-in'^ [rjAkrjskei n'] tsvqtsi'qin' 

99. 'to stab someone (tr.)' /tflk-InV Itfik-in'r [rjekein'] tsi'qin' 

100. 'to stick out from something 
(e.g., from a pocket or a 
house)' 

/ j -plx w / { r-pAlxw^ [IPAIXW] spvicw 

101. 'to tie something (intr., tr.)' /Btf-n/ -I B9tj-9ni- [uatfen] getsen 

102. 'to tie something, someone' /JUJ-Un7 lJuf-un'r [JurUn'] zusun' 

103. 'to untie something, to turn 
an animal loose (tr.)' 

/tlB ' w - In' / i t i B ' w - i n ' | [teB'we| n'] ti'g'win' 

104. 'to walk, go on foot' /rrtiEt-k/ -!maet-k| [mastk] matq 

105. 'to warn someone, tell 
someone to be careful 
(intr., tr.)' 

/jUh-n/ •j juh-9n|- [juh9n] zuhen 

106. 'until it got tangled up' /t+'U# k'rj'-p/ itfu # k'grj'-gpl [t+'u # k'arf 9p] tl'u q'i'tsep 

107. 'water' /k w U?/ { kwu?\ [kwo?] qwu7 
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108. 'water inhabited by hi7' /hI?-iEtkwiE?/ 
Y 

ihi?-aetkwae?^ 
Y 

[hi?aetkwae?] hi7atqwa7 

109. 'when evening comes' /?i j u/Ep&y \ ?i w# Baepaef!- [?i j# Bsepaej] 7i gapas 

110. 'wind-dried salmon' /rj'LMw^n/ { rj'u|wcBn^ [tfufaen ] ts'wan 

111. 'wool, fur' (Upper dialect) /tViEmln/. \ t+'asmini- [t+'aemin] d'amui 

112. 'you (sg.)' / r - n U u L | w ^ / { r-nul^w^ef• [ rnuoj wae] sniiwa 

113. '(young) boy' /RED, tU|wt/ ^ teuLjwe-uuw-uu'wet^ [teuL|weii4weu4'wet ] tweww'et 
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Glossary 

(The definitions below are as proposed or adopted in this thesis.) 

AIRSTREAM MECHANISM: movement of a body of air for speech, corresponding to 

Catford's (1977) 'initiation' function. Airstream mechanisms are characterised 

according to (i) which body of air is moved: pulmonic (the air in the lungs), glottalic 

(the air in the pharynx), or velaric (the air in the oral cavity); (ii) the direction of 

movement: egressive (upward/outward) or ingressive (downward/inward). 

ALIGNMENT: a phonological term referring to the coincidence of categories at 

constituent edges. Imposed by Alignment constraints (McCarthy and Prince (1993b)), 

e.g., ALIGN-L([RTR], NUC) ('The left edge of every [RTR] is aligned with the left 

edge of a N U C ) . 

ARTICULATION: the posture or movement of some articulator (i.e., of the lips, tongue 

tip/blade, tongue back, or tongue root) in an overall vocal tract configuration or 

sequence thereof, by which some articulatory constriction is produced. 

ARTICULATOR THEORY: a theory of segmental representation which assumes that 

phonological features are defined in articulatory terms and are in a hierarchical 

ordering which directly reflects the anatomy of the vocal tract. 

COMBINATORIAL SPECIFICATION: a procedure of segmental derivation (Archangeli 

and Pulleyblank (1994a)) which assumes that, for a given language: (i) active features 

freely combine; (ii) all combinatorially possible feature sets are instantiated (i.e., are 

realised as segments in the langauge) unless ruled out by the grammar. 

CONSTRAINT: a phonological term referring to a formal restriction of the grammar. 

CORRESPONDENCE: a relation between two structures, such as input and output forms, 

which allows an evaluation of faithfulness (McCarthy and Prince (1995)). 
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EMPHATIC: Phonological definition - a segment specified for secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR]. 

Articulatory definition - a segment, e.g., [t], which is produced with secondary uvular 

and secondary pharyngeal articulation (except for dorsal emphatics, e.g., [k], which 

are produced with the articulation of a primary uvular, e.g., [q]). 

EPENTHETIC VOWEL: a vowel inserted into a phonological form in the input-output 

mapping. 

EXCRESCENT VOWEL: a vowel inserted in the phonetics. 

FORMANT: a vocal tract resonance which is displayed on a spectrogram as a relatively 

broad (< -300 Hz) band of energy. 

GESTURE: a movement by an organ of the larynx or of the vocal tract. 

GROUNDED: phonetically-based. 

GUTTURAL: Phonological definition - a segment specified for primary-[RTR] or for 

primary-[DOR] and secondary-[RTR]. 

Articulatory definition - a segment which is produced with a primary articulation in the 

postvelar region of the vocal tract. 

HARMONY: phonological feature sharing. Segments can undergo a harmony or be 

neutral to it. 

MORA: the representation of a unit of prosodic weight. 

NEUTRAL: with respect to some harmony, the term for segments which do not undergo 

the harmony. Neutral segments are either transparent or opaque. 

NUCLEUS: in Nuclear/Moraic Theory (Shaw (1992, 1993)), the representation of the 

prosodic constituent which functions as the head of a syllable. 

OPAQUE: with respect to some harmony, the term for neutral segments which do not 

undergo the harmony and which block its progression in the phonological string. 
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PHARYNGEALISATION: secondary tongue root retraction. 

PHARYNGEALISED: Phonological definition - specified for secondary-[RTR]. 

Articulatory definition - produced with secondary tongue root retraction. 

PHONETIC FORM: the phonological surface form (without its word-internal morpheme 

boundaries) with phonetic properties added to it. The transcription of a phonetic form 

is enclosed in square brackets ('[ ]'). 

POSTVELAR: Phonological definition - a segment specified for primary- or secondary-

[RTR]. 

Articulatory definition - a segment which is wholly or partly articulated in the 

postvelar region of the vocal tract (Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins (1991)). 

PRIMARY UVULAR: Phonological definition - a segment specified for primary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR] (but not also secondary-[DOR]). 

Articulatory definition - a segment which is produced with primary uvular and 

secondary pharyngeal articulation. 

PROSODIC: the term for properties which relate to the suprasegmental phonology, 

involving formal units such as mora, nucleus, and syllable. 

RETRACTED: produced with retraction of the tongue root or with retraction of the 

tongue back and tongue root. 

SEGMENTAL: the term for properties which relate to the feature hierarchy. 

SPECTROGRAM: a two-dimensional graphic representation of energy distribution in a 

three-dimensional acoustic space defined by the variables time, frequency, and 

amplitude. In a standard spectrogram, time is represented on the abcissa, frequency on 

the ordinate, and amplitude by darkness of display. 

SURFACE FORM: the underlying phonological form with all predictable phonological 

properties added to it. The transcription of a surface form is enclosed by the braces 

'•I 
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TRANSPARENT: with respect to some harmony, the term for neutral segments which do 

not undergo the harmony and which do not block its progression in the phonological 

string. 

UNDERLYING FORM: the phonological form consisting of only unpredictable 

phonological properties. The transcription of an underlying form is enclosed by 

slashes (7 /'). 

UVULARISATION: secondary tongue back retraction (with concomitant secondary tongue 

root retraction). 

UVULARISED: Phonological definition - a segment specified for secondary-[DOR] and 

secondary-[RTR]. 

Articulatory definition - produced with secondary tongue back retraction (and 

concomitant secondary tongue root retraction). 
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